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ABSTRACT 
The thesis investigates the relationship between spoken and 
~Titten language difficulties. fuo children aged eleven and 
twelve years were studied. Both were of average intelligence but 
had a persisting speech di fficul ty of a dyspraxic nature. Normal 
control data was collected on each area tested so that the cases 
could be viewed from a developmental perspective. 
First, a detailed analysis of speech errors was carried out. 
Compared to Articulation Age matched controls, the speech 
disordered children made multiple errors, had difficulty 
assembling the articulatory programme for unfamiliar words and 
reI iPCi on t..'ord specific Immdedge. Spcond, on tests of auditon-
disr:riminaiion, lexical decision and segmentation sl"ills, the 
speech disordf'red children performed less well than Reading Age 
mat cl1f'd controls. Their difficulties were most pronowlced in the 
aud i t or:- modal i ty and hTIen nonword mater i a 1 h'as used. Th i rd , 
thei r reading and spelling performanC'(=' was compared to 10"-
Rf'ading Age dyslexic children without obyious speech 
d1 ffind ties. The speech disordered children were more deficient 
in tllei r USf' of phonological strategies and had not broken 
through to the alphabf'tic phase of literacy development. 
Thf' C:1.SPS h'erc- folloFed up after three years. Al thou.dl the 
children had improved their performance quantitath-ely, they 
sU 11 exhi bi t eo thf' same pattern of (='rrors O\-eral1. The;.- had 
become "trapp,-d" in the logographic phase of literacy de\-elopment 
and ~,ere adupt ing compensatory strategj es when reading and 
spt-~l1ing. Their permsive phonological difficulties "ere 
compounded by their inconsistent and incoordinated speech. 
These findings challenge the traditional yie,,; of 
Developmental Yerh.qJ Dyspra~ia as a motor speech disorder. In 
addition to their articulatory difficulties, the children also 
ban auditon- processing and I exjcal problems. The findings allo,,-
further discussion of the role of articulatory and phonological 
sldlls in literac;.' development. A model of reading and spelling 
strategies is presented and the points where speech and language 
disordered children are most at risl, are indicated. Finally, the 
clinical, educational and research implications are outlined. 
iii 
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SECTION 1 - nIEOOETICAL ~ 
CHAPI'ER 1 
THE PHON01OOICAL DEFICIT HYRYnIESIS 
Surveys have shown a high prevalence of speech problems in 
preschool children (Davie, Butler and Goldstein 1972, Calnan and 
Richardson 1976, Morley 1965). Five percent of children are 
unintelligible when they enter school, whilst more severe and 
specific language problems arise in about one in every thousand 
children (Webster and McConnell 1987). These speech and language 
difficulties are usually accompanied by other learning 
difficulties which unfold as the child proceeds through school. 
Typically, a child is referred first to a speech therapist 
because he is "not talking" even though he appears to be 
understanding spoken language and has no obvious hearing loss or 
physical abnormali ties. There may be limi ted expressi ve 
vocabulary or delay in stringing words together. As the child's 
expressive language develops a speech problem becomes apparent. 
On starting school there may still be some articulatory 
difficulties but the child may be intelligible for most of the 
time. However, another problem emerges when reading. Familiar 
words may be recognised but a "s01,mding out strategy" to tackle 
new words eludes him. Spelling presents as an even bigger hurdle 
and may be "bizarre". Ideas in spoken and written language are 
often disorganised and g:ranmatical errors are COIJIIlOn. Some 
children also need help with the mechanics of handwriting. 
Overall the child's work may look "untidy" with an abundance of 
spelling mistakes and a paucity of punctuation. In contrast, 
1 
accompanying drawings my be well constructed and detailed. 
The following extract from a letter was written by Amanda 
aged nine years. It illustrates some of the above points. Note 
the grammatical simplifications and the particular difficulty 
when spelling longer words. This is like her speech. Amanda is 
very communicative but finds sentence construction and 
articulation of more complex words difficult. She attends a 
language unit and the letter was written following an assessment 
visit (a translation is provided underneath):-
Decesmdber 1st th 
thak for Hare me I like to go a den 
I like at den I like Chris and samd and at 
Ket Cat and at Cake I like at lef with Mummy 
Came I go to Bemaham and gen thak wennpns 
Came I go No the telpe 
December 1st 
Thankyou for having me. I like to go again. 
I like that dinner. I like crisps and sandwiches and that 
Kitkat and that cake. I like that lift with Mummy. 
Can I go to Birmingham again thank you very much. 
Can I go on the television. 
This chapter will discuss the relationship between spoken 
and written language development. It will focus on why 
developnental reading and spelling difficulties may be viewed as 
an extension of an underlying language difficulty by examining 
the reading and spelling process, by reviewing the phonological 
deficit hypothesis of dyslexia and by discussing investigations 
of reading and spelling skills in children with different types 
of speech and language disorders. 
2 
I. READING AND SPELLING DEVEL<>IMENT 
A. The Reading and Spelling Process 
Before learning to read and spell children have already 
established a psycholinguistic system to deal with verbal 
language. Single words are recognised via an audi tory input 
lexicon, comprehended via the semantic system and produced via 
output phonology (Pring and Snowling 1986). In order to repeat 
unfamiliar words it is assumed that the child carries out 
phoneme segmentation and blending prior to assembling a new 
motor programme for output. When confronted by the printed word 
the child needs to integrate a visually based system for 
processing written material with the already existing auditory 
one (see Figure 1.1). 
Figure 1. 1 - Model showing interface between spoken and written 
language processing systems (Pring and Snowling 
1986) . 
Spoken Word Printed Word 
1 Grapheme 1 
Auditory Phoneme 
Analysis~Segmentation 
Phoneme Visual 
Translation ~Analysis 
\ \ J 
\ 
Phoneme 
Auditory Blending Visual 
Semantic Input 1 Input ~ Semantic 
System ( ~ Logogens Logoge~ System 
~---" / ---------------------------~ Output ~--------
Phonology 
1 
:3 
Fami liar words are read through links between the visual 
input lexicon and semantic memory, and the output phonology 
system allows pronunciation from print. Unfamiliar words are 
decoded by grapheme-phoneme translation which requires successful 
sound segmentation skills (Coltheart 1980). Alternatively, they 
may be read by analogy with known words (Glushko 1979). Familiar 
words are spelt either by accessing automatic routines or by 
segmenting their components prior to phoneme-grapheme 
translation. When dealing with new or nonsense words only the 
latter strategy is possible. It is only later in the spelling 
process that teaching and experience have an effect. At this 
stage phoneme- grapheme translations are modified to fit spelling 
conventions, for example as in sigaret/cigarette (Frith 1980). 
B. The Relationship Bet~ Sound Segmentation Skills and 
Li teracy Developnent 
Segmentation refers to the child's ability to break up the 
speech stream into its components. This is a necessary skill when 
dealing with an alphabetic language such as English. The history 
of writing has seen a consistent trend towards alphabetic systems 
and away from logographic ones (Gleibnan and Rozin 1977). 
Initially pictograms served as "written" conmunication. These 
pictures could be grouped to represent more abstract ideas, for 
example "share/speak" portrayed "gossip", while "bird/wood/ 
clothes" was used for "miscellaneous". Such logographic scripts 
which are still in use in China and Japan today, take years to 
learn because of the taxing memory load. 
In contrast, an alphabetic script by nature of its grapheme-
phoneme correspondences, allows the reader/speller to tackle 
4 
words never seen before. In English for example, it is possible 
to combine a limited number of letters (twenty-six) into an 
infinite number of words and messages. To take advantage of this 
script however, the child must be able to segment the speech 
stream into its components and learn the grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences. Once he can do this, the child is not hampered 
by visual memory overload, he can read new words, and he can 
spell out messages even if these do not conform to English rules 
(Read 1975, Bissex 1980). 
Some authors have argued that sound segmentation is a 
necessary prerequisite of learning to read (Liberman et al 1974, 
Gough and Hillinger 1980) and others have taken this further to 
suggest a predictive relationship between sound segmentation 
skill and later reading performance (Fox and Routh 1976, Hefgott 
1976, Liberman and Marm 1980, Lundberg, Olofsson and Wall 1980). 
However, as Bryant (1985) emphasises, correlational results are 
relevant to a general group and of little consequence to 
individuals. 
Following a longitudinal study of the effect of training 
segmentation skills on reading development, Bradley and Bryant 
(1983) were able to retrospectively match predicted "would have 
been" good/poor readers to "actual" good/poor readers. Less than 
one third of the "unusually good" sound categorisers went on to 
become unusually good readers and less than one third of the poor 
sound categorisers ended up as unusually weak readers. A similar 
relationship was found between initial segmentation performance 
and ultimate spelling level. Segmentation tasks can therefore not 
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be used with certainty to predict later reading and spelling 
success in individuals. The first real empirical challenge to 
the prerequisite view was presented by Morais, Cary, Alegria and 
Bertelson in 1979. They addressed the issue of whether explicit 
knowledge of the phonetic structure of speech might be the 
outcome of normal cognitive growth through maturation or whether 
it requires specific training. To circumvent the ethical problem 
of depriving a group of children of literacy training, they moved 
their study to a poor agricultural area of Portugal where an 
adult literacy scheme had been introduced. This allowed for the 
testing of two groups; illiterate adults of normal intelligence 
and adults who had been taught to read after the age of fifteen 
years. The subjects were asked to subtract sounds from words, for 
example "What would "purso" sound like without the p?" ("urso" 
means bear in Portugese), and to add sounds to words, for example 
"What would "allacho" sound like with a /p/ at the beginning?" 
("pallacho" means clown). The illiterates made significantly more 
errors ( 79%) than the Ii terates (28%) on these tasks, When 
nonwords were presented the illiterate group were unable to 
delete or add a single phoneme, while the literate group could do 
so fairly readily, 
These results suggest that sound segmentation is induced by 
literacy training. It can therefore not be an essential 
prerequisite to learning to read although Morais et al 
acknowledge that training prior to a "critical period" of 
maturation or cogni ti ve growth may be ineffectual. 
Morais and his colleagues have recently reported a follow up 
to this study (Morais, Bertelson, Cary and Alegria 1986). They 
administered a wider range of segmentation tasks to new groups of 
illiterate and ex-illiterate adults. The illiterates were again 
unable to deal with phonetic segment manipulation. They were 
however better at syllable and rhyme tasks although still 
performed less well than the literate group. The authors conclude 
that rhyme and syllable segmentation can be developed up to a 
certain point in nonreaders but that the analysis of phonetic 
segments requires literacy experience. 
Studies of young children also indicate that reading 
experience aids segmentation perfonnance. Barton, Miller and 
Macken (1980) taught preliterate preschoolers to segment initial 
consonants in words (m/ouse, b/ear). They then examined how the 
children analysed words with initial consonant clusters (tr/ee). 
Children with some reading ability were able to segment the 
clusters into phonemes but nonreaders regarded the clusters as 
single units. 
Ehri and Wilce (1980) presented twenty-four children (aged 
nine years and six months) with words to segment by matching a 
counter to each phoneme. They were then asked to spell them. Half 
of the words contained "hidden" letters (pitch/rich, comb/home). 
The resul ts indicated that children used their orthographic 
knowledge in the segmentation task - those who could spell the 
words marked the "hidden" letters with a counter. 
In a second experiment, Ehri and Wilce (1980) invented 
nonsense words for pictures of animals. Each of the five nonsense 
words used had two spellings. One of the spellings included an 
extra letter that corresponded to a potential sound in a word 
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(tadge, banyu). The control set had no such hidden letters (taj, 
banu) . Twenty-four subjects were matched on the basis of word 
reading scores and one member of each pair was taught the 
experimental set of names spelled with the extra letter while the 
other member of the pair learned the control set. The children 
segmented and then spelled the words. The subjects who had been 
taught the experimental set of words marked the extra letter when 
segmenting the word indicating that reading experience shapes the 
learner's conceptualisations of the phoneme segments. 
Perin (1983) extended this work by examining whether 
segmentation skill was more closely related to reading or 
spelling development in a group of adolescents. These were 
divided into the groups; good readers and spellers (group A), 
good readers and poor spellers (group B), 
spellers (group C). The hypothesis 
and poor readers and 
was that if spelling 
performance is more important than reading performance then 
spellers should perform less well on segmentation 
poor 
tasks 
irrespective of reading ability. In Perin's first experiment she 
asked subjects to "spoonerise" current pop singers' names (Bob 
Dylan -) Dob Bylan). Good readers/good spellers (group A) were 
significantly better than the other two groups, but interestingly 
there was no significant difference between children who were 
good readers/poor spellers (group B) and children who were poor 
at both reading and spelling (group C). These results suggest 
that spelling and not reading is the primary influence on success 
rate on this task. A quali tati ve analysis of the spoonerism 
responses showed that subjects in Groups B and C made more 
serious errors than those in Group A. In addition, subjects in 
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both groups B and C made a predominance of nonphonetic spelling 
errors. Perin considered two possibilities to explain these 
resul ts . First, grapheme-phoneme conversion may be hindered by 
poor segmentation resulting in poor spelling or conversely 
segmentation attempts in the spoonerism task may have been 
hindered by poor spelling knowledge. The latter view was 
supported by subject reports. A group B subject stated that he 
used spelling knowledge to perform the task. As his spelling was 
poor this may have accounted for his poor perfonnance on 
spoonerisms. 
Perin went on to present the same three groups of subjects 
with a segment judgement task in which words containing more 
letters than phonemes were presented, for example "ache, vague, 
ocean" (Type 1), together with words containing equal m.unbers of 
letters and phonemes, for example "mud, atom" (Type 2). In 
addition a set of Type 2 nonwords, for example "kig, cadim" were 
included. It was predicted that if spelling knowledge influences 
segmentation ability then there should be a clear difference 
between Type 1 and 2 words in Group A but not in Groups B or C. 
while performance on Type 2 real and nonwords should be similar. 
The results supported this prediction. Given the findings 
that orthographic experience influences the child's segmentation 
skill, a recent line of enquiry has been to examine the nature of 
this literacy experience. Is specific alphabetic experience 
important? Studies of children receiving different types of 
reading instruction suggest that it is. Children who have been 
taught phonically are more aware of phonemes than those who have 
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learned reading via a "look and say" method (Alegria, Pignot and 
Morais 1982). This is also true of adults. 
Chinese adults, literate only in Chinese characters, 
performed poorly on phoneme segmentation tasks compared to 
Chinese adults literate in alphabetic spelling as well as 
characters (Read, YlID-Fei, Hong-Yin and Bao-Qing, 1986). The two 
groups were matched on education and experience but the first 
group were older and had not been taught alphabetic skills - a 
comparatively recent addition in schools. Interestingly, adults 
who could only read Chinese characters at the time of testing but 
who had once been exposed to alphabetic skills, either early on 
or through their own children, were able to manipulate phonemes. 
Read et aI's results suggest that specific phoneme 
segmentation skills do not develop merely as the result of 
cognitive maturation, or through any kind of literacy experience, 
or even when the child is exposed to other metalinguistic 
experiences such as rhyme. Rather, it develops as a result of 
learning to read and write alphabetically. 
Mann (1986) contradicted these findings in her cross 
cultural study of Japanese and American children's awareness of 
syllables and phonemes. She agreed that begirmer readers are 
influenced by the script that they are learning. Thus, yOill}g 
American children were aware of both syllables and phonemes 
whereas Japanese children who first learn a syllabic script were 
poorer at detecting phonemes but could COlIDt and manipulate 
syllables. However, when these same tasks were administered to 
older Japanese children, they were able to complete phoneme 
segmentation tasks whether or not they had received alphabetic 
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instruction. The author concluded that the development of 
phonological awareness is a "multi-faceted process"; the ability 
to manipulate phonemes may be a natural concomitant of primary 
language development, which in turn is exploited by secondary 
language acti vi ties such as reading, versification and word 
games. This suggests that phoneme segmentation skills become more 
precise throughout reading development rather than being a direct 
consequence of having learned to read. 
Debate over segmentation skill as a prerequisite or as a 
consequence of learning to read will not help our understanding 
without reference to a developmental perspective. Clearly sound 
segmentation is not a necessary prerequisite of learning to read 
for beginner readers rely on a visual strategy (Bryant and 
Bradley 1980) and read logographically (Frith 1985). Only later 
do they use an alphabetic code. However, also unlikely is the 
possibility that all phonological awareness is the consequence of 
orthographic experience for tacit sound awareness abilities have 
been demonstrated in young children. So, the development of 
phonological awareness must be viewed on a developmental 
continuum which will be influenced at some stages by orthographic 
experience. 
In order to account for both Read et al' s (1986) finding 
that only experience of an alphabetic script promoted sound 
segmentation skills and Mann's (1986) finding that older Japanese 
children could segment at the sound level without alphabetic 
experience, the role of articulatory feedback in segmentation 
developnent needs to be acknowledged. Let us reconsider the 
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findings of single sound segmentation versus cluster 
segmentation. Why should the preli terate children in Barton et 
al's study ( 1980) have been able to segment sounds but not 
clusters? Why are young children unable to detect the nasal in 
nasal clusters such as in "tent" (Marcel 1980, Snowling 1982)? 
Why do young nonreaders produce salient consonants but not 
clusters or vowels in their spontaneous spelling (Read 1975, 
Bissex 1980)? A possible answer to these questions is that 
children 
this is 
use articulatory feedback to segment single sounds but 
not sufficient when words contain more subtle 
articulations which are acoustically more complex. For example, 
beginner spellers only mark the element of the cluster that has 
articulatory salience - hence the deletion of nasals (mn) and 
glide approximants (wrly). Similarly, vowels are often omitted 
since unlike consonants they have no firm articulatory contacts -
compare the pressure of plosi ves (p t k) with the vague tongue 
positions for vowels (ah oh ee). Mann's results support this 
hypothesis 
the sound 
since the older children who successfully performed 
segmentation tasks were already proficient in 
segmenting at the syllable level and could draw on their 
articulatory plus acoustic feedback to segment at the simple 
sound level. Furthermore, a critical feature of Japanese is that 
it contains no clusters; therefore the children's segmentation 
skills were not taxed at the level at which alphabetic experience 
was necessary. 
Thus, it is proposed that although orthographic experience 
is necessary for the child to tackle more complex sound 
segmentation tasks such as those involving clusters, simple sound 
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segmentation can be accomplished by prereaders with normal 
auditory input and articulatory development and sufficient 
general metalinguistic awareness to tap such cues. 
C. '!be Relationship Between ~ and Spelling DevelopDent 
The development of spelling has received less attention than 
the development of reading (Kirk 1983). It has been assumed that 
both reading and spelling comprise the same skills - spelling 
being the reading process in reverse. However, the finding that 
some children can spell before they can read challenges this 
view. Read's (1971) analysis of invented spellings from a group 
of four and five year old nonreaders indicates that spelling 
reflects a tacit mastery of a language based rule system. The 
children used their limited alphabetic knowledge in conjunction 
with their articulatory skills to symbolise sounds. Letter names 
were used for sounds and syllables (CAKE/CAK, ARI'/RT, 
LIITLE/LETL, BCYl"I'CX1/BO'IM). When an appropriate letter name could 
not be found, the children chose an articulatorily close symbol 
(BUT/BIT, SIT/SET). The close relationship between their speech 
production and spelling was evident in words triggering speech 
errors (DRAGON/JRAGN). Their spelling perfonnance was independent 
of reading development and was determined by the knowledge and 
experience they brought to the situation at the time. 
Further support for the dissociation view comes from Bradley 
and Bryant (1979). They experimentally demonstrated that beginner 
readers may be able to read irregular words that they cannot 
spell (school) and spell regular words that they cannot read 
(bun). However, when the regular words were later embedded in 
nonword lists (dlID, bik) the children were able to read them. 
This suggests that although children prefer to read by the visual 
route and to spell by the phonological one, they can change their 
strategy if the situation dictates. The rigid use of strategies 
is normally fOlIDd in the early stages of development and prevents 
children from successfully completing tasks that they have the 
ability to accomplish. Increasing flexibility of strategy use is 
a sign of normal reading and spelling developnent (Bryant and 
Bradley 1980) • 
dissociation of 
The corollary of this is that persisting 
reading and spelling skills is a sign of 
problematic development. 
Frith and Frith (1980) tested three groups of twelve year 
old children: good reader/spellers, good readers/poor spellers, 
and poor reader/spellers. All children were asked to spell 
nonwords. The children who were good readers but poor spellers 
perfonned in a quali tati vely similar way to Bradley and Bryant's 
(1979) six and a half year olds; they read visually but spelled 
phonologically. In contrast, the children who were poor at both 
reading and spelling were not proficient in either visual or 
phonological strategies. The authors concluded that reading is a 
recognition process reliant on visual skills, while spelling is a 
retrieval process reliant on phonological skills. 
In contrast, Ehri (1985) argued that reading and spelling 
are not separate. Rather when reading, phonological skills draw 
attention to the visual form of the word and promote orthographic 
storage . Similarly spelling cannot be purely a retrieval process 
since recognition is required to check spelling-sound rules and 
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detect errors. This view is not necessarily incompatible wi th 
that of Bryant and Bradley who accept that the dissociation 
between reading and spelling may only be present for a short 
period early in developnent. As the child matures the developnent 
of reading will influence his spelling. This influence however 
may be detrimental to spelling performance. As children become 
more reliant on context for reading comprehension their global 
scanning of the text detracts from the specific attention to 
spelling detail and spelling may suffer (Ehri and Roberts 1979, 
Ehri and Wilce 1980, and Maul 1983). 
D. Models Of Readi.ng and Spelling Developnent 
Current models of reading development argue strongly for a 
process that unfolds in a sequence of stages or phases. Models 
must be able to account for the changing relationship between 
reading and spelling skills and also for individual differences 
in the strategies children use (Baron and Strawson 1976). A 
strategy has been defined as an "active change in processing 
modes to acconmodate task demands" (Marsh and Desberg 1983) . A 
model based on such strategy change has been forwarded by Marsh, 
Friedman, Welch and Desberg (1980). 
In this reading development comprises four stages:-
1 ) rote learning plus linguistic guessing. 
2) visual letter plus linguistic context cued guessing. 
3) sequential decoding - letter by letter and phoneme 
by phoneme. 
4) hierarchical decoding where phoneme decoding is 
dependent on the letter context. Analogy strategy. 
and spelling developnent three stages:-
1 ) simple sequential phoneme encoding. 
2) hierarchical encoding involving rules dependent on 
the word/letter context. 
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3)spelling by analogy to spelling already known. 
Fri th (1985) has elaborated this approach to produce an 
interactive framework for literacy development. The model 
comprises three phases. The first, the logognqilic occurs when a 
child recognises words on the basis of minimal visual features in 
a nonanalytical fashion. Unfamiliar words cannot yet be read. To 
move into the next phase, the alJ;ilabetic, a child must learn the 
relationship between letter and sounds and they can begin to 
spell "by ear". Once grapheme-phoneme rules are learned new words 
can be tackled. Finally, in the orthograJitic phase a child's 
reading is independent of sound and there is automatic analysis 
of words into orthographic lHli ts. This is therefore a morphemic 
rather than phonemic stage. 
The stages suggested are similar to Marsh et aI's but the 
attraction and strength of Frith's model is that it attempts to 
account for the developmental relationship between reading and 
spelling (see Figure 1.2). 
Figure 1.2 - Frith's (1985) 6-step model of reading and spelling 
developrnent. 
Step Reading Spelling 
1 Logographic 
) Logographic 
2 Alphabetic 
Alphabetic ( 
3 Orthographic 
I ) Orthographic 
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According to this model, reading and spelling develop out of 
phase with each other. It is possible for the beginner reader to 
be in one phase when reading and in another when spelling. While 
logographic skills develop first for reading, it is spelling that 
acts as the pacemaker for the development of alphabetic skills. 
Thus, normal children first learn to use letter/sound 
correspondences when writing and only later transfer this 
knowledge to the reading situation. This "out of phase" 
development accounts for the dissociation in reading and spelling 
found by Read (1971), Bradley and Bryant (1979), and Frith and 
Fri th (1980). 
According to Frith, breakthrough from one phase to another 
occurs as the result of the merging of old and new strategies. 
For example, the orthographic phase arises from the merging of 
the previously learned holistic and analytical skills. Movement 
through these phases is not necessarily one way. Although each 
subsequent phase is built on the previous one a skilled reader 
can "fall back" on an earlier phase of development if the task 
demands it. For example, a phase three reader can adopt an 
alphabetic strategy to tackle new or nonwords. 
Closer examination of these phases reveals why speech and 
language skills are important for satisfactory literacy 
development. 
B. Phases of Readina and Spelling Developnent 
1. Preli terate 
Before embarking on reading and spelling specific words, the 
young child develops an awareness of the purpose of written 
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language. Reading readiness may be indicated by the child picking 
up a book or newspaper and "reading" a familiar story or rhyme to 
an adult, pet or toy. Similar ly, many adults have been the 
recipients of "letters" from young children. These comprise a 
series of squiggles and shapes, often with a drawing, conveying 
the idea of communication (see Bissex 1980). If letter forms are 
used at all during this stage they bear no relationship to sounds 
and the "message" is unreadable (Gentry 1982). Children's early 
scribblings do however suggest that they know how print should 
look (Gibson and Levin 1975, Harste, Burke and Woodward 1982). 
This stage is necessary for logographic reading and spelling to 
begin. Children who have such metalinguistic awareness when 
starting school have accelerated developnent of reading and 
spelling strategies. 
2. Logographic 
On entering the logographic phase, children first recognise 
highly familiar words such as store labels on bags, breakfast 
cereal or favourite chocolate bars. They are not able to read 
these words in different contexts or if written in a different 
script (Harris and Coltheart 1986). This is essentially a whole 
word recognition phase. Very soon minimal visual cues are used, 
for example, length or overall shape of the word, the number of 
dotted i's, or the number of similar letters (Seymour and Elder 
1986). Reading skill is reliant on visual memory and visual 
errors are increasingly common. 
Frith suggests that the automatic reading and spelling of 
familiar and irregular words begins in the logographic phase 
since some words are so highly familiar that they are recognised 
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as "wholes" from very early on in development. Ehri (1985) 
disagrees with this. She argues that because word storage is 
sound based, automatic reading and spelling will only occur in 
the later alphabetic phase. 
These disparate views can be reconciled. It makes sense that 
automatic reading and spelling will emerge from the logographic 
phase but that it will also need the support of alphabetic skills 
to enhance visual memory. Without the phonological strategy for 
word storage the system will quickly become overloaded and 
uneconomical. In addition both visual and phonological strategies 
are necessary for checking responses (Schallert 1982, Ehri 1985, 
Content, Kolinsky, Morais and Bertelson 1986). 
A similar controversy surrounds the development of reading 
and spelling by analogy with familiar words. Marsh et al (1980) 
and Frith (1985) cite this late in development - at the 
orthographic phase. Recently however, Goswami ( 1986 ) has 
demonstrated reading by analogy in much younger children. Given 
that children are recognising word patterns in the logographic 
phase, it is unlikely that they will wait until the orthographic 
phase before utilising such an economic way of reading and 
spelling. Indeed, early spelling attempts may instigate the 
analogy strategy by drawing attention to orthographic and 
phonological commonalities through motor practice. The use of 
this strategy is however dependent on the development of 
orthographic neighbourhoods (Glushko 1979) and may therefore not 
be used proficiently until the orthographic phase. Therefore 
al though the analogy strategy may begin in the logographic stage 
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it is restricted in its use at this point by the child's limited 
visual lexicon. 
Spelling development also begins with the logographic phase. 
Very often the child first learns to write his name, often as a 
complete motor pattern. Frith argues that this draws attention to 
the elements of a word which acts as a pacemaker for the 
alphabetic skills characteristic of the next phase of 
development. 
3. Alphabetic 
In the alphabetic phase, the relationship between 
letters and sOlU1ds is learned, and spelling "by ear" is possible 
(Frith 1979). Unfamiliar words can be tackled via phoneme-
grapheme translation rules. According to Frith the child breaks 
through to the alphabetic phase via spelling rather than reading. 
Development of letter knowledge is an important prerequisite 
to the development of reading (Ehri 1983, Mason 1980). It is 
considered to be a better predictor of reading achievement than 
intelligence (Chall 1967, Johnson 1969). Ehri and Wilce (1979) 
fOlU1d that children learned letter-solU1d associations easily once 
they knew the letter names. In contrast it took children a long 
time to learn arbitrary associations between meaningless stimuli 
and responses. Children starting school with alphabetic 
experience learn to read earlier than those without (Francis 
1982). The ability to use the phonetic features of letters rather 
than relying on visual features, proves to be a more robust 
reading strategy. Mason (1980) found that children who relied on 
visual cues recalled fewer words after a fifteen minute delay 
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than those able to use a sotmd strategy. 
It is through the focussed attention of learning letter 
names that children learn to discriminate and remember shapes. 
FurtheI1llOre, children associate the shape with a name that often 
incorporates the letter sol..ll'ld (Durrell 1980, Ehri 1983). This 
letter sotmd learning may explain the close relationship between 
letter naming and literacy developnent. What is often viewed as a 
visual recognition task - learning letters - is an important 
grapheme-phoneme skill. The abili ty to make this association 
enables breakthrough into the alphabetic phase. Once children are 
able to utilise this phonological rather than visual strategy 
they are in a position to invent spellings (see Read 1971, Bissex 
1980) . 
Ehri (1985) distinguishes between phonetic and 
spelling errors in the alphabetic phase of 
semiphonetic 
developnent. 
Serniphonetic errors are partial word spellings usually found in 
pre or beginner readers and include: a letter name to represent a 
sotmd (ARM/RN), botmdary sotmds only (BACK/BK), vowels ignored or 
misrepresented tmless their name can be used (OOAT/BCYI'), reduced 
clusters (CRAB/KB), and representation of syllables by graphemes 
(ELEPHANT/LFT). Voicing confusions are also common and follow 
logical acoustic cues - voiced in initial position (PET!BT), and 
devoiced in final position (BED/BT). Cook (1981) called this 
"preconventional" stage as al though logical it lacks English 
spelling conventions. It is however different to the logographic 
phase since syllable and sound segmentation are involved. 
The second phonetic phase reflects increased orthographic 
experience. It is characterised by the one to one mapping of 
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letters and sounds (CIGARETTE/sigaret, CATALOGUE/catalog). Sound 
blending is now as important as sotmd segmentation. Wi thout it 
sound segmentation will not be helpful when decoding text as 
meanings cannot be accessed from a string of unrelated sotmds. 
When spelling, it is not uncoomon for overexaggerated phonems to 
be represented as a result of emphasis or elongation of the word 
or sounds during the segmentation process (FRIEND/ferend, 
CUP/cuphe). Unlike semiphonetic spelling, phonetic spellings are 
readable and include vowels. There is a much closer relationship 
between reading and spelling performance (as noted by Ehri 1985, 
and Boder and Jarrico 1982). 
4. Orthographic. 
Unfortunately 
cannot stop at 
for the young child, 
the alphabetic phase 
spelling development 
since the English 
orthographic system is riddled with irregularities - within 
spellings, between spellings and sounds, and between spellings 
and lexical meanings (Henderson 1982). In order to cope with 
these irregularities the child must transcend the phonetic 
principle of one sound per letter which dominates the alphabetic 
phase and move into the orthographic phase. This phase marks the 
child's ability to spell by larger units - morphemes. Eight year 
old children who are successful readers and good spellers 
progress beyond the stage of relying on a phonetic approach and 
have adopted visual orthographic strategies (Roberts 1983). The 
ability to recognise root words plus affixes is a more economical 
reading and spelling strategy. Phonetic spelling is not abandoned 
entirely but can supplement morphemic spelling when the task 
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demands, for example when spelling new or nonwords. Nonphonetic 
spelling may also reoccur. Previously readable words 
(KITCHEN/kichin) may be compromised by an attempt to spell 
morphologically (KITCHEN/kittion). Thus, a peak in spelling 
performance in the alphabetic phase may be followed by a drop on 
entering the orthographic phase. 
In this phase of spelling developnent, the child links his 
reading experience with his morphological developnent. Reading 
experience is critical to learning how to represent these 
morphemes since they often bear little resemblance to sound, for 
example the "tion" in ADDITION. Skilled spellers wi thin this 
phase not only abstract orthographic regularities at a phonetic 
level but also penetrate below the surface structure to the 
underlying morphophonological representations allowing them to 
change the surface forms accordingly (compare: OONFER/OONFERRING/ 
OONFERENCE) . The child recognises regularities across words and 
learns the orthographic patterns to represent the morphophonemic 
rules. Rapid, automatic decoding skills are acquired (LaBerge and 
Samuels 1974) which can be used to conduct checks of word 
spellings which in turn facilitates storage and maintenance of 
spellings. This increase of word storage via orthographic 
neighbourhoods results in the analogy strategy being used more 
effectively than in the earlier stages. 
Breakthrough to the orthographic phase does not mark the end 
of spelling development. In a study of spelling proficiency and 
sensitivity to word structure in an undergraduate student 
population, Fischer, Shankweiler and Liberman (1985) showed that 
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spelling is by no means a simple skill acquired during elementary 
education. Many of the students tested had persisting spelling 
problems even though they may have been good readers. Reading 
experience alone is therefore not sufficient for the successful 
flIDctioning of this stage. Abstraction of rules is also required 
though not necessarily at a conscious level. When asked, the 
students were unable to verbalise their rationale for changes in 
surface fonn (have/having) indicating a tacit level of 
metalinguistic awareness in young adults. 
An intact facility for speech and language is therefore 
necessary for satisfactory reading and spelling developnent. The 
child must first be aware of the communicative purpose of written 
language. Second, he uses his phonetic and phonological knowledge 
to breakthrough into the alphabetic phase of reading and spelling 
and finally the orthographic phase builds on his morphological 
developnent. 
Evidence that children with delayed or problematic speech 
and language development show subsequent reading and spelling 
difficulties has been collected from a variety of sources. 
Ingram, Mason and Blackburn (1970) followed up a large group of 
children who had had speech therapy in Edinburgh to find that the 
majority of these were having reading difficulties. Similarly, 
Aram and Nation (1980) studied 63 preschool children with 
language delay over a five year period. Forty percent of these 
children were foillld to have reading problems, 24 percent had 
spelling difficulties and 28 percent performed below average in 
maths. Epidemiological studies have also demonstrated a 
relationship between language and learning problems (Silva 1987). 
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For example, Rutter, Tizard, Yule, Graham and Whitmore (1976) 
found that in the nine year old population on the Isle of Wight, 
those children who had reading problems were characterised by 
earlier linguistic difficulties. Furthermore, within the reading 
disabled group generally backward readers could be differentiated 
from children with specific reading retardation. As in verbal 
language disorders (Morley 1965) these specific difficulties were 
more common in boys and often ran in the family. Indeed the 
association between reading disability and spoken language 
disorders is so strong that it has been difficult to 
differentiate groups of children labelled as reading impaired or 
language impaired on tests of phonological processing (Kamhi and 
Catts 1986). It is therefore not surprising that specific reading 
and spelling difficulties (dyslexia) are currently viewed as a 
special case of language disorder (Snowling 1985). 
II. '!HE VERBAL DEFICIT HYro'l1II!.'9IS OF DYSLEXIA 
The work of Vellutino (1979) in particular has shifted 
attention from visual to verbal processing deficits in children 
with specific reading difficulties. Vellutino, Harding, Phillips, 
and Steger (1975) demonstrated that dyslexic and normal children 
in grades 4-6 could visually match and select abstract shapes 
equally well. However, the dyslexic children were poorer at 
associating abstract shapes with a verbal response and had 
difficulty transferring their learning of verbal codes to new 
tasks. More recently, Ellis (1981) asked a group of dyslexics to 
make same/different judgements on letter pairs. The dyslexics 
were no different to normal controls when the letters presented 
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were visually identical, as in the "M" condition, but responded 
significantly more slowly in the visually distinct condition 
"Aa," • 
These studies suggest that it is the visual-verbal 
relationship that is problematic rather than visual perception 
per se. Dyslexic children do not seem to have such easy access to 
verbal codes. This hypothesis has been investigated through 
experiments examining a variety of tasks as follows:-
A. Naming 
Dyslexics are slower at naming a variety of stimuli: cOllBJlOn 
objects, colours, and digits (Spring and Capps 1974). Denckla and 
Rudel (1976) have taken this further. They compared three groups 
of children in the age range of eight to eleven years on response 
latencies to picture naming. The first group were dyslexic, the 
second had learning problems but were adequate readers, and the 
third were normal controls. The dyslexics made more naming errors 
than the other two groups and had the greatest difficulty on low 
frequency words. The errors were also quali tati vely different. 
The dyslexics made more circomlocutions, while the learning 
disabled children made more "wrong name" errors. Both these 
groups had longer response latencies than the normal controls. 
Denckla and Rudel concluded that dyslexic children are "subtly 
dysphasic" and believe that the deficient verbal retrieval 
resul ts from a problem making visual-verbal associations. This is 
compatible with word finding difficulties reported by teachers 
and clinicians. Katz ( 1986) reports similar findings when he 
compared reading disabled eight year oids with average and good 
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readers of the same age on an object naming task. The finding 
that the dyslexic children could define words more accurately 
than they could produce them suggests that their difficulty is in 
accessing the phonological name form rather than in the semantic 
representation itself. However, Snowling (1987) noted that these 
resul ts are somewhat tentative given thai: reading groups in this 
study differed in receptive vocabulary age and that a reading age 
matched control group was not included. In order to rectify this, 
Snow ling, van Wagtendonk and Stafford (in press) attempted to 
replicate Katz's findings in a group of dyslexic children by 
comparing their performance on a naming test not only with 
children of a similar age who were normal readers, but also with 
younger children whose reading age was similar to that of the 
dyslexics. Two experiments were carried out. The first required 
speed naming and the other allowed subjects to respond in their 
own time. It was found that dyslexics did worse on object naming 
tasks than would be predicted by their age and intelligence. 
However, this naming deficit cannot be accounted for by general 
low levels of vocabulary knowledge. Dyslexic children do not have 
a problem 
with the 
they know. 
with the semantic representation of words but rather 
lexical-phonological representations of spoken words 
Snowling et al conclude that dyslexics do not have an 
access problem when attempting to retrieve the phonological forms 
of words but they possess a faulty or impoverished representation 
of these words as illustrated by the following response for the 
target "aquarium": ack, ac, aquarine, fishtank. 
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B. Verbal Memory 
The existence of verbal coding difficulties should be 
demonstrable in other tasks. Children with reading problems often 
perform poorly on digit span tests (Miles 1982) . More 
importantly, not only do they recall fewer items, they recall 
fewer of the earlier items presented. Thus, the normal primacy 
effect is not present (Spring and Capps 1974, Bauer and Emhert 
1984). In contrast, poor readers have shown no deficit in memory 
for nonverbal stimuli (Perfetti and Goldman 1976). 
The lack of primacy effect raises the issue of rehearsal 
strategies. Torgeson and Goldman (1977) found that dyslexics 
verbalised less during a fifteen second interval on a visual 
memory task and were worse at recalling the correct number and 
order of i terns. They concluded that the dyslexics failed to 
spontaneously use the appropriate rehearsal strategy. It may 
however not be the rehearsal strategy itself that is the root 
problem but rather an inadequate access to name codes (Rack and 
Snowling 1985). 
An alternative approach has been to examine the type of 
coding which dyslexic and normal children use in memory. Conrad 
(1964) found that normal subjects made more errors when the 
stimuli to be remembered rhymed as in the letter string 
"B-D-G-P-T" , and made less errors on non-rhyming stimuli as in 
"A-L-K-U-Z" . Dyslexic children however did not experience this 
phonological interference and performed equally well on rhyming 
and nonrhyming material (Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler 
and Fischer 1977, Mark, Shankweiler, Liberman and Fowler 1977). 
This suggests that the dyslexic children are not using a 
2E 
phonologically based code. Further evidence for this comes from 
Byrne and Shea (1979) who noted an encoding difference in 
dyslexic children who made more false alarm responses to words 
which were semantically related to targets presented earlier 
(table/chair). In contrast, normal readers' false alarms were 
more likely to sound like the targets (fair/chair). The dy,iexics 
were therefore using a semantic rather than a phonological code 
for storage of items. 
The possibility that dyslexic children's difficulties in 
using a phonological code might force the utilisation of an 
alternative code has been investigated by Rack (1986). Pairs of 
words were presented for a rhyme judgement task under four 
conditions: rh~me and orthographically similar (farm/harm), rhyme 
and orthographically dissimilar (head/said), no rhyme but 
orthographically similar (low/how), no rhyme and orthographically 
dissimilar (stood/car). Following this rhyme judgement task the 
subjects were unexpectedly asked to recall the item previously 
paired with a given target (farm/?, low/?). Normal readers were 
most successful in recalling rhyming paired items while dyslexics 
recalled orthographically similar pairs best. The dyslexics were 
therefore using a visually rather than phonologically based code. 
This was found on both auditory and visual presentation. 
These findings suggest that dyslexics do not have a 
generalised learning difficulty. Their memory deficits are only 
obvious when the circumstances require a phonological code to be 
used. This is most apparent when sound segmentation skills are 
required. 
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C. Segmentation Skills 
A relationship between segmentation skills and reading 
developnent has long been noted (Durrel and Murphy 1953). During 
infonnal observations of inner city children, Savin (1972) fO\md 
that children who were having difficulty learning to read could 
segment at the syllable level but were unable to carry out more 
complex sound segmentation tasks. Fonnal studies have also found 
a positive correlation between perfonnance on segmentation tasks 
and reading ability (Fox and Routh 1975, Calfee, Lindamood, and 
Lindamood 1973, Jorm 1978, Rosner and Simon 1971, Rozin, Bressman 
and Taft 1974, and Libennan, Shankweiler, Fischer and Carter 
1974). Bradley and Bryant (1978,1985) ln particular, have 
highlighted the importance of the ability to organise and 
categorise speech sounds when learning to read and spell. 
Children's performance in the preschool years on odd-one-out 
phoneme tasks (sun gun RUB fun, lot cot pot HAT, bud RUG bus bun) 
was found to be indicative of their reading and spelling 
performance at eight years of age. They have also shown a strong 
relationship between sound categorisation training and learning 
to read and spell. In their training study (1983) 
children who were nonreaders and below average 
sixty-five 
on sound 
categorisation when starting school were divided into four 
groups. The first and second groups received sound categorisation 
tasks such as listening for shared letters in paired words 
(henlhat, hen/man), but in addition the second group were shown 
by plastic letters how each sound was represented in the 
alphabet. Groups three and four were controls. Group three "''as 
taught semantic categorisation (hen/pig - farm animals, hen/bat -
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animals) , while group four received no training at all. Training 
occurred during forty individual sessions over two years. At the 
end of this time the first two groups were ahead of the third in 
their literacy development but the greatest success with reading 
and spelling development was in the second group indicating the 
need for ex~licit alphabetic teaching. 
Although the relationship between sound segmentation 
and literacy development is not clear, the consensus is 
children with both verbal and written language disorders 
skills 
that 
also 
exhibit difficulties with sound segmentation (Stackhouse and 
Snowling 1983, Magnusson, Naucler and Soderpalm 1984, Kamhi, Lee 
and Nelson 1985). 
D. Speech Perception 
The finding that syllable rather than phoneme segmentation 
has proved more accessible to younger children makes acoustic 
sense (Libennan et al 1974). The syllable contains a vocalic 
nucleus which provides a clearly audible cue by its distinctive 
peak of energy. Uni ts smaller than the syllable are not so 
clearly marked. Phonemes are contaminated by coarticulations 
whereby their physical characteristics are modified by the 
phonetic context. An example of this is when initial phonemes 
show different spectrographic patterns depending on the following 
vowel. 
Humans perceive speech signals in a different manner to 
nonspeech signals (Liebennan 1972). Traditionally, the motor 
theory of speech perception recognises special auditory receptors 
that are tuned-in to the acoustic patterns of human speech, such 
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that humans have a built-in pitch extractor to decode intonation. 
Lieberman suggests that when analysing a speech signal the 
listener refers to how that signal may be produced by the vocal 
apparatus which in itself is species specific. This is how the 
listener can perceive /d/ at the beginning of "da, di, do", even 
though the syllables have different formant transitions as a 
result of the vowel. This reference to articulatory feedback is 
therefore an important aid to sound segmentation. 
Tallal (1980) investigated the possibility that children's 
reading difficulties are due to a basic auditory perceptual 
problem. Her hypothesis was that any deficit in auditory temporal 
analysis should affect the acquisition of phonic skills. Twenty 
reading disabled children ranging in age from eight to twelve 
years were given a battery of nonverbal auditory perceptual tasks 
such as distinguishing between tones presented with different 
inter-stimulus intervals. No significant difference emerged 
between the reading disabled and normal control groups when the 
stimuli were presented at slow rates. As the rate of presentation 
increased however, the reading disabled group made more errors 
regardless of whether temporal order perception was required. 
Normal children could perform as well as adults on the tasks by 
the age of eight and a half years. 
The correlation between performance on a nonword reading 
test and the psychoacoustic tests was highly significant and 
posi ti ve. There was however, considerable variation wi thin the 
reading disabled group on these tests. '!'weI ve out of the 
reading disabled children were within normal limits 
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twenty 
on the 
auditory perceptual tasks and yet had significant reading delays. 
Similar ly , accuracy on the reading test ranged from thirty to 
ninety-five per cent. This excludes any clear causal 
interpretation of the results. It is possible that the slow 
processing may be the effect of another disability such as a 
reduced memory capacity. 
Brandt and Rosen (1980) presented twelve dyslexic children 
ranging in age from eight to twelve years, with synthetic speech 
syllables varying in either voice onset time or direction of 
formant transitions (signalling place of articulation). This time 
the dyslexics did not differ significantly from the normal 
controls, although the authors hint that the dyslexics appeared 
to be at an earlier developmental level. This possibility was 
also recognised by Tallal. 
Godfrey, Syrdal , Lasky, Millay and Knox (1981) found these 
nonsignificant results difficult to accept. They accounted for 
them in two ways. First, there was too Iowa pass criterion on 
preliminary tests, and second, the statistical analysis was too 
narrow. Godfrey et al therefore asked seventeen dyslexic children 
aged ten years, to identify and discriminate synthesized voiced 
stop consonants differing in place of articulation. Prior to 
testing the dyslexic children had been classified as either 
having phonological or visual deficits on the Diagnostic 
Screening Procedure (Boder 1973). Overall the 
significantly different to normal controls 
dyslexics were 
on tests of 
categorical perception but contrary to expectation there was no 
difference between the two dyslexic subgroups. 
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Tallal (1980) and Godfrey et al (1981) explain their results 
in different ways. Tallal believes that a basic perceptual 
mechanism breakdown underlies difficulties in learning to read 
since rapidly changing auditory information playa crucial role 
in analysing the speech code. Godfrey et al however, believe that 
children with reading difficulties have a phonetic rather than a 
more basic auditory deficit. Dyslexics are inconsistent in their 
phonetic classification of auditory cues. This will affect long 
term phonetic representations which will have repercussions on 
grapheme-phoneme conversions. It is of course possible for both 
of these views to be acceptable. Some children may have a basic 
perceptual problem which disrupts higher level processing, while 
others may only experience difficulties at the higher level of 
processing. Tallal's own variable results would support this 
notion. Regardless of this dispute, it is noted that the dyslexic 
groups studied performed similarly but better than children with 
known verbal language difficulties (Tallal and Piercy 1973, Stark 
and Tallal 1981, Tallal, Stark and Mellits, 1985). This again 
suggests the existence of a continuum of subtle language disorder 
in children with reading difficulties. 
Katz (1983) also acknowledged the possibility of a basic 
perceptual deficit in sound segmentation problems. He envisaged a 
phonemic zone responsible for analysis, synthesis and memory for 
phonemic information. Problems in this area would affect the 
imprinting of "engrams". These faulty engrams may persist even 
after the original cause has disappeared. Children with these 
faulty engrams will require more time than normal children to 
process incoming stimuli. This is compatible with Tallal's 
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results. 
The question of what might cause 
dysfunction is raised. Genetic factors 
this phonemic zone 
feature strongly, 
(Lieberman, Meskill, Chatillon, and Schupack 1985). TralDIlB., 
infection, or allergy are also strong etiological contenders. 
Whatever the cause, the effect is inconsistent stimulation during 
optimum periods of central nervous system plasticity or activity. 
Hearing impa.innents are obviously critical here. AI though it is 
doubtful that upper respiratory infections alone can account for 
persisting speech and language difficulties (Bishop and Edmundson 
1986), the contributory effects of even a mild fluctuating 
hearing loss over critical periods of development should not be 
underestimated (Bamford and Saunders 1985). 
In keeping with Katz's (1983) faulty engram hypothesis, 
Brady, Shankweiler and Mann (1983) found that a group of eight 
year old poor readers made significantly more errors than 
chronologically matched good readers when repeating words 
presented in noise. The authors concluded that the poor readers 
required a better quali ty speech signal in order to perfonn the 
task and that this indicated a difficulty in speech perception. 
There is however, an alternative explanation. The process of 
reading itself may allow the child to redefine and refine his 
phonetic representations. Poor performance on speech perception 
tasks could therefore be a consequence rather than a cause of 
reading difficulties since the good readers may be able to draw 
on a greater lexical or orthographic store. With this in mind, 
Snowling, Goulandris, Bowlby, and Howell (1986) extended Brady's 
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study by including reading age matched controls in addition to a 
chronological match and by adding a third noise condition (low, 
high, and no noise) to avoid ceiling effects. This time there was 
no differential effect of noise on the performance of the three 
groups. There was however, an important group by word type 
interaction. All groups were at ceiling when repeating high 
frequency words. The dyslexic group made significantly more 
errors than their chronological matched group on repeating low 
frequency words but performed similarly to their reading age 
matched group. When asked to repeat nonsense words, the dyslexic 
group were significantly worse than both of the control groups. 
It was concluded that the difficulties encountered by the 
dyslexic group could not have been due to problems with input 
phonology since their performance was no more affected by the 
noise conditions than that of the control groups. Neither could 
their problems be in output phonology since they could repeat 
some of the words. Rather, their deficit was specific to 
processing nonwords which suggested a problem in the nonlexical 
route to phonology. 
This study shifted the focus of the deficit from one at the 
level of speech production to a more central phonological 
problem. 
difficulty 
may be an 
First, it suggested that dyslexics have a specific 
in processing nonlexical items and second that there 
effect on the development of the spoken language 
lexicon. Thus, dyslexic children may have access to fewer lexical 
representations than matched chronological aged normal readers. 
This study fits comfortably with the literature on sound 
segmentation, since processing of nonsense words requires 
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segmentation of the sound stream prior to assembly for speech 
output (Snowling 1981). 
E. Lexical Development 
The relationship between segmentation skills and lexical 
development makes sense considering that the lexicon is 
phonologically organised. Brown and McNeill (1966) experimentally 
induced tip-of-the-tongue phenomena by asking subjects to name 
rare words after hearing a definition. Subjects produced a 
surprising amount of information about the word structure even 
though they could not produce the target. Fay and Cutler (1977) 
reported similar findings in their study of spontaneous speech 
errors, for example "magician" instead of "musician". They 
concluded that words of similar length, sound and stress pattern 
are close to each other in the lexicon. 
The question arises as to whether this is also true in the 
developing lexicon. Elbers (1985) has given an account of tip-of-
the-tongue experience in her two year old son. This suggests that 
some independent storage of form and meaning is also present very 
early on. However, analysis of her son's malapropisms suggests 
that when searching 
similar fonns which 
for an as 
are not 
yet weakly represented form, 
tied strongly to semantic 
representations will often present. For example, when searching 
for the word "microscope", the child adopted a word from a 
nursery rhyme which had the same final syllable stress as the 
target. This suggests that a child's lexicon may contain forms 
searching for meaning and vice versa. 
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Further evidence that the developing lexicon may differ from 
the adult's comes from Aitcheson and Straf (1982). A multivariate 
analysis of malapropisms taken from 472 adults and 208 children 
revealed that although both groups searched for clusters of 
salient features when they retrieved words, children and adults 
differed in which features were to the fore. Adults gave priority 
to initial consonants while children paid more attention to the 
number of syllables and the stressed vowel. Children therefore 
attended to the more primitive perceptually salient aspects and 
were influenced by the rhythm of the word. They may attend more 
to word endings because of the memorability of rhyme while adults 
needed to focus on the beginning of words since these are more 
efficient in distinguishing between words in a larger vocabulary. 
Adults have also had more print and dictionary experience. 
Support for the importance of rhythm saliency in a child's 
lexical development is given by Chiat (1983). In her study of a 
five year old boy with delayed phonological development she 
reported that velar stops Ik gl were fronted It d/. The 
substitution process was dependent on word stress and boundaries, 
but independent of input since the child could discriminate 
sounds perfectly well. He fronted velars at word initial position 
and medially before a stressed vowel, however he produced them 
correctly in word final position and word medially before an 
unstressed vowel. This led Chiat to conclude that the error 
occurs in the lexical representations and that these 
representations consist of prosodic structures on which 
articulatory segments are specified. Again, this makes acoustic 
sense and mirrors the developmental pattern noted in the 
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segmentation studies above. 
Waterson (1981) has a similar premise for the starting point 
of her model of phonological representation. To begin with J the 
child distinguishes between speech and nonspeech noise - an 
innate ability according to Lieberman's theory discussed above. 
The child then proceeds to analyse familiar language material by 
abstracting the perceptually salient features. These features are 
synthesised into possible phonetic patterns of the language and 
stored, wi thout meaning J in the "Under lying Representation 1 " 
(URI). According to this model the child differentiates legal vs 
illegal sound combinations qui te ear ly. "Under lying 
Representation 2" (UR2) stores lexical phonological patterns with 
meaning. The child therefore needs to match patterns and words 
between URI and UR2. This may account for Elbers claim of free 
floating forms (in URI) and meanings (in UR2). Waterson stresses 
that it is only the salient auditory cues that are necessary to 
develop these systems. Unstressed bits are fitted in to the 
rhythmic pattern of the utterance with the help of higher level 
segmentation skills and print experience. Segmentation of the 
speech stream is therefore necessary for satisfactory lexical 
developnent. It is aided by the child's knowledge of the subject 
matter and context which help to constrain the probabilities. It 
would therefore not be surprising to find that dyslexic children 
with delayed or troublesome segmentation development also 
exhibited lexical difficulties. 
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F. Articulatory Skills 
Clinicians have often commented on the fact that dyslexic 
children have difficulty in articulating multisyllabic words 
(Miles 1982). Investigating the relationship between reading and 
speech difficulties, Snowling (1981) compared dyslexic and normal 
readers matched for reading age when reading one and two syllable 
nonwords. The dyslexics had more difficulty on reading the two 
syllable nonwords particularly when these incorporated consonant 
clusters. They also performed more poorly as syllable length was 
increased on a nonword repetition task. 
Articulatory problems of an even more subtle nature have 
been observed by Montgomery (1981). She examined eight year old 
dyslexics' ability to access articulatory postures by asking them 
to indicate on oral structure diagrams the position of their 
tongue and lips for given phonemes. Unlike their reading age 
matched controls, they experienced great difficulty with this. 
In a recent study, Kamhi and Gatts (1986) compared twelve 
poor readers with no history of speech/language impairment and 
twelve who had a developmental language impairment with twelve 
children having normal reading and language abilities. The age 
range studied was six to nine years and a variety of phonological 
tests were administered. Although it was initially thought that 
the language impaired group would perfonn more poorly than the 
reading impaired group on all of the tests, they only actually 
did so on three measures - all of these involved word and 
sentence repetition. No difference was found between the two 
groups on tests of bisyllable word division, monosyllable word 
division, segmentation, elision, sentence division into words and 
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morpheme judgements. Overall, the two clinical groups performed 
more poorly than the nonnal controls. The authors concluded that 
although traditionally these language and reading impaired groups 
have been separated it may be worth viewing language and reading 
impaired children on a continuum or as sub-groups of the learning 
disabled group. 
Articulatory skills may be important here. The authors found 
that the word repetition task seemed to provide the most direct 
measure of a child's ability to generate accurate representations 
of phonological infonnation. The language impaired group may have 
a more severe form of phonological deficit. It is necessary to 
clarify 
reflect 
the status of articulatory difficulties since they can 
different levels of breakdown - input, representation, 
programming, motor, or structural. 
III. THE RIOOOlOOICAL DEFICIT HYronIESIS 
In reviewing the evidence for the verbal deficit hypothesis 
of dyslexia, a range of problems have been discussed - memory 
strategies, word retrieval, lexical developnent, sound 
segmentation, audi tory and articulatory skills. The child's 
ability to analyse and synthesise the speech stream is a central 
issue in these areas. For example, it has been argued that 
dyslexic children are slow to acquire precise phonological 
representations for words which are semantically represented 
because of difficulties with phoneme segmentation and phonetic 
coding (Snowling, van Wagtendonk and Stafford 1988). 
Shankweiler and Crain (1986) have suggested that a common 
difficulty at the level of phonology underlies all the problems 
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encountered by dyslexic children. They argue that phonological 
processing is critical for the working memory system to support 
the analysis 
Furthermore, 
of both auditory and visual information. 
as language is hierarchically organised, the 
development of semantics and syntax is dependent on satisfactory 
phonological skills. With reference to Figure 1.1, a basic 
phonological deficit will impede the development of the system 
for processing verbal language which in turn will provide a shaky 
foundation for the integration of a system for processing written 
language. How this phonological deficit manifests will depend on 
the level or levels of breakdown in the system. It is possible to 
have a phonological deficit at an input, representational or 
output stage (Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack 1986). 
IV. PHOOOlOOICAL DYSLEXIA 
Although it is difficult to comment upon the distribution of 
different types of dyslexia, the available evidence suggests that 
the characteristics of "developmental phonological dyslexia" are 
the most common in children with specific reading and spelling 
difficulties. Bader (1973) studied the behaviour of a large group 
of dy.iexic children when asked to read and spell a corpus of 
words. She found over sixty percent of her sample to be 
"dysphonetic" in that they relied on a visual strategy for 
reading, had difficul ties tackling unfamiliar words and could 
only spell words that they knew. Only ten per cent of the 
children showed visual deficits. These she called "dyseidetics". 
The remainder exhibited mixed difficulties and were the most 
seriously affected. Unfortunately, this study has limitations 
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since it failed to take account of the subjects' range of reading 
abilities when discussing individual differences. It is possible 
that the dyseidetics were simply better readers than the 
dysphonetics and that the mixed group were at a very early stage 
of development and not using visual or phonological strategies 
successfully. Further, different stimuli were presented to 
subjects so that the likelihood of producing dysphonetic and 
dyseidetic errors was not equally distributed (Snowling 1987). 
Temple and Marshall (1983) were the first to apply the label 
"phonological dyslexia" to children with phonological deficits 
when reading and spelling. Prior to this, subgrouping of dyslexic 
types was specific to adults with acquired neuropsychological 
disorders (Coltheart 1980). It is usually the case that 
phonological dyslexics also have a "phonological dysgraphia" 
although some children may only manifest difficulties when 
spelling. Phonological dyslexia is characterised by an inability 
to read nonsense words, an absence of the word regularity effect, 
auditory processing problems (notably a limited short term 
auditory memory), sound segmentation difficulties, bizarre 
spelling and articulatory breakdown but no obvious semantic 
difficulties (Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack 1986, Seymour and 
MacGregor, 1984). 
This profile contrasts with that of other named dyslexias. 
Surface dyslexics for example, are able to read regular and 
nonsense words. In fact they are likely to regularise irregular 
words ("broad" read as"brode"). Their spelling is phonetically 
correct (CATALOGUE/catalog) and they are able to spell nonwords. 
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This shows functioning phonological skills. Homophones are often 
confused (route/root) and orthographic errors when reading have 
been noted (ami tting, al tering, adding or transposing letters). 
These are supposedly characteristic of deficits in visual skills 
(Temple 1986, Col theart, Masterson, Byng, Prior and Riddoch 
1983) . 
Cases of deep dyslexia where the child makes semantic 
associations when reading and spelling (chair/table) have also 
been reported in the literature (Johnston 1983, Siegal 1985). 
The existence of this analogue of the acquired dyslexias has 
proved more controversial than the two discussed above (Snowling 
1987) . 
Within Frith's (1985) framework "classic" developnental 
dyslexia is thought to occur when a child fails to break through 
to the alphabetic phase. Although the cause of this failure is 
not clear it is unlikely to be due to a single factor. Arrest in 
the logographic phase would yield symptoms of phonological 
dyslexia. Such an arrest, however would not necessarily preclude 
the child progressing through later phases albeit more slowly or 
with obvious difficulties. Compensatory strategies are possible 
and need to be identified. Failure to achieve orthographic 
reading would be revealed by a reliance on alphabetic and 
logographic skills. An arrest in the second phase would be more 
likely to affect spelling than reading although it is possible 
that surface dyslexia could be cited here. The problems of the 
good reader/poor speller would be located at a later substage. 
These "type B" spellers (Frith 1982) appear to be in the 
orthographic stage for reading but not for spelling. 
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Frith's model is important because it allows a 
differentiation of developmental and acquired disorders. A 
developmental disorder is the result of an arrest in a particular 
phase. Following that point, development can continue but may do 
so in a quantitatively and qualitatively different way. In 
contrast, a strategy may be lost as the result of an acquired 
disorder but strategies developed later than the one affected may 
still function. Thus, there are likely to be more discrete 
deficits in the acquired dyslexias than in the developmental 
disorders. Studies that ignore a developmental framework may 
yield spurious results. H.M. a seventeen year old girl with a 
reading age of ten years, was the first case of developmental 
phonological db~lexia to be presented (Temple and Marshall 1983). 
Her reading and spelling performance reflected problems with 
phonological skills. Sound segmentation "''as weak, reading of 
nonwords was impaired and she made nonphonetic spelling errors, 
that is "bizarre" spellings that do not resemble the target 
(CHLORINE/colrean, MJPE/momb) . H.M. was tested on tasks 
originally devised to investigate patients with acquired dyslexia 
and no developmental control children were included. Recently, 
Bryant and Impey (1986) have reported control data on these 
tasks. They found that their group of sixteen normal readers, all 
reading at the ten year level, presented with similar 
characteristics to both the phonological dyslexic H.M .(Temple 
and Marshall 1983) and to the surface dyslexic C.D. presented by 
Co I theart, Masterson, Prior and Byng 1983. Bryant and Impey 
emphasise a number of issues. First, "dyslexic characteristics" 
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are not unique to dyslexia. Second, it challenges the notion of 
subgroups within developmental dyslexia. An alternative view is 
that C.D. who was also reading around the ten year level was at a 
later stage of developnent than HM. Third, it highlights the need 
for appropriate controls when studying children with 
developmental disorders and fourth, it demonstrates variability 
within a group of normally developing children which needs to be 
accounted for when selecting control groups. 
The need for a developmental perspective however is not 
supported by all. Temple (1986) believes that one model can 
suffice for the study of normal and abnormal reading and spelling 
processes in both children and adults. Two ten-year-old children, 
R.B. and A.H., with developmental dysgraphia were compared. An 
important finding was that although at the same quantitative 
level of spelling, the two children were qualitatively different 
from each other in their strategy use. R.B. presented as a 
"surface dysgraphic" and A.H. as a "phonological dysgraphic". 
However, an alternative interpretation of the data is that A.H.'s 
developnent is arrested in the alphabetic stage while R.B. has 
broken through to this stage but is still having difficulties at 
the orthographic level. This is supported by the finding that 
R.B. did not perform differently to younger spelling age matched 
children and could perform rhyming tasks satisfactorily. In 
contrast A.H. was qualitatively different to the normal children 
and had difficulty with the phonological tasks. 
A broader range of tasks were administered to R.E. a 
dyslexic young woman aged twenty-one who had achieved a high 
level of literacy skill despite phonological deficits (Campbell 
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and Butterworth 1985). Like H.M. she had problems in nonword 
reading and made nonphonetic spelling errors. Campbell and 
Butterworth claimed that her difficulties were due to a reduced 
short term memory capacity which was unable to support phoneme 
parsing. This study challenged the hierarchical nature of reading 
and spelling developnent since R.E. seemed to have bypassed an 
earlier alphabetic stage and yet could function at the later 
orthographic one. Her deficits only became apparent when asked to 
spell complex nonwords. R.E. may not be a typical developnental 
dyslexic but the notion of compensatory strategies needs further 
investigation in more seriously affected or younger children. 
The case studies of Seymour and his colleagues were perhaps 
the first to take a developnental perspective. Seymour and 
t-1acGregor (1984) presented four cases ranging in age from twelve 
to twenty-one years and discussed their results with reference to 
Frith's model of reading and spelling development. An attempt was 
made to pinpoint the location and nature of the primary source of 
disturbance and to speculate on what the effects of these might 
be. 
A more recent study (Seymour 1987) has examined the 
individual variation in performance in both normal children and 
children meeting the diagnostic criteria for phonological 
dyslexia. Heterogeneity within the groups arose as a result of 
the interplay between a child's strengths and weaknesses. 
Unfortunately however, only a limited range of tasks was given 
and there was no attempt made to examine associated cognitive and 
linguistic strengths. 
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To investigate how phonological difficulties may affect 
reading and spelling strategies, Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack 
(1986) examined seven cases of developmental phonological 
dyslexia. Three of the children were of low reading age (seven 
years) and the remainder, which included an adult, were of high 
reading ages above ten years. Tests of reading, spelling and 
auditory processing revealed a range of phonological deficits 
when compared to Reading Age control children. However, there 
were clear individual differences within the dyslexic group. In 
the low 
phonology, 
J .M. had 
reading age group T.W. had difficulty with input 
A.S. had sound segmentation and memory problems and 
problems with output phonology. These individual 
differences affected the children's spelling strategies in subtle 
ways. T.W. was the only child who had difficulties representing 
word initial phonemes. She spelled LIP as peryse, SACK as canpe, 
and TRAP as mupter. In contrast, A.S. and J.M. were able to 
transcri be initial phonemes but not subsequent sounds. A. S . 
spelled SACK as sed, BUMP as bunt and TRUMPEr as tumput. J .M.' s 
spelling errors reflected his articulatory difficulties. He 
spelled SACK as sag, PACRET as pagi t, roLISH as boIs and TRAFFIC 
as tafi t. Thus, these findings suggest that a child's reading and 
spelling difficulties are dependent upon the level at which the 
phonological system breaks down. Furthermore, compensatory 
strategies adopted by the children were dependent on the 
strengths and experience they brought to the learning situation. 
Thus, a developmental perspective enabled a clearer picture of 
the nature of reading and spelling difficulties. 
Up until recently we have known little about how individual 
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children with reading difficulties progress. However, Temple (in 
press) discussed the progress of a child whom she described as a 
"deep dyslexic". In her reading she made semantic errors and she 
was unable to read nonwords. Wi thin Frith's (1985) framework it 
could be argued that this girl was functioning at an early 
logographic phase of development(Morton 1987). At follow-up 
semantic errors were no longer apparent but the girl was still 
unable to use phonological reading strategies. She had not made 
the transition to the alphabetic phase. Similarly the progress of 
J.M. (mentioned above) has been discussed by Snowling and Hulme 
(in prep). Despite four years of intensive remedial assistance 
with phonic skills, J.M. remained deficient in the use of 
phonological reading and spelling strategies. Arguably, his 
reading and spelling had improved by the compensatory use of 
visual strategies. 
In view of the failure of these two children to achieve 
alphabetic competence, the outcome for children with more serious 
phonological disorders, for example children with persisting 
speech disorders, seems pessimistic. 
V. READING AND SPELLING DEVEI..DPMENT IN SPEI!CH DISCJIDERED 
roPULATIONS 
A group of children with obvious input phonology problems is 
the deaf. Children with serious hearing impairments do have 
reading difficulties (Furth 1966, Conrad 1979) and delayed 
linguistic competence (Iveymey and Lachtennan 1980). They often 
"plateau" at a reading age of around thirteen years (Quigley and 
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Kretschmer 1982) although this result needs careful 
interpretation since the children may have been at ceiling on the 
tests used. Studies of memory strategies (Conrad 1964) and rhyme 
judgement (Dodd and Hermelin 1977) reveal that a deaf population 
is capable of using a phonological code adequately. By 
administering a memory test to a group of eight year old deaf 
children divided into good and poor readers, Hanson, Libennan, 
and Shankweiler (1984) showed that the good readers were able to 
use both speech and finger spelling to remember printed letters. 
In contrast, the poor readers could not utilise either. They 
concluded that reading problems in the deaf population are more 
related to the individual child's linguistic ability than to the 
presence or even severity of the deafness. 
R~arnination of their spelling errors also supported this 
conclusion (Dodd 1980). A group of deaf children compared 
favourably with a group of speech disordered children on spelling 
'" tests (Dodd and Cockerill 1985). The children were asked to spell 
regular words (went, limp), complex rule governed words (liquid, 
deck) , and rare words that needed to be remembered 
orthographically ( laugh, pint) . Unlike the speech disordered 
children, the deaf children did not have specific difficulties 
deri ving and using phonological rules. There were, however 
limitations to this study. First, the stimuli were not clearly 
differentiated since the "rule governed" words were merely more 
complex regular words - a regular/irregular comparison may have 
been more revealing. Second, the deaf group studied were older 
(age range thirteen to sixteen years) than the speech disordered 
group (age range seven to fourteen years) and they were also at a 
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slightly higher level of reading performance (mean of eight years 
seven months compared to seven years eleven months). Third, it is 
not clear what criteria was used to select and label the speech 
disordered group as "phonologically disordered". Nonetheless, a 
general trend is worth discussing; the deaf child does not appear 
to be as at risk for specific segmentation and reading/spelling 
problems as the normally hearing but speech and language impaired 
child. 
Although it is encouraging that deaf children can use a 
phonological code, it still remains that they normally do not 
develop literacy skills commensurate with their chronological 
age. Conrad (1970) addressed this issue and suggested that 
hearing impaired children may use internal 
incisi vely" than normally hearing children. 
speech "less 
Thi s has been 
elaborated by Pattison (1983) who suggested that the quality of 
the code suffers as a result of it being assembled from a variety 
of modalities, for example the visual and kinaesthetic, rather 
than from the one most appropriate)that is the auditory. The deaf 
child may also take longer to process information phonologically 
which may in turn affect storage and retrieval of that 
information. The deaf child is therefore at risk for delayed or 
limited phonological processing but can develop phonological 
skills in reading and spelling to a satisfactory level. 
This is not necessarily so for a hearing child with a speech 
disorder. Few studies have examined the reading and spelling 
performance of children with different forms of speech handicap, 
although many authors refer to speech disordered children's 
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general learning difficulties (Durrell and Murphy 1953, de 
Montford Supple 1980). More recently however, reading and 
spelling strategies in different types of speech disorders have 
been investigated. In order to evaluate the role of articulatory 
coding when converting phonemes to graphemes, Bishop (1985) 
tested seven physically handicapped dysarthric teenagers on 
homonym judgement and real and nonword spelling. Her hypothesis 
was that if articulatory coding is critical for spelling, then 
the dysarthrics would perform poorly on the spelling tests as 
their motor speech impairment rendered their articulation 
indistinct. This would not affect their silent homonym judgement 
performance. There was no difference between the dysarthric 
children and a matched group of physically handicapped children 
hho had normal speech. Neither was there any hint of phonological 
difficulty as would have been the case had the dysarthric 
children spelled in a bizarre ~~y. The indications were that 
higher level phonological processing which is required for 
reading and spelling development is not based on articulatory 
skill. The corollary of this is that children with lower level 
articulatory disorders are not necessarily at risk of specific 
reading and spelling difficulties. 
These results can be contrasted with spelling errors taken 
from eleven children with obvious phonological output 
difficulties in the absence of structural and neurological 
abnonnality reported by Robinson, Beresford, and Dodd (1981). 
These phonologically disordered children made significantly more 
errors than a control group of nonnally speaking children matched 
on age, sex and reading ability. They did not find the spelling 
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of regular words any easier than irregular words whereas the 
control group demonstrated a "regularity" effect. They made as 
many spelling errors on words they pronounced correctly as they 
did on words they mispronounced. Furthermore, a quali tati ve 
difference between the two groups emerged. Unlike the errors from 
the control group, the spelling errors from the phonologically 
disordered group defied analysis - CASTLE/ca lkae 1 , HEDGEHCXi/acox, 
TORTOISE/tasinaclejath. Such nonphonetic spelling is considered 
to be indicative of a more pervasive language problem (Schwartz 
1983, Thomson 1981, Sweeney and Rourke 1978). The speech 
disordered children therefore performed as "phonological 
dysgraphics" and it was concluded that they had a specific 
difficulty in generating phoneme-grapheme correspondences. 
It is important in such studies to identify the nature and 
severity of the speech problems involved. It is quite possible 
that some of the children in the above study also had dyspraxic 
characteristics (Dodd personal communication 1983). The 
dyspraxic child is thought to have difficulties in planning the 
motor progranune for speech and to have an incoordinated vocal 
tract resulting in variable and inconsistent speech production. 
Dyspraxia has been classified as one of the motor speech 
disorders along with dysarthria (Darley, Aronson and Brown 1975) 
and is a serious and persisting speech disorder in both children 
and adults. 
To investigate the possibility that children with certain 
types of speech disorders may be more vulnerable to reading and 
spelling difficulties than others, Stackhouse (1982) tested a 
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group of children with developnental verbal dyspraxia, and a 
group of children with structural abnormalities (cleft lip and 
palate) ranging in age from seven to eleven years, on tests of 
reading, spelling and silent phonology. Resul ts were compared 
wi th an age matched control group of normally speaking children. 
The dyspraxic group was quantitatively poorer than the other two 
groups on standardised tests of reading and spelling. The cleft 
lip/palate group were not significantly different from the normal 
controls. There was also a qualitative difference in the errors 
of the dyspraxic group compared to those of the other two groups. 
When reading, the dyspraxic children seemed to be guessing the 
target on the basis of individual letter cues. For example, 
CANARY was read as "competition" and DREAM as "under". The errors 
of the cleft lip/palate and normally speaking children suggested 
an attempt to use a sound building strategy - SABRE was read as 
"saybree", and CEILING as "kelling". When spelling, the dyspraxic 
children made bizarre errors similar to those quoted in the 
Robinson et al (1981) study above 
SLIPPERY/greid). In contrast, the 
(YEAR/andere, HEALTH/heens, 
cleft lip/palate and normally 
speaking children showed evidence of phonetic spelling 
(SOONER/soona, MIGHT/mit, BOAT/bot). To confirm that the 
dyspraxic children had a breakdown in phonological processing at 
a level higher than motor control a silent test of phonology was 
administered (after Coltheart 1980). The children were asked to 
sort cards into same and different piles. Each card showed two 
nonwords ~nich either sounded the same (fid/phid) or different 
(fid/prid) when read silently. The performance of the cleft 
lip/palate and normally speaking children on this task correlated 
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wi th reading age. The perfonnance of the dyspraxic children did 
not. Their reading age increased without a corresponding increase 
of accuracy on the silent test of phonology. In this respect they 
performed in a similar way to a group of dyslexic children 
studied by Snowling (1980) who found that the use of grapheme-
phoneme correspondences increased with reading age in normal 
readers but not in dyslexics. It would seem that both dyspraxic 
and dyslexic children increase their reading age by relying on 
the visual strategy to develop a sight vocabulary. 
Following these two studies Snowling and Stackhouse (1983) 
examined a small group of dyspraxic children, ranging in age from 
eight to ten years, in more detail. These children were matched 
on reading age with younger normally speaking children from the 
same school. Each child was asked to imitate, read, spell and 
copy a series of consonant vowel consonant (eve) syllables that 
varied in their degree of articulatory place change. For example, 
o place change - mop, 1 place change - bat, 2 place change - peg. 
Normal children were at ceiling on these tasks. The dyspraxic 
children performed within the same range as the controls on 
reading and copying but did significantly less well than the 
controls on imitation and spelling. A qualitative analysis of the 
imitation and spelling results was carried out to investigate the 
possible link between speech and spelling perfonnance. Errors 
were categorised according to whether they differed from the 
correct form in voicing (dad/dat), placement (dog/dod) or manner 
(can/cal) of articulation. The results of the analysis were in 
line with Robinson at al's (1982) findings: 
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accuracy of pronunciation did not necessarily result in accuracy 
of spelling. Overall there were more spelling than imitation 
errors, but there was no obvious one to one relationship between 
the imitation and spelling errors. 
During this study it became apparent that the dyspraxic 
children had great difficulty in segmenting the target prior to 
spelling it. For example, PAM was repeated correctly, segmented 
as "pe-te" and spelled "potm", NICK was also repeated correctly, 
segmented as "ke-ke-ne-i-te", and spelled "cat". This type of 
error is characteristic of a breakdown at an earlier stage in the 
spelling process than that suggested by Robinson et al (1982) , 
and Dodd and Cockerill (1984). It is more likely that the problem 
arises at a sound segmentation level prior to phoneme-grapheme 
translation. 
TIle consensus in the studies of speech disordered children 
suggests that those with an underlying phonological disability 
are more at risk of reading and spelling difficulties than those 
with a more pure articulatory difficulty. It is recognised 
however, that children who have articulatory difficulties at a 
lower level may also be vulnerable but for different reasons. 
They may well show delayed development of written language skills 
because of poor health, hospitalisation, and absenteeism from 
school. Nontheless, the incidence of difficulties specific to 
written language should be lower in this group. 
VI. SlH1ARY 
It has been argued that an underlying phonological deficit 
can account for speech, segmentation, reading and spelling 
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difficulties. The aim of the present study is to investigate the 
relationship between verbal and written language disorders. It 
will adopt a developmental framework and track the progress of 
two children with a serious speech disorder known as 
Developmental Verbal Dyspraxia. This disorder is a particular 
challenge for further study because of its controversial nature 
and associated literacy problems. 
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CHAP1'ER 2 
DEVEWPMBNTAL VERBAL DYSPRAXIA 
The speech disorder designated as "Developnental Verbal 
Dyspraxia" has proved to be one of the most controversial of the 
developnental speech disorders. Arguments surromrl not only the 
nature of the problem but indeed its very existence (Guyette and 
Diedrich 1981). Historically the tenn was used with reference to 
the population of adults who had acquired a problem in 
programming motor speech output (Broca 1865). From this point 
there has been heated debate as to whether acquired dyspraxia of 
speech is a pure motor difficulty (Darley, Aronson and Brown 
1975) or one of linguistic processing (Martin 1974). 
The label was not applied to children with developmental 
speech disorders until the 1950s when Muriel Morley identified a 
"dyspraxic" group of twelve children ranging in age from four to 
ten years. She defined the condition as follows (Morley 1965), 
"A defect of articulation which· occurs when movements of the 
muscles used for speech •••• appear nonnal for involuntary 
and spontaneous movements or even for voluntary 
imitation of movements •... , but are inadequate for the 
complex and rapid movements used for articulation and 
reproduction of sequences of sounds used in speech." 
This articulatory standpoint, based on diagnostic criteria 
for the acquired condition in adults, has proved unhelpful when 
dealing with children with developnental speech disorders. 
Three major areas would seem to account for the current 
confusion over differential diagnosis of developnental verbal 
dyspraxia: -
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1. the sequence of the scientific method (Deputy 1984), 
2. methodological problems within individual studies, 
3. lack of a developmental perspective. 
The scientific method begins with OBSERVATION which leads to 
DESCRIPTION then to EXPLANATION and finally to PREDIcrION. There 
is a missing link in the chain of studies of developmental verbal 
dyspraxia - a thorough DESCRIPTION of the behaviour. When 
children's articulatory struggle behaviour was observed and 
labelled dyspraxic it was automatically explained as a motor 
programming difficulty. It was not long before predictions were 
made about etiology. Rosenbek and Wertz (1972) discuss the 
location of "lesions" and praxic centres in the brain, Ferry, 
Hall and Hicks (1975) talk about a "neurological disorder" and 
yet hard evidence of this is not apparent (Gubbay 1978). 
The second issue is a methodological one. A major criticism 
of the studies of children with developmental verbal dyspraxia 
surrounds the subject selection process. First, subjects have 
been included who also have dysarthria, nondescript language 
problems, and mental handicap (Rosenbek and Wertz 1972, Ferry et 
al 1975). Second, wide age ranges have been incorporated in the 
same clinical group. Rosenbek and Wertz (1972) tested preschool 
children to teenagers, while Morley (1965) and Ferry et al (1975) 
extended the range to adults - from four to twenty years, and 
from four to thirty years respectively. Third, subjects have been 
allocated to experimental groups on shaky premises. These 
include: (a) preconceived but not proven diagnostic criteria -
slow diadochokinetic rates, inconsistency and groping for 
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articulatory positions (Ferry et al 1975), (b) severity ratings -
multiple articulation errors (Crary 1984), failure to make 
progress in conventional therapy (Ferry et al 1975), (c) previous 
diagnosis by clinicians ranging from different professions and 
thereby increasing the likelihood of differing diagnostic 
criteria (Prichard, Tekieli, and Kozup 1979, Parsons, 1984), and 
(d) tests used for the selection procedure have been incorporated 
in the experimental procedure (Aram and Horwitz 1983, Milloy 
1986). A circular argument has therefore evolved. Thus, criteria 
for allocation to the dyspraxic group have become the recognised 
symptoms of developnental verbal dyspraxia. Furthermore, the 
mixed populations studied invalidate the results. 
The last and perhaps most serious barrier to developing our 
knowledge of developnental verbal dyspraxia, is the lack of a 
developnental perspective. The unfolding nature of the problem in 
children has been ignored. To illustrate this a typical dyspraxic 
case will be described. 
Kevin was eight years old when first seen in 1977. He 
presented as a cheerful, conmunicative and alert boy whose speech 
was often unintelligible. In infancy, head circumference was 
recorded as two standard deviations above the normal and still 
appeared large for his body. A general mild clumsiness was noted 
and there was a history of delayed lateralisation, but no hard 
neurological signs were found. Facial expression was limited and 
there was specific vocal tract incoordination. This affected 
breathing control for speech and coordination of the velo-
pharyngeal sphincter, lips and tongue. An oral (non-verbal) 
dyspraxia was evident. 
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Verbal comprehension was never significantly delayed and he 
performed above chronological age at five years five months on 
the Reynell Developnental Language Scales (1969). In contrast, 
expressive language was compromised. At two years eight months, 
perfonnance was at the nine-month level. Syntactic difficulties 
were still evident in the teenage years. 
Speech developnent was initially characterised by a 
restricted vowel system and consonant omissions. By eight years 
of age, Kevin was able to imitate all sounds in isolation but 
would omit or substitute sounds in continuous speech, 
particularly when a word required an articulatory place change. 
Non-English sounds occurred, often the result of a distorted 
attempt at an English target. As vocabulary and sound awareness 
increased, so did groping for articulations. The sequencing and 
production of multisyllabic words is a continuing difficulty. The 
following responses were taken from a verbal repetition task at 
fourteen years of age: 
such words he has learned to circumlocute in conversations. The 
following transcription from a taped interview at chronological 
age fourteen illustrates his perception of his difficulties, 
"From the age of two, from er eighteen months, I had er this 
problem called dyspraxia and since then I had problem of 
speaking and pronouncing letters •••• and tun from a age of 
two I did not speak for two years, til about four •••• when I 
tried to speak .••. my tongue wouldn't cooperate with what I 
wanted to do and my brain would tell my tongue to do it 
properly ...... 
Throughout his school years, Kevin has been a popular and 
active pupil. Learning to read was difficult for him and he 
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needed extra help with his handwriting. He performed as a classic 
"phonological dyslexic" having reduced auditory memory and 
segmentation difficulties. At the age of 17 years 1 month he had 
a Reading Age of 12 years 4 months but he enjoyed reading and was 
coping well with a day release college course. Spelling however, 
was still a worrying problem for him. 
Kevin demonstrates the complexity of the condition known as 
developmental verbal dyspraxia. His articulatory difficulties 
pervade other levels of speech and language development resulting 
in both spoken and written language problems. Moreover, the 
manifestations of the condition changed over time. As different 
demands were made on him, the extent of his learning difficulties 
became apparent. 
Al though the developmental perspective is lacking in the 
studies of developmental verbal dyspraxia other perspectives have 
been taken: clinical, articulatory, linguistic and cogni ti ve. 
Table 2.1. summarises the characteristics pertaining to each. 
I. TIm CLINICAL PER.SPEXj'I'I\1 
Acquired verbal dyspraxia is nonnally accompanied by a right 
hemiparesis/paralysis with lesions in Broca's Area and the 
sensorimotor cortex. In contrast hard clinical evidence of a 
neurological etiology has been difficult to find in its 
developmental counterpart (Gubbay 1978). In a review of cases of 
developmental dyspraxia, ranging in age from two to fourteen 
years, Rosenbek and Wertz (1972) found that 61% of the children 
presented as "essentially nonnal" on neurological examination. 
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Table 2.1 - Perspectives on Developmental Verbal Dyspraxia 
THE SPEECH PERSPECTIVE 
1. General Characteristics 
(a) 
(b) 
( c) 
History of delayed speech development 
Resistant to Therapy 
Unintelligible 
2. Articulation 
3. 
4. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(j) 
( k) 
( l) 
Inconsistent vs Rigid Pattern 
Phonetic experimentation 
Non-English articulation 
Errors increase as word length and complexity increase 
Breakdown in continuous speech 
Perseveration 
Metathesis 
Intrusive schwa 
Sound omissions - particularly in syllable final position 
Voice, Place and Manner errors 
Vowel distortion 
May also show dysarthric features 
Prosody 
(a) Inappropriate stress and intonation 
(b) Variable speed - may have rushes of speech 
(c) Monot onou s 
Resonance 
(a) Fluctuating nasality as a result of incoordination of the 
palatopharyngeal sphincter 
5. Incoordinationof the Vocal Tract 
This wi II resul t in:-
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
dysphonia 
dysprosody 
disorder of resonance 
inconsistent articulatory pattern 
B. 
c. 
THE CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE 
1. Genetic 
Speech and/or learning problems often occur in other members 
of the family. 
2. Neurological 
3. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Soft signs, ego Clumsiness 
Delayed lateralisation of cerebral function 
Predominance in males 
Feeding problems - chewing and sucking 
Drooling 
Oral Examination 
(a) 
(b) 
( c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Oral Apraxia 
Poor lip posture 
Poor tongue tip control 
Slow or inability to perform diadochokinetic rates 
Problems with oral sensory-motor feedback 
THE LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE 
(a) History of delayed language development 
(b) Verbal comprehension often significantly ahead of expressive 
language development 
(e) Phonological disability 
(d) Restricted use of syntax 
(e) Disordered verbal language development 
(f) Non-verbal communication may be well developed and compensatory 
D. THE COGNITIVE PERSPECTIVE 
(a) Often a significant discrepancy between verbal and performance 
tasks 
(b) Problems with reading, spelling, writing and drawing 
(c) Poor auditory memory 
(d) Sequencing difficulties 
(e) Cross-modality difficulties 
(f) Selective attention problems 
The incidence of neurological soft signs in developmental 
dyspraxics is reported more widely in the literature (Yoss and 
Darley 1974, Rosenbek and Wertz 1972, Ferry et al 1975, Gubbay 
1978, Crary 1984). These include: drooling, early feeding 
difficulties, and clumsiness on gross and fine motor tasks such 
as bead threading, tying shoelaces, and dressing. In Crary's 
(1984) review of twenty-five dyspraxic children, 52% had motor 
coordination difficulties and 92% of these had a significant 
medical history such as convulsions, high fever or pneumonia. The 
incident usually occurred before the age of two years and was 
serious enough to lead to hospitalisation. 
It is debatable whether a diagnosis of verbal dyspraxia can 
be made in the absence of oral dyspraxia. All twenty-five of 
Crary's (1984) cases had some degree of oral motor incoordination 
even though no obvious motor weakness was apparent. Eisenson 
(1972) argued that, unlike in the acquired condition, 
developmental verbal dyspraxia will always be accompanied by oral 
dyspraxia. Nonverbal skills however, often respond well to oral 
training so that it is possible for a child to be left with a 
verbal dyspraxia alone. A longitudinal clinical perspective is 
needed to investigate this further. 
It is also doubtful whether developmental verbal dyspraxia 
can be differentiated from other developmental disorders on the 
basis of nonverbal skills. The features of clumsiness, lack of 
facial expression, poor oral sensory motor feedback and slow 
diadochokinetic rates could equally be true of children with 
specific 
dyslexia. 
language disorders, phonological disability and 
As with other language related conditions there is a 
predominance of males compared to females in groups of dyspraxic 
children investigated. There was between sixty-seven and ninety 
percent of boys in the studies quoted above. AlOng with this is 
the strong family incidence of language/learning problems. Sixty-
seven per cent of familes in Morley's (1965) study demonstrated 
this. Similarly, Crary (1984) reports that a high percentage of 
the subjects' fathers or paternal family members had a history of 
delayed speech development, articulation problems, stuttering, or 
dyslexic difficulties. 
The overlap of symptoms with other disorders raises the 
issue of developmental verbal dyspraxia as a discrete clinical 
entity. If the label is to have any credence at all it should 
refer to children who have incoordination of the vocal tract for 
nonverbal and/or verbal movements in the absence of obvious 
neurological and structural abnormalities. It is likely that the 
child will exhibit soft neurological signs at some stage in his 
development and that there will be a family history of similar or 
associated difficulties. Without these accompanying signs to the 
speech disorder, it would be difficult to justify the use of the 
dyspraxic label. After all, the term "praxis" refers to movement 
and "dyspraxia" refers to clumsiness of gross and/or fine motor 
movements (Cermak 1985). 
II. THE SPEECH I'ERSPErn'IVE 
Three speech characteristics are repeatedly cited in the 
li terature as pertaining to developmental verbal dyspraxia: (a) 
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history of delayed speech development, (b) unintelligibility and 
(c) resistance to remediation (Macaluso-Haynes 1978). Although 
all are true of the condition they are not differentially 
diagnostic. These general characteristics could be present in any 
moderate to severe speech disorder. 
look for characteristics specific 
It is therefore necessary to 
to developmental verbal 
dyspraxia. 
The articulatory characteristics have received the most 
attention and the speech perspective is perhaps the one most 
influenced by the adult model. Thus, such diagnostic criteria as 
"breakdown in mul tisy llabic words, extreme variabi li ty in 
production, and groping for sounds" are meaningless in a young 
child who has not yet developed multisyllabic words or a sound 
system with which to be variable. other signs may be relevant to 
the developnental disorder, for example non-English 
articulations, sound omissions, voice, place and manner errors, 
metathesis and vowel distortion. Even so, these could equally 
characterise what others might call a "Phonological Disability" 
and differentiation between these two has proved difficult 
(Parsons 1984). Speech characteristics alone are unlikely to lead 
to diagnosis. 
Edwards (1984) has shifted attention from the segmental to 
the suprasegrnental level of speech production. The view that 
dyspraxia is primarily a prosodic disorder is in opposition to 
Darley et al (1975) who believe that any arhythmia in dyspraxic 
speech is the result of struggling for articulatory postures. 
Laver's (1970) model of skilled speech production cites two 
possible types of rhythmic disorder. The first is at a 
phonological level of linguistic programming and the second at a 
phonetic level of vocal tract incoordination resulting from 
neuromuscular dysfunction. AI though Edwards has referred to this 
possibility it has not been addressed in the developmental 
Ii terature on verbal dyspraxia where it has been asstune<i that one 
level of breakdown - motor prograrrrning - is the cause of the 
articulatory difficulties. 
Cri tical to the understanding of the developmental disorder 
are the repercussions that may occur from breakdown wi thin the 
speech chain. If the child with verbal dyspraxia does have a 
primary prosodic disturbance what effect might this have on the 
developing lexicon and phonological representation? The work of 
Waterson (1981) and Chiat (1983) discussed in Chapter 1 indicates 
that a disturbance at this level will have far reaching effects; 
another reason why studies of children with developmental verbal 
dyspraxia need to break away from the rigid criteria set for 
studying the acquired condition in adults. 
A further barrier to speech production occurs when the vocal 
tract is incoordinated. In order to produce sounds contrastively, 
the child needs to control laryngeal vibration (pin/bin), the 
velo-pharyngeal sphincter (bee/me), and articulatory place change 
(pea/tea/key). The accurate timing of such movements is another 
possible explanation of the speech characteristics of 
developmental verbal dyspraxia. The literature however, is sparse 
on normal developmental speech data. Given that the physical 
immaturity and motor control of the vocal tract in normal 
children is more influential in early speech output than 
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perceptual factors (Macneilage 1980) , and that persisting 
articulatory immaturity may be an explanation of developmental 
phonological disability (Hewlett 1985), data on normal motor 
speech development is needed to clarify if developmental verbal 
dyspraxia is qualitatively or quantitatively different from 
normal development. If distinct, the condition should be 
differentiated from the normally developing population as well as 
other developmental speech disorders by a persisting mistiming 
and ordering of vocal tract sequences. The resul t would be 
inconsistent respiration, 
articulation. 
voicing, prosody, resonance and 
In sUIlB1lary , the speech difficulties characteristic of 
developmental 
deficit or 
verbal dyspraxia could be the result of a single 
a combination of three levels of breakdown: 
phonological misrepresentations in the lexicon, inability to 
programme the speech output, and/or vocal tract incoordination. 
In the adult with an acquired disorder these levels may 
breakdown more discretely but it is not clear what affect a 
malfunction at any of these levels may have on the child's 
developing phonology for speech, reading and spelling. The 
assumption that the child with developmental verbal dyspraxia 
will behave in a similar fashion to the adul t wi th acquired 
dyspraxia has resulted in confused criteria for the 
identification and differentiation of the developmental condition 
particularly within the preschool population. 
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III. THE LINGUISTIC PERSPEX:I'IVE 
Recent studies of children with developmental verbal 
dyspraxia have examined the phonological system. Crary, Landess, 
and Towne (1984) made a phonological analysis of the continuous 
speech samples of ten dyspraxic children in the age range of 3 
years 9 months to 13 years 11 months. Twelve phonological 
processes were identified. Six reflected syntagmatic errors which 
were sequential reductions dependent on the position within the 
word. For example, prevocalic voicing will occur in prevocalic 
posi tion regardless of whether the phoneme is /p/, /t/ or /k/ . 
Five processes were paradigmatic. These relate to the phoneme 
itself regardless of its position in the word, for example /p/ 
for /f/ or /t/ for lsi. The remaining process identified was 
vowel neutralisation. The syntagmatic errors were the most 
prevalent. Sequential simplification by omission was the most 
common of these, for example deletion of final and intervocalic 
consonants, and cluster reduction. The results indicated a 
deficit in phonological sequencing abilities and/or motor speech 
timing. The authors dismissed the possibility of lower level 
articulatory constraints since none of the children had physical 
abnormali ties. Instead they suggested that the children had 
"programning limitations". However, these results are interpreted 
cautiously because of the wide age range tested. It is feasible 
that the performance of the three to seven year olds at least 
would be clouded by normal articulatory immaturity while that of 
the older children may have been characteristic of a specific 
speech disorder. 
The predominance of omission errors is reminiscent 
earlier study by Frisch and Handler (1974). A group of 
disordered children were differentiated on the basis of 
of an 
speech 
their 
substitution and omission errors. The "omission" group were 
compared to adults with left cerebral dysfunction. 'lbey differed 
from the other group on motor output tasks even though there were 
no obvious gross motor difficulties. The persistence of omission 
errors over the age of three years was interpreted as indicative 
of cerebral dysfunction and this group was viewed as 
qualitatively distinct from other developmental speech disorders. 
Although this comparison with the adult must be treated with 
caution, the phonological approach can be illuminating if the 
children are examined longi tudinally . The "quali tati ve" 
distinction suggested by Frisch and Handler may disintegrate as 
the children mature. In short, the distinction may reflect 
different phases of the developmental process rather than 
qualitatively distinct groups. 
The lack of a developmental perspective renders much of the 
evidence on developmental verbal dyspraxia difficult to 
interpret. Parsons (1984) for example, criticised Crary et aI's 
study for its lack of control group. He therefore selected seven 
phonologically impaired children ranging in age from 4 years 6 
months to 6 years 8 months, and matched them on number of 
articulation errors to seven children with developmental verbal 
dyspraxia ranging in age from 3 years 11 months to 7 years 9 
months. Data was collected from both groups when naming pictures 
and from continuous speech. Twenty-four phonological processes 
were identified in the speech sample but there was no significant 
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difference in the distribution of these processes between the two 
groups. The author concluded that children with developnental 
verbal dyspraxia are no different from children with multiple 
errors found in phonological disability. 
Parson's study raises a m.nnber of points. First, selection 
of subjects. Cri teria for selection to the dyspraxic group was 
based on poor diadochokinetic rates, history of incoordination or 
clumsiness, oral/articulatory struggle when speaking. Children 
were assigned to the phonologically impaired group if they had 
multiple articulation errors in the absence of articulatory 
incoordination or struggle behaviour. The diagnostic limitations 
of these characteristics have been discussed in the clinical 
perspective section above. The findings suggest that they bear no 
relationship to the speech pattern. Children already labelled as 
dyspraxic by their clinicians were also included. This is 
worrying since diagnostic criteria, particularly in the younger 
children, have never been clarified. The no difference result 
could therefore be an effect of the selection procedure. 
Second, although the two speech disordered groups were 
equivalent on the number of sounds in error, the dyspraxic group 
made more multiple errors as a result of the simultaneous use of 
simplifying processes. Parsons suggested that this is why authors 
have noted inconsistencies in dyspraxic speech (Rosenbek and 
Wertz 1972, Ferry et al 1975, Murdoch, Porter, Younger and Ozzane 
1984). It is a pity that Parsons then dismissed this evidence 
since it could be argued that multiple simultaneous errors may 
indicate a different or additional level of breakdown in the 
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articulatory process. As no normal control group was included in 
Parson's study, it is not possible to say if these multiple 
errors are unique to the dyspraxic population or merely an 
earlier stage of normal development. 
Third, Parson's finding of more paradigmatic processes 
within the dyspraxic group is a direct contradiction of Crary et 
al (1984) who found a greater incidence of syntagmatic 
simplification. The conflicting results can be explained by the 
different age ranges studied (Parsons: 3:11 - 7:09, Crary et al: 
3:09 - 13:11). If paradigmatic processes result mainly from 
articulatory immaturity and syntagmatic processes from higher 
level programming skills, then it would follow that the younger 
the child the more likely that both error types will occur. As 
the child with developmental verbal dyspraxia matures, the 
paradigmatic processes will decline since by definition they 
should not have any neuromuscular wealmess, leaving the more 
specific syntagmatic difficulties. The two studies are therefore 
not in conflict but are tapping different developmental stages. 
This view is compatible with Milloy's (1986) notion of children 
with immature articulatory praxis as distinct from the more 
severe and persisting dyspraxic condition. However, a more 
detailed investigation of normally developing children is 
necessary in order to test this hypothesis. Appropriately matched 
younger normal controls have not yet featured in any of the 
studies of developmental verbal dyspraxia. 
Syntax development has been another area of linguistic 
interest. Many papers have referred to "delayed language 
development" in dyspraxic children (Morley 1965, Rosenbek and 
Wertz 1972, Ferry at al 1975) but only recently has there been a 
systematic study of the syntactic structure of dyspraxic 
children's utterances. Ekel.ma.n and Aram (1983) collected. fifty 
spontaneous utterances from each of eight children previously 
diagnosed as dyspraxic and ranging in age from 4 years 4 months 
to 11 years 11 months. AI though all of the children had 
appropriate developmental mean length of utterance this did not 
predict 
expected 
their use of granmatical markers as would nonnally be 
(Brown 1973). Several of the children omitted 
grammatical markers associated with earlier stages of 
developnent. In addition to the omission errors, pronoun 
confusion and auxiliary substitutions occurred. The children 
maintained their mean length of utterance by stringing together 
simple sentences. They were able to use conjunctions but not 
necessarily embedded clauses. 
The use of more advanced structures in the absence of 
simpler ones led the authors to conclude that the children were 
not simply delayed in their syntax development. Furthermore, the 
results cannot be explained by an articulatory difficulty alone. 
The children were able to produce /s/ in the final position of a 
word to mark plurality but did not do so on another occasion to 
mark third person ending. As the data was not supplied in this 
study the results are questionable since the phonetic context of 
the responses cannot be controlled in childen's spontaneous 
utterances. However, this study indicates that children wi th 
developmental verbal dyspraxia can sometimes present with a 
specific syntactic disability. 
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The addition of the linguistic perspective to the clinical 
and speech perspectives has led Crary (1984) to redefine 
dyspraxia as a "motor-linguistic disorder". The child's 
incoordination difficulties are no longer only located at the 
level of the vocal tract. Crary and Towne (1984) suggest that 
there is also "asynergy" between the linguistic levels of 
phonology J morphology and syntax. 
IV. THE CXXlNITIVE PERSPFL'TIVE 
It is not uncommon for a dyspraxic child to show a 
discrepancy between verbal and performance scores on standardised 
intelligence tests. Although it is normally the verbal scores 
that are lower, some dyspraxic children also have difficulties on 
performance tests. This is particularly the case when forms other 
than verbal dyspraxia exist, for example dressing or limb 
apraxia. Clinicians have reported difficulties when teaching sign 
language to dyspraxics and many of the children have difficulties 
in sequencing nonspeech motor acts (Walton, Ellis, and Court 
1962, Morley 1965, Yoss and Darley 1974, Mclaughlin and 
Kriegsmarm 1980, Gordon and McKinlay 1980). Surprisingly however, 
there have been very few systematic studies of nonverbal 
processing in dyspraxic children. 
Aram and Horwitz (1983) addressed two questions: The first 
was whether dyspraxic children's sequential difficulties were 
generalised or whether they were only related to verbal tasks, 
and the second was whether their praxic difficulties were evident 
only in speech or also in nonverbal tasks. Again unfortunately a 
wide age range was studied: 4 years 4 months to 13 years 2 
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months. Ten children were selected based on the cri teria of 
having a moderate to severe speech disorder even though there was 
a "full range of lip and tongue movements". In addition, the 
children had normal nonverbal intelligence and verbal 
comprehension. Standardised tests of verbal and nonverbal 
sequencing (Kirk, McCarthy and Kirk's Illinois Test of 
Psycholinguistic Abilities 1968, Aten's Denver Auditory Phoneme 
Sequencing Test 1979, and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children 1974) as well as nonstandardised tests of single and 
sequenced volitional oral movements were administered. The 
children's sequencing difficulties were found to be specific to 
verbal tasks. It could not be concluded however, that a verbal 
sequencing difficulty is unique to verbal dyspraxia. Yoss and 
Darley (1974) found that the Denver test did not differentiate 
their two speech disordered groups of functional articulatory 
problems and articulatory dyspraxia. Furthennore, verbal 
sequential difficulties are noted in a variety of disorders 
developnental dysphasia (Wyke 1980), hearing impainnent (Furth 
1966) and dyslexia (Miles 1982). 
A general point of interest is raised from this study -
indi vidual variation wi thin the group on the praxic tasks. Four 
of the children exhibited signs of a more generalised praxic 
disorder. It is a pity that the nonverbal sequencing skills of 
these children were not reported separately. Given that there are 
different types of dyspraxia (Roy 1978) it is possible that 
verbal 
while 
sequencing 
nonverbal 
deficits 
sequencing 
only occur with verbal 
deficits accompany 
dyspraxia, 
nonverbal 
dyspraxias. This would not preclude both verbal and nonverbal 
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deficits presenting within the same child. The indi vidual 
variation is another reminder of the importance of subject 
selection criteria and the lack of homogeneity in many groups of 
dyspraxic children studied. 
Recently, a better controlled study of dyspraxic children's 
auditory discrimination skills has been carried out (Bridgeman 
and Snowling 1988). Twelve children with developnental verbal 
dyspraxia ranging in age from 7 years 2 months to 11 years were 
tested on an auditory discrimination test and their performance 
was compared to reading age matched children. The task was 
designed to test sequential auditory discrimination in real and 
nonwords. Discrimination of fifteen familar and fifteen nonsense 
monosyllabic word pairs comprising cluster reversals (lost/lots, 
vost/vots) were compared to fifteen word and nonword pairs 
without clusters (loss/lot, vos/vot). There was no difference 
between the speech disordered children and normal controls on the 
no cluster condition and all of the children were at ceiling on 
this task. However, the speech disordered children performed less 
well on the cluster reversal condition particularly on nonword 
items. This supports the hypothesis that children with 
developnental verbal dyspraxia are at risk on tasks of more 
complex auditory discrimination involving sequencing. Their 
performance cannot be explained by auditory perception alone 
since they were at ceiling on the simple word condition. Neither 
can it be explained by orthographic experience since these 
children were matched on reading age. The dyspraxic children 
therefore had a specific difficulty in detecting the sequence of 
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phonemes wi thin words. 
Finally, the recent work on reading and spelling performance 
of children diagnosed as having developmental verbal dyspraxia 
reported in Chapter 1 (Stackhouse 1982, Snowling and Stackhouse 
1983) suggests that the condition is more pervasive than a lower 
level articulatory disorder. A breakdown in phonological 
processing is indicated and requires further investigation. 
V. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOOIS 
The reliable identification of a dyspraxic subgroup in 
developmental speech disorders has seriously been questioned. In 
1981 Williams, Ingham, and Rosenthal failed to replicate Yoss and 
Darley's (1974) study which purported to distinguish between 
children with dyspraxia and functional articulation disorders. 
Williams et al administered the same tests as Yoss and Darley to 
a group of thirty moderately to severely speech disordered 
children whose articulatory difficulties could not be explained 
by low intelligence, poor hearing, slow language development or 
an organic etiology. Unlike Yoss and Darley these authors found 
that neither tests of isolated nor sequenced volitional oral 
movements distinguished a dyspraxic subgroup in these speech 
disordered children. Nor were there any significant neurological 
findings. Williams et al suggested that their failure to 
replicate the earlier study may have been due to a difference in 
the severity of the speech disorders chosen, or even the referral 
source. Until such variables are controlled, it remains that no 
dyspraxic subgroup has been empirically identified in the 
population wi th developmental speech disorders. This has led 
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Guyette and Diedrich (1981) to conclude that, 
"developnental apraxia of speech is a label in search of a 
population" • 
It is salutary that despite this, there is a strong 
consensus among clinicians as to what constitutes developnental 
verbal dyspraxia. Williams, Packman, Ingham, and Rosenthal (1980) 
reported the results of a questionnaire study administered to 
thirty-one clinicians who had had between three and twenty years 
experience. The clinicians were asked to classify eighteen 
behaviours as being "always", "sometimes", or "never" associated 
wi th the three types of articulatory behaviour: functional, 
dyspraxic or organic. The following four behaviours were "always" 
associated with developnental verbal dyspraxia:-
1. Deviant rather than inlnature articulatory 
behaviour. 
2. Searching behaviour when trying to produce 
phonemes. 
3. Inability to produce individual or sequences 
of phonemes volitionally. 
4. Inconsistent pattern of errors. 
This study implies that developnental verbal dyspraxia 
exists as a clinical entity and can be identified by measurable 
behaviours. However, there are some problems in the way the 
questionnaire was designed. First, the clinicians were presented 
with a three pronged classification of speech disorders 
functional, dyspraxic and organic - ironically the first two of 
which the same authors had been unable to differentiate in the 
study discussed above (Williams et al 1981). Second, it forced 
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clinicians to differentiate the speech disorders by drawing on 
the traditional and accepted definitions. Deputy (1984) refers to 
this phenomena as the "Authority Effect". This occurs when 
"tentative conclusions and findings gain status through citation". 
It is clear that few of the characteristics listed in Table 
2. 1 . are unique to developnental verbal dyspraxia. Furthennore, 
there are no guidelines as to which, if not all, need to be 
identified before a diagnosis of dyspraxia can be made. In the 
absence of these guidelines, it is perhaps not surprising that 
diagnosis is often made by exclusion. 
In S\..BIUIlB.ry, the tenn "dyspraxia" was originally used to 
describe an articulatory difficulty in adults with acquired 
disorders. The terminology and diagnostic criteria have been 
applied to the developmental speech disordered population without 
modification. Consequently, it has become an umbrella tenn for 
children with persisting and serious speech difficulties. 
Methodological problems are partly to blame for this 
situation. First, the wide age ranges studied within one group 
seriously jeopardise the understanding of an unfolding speech 
disorder: to include older subjects alongside preschoolers as 
though they will behave in the same way is plainly indefensible. 
Second, the majori ty of studies fail to acknowledge the 
importance of normal-speaking control subjects. Al though rapid 
speech development occurs in the normal child between the ages of 
two and four years, articulatory skills do not stabilise until 
around seven years of age. Up until this time the child is having 
to use a changing anatomical and physiological system (Baken 
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1983) and studies have shown that, compared to adults, three year 
aIds are three times as variable in their vowel quality and voice 
onset time (Eguchi and Hirsh 1969). It is likely therefore, that 
normal children will not perform perfectly on articulatory tests 
and the possibility of finding developmental immaturities should 
be acknowledged in the diagnostic criteria. These issues will be 
addressed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPl'ER 3 
RATI<WALE AND S'I1Um.RK OF THE STUDY 
A number of recurring themes have emerged from Chapters 1 
and 2. 
A. Heterogeneity 
Neither developmental dyslexia nor developmental verbal 
dyspraxia are unitary disorders. Yet in both cases assumptions 
have been made about the homogeneity of the groups tested. With 
reference to studies of dyslexic children) Seymour (1987) stated 
that to assume all cases under one heading of "poor readers" or 
even to divide into subgroups is a serious oversimplification and 
distortion. Similarly, in studies of speech disordered children, 
the lack of description of the precise nature of the children's 
difficulties has inevitably resulted in heterogeneous groups. 
The question of subtypes has also been raised by Ellis 
(1985). Until indicators of the various subtypes in dyslexia can 
be specified, categorisation of cases cannot be resolved. 
Similarly, in the case of developmental verbal dyspraxia, 
controversy surrounds whether such a condi tion can be 
differentiated from other speech disorders (Williams et al 1981, 
Parsons 1984). Furthermore, there is also overlap in the features 
said to be characteristic of developmental dyslexia and 
developmental verbal dyspraxia themselves. 
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B. Lack of a Developoental Perspective 
Both developmental dyslexia and developmental verbal 
dyspraxia must be viewed within an appropriate developmental 
framework. It is no longer feasible to work from models of 
skilled performance when dealing with developmental disorders 
(Ellis 1985). Snowling (1983) has noted that to do so will limit 
understanding of both etiology and prognosis of developmental 
dyslexia. She argued that comparisons between acquired and 
developmental disorders of reading can never be comfortably 
executed since (a) there are difficulties in deciding upon the 
developmental level to be tested, (b) there are difficulties in 
assessing the appropriateness of experimental materials, and (c) 
there is a tendency for all children to switch processing 
strategies according to task demands. 
Similarly, Ehri (1985) has attacked the application of the 
two route model of skilled reading to developmental disorders. 
She has three major criticisms. First, it is wrong to assume that 
there are only two ways to read words (visually and 
phonologically). Second, the two routes themselves are not 
necessarily independent of each other since phonological 
processing focusses attention on visual forms and enhances 
storage in memory. Third, the dual access theory has trouble 
explaining how readers know which letter/sound rules to apply 
when reading ambiguous orthographic combinations (compare "th" in 
HOTHEAD vs BOTHER). Clearly, the rigid models appropriate for 
skilled readers cannot account for the dynamic nature of reading 
and spelling development and consequently have not been able to 
explain the difficulties encountered by developmental dyslexics. 
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Frith (1985) examined the requirements of a developmental model 
of reading and spelling development. These include (a) the 
identification and explanation of how the various stages of 
reading and spelling are mastered, (b) an accmmt of 
developmental spurts, dips and plateaus, (c) the interaction 
between reading and spelling development, (d) the role of other 
cognitive skills, and (e) the identification of levels of 
breakdown in the reading and spelling processes. A developmental 
perspective also needs to be cognisant of the influence of 
maturational processes and the effect of environmental, social, 
cuI tural and educational factors. 
A developmental model must therefore be able to account for 
levels of change and breakdown. This dynamic model is unlikely to 
be how Horn (1969) perceived it - a steady improvement over time. 
The process is more likely to be one of "dips and drops" in 
keeping with other aspects of cognitive and language development. 
This uneven rate and pattern of development mirrors how children 
learn through sudden insight - breaking through to the next phase 
and using new strategies which may not always be successful at 
first. 
In the same way that the work on acquired dyslexia and its 
subgroups is a shaky premise from which to study developmental 
reading disabilities, the controversies never resolved in 
acquired verbal dyspraxia have been carried over to the 
developmental condition. An obvious but frequently over looked 
point is that an adult whose language breaks down has previously 
possessed an intact speech, language and literacy system - the 
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child has not. The tmfolding nature of developnental disorders 
and the effect of teaching and therapy should not be 
tmderestimated. 
C. Subject Allocation 
Allocation of subjects to clinical groups has been somewhat 
haphazard. Such general terms as dyslexia, ftmctional 
articulation disorder, phonological disability or dyspraxia can 
cover a mu1 ti tude of disabilities. This has led to conflicting 
results and may accotmt for the variability in performance within 
groups. A possible solution to the problem of heterogeneity 
within groups is the application of systematic single case 
studies. Such a move has recently been seen in the literature on 
developnental dyslexia (Temple and Marshall 1983, Campbell and 
Butterworth 1985, Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack 1986, Seymour 
1987) but as yet no single case studies of children who have been 
designated as having developnental verbal dyspraxia have been 
reported. However, in instituting such case studies, great care 
must be taken over controls. 
D. Controls 
Lack of appropriate controls has rendered some results 
meaningless. For example, dyslexics have sometimes been matched 
to normal children on the basis of chronological age. Bradley and 
Bryant (1985) point out that such a procedure means that the two 
groups will have very different reading and spelling experience. 
What is more, the dyslexic children may have experienced failure 
on tasks often used in experimental procedures. Controls for 
intelligence, and reading and spelling ages need to be considered 
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(Snowling 1983). Similarly, when testing speech disordered 
children, their difficulties must be evaluated with reference to 
the normal child's articulatory maturity (Backen 1983). This has 
not been accOlmted for in the stoo.ies discussed. 
E. Lack of a Longi tudinal Perspective 
Lastly, there are no comprehensive stoo.ies of children 
accOlmting for their speech, reading and spelling problems which 
have taken a longi too.inal perspective. The majority of studies 
have tested groups of children on specific tasks such as 
segmentation, memory or articulation. This piecemeal approach 
does not help our understanding of the complex interaction of 
spoken and written language. 
II. CRITIQJE OF SFX:H!:NTATIOO SKILlS STUDIES 
An area central to the study of developmental dyslexia and 
verbal dyspraxia is segmentation. Unfortunately, this is also 
riddled with methodological problems. As a resul t of these, 
controversy surrounds whether segmentation skills are an 
essential prerequisite or consequence of learning to read. 
Furthermore, the age at which segmentation skills emerge has 
varied across studies from four to seven years (Read 1975, 
Calfee, Chapnan and Venezky 1972, Liberman, Shankweiler, Fischer 
and Carter 1974, and Bruce 1964). The following appear to be the 
main causes of the confusion:-
A. Control Groups 
Bradley and Bryant ( 1985 ) stress the importance of 
appropriately controlled stoo.ies. When investigating segmentaion 
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skills in ten year old children with reading ages of around seven 
years, they included both mental and reading age matched children 
(Bradley and Bryant 1978). As the backward readers performed more 
poorly on odd one out sound categorisation tasks compared to the 
control group, it is safe to conclude that there is a genuine 
difference between these two groups on categorising words by 
sounds. This cannot be said for studies with only chronological 
age match controls, since children of varying abilities will mask 
the results. 
When comparing the performance of good and poor readers on 
segmentation tasks, reading age controls are essential. Without 
these it is not known if the poor readers are perfonning less 
well merely because of lack of reading/sound experience. Bryant 
(1985) states, 
"Wi thout any doubt the experience of reading will have its 
effects on children. Reading introduces children to new 
kinds of information presented in a new kind of way." 
However, this control can be difficult to achieve. Older 
children of the same reading age as younger normal readers are 
not necessarily matched on reading experience as compared to 
skill (Henderson 1982). There is also the possibility of 
"negative" reading experience in the poor reader group. 
Recent work on segmentation skills and spelling development 
raises the issue of spelling age matched controls. Snowling and 
Perin (1983) found that although performance on an elision task 
was closely tied to reading skill, segment judgement was related 
to spelling performance. Few studies to date have acknowledged 
the relationship between segmentation and spelling development or 
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have incorporated the appropriate controls. 
B. Range of Tasks and Instructions 
Investigations of children's abilities to segment words into 
syllables and phonemes have incorporated a variety of tasks which 
differ in the knowledge and experience a child needs in order to 
complete them successfully. Little attention has been given to 
comparing the demands of these tasks on the children or to 
evaluating which tasks may be most related to the reading 
process. Lewkowicz (1980) noted that at least ten different types 
of tasks have been presented. These include:-
a) Sound to word matching - "Does fish start with f?" (Calfee, 
Chapman and Venezky 1972, Wallach and Wallach 1976) 
b) Word to word matching - "Does fish start with the same 
sound as feather?" (Calfee et al 1972). 
c) Recognition of rhyme (Calfee et al 1972, Bradley and 
Bryant 1978). 
d) Isolation of a beginning, medial or final sound - "What is 
the last sound in dog?" (Skjelfjord 1976, Wallach and 
Wallach 1976, Zhurova 1963-4). 
e) Phonemic segmentation 
fish?" (Elkonin 1973, 
1979). 
- "What are the three sounds in 
Fox and Routh 1975, Lewkowicz and Low 
f) Counting the syllables or phonemes in a word - "How many 
beats in potato?". "How many sounds in cat?" (Liberman et °al 
1974). A variation on this task has been to present counters 
or blocks or thread beads for each unit rather than to count 
verbally (Ehri and Wilce 1980, Kamhi, Lee and Nelson 1985). 
g) Blending - "What does c-a-t say?" (Fox and Routh 1976, 
Goldstein 1976, Williams 1980). 
h) Deletion of a phoneme - "Say fish without f" or "Say fish 
without the first sound" (Calfee et al 1972), or "If I take 
away t from stand, what will be left?" (Bruce 1964). 
i) Specifying which phoneme has been deleted - "Say meat, now 
say eat - what sound was left out of the second word?" 
(Zhurova 1963-4). 
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j) Phoneme substi tution - "Say meat - now say it with f 
instead of m." Vowel substitution has also been involved 
(Elkonin 1973), and coloured blocks have been used to 
denote at what position within the word the substitution has 
taken place (Lindamood and Lindamood 1969). 
This is by no means an exhaustive list. Studies have also 
combined tasks. For example, Savin's (1972) ''Pig Latin" task 
required the child to detach the initial phoneme or cluster and 
move it to the end of the word after which an agreed syllable 
often "ay" - was added (RUN/unray, SHOOI'/ootshay). 
This range of tasks have been classified into three levels 
of difficulty (Golinkoff 1978):-
a) Recognising the presence or absence of a unit. 
b) Performing a deletion and recombining the remaining 
elements. 
c) Performing a deletion and replacing the deleted element 
with another element. 
other variables to consider when designing segmentation tasks for 
children are: word length, phoneme position wi thin the word, and 
the segmentation boundary within the word. For instance, Treiman 
(1985) has shown that it is easier for a child to divide a 
syllable into its onset (initial consonant or cluster) and rime 
(vowel and following consonants) as in "c/at" than it is to 
segment within the rime as in "ca/t". This was also true on a 
lexical decision task (Treiman and Chafetz 1987). Stimuli with 
slashes after the initial consonants as in CR/ISP yielded faster 
response times than stimuli with slashes after the vowel as in 
CRI/SP. This hierarchical structure of the syllable has not 
always been taken into account when studying developing 
segmentation skills. 
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One study in particular illustrates the problems that arise 
from using a variety of stimulus demands. Whi tworth and Zubrick 
(1983) asked children to find small words hidden in longer ones. 
Some stimuli presented required the child to cross a syllable 
boundary ("cough" from "coffee") while in others the child had to 
segment within a syllable ("car" from "calf") or use 
morphological knowledge ("paint" from "painter"). Furthermore, 
orthographic knowledge of the target could either help ("out" 
from "shout") or hinder ("car" from "calf"). The range of stimuli 
used may explain why Whitworth and Zubrick's findings contradicts 
other studies (for example Liberman, Shankweiler, Fischer and 
Carter 1974) on the development of word and sound awareness. 
Children's performance on segmentation tasks may also vary 
as a result of the different instructions which have been given. 
Calfee et al (1972), for example, asked "Do these words sound the 
same at the end?". This question would almost certainly have been 
too difficult for the preschool children in the study. Indeed)the 
finding was that rhyme skills emerge at school age. This is in 
contrast to Read's (1975) ingeneous use of implicit instructions 
via puppets. The children were taught to select words that rhymed 
with 
like 
the puppet's name. 
bed or bead?" In 
For example, 
this study 
successfully complete the task. 
they were asked "Would Ed 
four year olds could 
Many segmentation tasks require the child to have a concept 
of "beginning" and "end" of words. This puts the young child at a 
disadvantage. Furthermore, the assumption that the child will 
share the tester's understanding of "word" and "sound" may be 
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false. This is particular ly the case if the child is also 
language or learning disordered (Kamhi, Lee and Nelson 1985). 
Thus, poor perfonnance on sound segmentation tasks may be 
due to lack of knowledge or experience in other language related 
areas rather than to a specific segmentation defici t. Snowling 
and Perin (1983) argued that tasks make different "cognitive 
demands" on children. They di vided their tasks into those 
requiring implicit and explicit knowledge. Implicit tasks 
comprised auditory discrimination and imitation of paired words. 
Explicit tasks required the child to make segmentation judgements 
- he had to detect sounds "inside the words" and perform elisions 
which were presented through a puppet who "could not say his 
words properly". The children therefore had to correct the 
puppet's speech errors, for example, if he said "net" for "nest", 
the child, had to tell him to add "s". This added the load of 
manipulation as well as keeping track and was therefore the most 
difficult cognitively. The tests were given to twenty-four girls 
aged four to six years. All of the children performed at ceiling 
on the auditory discrimination and imitation tasks, but the four 
year olds had difficulty with the judgement task and found 
elision impossible. Improvement was noted in the five and six 
year olds but performance was not significantly different between 
these two ages. The authors concluded that segmentation skill 
depends on the extent to which explicit phoneme awareness is 
required. 
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C. Tacit versus Explicit Sotmd Awareness 
The studies of segmentation skills have tended to focus on 
the child's "explicit" knowledge that speech consists of smaller 
tulits. An earlier "tacit" level of phonological knowledge has 
often been missed. A child who is tmable to consciously 
manipulate phonemes is not necessarily tmaware of sotmds. Zhurova 
(1963) reports that when the young child - Igor - was asked if 
his name was "Gar" J he confidently replied that it was not but he 
was tmable to supply the ami tted phoneme. InsteadJ he elongated 
the initial sOtuld without segmenting it from the remainder of the 
word - "Eeeegor". 
FurtheTIIlore, as children have shown "sudden insight" into 
the task presented, it has been assumed that skills like rhyming 
are all or nothing phenomena without regard for the possibility 
of a readiness to breakthrough stage. Bimodal results reported by 
Calfee et al (1972) and Stanovich, Ctmningham and Cramer (1984) 
may merely reflect the right/wrong scoring procedure adopted. 
Such studies are not designed to tap children's developing sotuld 
awareness. The qualitative analyses of responses needed for this 
have not been reported. Nei ther have speed of responses. This is 
particularly important when dealing with older learning disabled 
children who may be successfully completing the task albeit more 
slowly. Only recently has it been acknowledged that children may 
pass through a series of stages in order to achieve segmentation 
skill (Content, Kolinsky J Morais and Bertelson 1986, Snowling and 
Perin 1983). 
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III. S'l"mxmJRE OF THE mESIS 
The present study investigated the relationship between 
verbal and written language development in speech disordered 
children. The approach taken was to collect data from groups of 
normally developing children and to use these data to establish a 
framework against which to compare two children with specific 
speech, reading and spelling problems. Because of the importance 
of collecting appropriate control data for case studies, Chapter 
Four of the thesis focusses on the normal developnent of rhyming 
and spelling skills. Attention will be given to qualitative 
analysis of the data and emerging phases of development. 
Section Two takes up the clinical issues. Two detailed case 
studies investigating the spoken and written language processes 
of adolescents with persisting speech problems of a dyspraxic 
nature are presented. 
spelling difficulties 
Both children have severe reading and 
and attend a language unit attached to a 
normal secondary school. They were first tested during 1982-84. 
Their articulatory perfonnance is compared to younger normally 
developing children in Chapter Five. Investigations of their 
lexical, auditory discrimination, segmentation and sound blending 
skills are reported in Chapter Six, and Chapter Seven presents a 
st~T of their reading and spelling strategies. Their progress 
was reviewed in 1986 and is reported in Chapter Eight. At each 
stage their perfonnance is compared to appropriately matched 
controls to highlight the specific difficulties encountered by 
the speech disordered children. 
The final section summarises and discusses the results with 
reference to developmental models of speech, segmentation and 
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literacy. It examines the clinical implications of the findings 
and suggests directions for future research. 
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CHAPl'ER 4 
NOOMAL DEVEI1>R1ENT OF RHYME AND SPELLING SKILlS 
In order to study clinical cases within a developmental 
framework, two investigations have been carried out of normally 
developing children. The first was of a special case of 
segmentation skill - rhyming developnent, and the second was an 
investigation of children's spelling errors. The aim of these 
investigations was to identify the phases of developnent ~nich 
normal children pass through when acquiring rhyming and spelling 
skills in order to compare clinical cases later. The emphasis was 
therefore on the qualitative nature of their responses rather 
than on quantitative measures. 
INVESTIGATION 1 - YOONG CHILDREN'S RHYMING SKILlS 
Anyone familiar with the play of young children will be 
aware of the popularity of rhyme. Long before school age, 
children enjoy nursery rhymes and gleefully produce rhyming 
strings. The occurrence of such games is so COIIUIlOn that Chukovsky 
(1963) stated that, 
"Rhyme making during the second year of life is an 
inescapable stage 6f our linguistic developnent. Children 
who do not perform such linguistic exercises are abnormal or 
ill. " 
Such sound play may have an important function in developing 
language by providing a means for exploring structural 
possibilities and for practising new sounds and sequences 
(Ferguson and Macken 1980). Rhyming is a "natural" skill 
observed in very young children. Slobin (1978) reports that his 
daughter engaged in rhyme play from the age of three years one 
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month. Chukovsky (1963) 
four year old children. 
presents rhyming poems from three 
Yet empirical studies conclude 
and 
that 
rhyming develops around the age of five or six years of age 
(Savin 1972, Calfee et al 1972, and Liberman et al 1977). 
These discrepant findings can once again be explained by the 
lack of sui table control groups, variability of tasks and 
difficult task instructions (see Chapter 3). A criticism specific 
to the studies on rhyme development is the failure to distinguish 
between rhyme detection and rhyme production. Reports of 
preschool children's rhyming skill normally refer to spontaneous 
production of rhyming words in play. This reflects a tacit level 
of sound development since the children are not necessarily 
"aware" of what they have done. In contrast, reports of emerging 
rhyming skill at school age normally refer to rhyme detection. In 
general, studies have not been designed to tap children's 
developing rhyme detection and production skills simultaneously. 
Al though some studies have tried to examine children's rhyme 
development at different ages (Lenel and Cantor 1981), no study 
has identified how rhyme emerges. For example, it is feasible to 
suppose that a child goes through a rhyming readiness period 
where he is tuned in to sound but as yet cannot make or detect 
rhyme response. The identification of early rhyme skills in 
normal children is important-if we are to establish the nature of 
the sound awareness problems experienced by language disordered 
children (Kamhi, Friemoth and Lee 1985). 
The first investigation (lA) was therefore designed to test 
children's early rhyme detection skills. The stimuli incorporated 
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semantic distractors as well as sound distractors in the form of 
alli terations. If young children are not h.med in to sound 
associations, their errors should comprise semantic rather than 
alliterative distractors. If, on the other hand, chi ldren 
developing sound awareness do not fully understand the concept of 
rhyme but relate it to sound similarity with the target, their 
errors should be alli terati ve rather than semantic responses. The 
task was presented pictorially and auditorily to investigate 
possible modality differences. 
The second investigation (lB) examined qualitatively young 
children's rhyme production responses. If rhyming skill develops 
gradually, children's rhyming responses should allow the 
identification of developmental phases. 
INVESTIGATION 1A: RHYME D~ION 
Design and Materials 
The rhyme detection task comprised twenty-four pairs of 
rhyming words (including four practice i terns) selected on the 
basis of three criteria: (1) the vocabulary was appropriate for 
the age range four to six years, (2) a clear pictorial 
representation was possible and (3) semantic and alliterative 
distractors could be found that would also meet criteria (1) and 
(2) • 
Each 
distractor 
distractor 
rhyming 
(CAT: 
(CAT: 
pair was 
mat fish) 
mat kite). 
presented once with 
and once wi th an 
Therefore there were 
a semantic 
alli terative 
forty test 
i terns. These were di vided into two sets (see Appendix 4-1) so 
that each rhyming pair occurred once in each set. Half of the 
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items per set comprised semantic distractors and the other half 
alliterative distractors. The first word on each item was the 
target and the other two the response choice. The position of the 
rhyming and distractor choice was randomised. For the visual 
presentation the words were presented pictorially on individual 
cards (three cards per item). 
A one between and two within mixed design was adopted. The 
be tHe en subjects variable "'8.S Reading Age (Prereaders - RA <4 
years, Beginner Readers - Mean RA 5 years 10 months, Readers-
Mean RA 7 years 9 months) and the wi thin subjects variables were 
Modali ty (visual or auditory) and Distractor Type (semantic or 
alliterative). The mode of presentation was randomised so that 
half of the subjects received the auditory presentation first and 
half received the pictorial stimuli. 
Subjects 
Twenty-four children from a north London primary school 
participated in the study. Their chronological ages ranged from 4 
years 3 months to 6 years 9 months. Equal numbers of boys and 
girls were tested. All the children spoke English as a first 
language and had no history of speech', language or learning 
problems. They were selected on the basis of their general age 
appropriate performance within the classroom situation as 
evaluated by their teacher's progress reports. 
The children were assigned according to reading age 
(measured by the Carver Word Recognition Test 1970) into one of 
three groups. The first comprised 11 prereaders. Seven of these 
were nonreaders while four had a reading age level of four years. 
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The second group of seven children were beginner readers whose 
reading performance was at the five/six year level. The third 
group comprised six children who were reading at the seven/eight 
year level. Table 4.1 shows the chronological and performance 
ages for each group. 
Table 4.1 - Investigation 1A: Details of Subjects. 
Group Number Chronological 
in Group Age 
Prereaders 11 
Mean 4:09 
Range 4:01-5:08 
S.d. 0.58 
Beginners 7 
Mean 6:01 
Range 5:08-6:06 
S.d. 0.43 
Readers 6 
Mean 6:04 
Range 5:07-6:09 
S.d. 0.41 
Procedure 
Reading 
Age 
<4:0 
<4:0-4:0 
5:10 
5:03-6:06 
0.57 
7:09 
7:03-8:06 
0.56 
Vocabulary 
Age 
5:06 
4:05-7:02 
1.1 
6:10 
4:05-9:08 
1.6 
7:07 
5:09-8: 11 
1.1 
Each child was seen individually on two occasions to 
administer the British Picture Vocabulary Scales (Dunn, Dunn, 
Whetton and Pintilie 1982) and the rhyme detection test. The 
children were seen in small groups to complete the Carver Word 
Recognition Test (1970). 
The vocabulary test was administered at the first visit. 
Following this the concept of rhyme was introduced by reciting 
nursery rhymes leaving gaps for the child to complete. The child 
was then asked if words rhymed with his own name. The four 
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practice items were administered. If visual presentation was 
first, the child was shown the three pictures in any order to 
check he recognised the picture and knew the vocabulary. If he 
did not, the tester supplied the word for him. The target was 
presented on its own and then the two response cards were placed 
face down below it (see Figure 4. 1 ) • This allowed the child to 
focus on the target and was particularly important for the 
younger children. The child was told that one of the hidden 
pictures rhymed with the first and he was to find it. 
Figure 4.1 - Method of presentation of the pictorial test items. 
picture 
face down 
picture 
showing 
picture 
face down 
Any errors were corrected and further examples given until the 
child was ready to proceed with the test i terns. No help was given 
wi th the test items. The child's first choice was recorded unless 
he spontaneously corrected himself in which case this was taken 
as the response. 
Audi tory presentation proceeded in a similar way. The child 
was asked to listen and to remember the target word. He was then 
to say which of the following two words rhymed with the target. 
Only ten test items were presented from each modality at one 
visit. 
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The children's responses were recorded onto the test sheets 
and the number of correct, semantic, and alIi terati ve responses 
were calculated. 
Resul ts and Discussion 
Even the prereaders were able to complete the task and the 
readers were at ceiling. The results are therefore interpreted 
cautiously. The beginner readers performed equally well on the 
two different modes of presentation (see Table 4.2). The mnnber 
of semantic and alliterative responses recorded within each group 
is presented in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.2 - Number of correct responses made by children 
from each group in visual and auditory 
modalities (maximum=20). 
Group Visual Auditory 
Prereaders 
Mean 15.64 17.18 
S.d. 3.75 2.23 
Beginners 
Mean 18.57 18.43 
S.d. 0.98 1.81 
Readers 
Mean 19.33 19.50 
S.d. 0.82 0.84 
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Group 
Table 4.3 - Number of semantic and alliterative errors 
made by children from each group in visual 
and auditory modalities (Maximum=10). 
Visual Auditory 
Sem Allit Sem Allit 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Prereaders 
Mean 1.82 2.55 1.27 1.55 
S.d. 1.94 2.11 1.49 1.37 
Beginners 
Mean 0.14 1.29 0.14 1.43 
S.d. 0.38 0.95 0.38 1.90 
Readers 
Mean 0 0.67 0.17 0.33 
S.d. 0 0.82 0.41 0.82 
To examine the relationship between Reading Age and rhyme 
detection more fully, a mixed design analysis of variance for 
unequal numbers was carried out on these data (See Appendix 4-2). 
There was a significant effect of Reading Age, F(2,21)=5.22, 
P <0.0], and of Error Type, F(1,21)=8.464, P <0.01, but not of 
Modality, F(1,21)=0.815, p <0.38. There was no significant 
interaction between the variables, F(2,21)=0.25, p <0.78. 
Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient tests were also 
carried out on the data. There was a significant positive 
correlation between rhyme detection performance and chronological 
age (rs(23) = 0.67, p <0.005), reading age (rs (23) = 0.63, p 
<0.005), and vocabulary age (rs(23) = 0.55, p <0.005). Figure 4.2 
shows the correlations on the different modes of presentation. 
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Figure 4.2 - Spearman's rho correlations between performance on 
pictorial and auditory rhyme detection tasks and 
a) chronological, b) reading and c) vocabulary ages. 
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As predicted, the prereaders selected more semantic 
distractors than alliterative ones compared to the other two 
groups. This suggests that they have more shaky sound awareness. 
However, alliterative errors were predominant in all three 
groups. Therefore the prereaders were tuned-in to sound prior to 
learning to read, indicating that rhyme detection can occur in 
the absence of orthographic lmowledge. This is compatible with 
the findings of Morais et al (1986) discussed above. Not all 
cases of sound segmentation skill are the consequence of learning 
to read. 
Although not significant it is noted that there was the 
greatest difference between the number of semantic and 
alliterative errors in the beginner readers. Testing of a larger 
sample of children would clarify this. An increase in 
alliterative responses while learning to read would make sense 
given the alphabetic methoQ~ used to teach reading in schools and 
would support Mann's (1986) view that sound segmentation skills 
are heightened by the process of learning to read rather than as 
a consequence of reading itself. Indeed, there was a significant 
correlation between rhyme detection and Reading Age. Given that 
the children tested were developing normally, it is not 
surprising that chronological and vocabulary age also correlated 
wi th rhyming performance. These results are recorded however for 
later comparison with children who have specific difficulties 
with segmentation skills. 
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INVESTlGATlOO 1B: RHYME ~IOO 
Design and Materials 
Children were asked to produce as many rhyming words as they 
could to a target word spoken by the tester. Requesting one 
response only may allow the child to give a learned response, for 
example from a familiar rhyme or story. The rhyming string allows 
clearer identification of developing rhyming strategies. The 
emphasis of the study was therefore on the qualitative analysis 
of children's rhyming errors. 
Twenty words suitable in vocabulary and phonetic complexity 
for young children were chosen for the elicitation of verbal 
rhyming responses. These were all single syllable words: hat, 
key, comb, bin, shell, drawer, map, log, bear, sew, sun, wool, 
eye, bed, four, ring, fish, can, heart, iron. Two practice items 
were included: pig, plate. 
Subjects 
Twelve children, four girls and eight boys, in the age range 
of 4 years 8 months to 6 years 9 months participated in the 
study. The children attended a Binningham primary school and none 
of them had a history of speech, language or learning problems. 
All spoke English as a first language. Eleven of the children 
attended the infants class while one of the four-year-olds 
attended a play group attache,d to the school. For the purpose of 
qualitative analyses the children were divided into three groups 
on the basis of chronological age (See Table 4.4). 
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Table 4.4 - Investigation 1B: Details of Subjects. 
Chronological 
Age Group 
4 years 
5 years 
6 years 
Procedure 
NlDIlber 
in Group 
2 
5 
5 
Chronological 
Age Mean 
4:09 
5:06 
6:05 
Chronological 
Age Range 
4:08-4:11 
S.d. 0.18 
5:01-5:11 
S.d. 0.42 
6:01-6:09 
S.d. 0.27 
Each child was seen individually on one or two occasions 
depending on age and attention span. Vocabulary, reading and 
spelling performance had been tested previously. 
As in the rhyme detection task, the children were first 
introduced to the concept of rhyme through popular nursery rhymes 
and playing with rhyme by producing rhyming strings to the 
child's and tester's name. Real and nonsense words were used. Two 
practice items were administered and the child given corrective 
feedback if necessary. No help was given with the test items. 
The child was asked to give as many rhyming words as he 
could to the target. He was encouraged to respond tmtil he said 
that he did not know any more. Each response was recorded on the 
test sheet (see Appendix 4-3 for data corpus). 
Resul ts and Discussion 
Two scores were obtained: (1) the accuracy of the first 
response to each target and (2) the nlDIlber of correct responses 
to each target regardless of their position in the rhyming 
string. This revealed a clear difference in performance between 
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the four and five year olds which was not present between the 
ages of five and six (See Table 4.5). 
Table 4.5 - Percentage of correct first rhyme responses 
and total correct responses in the chronological 
age groups. 
Chronological 
Age Group 
4 years 
~1ean: 
S.d. : 
5 years 
Mean: 
S.d. : 
6 years 
Mean: 
S.d. : 
Correct First 
Responses (%) 
... r: I • ,) 
10.6 
56.0 
,30.7 
53.1 
46.7 
Total Correct 
Responses (%) 
10.71 
15.15 
54.33 
26.3 
52.67 
45.63 
First, the data was examined for alliterative responses (A), 
and semantic responses (S). No response to items was also 
recorded (NR) . Anything other than these responses were grouped 
together for later analysis (0). Figure 4.3 shows the results of 
this initial analysis. These data suggest a difference between 
the performance of four and five year old. The four year olds 
made more semantic errors and the five year olds made more 
alliterations. However, these results are interpreted cautiously 
because of the small numbers and the generally lower levels of 
performance in the four year olds. 
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Figure 4.3 - Percentage of correct rhyme, semantic, 
alliterative, other and no responses in the 
chronological age groups. 
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Second, the "other" error types which occupied 17.7% of the 
total number of responses were examined. A list of these is 
presented in Appendix 4-4. Five main categories of "other" errors 
emerged:-
1. Mixed rhyme and alliteration. 
LOG - gog, dog, leg. 
KEY - king, ping. 
BIN - kin, ben, then, big. 
2. Rhyme and Derivation. 
FISH - pish, yish, vish, viscious. 
IRON - ironman, Brian. 
SEW - sewing, mowing. 
3. Rhyme and 
CXl1B 
WOOL 
MAP 
Feature Change. 
- home, tome, wone. 
- pull, fall, wall, mall. 
- lat, cat. 
4. Syntagmatic. 
EYE - I like. 
CAN - jtunp, can play ball. 
CAN - Kei t:h, Kim, like. 
5. Miscellaneous. These were of minimal occurrence and 
were often idiosyncratic. 
IRON - octopus, because its an "0". 
HEART- flying. 
KEY - boot. 
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Third, each subject's profile of responses was examined. A 
sunmary of these is presented in Appendix 4-5. The two youngest 
subjects (Sl, CA 4: 08, and S2, CA 4: 11) had a clear predominance 
of semantic errors. These were not related to reading or spelling 
performance since Sl was a nonreader/speller while S2 was reading 
and spelling in advance of his chronological age. There was a 
negative relationship between semantic errors and rhyming skill 
in that children who were performing at more than fifty percent 
accuracy on the rh~/me producti on task did not make semantic 
errors. In contrast, alliterative responses continued to dominate 
error types alongside successful rhyme productions. 
A most important finding was that a zero score on the rhyme 
production test did not necessarily indicate that a child could 
not rhyme. Two children (S2 and S12) attained a zero score on the 
task presented but only one of them (82) was a true nonrhymer. 
An analysis of his errors showed that none of his responses were 
rhJ.1Tle or even sc,und relatf-d to the targets (HAT/you wear a hat, 
FISH/swimming). In contrast, S12's responses contained rhymes to 
her own errors (BIN/big, pig, dig) and a high proportion of 
alliterations or other sound based errors (FOUR/fall, fish, fun). 
Therefore, although these two children are quantitatively the 
same they are qualitatively at different stages of sound 
awareness and rhyme development. 
Having identified a true non-rhymer as a baseline, the 
twel ve subjects were ranked in order of rhyming ability. On the 
basis of this ranking a number of rhyming phases were postUlated 
as follows:-
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1. Non-rhyming Phase (0% of responses correct). 
S2 - 75% semantic responses. Other errors comprised definitions 
and derivations (BED/sleep in it; BIN/dustbin). 
S12- Capable of rhyme but unable to prodl..K)e it to conmand. 
Predominance of alIi terati ve errors (65%) with other 
errors comprising mixed alliterative and rhyme, 
(LOG/Ion on yon). 
2. Minimal Rhyming Phase (1-25% of responses correct) 
Sl - Predominance (30%) of semantic errors (W<X>L/knitting; 
CAN/beer; EYE/nose). 
S9 - Predominance of (50%) sotmd based errors (KEY/kick; 
BEAR/balloon; SEW/soap). 
3. Noderat..e Rl1;,mi ng Phase (26-50% of r"."ponses correc+) 
S7 - Segmentation of onset/rime achieved but not manipUlation 
of initial consonant (KEY/ee; BIN/in; LOG/og; SUN/un). 
S5 - Preponderance (50%) of sound based errors (RING/rabbit; 
BED/dead, daddy; LOG/gOg, dog, leg). 
4. Stable Rhyming Phase (51-75% of responses correct) 
S4 - All errors sound based - no semantic associations. 
S6 Simple alliterative responses decreasing to <26% 
(BED/bear; KEY/king, ping; BIN/kin, ben, then, big). 
5. Successful Rhyming Phase (>75% of responses correct) 
SlO- 75-85% rhyming resp:'nse \.;i th no semantic associations or 
S11 simph' allitel'ati\'e re::-"IX,nses. (FOl;H/nur, call, ball, 
lall; WOOL/Paul, call; MAP/dat, gat, yat). 
S3 - >85% correct rhyming responses. No semantic or 
S8 alliterative errors. Remaining errors at fine tuning level 
only. (SUN/pum, come, nun ,dum; CX11B/home, tome, wone). 
Thus, following a non-rhyming stage it seems that the 
beginner-rhymer is easily swayed by semantic associations. As 
sound awareness develops, these errors decline quickly to be 
replaced by sound-related responses such as alliterations. These 
sound-related errors can persist throughout the period of rhyme 
developnent. Six year olds made errors on fine feature 
differences sl..K)h as between nasals (COME/sun) or close vowels 
(W<X>L/wall ) • 
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The qualitative analyses made explicit a shift in the 
child's rhyming attempts from semantic to alliterative responses. 
The findings of this study challenge the view that rhyming skill 
is an all or nothing phenomena (Calfee, Chapnan and Venezky 1972, 
Stanovich, Cunningham and Cramer 1984) • Children's "sudden 
insight" into rhyming tasks reported in such studies can be 
explained by acknowledging an early phase of rhyming readiness 
where the child has tacit sound awareness. 
INVESTIGATION 2 - COOSS-SECTIOOAL STUDY OF SPELLING DEVELOfMENT 
To investigate the relationship between phonological and 
spelling skill, twenty-two children were asked to imitate and 
spell single words. The nature of their spelling errors was 
examined to identify stages of spelling development. The 
following predictions were tested, 
1. Nonphonetic spelling is characteristic of the logographic 
stage of spelling development and will be at a maximum in 
beginner spellers (Frith 1985, Ehri 1985). 
2. Semiphonetic spelling marks the beginning of the alphabetic 
stage and will peak in young spellers as nonphonetic errors 
decline (Ehri 1985). 
3. Phonetic errors will replace semiphonetic errors as the 
child becomes more proficient within the alphabetic stage 
(Marsh et al 1980, Frith 1985, Ehri 1985). 
Design and Materials 
The paradigm chosen was a simple one in which children were 
asked to imitate and spell auditorily presented real words and 
nonwords. Nonwords were included in order to compare normal 
children's ability to process lexical and nonlexical material and 
to ensure that alphabetic skills were being tested since real 
words can be spelled automatically. To investigate developmental 
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changes in performance on this task, the subjects were divided 
into groups according to spelling age. The between subject 
variable was Spelling Age and the within subject variable was 
Word Type. Beginner Spellers' transcriptions of syllables and 
consonants in real and nonwords were also compared. 
The material was selected from that used in the 
investigation of articulatory skills in young children reported 
in Chapter 5. It comprised words of differing syllable length and 
articulatory complexity suitable for investigating the 
relationship between speech and spelling. Thirty real words 
(wasp, spider, caravan) and thirty matched nonwords derived by 
substituting the vowels of the real words (wesp, spoder, kirivin) 
were used in the present study (see Appendix 4-6). 
The stimuli were presented over two sessions so that the 
children did not tackle matched real and nonword pairs within the 
same session and presentation was randomised across subjects. 
Subjects 
Twenty-two subjects were tested - thirteen girls and nine 
boys. Their chronological ages ranged from 6 years 1 month to 8 
years 11 months and their spelling ages on the Schonell Graded 
Word Spelling Test ranged from 5 years 11 months to 13 years 6 
months. The children attended a Binningham primary school. They 
all spoke English as a first language, were of normal 
intelligence and had no physical handicap. To sample a range of 
normal developnent, four class teachers were asked to recommend 
children who were making satisfactory progress in their school 
work. This was verified by the Headteacher. Children with mild to 
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moderate delay in their reading and spelling development were 
included in the study. However, none of the children had a 
history of speech or language problems and none wos attending 
speech therapy. 
For the purpose of quantitative analysis, the children were 
divided into beginner spellers ranging in spelling age from 5 
years 11 months to 7 years 2 months, and goOO. spellers ranging in 
spcJling 8.>;;e from r yen.l'S 8 ID(lDths tn 9 year? (see Tah1e 4.6), 
Two children with spelling ages of over ten years (Subjects 21 
and 22) were ami tted from this analysis. 
Table 4.6 - Investigation 2: Details of Subjects (Quantitative 
Analysis only). 
Group Chronologie Spelling 
Beginner Spellers 
(N=12) 
Mean 
Range 
S.d. 
Good Spellers 
(N=8) 
Mean 
Range 
S.d. 
Age Age 
7:01 
5:09-8:10 
0.94 
7:08 
6:01-8:09 
0.77 
6:06 
5:11-7:02 
0.42 
8:04 
7:08-9:0 
0.53 
Reading 
Age 
7:02 
6:08-7:10 
0.36 
8:07 
8:0-9:07 
0.51 
Vocabulary 
Age 
5: 10 
3:07-7:09 
1.44 
6:08 
4:10-8:11 
1.46 
All twenty-two subjects were used for the qualitative 
analysis where the group was divided into three on the basis of 
spelling age: ( 1) Beginner Spellers - 5 years 11 months to 6 
years 8 months, (2) Low Spelling Age - 7 years to 8 years and (3) 
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High Spelling Age - 8 years 5 months to 13 years (see Table 4.7). 
Table 4.7 - Investigation 2: Subject Details (Qualitative 
Analysis only). 
Group 
Beginner Spellers 
(N=9) 
Mean 
Range 
<..: r'j 
I- I • \.J. ~ 
Low Spelling Age 
(N=7) 
Mean 
Range 
S.d. 
High Spelling Age 
(N=6) 
Mean 
Range 
S.d. 
Procedure 
Chronologic 
Age 
6: 11 
5:09-8:10 
0.94 
7:07 
7:01-8:08 
0.54 
8:01 
6:01-8:11 
1.06 
Spelling 
Age 
Reading 
Age 
6:05 7:01 
5:11-6:08 6:08-7:08 
O.3~ 0.31 
7:06 
7:0-8:0 
0.47 
7: 11 
7:05-8:0 
0.49 
9:10 9:05 
8:05-13:0 8:06-11:3 
1.90 1.05 
Vocabulary 
Age 
5:10 
3:07-7:09 
1.49 
6:02 
4:0-8: 11 
1.59 
7:03 
4: 10-8: 11 
1.43 
The children were seen individually on two occasions to 
complete the task. They were told to say the word after the 
tester and then to write it down immediately. Some of the words 
would be real words that they' had heard before and some would be 
"made-up" words that they did not know. They were allowed one 
repeti tion of the target on request. The children's imitations 
were transcribed in phonetic script and later analysed (See 
Appendix 4-7 for data corpus). 
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Results 
The percentage of words correctly imitated and spelled is shown 
in Table 4.8. 
Table 4.8 - Percentage correct on imitation and spelling 
tasks according to spelling skill. 
Group 
Bcgirmer Spellers 
«7:03) 
Mean 
S.d. 
Good Spellers 
(>7:03) 
Mean 
S.d. 
Imitation 
Real Word Non Word 
92.78 
2.78 
95.41 
6.65 
85.83 
7.54 
90.0 
5.91 
Spelling 
Real Word Non Word 
7.22 
7.22 
47.91 
12.08 
8.61 
11.32 
51.25 
17.18 
The imitation data were subjected to a mixed analysis of 
variance with one between subject factor (Spelling Age) and one 
within subject factor (Word Type). There was an effect of Word 
Type, F(1,20)=17.857, p<0.0005 but the effect of Spelling Age was 
not significant, F(1,19)=2.327, p<O.14. There was no significant 
interaction of Spelling Age and Word Type, F(1,18)=0.249, p<0.62 
(See Appendix 4-8a). 
A second mixed analysis of variance analysed the spelling 
data. This time, there was an effect of Spelling Age, 
F(1,19)=68.037, p=<O.OOO but not of Word Type, F(1,20)=1.28, 
p<O. 27 • Again there was no interaction between Spelling Age and 
Word Type, F(1,18)=0.247, p<0.63 (see Appendix 4.8b). 
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These results are interpreted cautiously because of possible 
ceiling and floor effects. However, the suggestion is that 
spelling age influences children's spelling of real and nonwords 
but not their imitation of these words and that word type affects 
imi tation but not spelling of real and nonwords. Children were at 
ceiling on imitating real words but found nonwords more 
difficult. In contrast, there was no difference between their 
To examine the children's spelling performance further, the 
number of spellings with inaccurate syllable representation 
(CARAVAN/cavan, BASKETfbagt) was calculated and converted to a 
percentage score (see Table 4.9). Good spellers had no apparent 
difficulty with this aspect, therefore only data from the 
beginner spellers were analysed. A related t-test showed a 
significant difference between syllable representation in real 
and nonword spelling (t=-2.59, df=ll, p<0.05). 
Table 4.9 - Percentage of words containing syllable 
representation errors. 
Group 
Beginner Spellers 
«7:03) 
Mean 
S.d. 
Good Spellers 
(>7:03) 
Mean 
S.d. 
Real Words 
20.55 
21.4 
0.37 
1.11 
1·15 
Nonwords 
28.61 
25.68 
1.48 
2.94 
Errors of initial and final consonant transcription were 
also calculated and converted to a percentage score (see Table 
4.10). Good spellers again made few errors. Related t-tests were 
carried out on the beginner spellers' data. The first compared 
initial and final consonant transcription in real words 
(t=-3.928, df=l1, p<O.Ol), and the second initial and final 
consonant transcription in nonwords (t=-5.52, df=11, p<0.001). 
Table 4.10 - TIle mear" ['E:I'centag,. of errors on initial (Ie) and 
final consonants (Fe) transcription on real and 
nonwords. 
Group 
Beginner Spellers 
«7:03) 
Mean 
S.d. 
Good Spellers 
(>7:03) 
Mean 
S.d. 
Real Words 
IC Fe 
6.94 33.89 
5.94 25.97 
0.83 0.83 
1.54 1.54 
Non Words 
IC Fe 
11.39 
9.69 
o 
o 
45.83 
25.35 
3.33 
3.56 
Every response was examined and error types recorded, 
focussing on consonants rather than vowels. The error 
classification was not planned beforehand but rather grew from 
the data. Where there was more than one error per word, each 
error was recorded in order to establish the range of possible 
errors but for the final calculation each word spelled 
incorrectly was allocated to a main category of Phonetic, 
Semiphonetic or Nonphonet~c. The same approach was applied to 
nonwords but as both rule-based and analogical pronunciations of 
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nonwords were cOlIDted as correct, there was no phonetic error 
category for nonwords. 
Although this classification has been influenced by the work 
of Ehri (1985) and Frith (1985), the allocation of error types to 
each main category may not necessarily follow their definitions. 
For example, Ehri would not distinguish between simple and 
complex semi phonetic errors and accepted simple semiphonetic 
errors as phonetic. 
The open evaluation of the data led to the following 
classification:-
1. Phonetic 
Errors in this category reflect normally flIDctioning 
segmentation skills. Sophisticated awareness of word 
structure was evident but the child lacked the fine tlIDing 
of orthographic rules and knowledge. 
A strict criterion was adopted for this category. As a 
general principle only those errors that could be read back 
correctly when the target was lIDknown (BUCKET/bucit; 
SPADE/spayd; TREASURE/tresher) were included. 
In addition, the following were accepted into this 
category:-
a) Minor sequencing- errors (BISCUITS/biskuits; FIRE 
ENGINE/fier engien) 
b) Insignificant letter additions (BUCKET(buccet; 
PENCIL/pencill). 
c) Spelling as a result of exaggerated pronunciation 
(BURGLAR/burgalar). 
d) Reversals (CRAB/crad; WASP/wasq). 
2. Semiphonetic 
Errors in this category revealed that a child was developing 
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segmentation skills but was unable to represent the sounds he 
had segmented because of a lack of orthographic experience. 
This category was divided into two subcategories:-
a. Simple 
Criteria here were less strict than for phonetic errors in 
that the reader may not always be certain of the target. 
Essentially, all consonants and syllables were represented 
even if unconventionally. Examples incluciL.>(i:-
a} Use of letter name to represent a syllable 
(SPADE/spad; GUITAR/getr; BURGLAR/bgul). 
b} Vowel deletion but with correct consonant 
representation (CARAVAN/crvan; TREASURE/trsher). 
c} Grapheme substitutions (TREASURE/trecea; CHIPS/cips). 
b. Complex 
These errors met the criteria for semi phonetic 
classification but had additional errors. These were often 
similar to the simplifying phonological processes noted in 
normal speech developnent (Ingram 1976, Grunwell 1982) and 
included :-
a) Consonant deletion (BUCKET/buci; CHCXX>LATE/cokit). 
b) wrly confusion or substitution (SLIPPER/srip; ROLLER 
SKATES/rowisats). 
c} Cluster reduction (ORANGE/orage; SNOWMAN/soman). 
d) Voicing confusion (GUITAR/kitar; STAR/sdor). 
e) Consonant harmony (CARAVAN/cavavan; BASKETjbastit). 
3. Nonphonetic 
This category comprised the most serious of spelling errors. 
Each word contained mul tiple errors indi cat i ve of poor 
segmentation skill. The reader would be unable to guess the 
target in most cases as frequently syllable structure was 
lost and spelling appeared bizarre. The following error types 
were included in this category:-
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a) Syllable deletion or collapse (BASKET/bast; 
DRAGON/gran; CflCXX)LATE/thol). 
b) Spelling by word components (SNOWMAN/sorneman; 
BUCKET/butsat; CARAVAN/canran). 
c) Perseverations (MOTORBIKE/mauebakek; BURGLAR/bglg). 
d) Intrusive consonants (SC~/scaedgrow; WASP/wostp). 
e) Sequencing errors (CARAVAN/cavaran; CHIPS/chisp). 
f) Word substitution (BURGLAR/blind; WASP/water). 
g) Unclassified. (ORANGE/oearasrie; STAR/sanene; 
~/rocnenesli; CH<XX>LATE/canp). 
To investigate the hypothesis that different error types 
peak at different stages of spelling developnent, the nunber of 
words falling into each category per child was calculated.. This 
score was converted. to a percentage of the total number of errors 
(see figure 4.4). 
Figure 4.4 - Percentage of Phonetic, Semiphonetic and 
Nonphonetic errors in real and non words per spelling 
age groups (Beginner Spellers <7:0, Low Spelling Age 
7:0-8:0, and High Spelling Age >8:0) 
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As predicted, nonphonetic errors were mostly committed by 
the beginner spellers and the fewest appeared in the errors of 
the high spelling age group. The reverse pattern was true for 
phonetic errors. There was a decline of nonphonetic errors in the 
low Spelling Age group and semiphonetic errors dominated both the 
beginner spellers and low Spelling Age group. Pages L Trend tests 
were carried out on these data from real words (see Table 4.11). 
Table 4.11 - Pageb L Tn:lld Tu l resul b on Reul Word spe lling 
errors from each spelling age group. 
Group 
Least 
Beginner Spellers 
«7:0) 
Trend 
-) Most 
Phonetic -) Nonphonetic -) Semiphonetic 
Low Spelling Age 
(7:0-8:0) 
Nonphonetic -) Phonetic -) Semiphonetic 
High Spelling Age 
()8:0) 
Nonphonetic -) Semiphonetic -) Phonetic 
L p 
123 <0.001 
91.5 <0.05 
80.5 <0.05 
The nonword error data were analysed using Wilcoxon matched 
pair sign tests. There was no significant difference between 
semiphonetic and nonphonetic errors in the beginner spellers 
(T=19, p=)0.05). In contrast, there was a significant difference 
between these two error categories in both the the low (T=4, 
p=<0.05) and high Spelling Age groups. There was the greatest 
difference between semi phonetic and nonphonetic errors in the 
high Spelling Age group (T=O, p=<0.025). 
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Next, the mmiber of simple and complex semiphonetic errors 
WO$ examined separately (see Figure 4.5). Complex semiphonetic 
errors were only predominant in the beginner spellers. In the 
other two groups there was a majority of simple semiphonetic 
errors. Complex semiphonetic spelling errors decreased in real 
words across the spelling age groups. In nonwords however, there 
was minimal difference between the low and high spelling age 
groups. 
Figure 4.5 - The mean percentage of simple and complex 
semiIilonetic errors in real and nonwords per 
spelling age group. 
Real Words Nonwords 
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Finally as a subject's spelling strategy may change 
according to syllable length, the responses from one, two, and 
three syllable words were examined (see Figure 4.6) . In real 
words, the beginner spellers ~intained the same trend throughout 
(Phonetic -) NonIilonetic -) SemiIilonetic). Similarly the high 
Spelling Age group always had a minimum of nonphonetic errors. 
The performance of the low Spelling Age group was however more 
erratic on words of increasing syllable length and there was an 
increase of nonphonetic errors at the expense of phonetic errors 
in three syllable words (Phonetic -) Nonphonetic -) Semiphonetic). 
1.21 
Figure 4.6 - Percentage of Phonetic, Semiphonetic and 
Nonphonetic errors in real and nonwords of increasing 
syllable length per spelling age group. 
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In nonwords, the beginner speller's nonphonetic errors 
increased at the expense of the semJ.phonetic errors. 
In contrast, regardless of syllable length, there 
were always more semi phonetic errors than nonphonetic errors in 
the responses of children from the low and high Spelling Age 
groups. 
Discussion 
AI though only a small number of children were tested in each 
spelling age group, the results indicated that stages of spelling 
developnent can be identified. As predicted, the beginner 
spellers made the greatest number of nonphonetic errors and the 
least number of phonetic errors. The finding that semiphonetic 
rather than nonphonetic errors dominated in this group suggested 
that the beginner spellers have moved out of the logographic 
stage and are beginning to use alphabetic skills. 
Nonphonetic errors were in the minority in the low and high 
Spelling Age groups suggesting that these decline rapidly as the 
child enters the alphabetic phase. In order to achieve phonetic 
spelling however, children pass through a phase of semiphonetic 
knowledge. This is supported by the majority of semiphonetic 
errors found in both the beginner spellers and low Spelling Age 
groups. 
The division of semiphonetic errors into simple and complex 
subcategories allows further comment on the nature of children's 
spelling errors. Complex semiphonetic errors were characteristic 
of children in the low Spelling Age group. It is proposed that 
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these errors are the result of a combination of three factors:-
l)articulatory immaturity 
2)incomplete phonological development 
3)orthographic inexperience. 
The first would account for voice/voiceless confusions (g!k, tid) 
and frication of clusters (tr /ch, dr / j) and the second would 
result in phonemic substitutions (l/r, r/w, th/f). Errors such as 
absence of nasals in nasal clusters (nt/t, sn/s) however, are 
h:st e',.-p1::dlf>'~ by lac]' \)f' '1rthographic c.:..perience since your~ 
children rarely omit these nasals in their speech. In contrast, 
the simple semiphonetic errors found in children from the low 
Spelling Age group were mainly due to one factor only - lack of 
orthographic knowledge. Errors comprised graphemic rather than 
phonemic substitutions (sh/c, chic) suggesting that these 
children have not yet learned how to represent what they can 
successfully segment and say. This makes sense given the 
chronological age of the low Spelling Age group (7:0-8:0) as 
children are articulatorily mature and able to use an adult sound 
system at around seven years of age (Grunwell 1982, Kirk 1983). 
Simple semi phonetic errors were also recorded in the high 
Spelling Age group. As predicted this group made mostly phonetic 
spellings and there were few nonphonetic spelling errors. It is 
likely that the children in this group were already functioning 
at the orthographic stage although the present study was not 
designed to investigate this. 
As might be expected in a group of normal children, 
individual variation was present (Bryant and Impey 1986) . 
Al though the Beginner Spellers as a group had moved out of the 
logographic phase, indi vidual children had not. Four subjects 
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(Sl, S4 and S9 in the beginner spellers and S10 in the low 
spelling 
this, S4 
age group) could not spell any nonwords. In 
had broken through to the alphabetic phase 
spite 
since 
of 
he 
produced phonetic spellings of real words. In contrast Sl, S9, 
and 810 produced no phonetic responses and made few or in some 
cases no semiphonetic errors (Sl - three, S9 none and S10 two). 
111(,::::(' th,',,:c d i1rir',')' ;:>,18(", hrill the highest recordings of 
nonphonetic errors in the whole group, resulting in the highest 
number of final consonant and syllable transcription errors. It 
can be stated therefore that all three children were within the 
logographic phase of spelling developnent (although strictly 
speaking only S9 was purely logographic). These children were 
chosen for further investigation. 
Subject 1 aged 6 years 1 month was the second youngest child 
in the study and had attainment ages in line with her 
chronological age (Reading Age - 6:09, Spelling Age - 5:11). In 
contrast, Subjects 9 and 10 were underachieving. Subject 9 was 8 
years 10 months with a Reading Age of 7 years 8 months and a 
Spelling Age of 6 years 8 months. Subject 10 was 8 years 8 
months, with a Reading Age of 7 years 10 months and a Spelling 
Age of 7 years. The qualitative performance of these three 
children was compared to establish if children who are not 
progressing in their spelling development are at a similar level 
to younger children who are at a satisfactory stage of 
development. 
Subject 1 had a preponderance of unclassified errors (92%) 
in her nonphonetic spelling. Her responses appeared to be a 
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random collection of letters (BA8KEr/nence; KITE/coien; 
ROCKET/rocnenesli). This implies that segmentation skills were 
not being applied to the spelling situation beyond the initial 
consonant. 89 had 63.2% (TELEVI8ION/teninxn; BUCKFI'/buarac) and 
810 only 36.6% (8PADE/satag; 
unclassified errors. 
TREASURE/ sevantse ) of these 
Unlike 81, 89 and 810 both produced another nonphonetic 
error type - Fpd 1 ing b~' Hord components. 59 prcx!;.¥'f'cl 26. 3'J.', of 
these (CARAVAN/canran; CRAB/canaer; PENCIL/pieabe) and 810 34.1% 
(BUCKET/butsat; 8NIMON/somernud; KREB/catbed; 
CHICILCYrE/chickengot; GETOR/gatetalk). In addition 89 and 810 
were the only children (apart from 811 on one occasion) to 
substitute a different word for the target 
WASP/water, and 810: 8TAR/start; 
TELEVI8ION/telehpone). 
( 89 : NEST/next ; 
DRAGON/danger; 
These two children were therefore not only distinct from 
their peers of the same spelling age but also from 81, a younger 
child and beginner speller. An explanation for their spelling 
behaviour may lie in Frith's proposal that children wi th 
difficulties may develop compensatory strategies to enable them 
to tackle the spelling of unfamiliar words. 89 and 810 have been 
unable to breakthrough into the alphabetic phase of spelling 
developnent as sho~n by their lack of sound-based errors. It 
seems that instead, they were using their orthographic experience 
gained through sight reading, to support their lack of alphabetic 
skills. 8pelling by word components may be the crude matching of 
what is perceived auditorily to stored automatic spellings of a 
small number of familiar words. In contrast 81's bizarre 
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stringing of letters may be appropriate for her early stage of 
literacy development. 
The similarity in scores between children's real and nonword 
spelling suggests that normally developing children can transfer 
their spelling skills to lIDfamiliar words. The spelling of 
nonwords by analogic and alphabetic strategies lends support to 
Goswami's (1986) vie ...... that thp anFllogy stratp~y appos.rs earJier 
in spelling development than previously thought (Marsh, Friedman, 
Welch and Desberg 1980, Frith 1985). However, qualitative 
analysis of syllable structure transcription and error types 
revealed that nonwords were more likely than real words to 
trigger complex semiphonetic and nonphonetic errors. This 
indicates that alphabetic skills are being applied but 
segmentation skills are not always sufficient to support them. 
In contrast, there ~~s a significant difference between real and 
nonword imitation. The poorer performance on nonwords cannot be 
explained by articulatory immaturity since all children were 
close to ceiling on producing real words. Rather there is a 
difference between "automatic" and "assembled" production. Since 
all of the real words were within the children's vocabulary, it 
can be assumed that they already had motor programmes available 
for their articulation. When dealing with non words however, it 
was necessary for them to assemble a new motor programme. The 
success of this will be determined by the child's auditory 
perception and sOlIDd segmentation skill. 
The dissociation between speech and spelling performance can 
be accolIDted for in the following two ways. First, spelling by 
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analogy will not mirror speech production since the target is 
matched to a word stored in the orthographic lexicon and has no 
recourse to articulatory output skill. Second, even if the child 
adopted an alphabetic strategy for spelling, there are a number 
of stages at which errors may originate. For example, the child 
first has to perceive and then to segment the word into its 
components. It was argued in Chapter 1 that consistent 
articulatory skill will help maintain the target in auditory 
memory whi 1st processing occurs, and aid detection of sound 
boundaries. Having achieved this, the child still has to assign 
the appropriate graphemes for the sounds and conventions of the 
spelling system. This will be more dependent on teaching and 
orthographic experience than articulatory skill. Therefore even 
though articulatory/segmentation skills are the foundation for 
successful spelling, they will only aid it up to the point at 
v..nich orthographic knowledge is required. A clear mapping of 
speech and spelling errors will only occur when the child 
consistently attaches the right grapheme to the wrong sound in 
his phonological system, for example RCX:1{/wock; THICK/fick. The 
complexity of the spelling process limits the occurrence of such 
simple errors. 
In conclusion, the findings of this study are compatible 
wi th Read's (1971) suggestion that when spelling, children work 
from a common phonological representation system which becomes 
increasingly related to alphabetic knowledge through orthographic 
experience. Spelling, however, is a complex skill dependent on a 
a combination of phonological, articulatory and orthographic 
factors. Variation in children's strengths and weaknesses cause 
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these factors to interact in different ways producing individual 
differences in spelling development. 
GENERAL DISCUSSlOO 
Investigations 1 and 2 show that children's rhyme and 
spelling development goes through a series of recognisable stages 
based on i ncrea~: i l"lg sound 1:ik ,ll·enf'SS. On th.: rh:yme det~:tion tasl;;, 
children were first distracted by semantic associations to the 
target and then by alliterations of the target before being able 
to select rhyme pairs comfortably. When producing rhyme, a 
similar pattern emerged. Semantic associations were more common 
in the younger children and were gradually replaced by 
alliterations as the child "tuned in" to the rhyming task. When 
spelling, children's errors were at first nonphonetic but quickly 
changed to being semiphonetic and finally phonetic, indicating 
rapidly developing sound segmentation skills. 
These investigations have therefore begtm to chart the 
development 
argued that 
dependent 
of children's rhyming and spelling skills. It 
their performance on the tasks administered 
on the same underlying phonological skills 
is 
was 
- ln 
particular sound segmentation. This would account for the 
relationship demonstrated between rhyming development and 
literacy skills (Bradley and Bryant 1985). However, as rhyme is 
only one type of segmentation skill which in turn is only one 
aspect of phonological awareness, it would be unrealistic to 
expect such a microskill as rhyme to be strongly predictive of 
such a multifaceted area as reading and spelling. This is not to 
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reduce the status of rhyme when investigating literacy 
developnent but puts the findings into perspective. Learning to 
read and spell undoubtedly acts as a catalyst in the sO\IDd 
segmentation process, but orthographic knowledge is not 
necessarily required for the successful completion of simple 
rhyming tasks. 
Unforttmately, it ",;as not possible Lo cOI!1plre directly rhyme 
detection and production performance, or rhyme and spelling 
skills since the investigations reported were carried out in 
different geographical areas. Thus, future work might examine the 
development of rhyme and spelling skills within the same subject 
following the qualitative guidelines presented here. This would 
shift the focus away from attempts to assign age levels to rhyme 
and spelling performance in favour of more helpful qualitative 
information about how these two skills develop and interact. 
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SECTION 2 - CASE STUDIES 
CHAPfER 5 
DEVElD"R1ENTAL VERBAL DYSPRAXIA - A DEVElDFMENTAL PERSPECfIVE 
THE CASE STUDIES 
~1ichael and Caroline were chosen for investigation because 
of their persisting and specific speech, reading and spelling 
difficulties. When studied, they attended a London comprehensive 
school where they Here integrated in mainstream but attended an 
at tached language unit daily for remedial teaching and twice 
weekly for speech therapy. They had. received articulatory and 
phonological therapy from the speech therapist and had been 
phoni cally trained b:-- their remedial teachers. Intensi ve spee<..-:h 
tJ-lPrapy been provided Hithin units throughout their 
schooling. 
Both children were unintelligible during their early life 
and sti11 harl obvious speech difficulties. A diagnosis of 
developrnpntal verbal dyspraxia had been made. Criteria for this 
diagnosis (appllPd by an eXIJPrienced speech therapist) included 
clumsiness, ';ocal tract incoordination, groping for articulatory 
lJClstures and variable production of sounds and words. In addition) 
they had higher level phonological disabilities not only evident 
in their speech output but also in their auditory, segmentation 
and lexical skills as will be revealed. 
The children were tested at two periods in time. The first 
(T1) spanned 1982-84. At the beginning of this testing phase, 
Michael was 10 years 7 months and Caroline was 11 years 9 months. 
The fo11m,;1 up study was carried out intensively over a two month 
period during October to December 1986 (T2). At the start of T2 
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Michael's chronological age was 14 years 5 months and Caroline's 
was 15 years 7 months. 
Michael 
Michael's family are from Barbados but he had always lived 
in London. He was first seen by a speech therapist at his local 
clinic when he was four years old. Work was done on auditory 
discrimination and articulatory skills but his attendance for 
therapy was spasmodic. Poor concentration and lack of carryover 
was a problem and his teachers were concerned that he was not 
speaking to other children - when he did they could not 
understand him. He was therefore referred for a language unit 
placement which he filled from the age of six. The intensive 
speech therapy programme included oral sensory motor work, 
auditory skills, rhythm work and phonology. Language therapy was 
also ongoing - concepts, syntax and semantics. Hearing was within 
normal limits at the time of the study but he had a history of 
fluctuating hearing loss. 
TI1e British Ability Scales were administered when Michael 
was 7 years 4 months. He scored an overall IQ of 100 but there 
~~ a considerable scatter of scores across the various subtests. 
Spatial skills were above average while verbal skills were below. 
His performance was age appropriate on the Goodenough Draw a Man 
Test at chronological age 9 years 10 months (Newton and Thomson 
1975) • 
It was reported that reading, writing and number work were 
al~~ys difficult for Michael and the class teacher was most 
concerned about his lack of progress in the secondary school. At 
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T2 he was presenting problems for his school because he was 
tmable to cope with the new GCSE curriculum and exams. However, 
he was anxious to obtain a qualification while at school like the 
other children in his class and was well supported by his class 
mates. 
The following passage reveals the extent of his 
difficulties. It was written in December 1986 (CA 14:07) in 
response to a picture sequence (see Appendix 5-1) showing a 
little boy seeing a puppy in a shop and how he goes about buying 
it:-
One day they was a little boy was walk down the road 
them he saw a pet shop he saw a little dog he went back 
to see he mum to ask can I have him mum said yes he his 
mum back to the pet shop and buy the dog. them the man 
give him the shop give it the dog them he talk the dog 
back home and want to steep. 
Hichael's verbal description of the sequence was clearer and 
the content was appropriate. In spite of obvious speech and 
language difficulties Michael communicated well. Intelligibility 
had improved by T2 when most of his conversation could be 
understood when the conte:x-t was Imown. 
A number of standardised tests were administered to 
establish performance ages as follows:-
1. Schonell Graded Word Reading and Spell ing Tests (in Newton and 
Thomson 1975). 
Chronological Age: 
Reading Age 
Spell ing Age 
T1 
11:09 
7:07 
6:08 
T2 
14:06 
7:08 
7:09 
(The Carver Word Recognition Test (1970) was also 
administered at T1. He was found to have a reading age of 7: 09) . 
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2. British Picture Vocabulary Scales (Dunn, Dunn, Whetton and 
Pintilie 1982). 
Chronological Age: 
Vocabulary Age 
Cer'r::e 
Tl 
11:06 
7:08 
"3'0 
T2 
14:06 
7:09 
""',·0 
3. Test of Reception of Grammar (Bishop 1983). 
May 85 T2 
Chronological Age: 13:0 14:06 
Age Equivalent 6:0 5:06 
CQl\l-ilQ. \·0 ~ \'0 
4. Edinburgh Articulation Test (Anthony, Bogle, Ingram, and 
McIsaac 1971). 
Chronological Age: 
Articulation Age: 
T1 
10:07 
4:03 
T2 
14:06 
5:06 
In addition, digit span was limited to four digits forwards and 
two backwards at T2. Michael was therefore performing well below 
chronological age level on these tests although he had made some 
progress with speech and spelling since T1. 
Caroline 
Caroline was four and a half when first referred to her 
local clinic for speech therapy. At that age her mother described 
her speech as "nonsense" and it was difficult to analyse because 
of its inaudibility. Tongue and lip movements were difficult and 
she could not imitate sounds easily. At fi ve she had an 
"unanimated" presentation and did not speak at school. Caroline 
attended a Compensatory Unit for five months when she was eight 
and was admi t ted to the language uni t when she was ten and a 
half. Work focussed on oral and articulatory skills with language 
and rhythm programmes running in parallel. Past hearing tests 
showed fluctuating acuity. 
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Performance on the British Ability Scales at 10 years 2 
months was wi thin the average range. Caroline had gained a full 
scale IQ of 111 on the revised Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children (Wechsler 1977) at an earlier date. Like Michael, she 
had always found reading, spelling and number work difficul t 
although she had made some satisfactory progress during her 
school years and it was hoped that she would attempt some 
examinations invol ving project work before leaving school. The 
following is her version of the picture sequence described 
above:-
vocal 
The boy was walking down the street and then he saw a 
dog looking at him. So, he quickly went home to ask his 
mother can I have a dog for my birthday so then they 
quickly went off to find the shop. In a threw seconds 
the boy find the shop and then they went into the shop 
to by a dog after they got the dog he was please and 
then they both went home to have some dinner after that 
the boy took the dog and put the dog in his bed and 
went to sleep. 
Caroline's speech had a nasal quality indicating low level 
tract incoordination. Together with her repeatedly 
inconsistent attempts to make herself understood, this meant that 
she was less intelligible than Michael. However, this did not 
stop her from being a friendly and communicative teenager. 
The following results were obtained from the standardised tests:-
1. The Schonell Graded Word Reading and Spelling Tests (Newton and 
Thomson 1975). 
Chronological Age: 
Reading Age: 
Spelling Age: 
T1 
12: 11 
7:05 
7:05 
T2 
15:08 
8:03 
8:05 
(Caroline obtained a Reading Age of 7 :09 on the Carver Word 
Recognition Test (1970) at T1). 
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2. The British Picture Vocabulary Scales (Dunn et al 1982). 
Chronological Age: 
Vocabulary Age: 
C-Q"hIQ-_ 
T1 
12:08 
7:07 
,:)-0 
T2 
15:08 
7:05* 
£ \-0 
*This score is questionable since at Chronological Age 15:0, 
Caroline had a Vocabulary Age of 8: 07 • 
3. Test of Reception of Grammar (Bishop 1983). 
Chronologiall Age: 
Age Equivalent: 
CQnl--;le 
May 85 
14:02 
9:0 
'::'0-0 
T2 
15:08 
9:0 
£ 
10'0 
4. The Edinburgh Articulation Test (Anthony et al 1971). 
Chronological Age: 
Articulation Age: 
T1 
11:09 
3:0 
T2 
15:07 
4:09 
In addition Caroline repeated four digits fOrh~rds but only two 
baclw.~rds at T2 . She ~~s therefore performing well below 
chronological age expectation but had made some progress with her 
reading, spell ing and speech between Tl and T2. 
To investigate Michael and Caroline's skills a range of 
speech J reading J spell ing J segmentation, audi tory, and lexical 
tasks were administered. These will be dealt with in the 
following chapters. 
INVESTIGATION 3: A DEVELOPMENTAL S'ruDY OF SPEECH ERROOS IN 
NORMAL AND SPEECH DISOODERED CHILDREN 
It ~~s argued in Chapters Two and Three that the confusion 
over the nature of developmental verbal dyspraxia has arisen from 
the lack of a developmental perspective and methodological 
problems. As yet, no study has established whether the speech 
pattern associated with developmental verbal dyspraxia is either 
quantitatively and/or qualitatively different from that 
characteristic of younger nonnally developing children. To 
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investigate whether or not this was the case, the speech errors 
of Michael and Caroline were compared with those of younger 
normally speaking children. It was decided to match the children 
on the basis of articulation age in order to ensure a similarity 
in general articulatory maturity so that any qualitative 
differences to emerge would be of diagnostic significance. 
Design and Materials 
At T1 Michael and Caroline had an Articulation Age of 4 
years 3 months and 3 years respectively on the Edinburgh 
Articulation Test (E.A.T, Anthony et al 1971). Although they were 
above the ceiling age of this test, their scores provided a 
general measure of articulation for comparison purposes. A group 
of normally speaking children ranging in Articulation Age on the 
E.A.T from 3 to 5 years were selected to serve as controls for 
Michael and Caroline. 
Speech data were collected in three conditions. The first 
Has imitation and naming at the single HOrd level. This was to 
contrast phonological use of sounds in spontaneous production 
Hith a 10Her level of imitative ability. The second condition 
compared spontaneous naming of pictures Hith the production of 
the same words in continuous speech. This Has important given 
that older children Hith speech disorders may have mastered the 
articulation of single HOrds but be unable to maintain their 
production in context. Finally, imi tat ion of real and nonwords 
Has compared. Nonwords were included to tap the construction of 
neH motor programmes for unfamiliar words. 
The stimuli comprised forty-three articulatorily complex 
l-o'ords which were all common nouns. The words were one to four 
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syllables in length (I-kite, 2-rocket, 3-caravan, 4-television), 
and included consonant clusters (neST, SPider, STaMP). They 
therefore involved articulatory place, manner and voicing 
changes. The nonwords were devised by substituting the vowels -
short for short, and long for long in the real words. For example 
nest/nust, spider/spoder. A complete list of the words is given 
in Appendix 5-2 with a breakdown of the test items in Appendix 5-
3. 
The entire set of words were given to Michael and Caroline 
at Tl. A reduced set of thirty words were necessary for the 
preschool children who acted as controls to accommodate their 
vocabulary experience and attention span. This reduced list was 
used in the analysis (see Appendix 5-4). 
For the continuous speech condition, the words were grouped 
to make up six mini stories A to F (see Appendix 5-5). Alternate 
subjects were given stories ABC in their first session and DEF at 
a second session. For the continuous speech and naming condition 
each word was represented by a coloured picture. Nonwords were 
not presented in the same session as their matched real words, 
that is if stories ABC were presented first, the nonwords from 
stories DEF were given at that session. Responses were recorded 
onto audiotape. 
The Nonnal Control Subjects 
Ten normally speaking children from a playgroup attached to 
an infants school in Binningham were chosen as controls. They 
were all considered by the playgroup leader to be developing 
appropriately in all areas. They had no history of clumsiness or 
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speech problems and none were attending speech therapy. They had 
normal hearing and behaviour. All spoke English as a first 
language and were from monolingual families. Table 5.1 summarises 
their chronological and articulation ages (EAT). 
Table 5.1 - Investigation 3: Details of Subjects in the 
Control Group. 
Mean : 
Range: 
S.d. : 
Procedure 
Chronological 
Age 
4:02 
3:03-4:08 
0.49 
Articulation 
Age 
4:03 
3:0-5:06 
0.8 
Vocabulary 
Age 
4:03 
2:06-7:02 
1.4 
The chi Idren were seen individually, standardised vocabulary 
and articulation tests being administered first. The preschool 
children needed two or three sessions to complete the tasks while 
Michael and Caroline were seen only twice. Each session was 
transcribed in phonetic script at the time and checked with the 
audiotape later. 
The child was prepared to hear a story and asked to fill in 
silent gaps by naming pictures. For example the experimenter said 
"Last night I watched a programme on the " and then a 
picture of a television was presented for the child to name. If 
the child did not recognise the picture or know the word he was 
told the name and encouraged to repeat it. This counted as an 
imitation response. He was later asked to name the picture 
spontaneously. The pictures were presented one by one so that 
only when the story was completed were all of its pictures in 
front of the child. The imitation task was then administered by 
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asking the child to say each of the words after the experimenter 
pointing to the pictures each time. Finally, for the continuous 
speech condition, the child was encouraged to tell the story back 
to the experimenter using all of the pictures on the table. Once 
the story had been related by the child the pictures were removed 
and the next ones presented. Any variations on the original story 
were acceptable since the aim of the story telling was merely for 
the child to produce the targets in continuous speech. Only the 
target words were transcribed. The nonword condition was 
imi tation only. The child was told that the experimenter was 
going to say some funny words for him to copy. 
Results 
Perfonnance on Imitation, Naming and Continuous Speech Tasks 
The percentage of words correctly articulated in each 
condition was calculated (see Appendix 5-6 for data sample). 
Normal children imi tated as many nonwords as real words. There 
was therefore no significant effect of word type (t = 0.98, df 
9, p>O.Ol, NS). Michael's performance on imitation of real words 
fell within the normal range but his imitation of nonwords was 
poorer than the articulation age matched controls. Caroline's 
performance on both real word and nonword imitation was poorer 
than that of the normal controls but these results are 
interpreted cautiously since her articulation age is at the 
lowest end of the normal children's articulation age range. Table 
5.2 summarises these results and includes z score~l\ for Michael 
and Caroline's performance. 
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Table 5.2 - Michael and Caroline's performance on imitation 
of real and nonwords at Tl (% correct, * = >1 s.d. 
below the mean). 
Controls: 
S.d. 
Michael: 
z= 
p 
Articulation 
Age 
3:00-5:06 
0.8 
4:03 
Caroline: 3.0 
z= 
p 
Imitation 
Real Words Nonwords 
56.99 52.18 
21. 74 17.74 
43.33 30.0 
-0.62 -1.31* 
NS NS 
23.33 30.0 
-1.63* -1.31* 
<0.05 NS 
C" ) Although z scores do not all reach statistical 
significance at the p<0.05 level (z= 1.61), a 
performance of >ls.d. below the mean is taken to be 
clinically significant throughout (Reynell 1968, 
Anthony et al 1971) 
The normal controls performed equally well on the naming, 
imitation, and continuous speech condi tions . There was no 
significant difference in their ability to name and imitate real 
words (t=-O.39, df 9, p>O.1, NS). Michael performed within the 
normal range on the naming and imitation of real words but 
performed significantly less well on the continuous speech 
condition. Caroline again did less well than the controls over 
all conditions performing significantly less well on the 
imi tat ion and continuous speech conditions (see Table 5.3). 
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Table 5.3 - Michael and Caroline's performance on imitation of 
real words, naming of real words and in continuous 
speech (% correct, * = ) 1 sd below the mean, 
Controls: 
S.d. 
Michael . . 
z= 
p 
Caroline: 
z= 
p 
** = >2 sd below the mean). 
Articulation 
Age 
3:00-5:06 
0.8 
4:03 
3:0 
Real Word 
Naming Imitation 
53.88 56.99 
19.81 21. 74 
40.0 43.33 
-0.73 -0.62 
NS NS 
26.66 23.33 
-1.44* -1.63* 
NS <0.05 
Continuous 
Speech 
56.73 
18.51 
26.66 
-1.71* 
<0.04 
20.0 
-2.09** 
<0.02 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Differences therefore emerged not only between the speech 
disordered children and the normal controls but also between 
Michael and Caroline themselves. Michael's specific difficulty 
related to nonwords since his performance on imitation and naming 
of real words was within one standard deviation of the controls' . 
It is noted that five of his responses were lexicalisations 
(slipper, ducks, pencil, scarf and fire engine). These will be 
discussed in Chapter 6. Caroline had a more serious articulatory 
output difficulty; all of her scores fell below 1 s.d. of the 
controls' mean performance although she was not so affected by 
word type on the imitation task. It was noted during testing that 
she made repeated attempts at the words, particularly in the 
naming condi tion. Hearing the model first often reduced the 
variability in her speech output. 
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Relationship between Speech Performance and Articulation Age 
The normal children's performance on the speech tasks 
correlated with their articulation age (see Figure 5.1) . 
Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficients were 0.71 and 0.72 
(p<O.Ol) for imitation and naming of real words, 0.74 (p<0.03) 
for imitation of nonwords, and 0.68 (p<0.02) for continuous 
(2) 
speech. Linear regressions confirmed that neither Michael nor 
I"'eCQSsori ly 
Caroline's performance wasfpredicted by their articulation ages . 
.... ..... ".:. ,,' ":,';: . ." 
"': .. :.: /,. '! ,:, 
In summary, Michael and Caroline 
were more variable than 
the normal control children across the conditions. Furthermore, 
there ~~ no significant correlation between the words that 
normal children found easy to articulate and Michael and 
Caroline's ease of response (Spearman's Rho Correlation 
Coefficients ranged from -0.55 to 0.12, p>0.05). These results 
imply that the speech disordered children may not be simply 
delayed in their development. A qualitative analysis was carried 
out to investigate this hypothesis. 
(2'L ldeally, the coefficients should have been at the >0.8 
level to do this but it was decided to proceed with the analysis 
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given the significance levels of the results. 
Figure 5.1 - Spearman's rho correlations between articulation age 
and a)naming of real words, b)imitation of real words, 
c)imitation of nonwords, and d) continuous speech. 
a) Naming of Real Words b)Imitation of Real Words 
iHit./rw 
[) i 1.88 1 
88 ... 0_/ , D~ 
./' 0 I 0 
68 ~ 
1 0 
I 
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./'/ 
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Qualitative Analysis of Error Types 
No published phonological analysis procedure was adopted. 
Error types emerged from the data rather than being determined 
beforehand. These are listed in Appendix 5-7. 
The analysis revealed that few speech errors were unique to 
the speech disordered children. Those that were, included glottal 
replacement of clusters (BISCUITSIt:bIS-:r.:?]), use of non-English 
sounds such as flapping (TREASURE;ts tE..c 8> z.] ) and frication 
(CARAVANJ[~~~:vauiJ, BURGLAR/(boglax] ), and intrusive vowels 
(CRABilK.a\.732..b] ,SLEPPER/[s s&Le.pcn ). Moreover the incidence of 
these was very small - flapping being peculiar to Caroline. 
There were also errors that only occurred in the normal 
children. These were backing of consonants 
and interdental articulation (SPADE)[~peTdJ ). The high incidence 
of interdental articulation confirms that "lisping" is often a 
normal immaturity. 
The biggest difference between the groups was on the use of 
the glottal stop, groping for articulations, and vowel changes. 
With reference to the first, it is important to note that the 
speech disordered children were from the East End of London and 
the normal controls from an inner city area of Birmingham. It is 
therefore quite likely that the increase of glottals in Michael 
and Caroline's speech was due to accent rather than a specific 
speech disorder. This would also account for their substitution 
of /lsI for /11. The groping for sounds however, was not due to 
regional variations. 
Caroline in particular made repeated attempts at the target 
(TREAStJRE/[s'sl::.'S\::8:a 'stE..va '~e.va 's\:;.e..ca \~~l:rJ'c*3€daJ ). 
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Although groping for targets was noted in the normal children it 
was not so varied or persistent (for example compare Subject 7's 
production of TREASUREl11Jw.'S lrua] ) . 
These results challenge the traditional diagnostic 
characteristics of dyspraxic speech since normal children's 
errors also included double articulations, groping and 
metathesis. Furthermore, Michael and Caroline showed different 
proportions of these classic dyspraxic signs. Metathesis only 
occurred in Caroline's data and she groped for articulations far 
more than did Michael. Conversely, there was more evidence of 
double articulations in Michael's speech. Overall, Caroline made 
many more errors than Michael and some of her errors were never 
committed by Michael (cluster reversal, syllable addition, 
+dental, stopping, weak friction, flapping, metathesis and nasal 
emission). On the other hand, four errors were unique to Michael 
(cluster omission, + nasal, + glottal, and intrusive vowel). 
It would therefore be difficult to make a diagnosis of 
developmental verbal dyspraxia on the basis of individual error 
tJ~s alone. Following Crary, Landess and Towne (1984) and 
Parsons (1984) the data were organised into error categories. 
Five error categories were chosen as follows:-
A. Syllable structure processes. 
B. Substitution Processes. 
C. Articulatory Incoordination. 
D. Articulatory Incoordination Affecting A. 
E. Vowels. 
Syllable structure (A) refers to any process that adversely 
affects the overall structure of the word. This may be as simple 
as consonant deletion (SPADE/Cspe.:I:]) or cluster reduction 
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( SLIPPERtt3s I.p~J ) or may be complicated by articulatoTJ7 
incoordination (D) such as groping (BASKETtt:ba 'b2Q.sr-r 'bcns'bC!!.SkriJ) , 
metathesis (WASP/twopsJ , CARAVAN/[kC\tvd.r2a.f"() ) and intrusions 
(SCARECROW tfsk-.? Eds,K\!) a"t»)) • 
Substitutions (B) result from normal phonological 
simplifying processes, for example fronting (SCARFtt'Sta....fJ) and 
stopping (TREASURE/(tred;;a]). As discussed. above, the substitution 
of I? I for plosi ves It I and Ik/, and of /lsI for III are accounted 
for by accent in the case of the speech disordered children and 
were therefore dropped from this particular analysis. 
Voicing errors were difficult to categorise. Prevocalic 
voicing is referred to as a normal simplifying process 
disappearing around the age of three years (Grunwell 1982) and 
may be regarded as a substitution process. Persisting problems 
with voicing however may be due to articulatory incoordination. 
As the normal children were all over three years of age, voicing 
errors were classified along with errors of nasalisation 
(OR.l.NGE ;fu\)'I3J , FIREtGa:x:.'l.nJ), frication (BURGLAR;tbS9Lc';lxJ ), 
assimilation (CARAV AN/tJ<C!lvo:VCQ,,]) 
(STAMP;U;,!;n CQ.rnpJ, BOAT /Cb~'trt:J<J 
and double articulation 
under 
Articulatory Incoordination (C) and not Substitution Processes 
(B) • 
Finally, as the focus of this study was on consonant 
articulation, vowel errors were recorded separately in category 
E. Table 5.4 shows the mean number of errors per category and z 
scores pertaining to Michael and Caroline's performance. (A 
breakdown of the these error tYPes is given in Appendix 5-8 and a 
summary of the differences between controls and the speech 
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disordered children on error types is summarised in Appendix 5-
9) • 
Table 5.4 The mean error rate within each category for the 
normal controls and speech disordered children at T1 
(* = >lsd ** = >2sd, *** = >3sd above the mean). 
Error Category 
A. Syllable Structure 
Mean 
S.d. 
z 
p 
B. Substitutions 
Mean 
S.d. 
z 
p 
Controls 
4.07 
3.63 
7.85 
11.4 
C. Articulatory Incoordination 
Mean 1.83 
S.d. 1.33 
z 
p 
D. Articulatory Incoordination Affecting 
Mean 1.23 
S.d. 1.33 
z 
p 
E. Vowels 
Mean 1.47 
S.d. 0.25 
z 
p 
Michael 
9.33 
2.52 
1.45* 
NS 
8.2 
9.46 
0.03 
NS 
7.0 
2.61 
3.89*** 
<0.0001 
Syllable 
4.0 
3.46 
2.08** 
<0.02 
5.0 
2.65 
14.12*** 
<0.0001 
Caroline 
13.0 
10.0 
2.46** 
<0.01 
9.0 
11.17 
0.1 
NS 
7.67 
3.33 
4.39*** 
<0.0001 
Structure 
10.67 
9.81 
7.1*** 
<0.0001 
5.33 
4.51 
15.44*** 
<0.0001 
This analysis showed a difference between the normal and 
speech disordered children on syllabic structure processes but 
not on substitution processes. Michael actually made fewer 
substi tution errors than the normal children. Both Michael and 
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Caroline had significantly more problems with articulatory 
coordination and made more vowel errors than the normal controls. 
Overall, Caroline made more errors than did Michael. 
The nature of the errors within these categories was 
examined to establish whether Michael and Caroline were making 
similar but more errors than the normal controls, or whether 
their errors were qualitatively different. 
The Nature of the Error Types 
Errors such as cluster reduction can manifest in different 
ways. For example, the cluster Istl in the word STAR is normally 
simplified by yotmg children to It I ("tar"). It is less cOlID1lon in 
normal developnent for the It I to be omitted ("sar"), and it is 
considered abnormal if the cluster is reduced to a non- English 
articulation such as Iq-I as in /LD<;- I (Anthony et al 1971). 
Thesp. three errors comprise the error type "cluster reduction" 
but differ m their nature. 
Thus, (after Ingram 1976 and Grunwell 1982) the children's 
errors were categorised into:-
1. Normal immaturities for articulation age 3:0-5:0. 
2. Unusual processes - rarely occurring in normal 
developnent or so immature as to be found in 
children under three years of age. 
3. Abnormal Prcx::esses - not part of normal developnent 
or extremely rare. 
This analysis revealed that the normal controls made on average 
only 11.7% unusual or abnormal errors 
while 46% of Michael and Caroline's errors fell into these 
categories. These will be discussed under the following error 
category headings:-
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A. Syllable Structure 
a) Syllable Deletion - Michael had a much larger incidence 
of syllable deletion than Caroline and the normal controls, but 
this always occurred on the unstressed syllable which is typical 
of normal developnent. Caroline was more likely to add a syllable 
to her utterance particularly when making more than one attempt 
at the word. Her reduplication of the last syllable on CARAVA~ to 
~eQrib~~ is extremely immature and only occurred in one of 
the normal subjects (Subject 1) also on CARAVAN ([V(2..~). 
b) Consonant Deletion - Michael and Caroline's persisting 
consonant deletion is a "primitive" error (Sommers 1983). Normal 
children do delete consonants but are less likely to do so at the 
beginning of words. Thus, Michael's GUITAR to ~1'ta"] is abnormal 
and Caroline' s BAS~"ET to 1DCQS:I:tJ, and BISClJIT to Cb'I.S'".LLJ is 
unusual even within the East London accent. 
c) Consonant Clusters - Apart from their use of the glottal 
stop which has already been discussed (as accent), Michael and 
Carolille's clusters were not qualitatively different overall from 
thosp produced by the normal children. In general, the nature of 
the cluster reduction (st/t) and assimilation (sl/~) was the same 
for the two groups. Exceptions were Carolines /sp/ to /~/ 
w-hich is a very immature process and her /sp/ to J{e/ in WESP is 
abnormal. 
B. Substitutions 
a) Fronting and Stopping - Fronting (k/t, g/d, th/f, the/v, 
sh/s, zh/z) and stopping, (f/p, v/b, sit, z/d) were similar in 
nature in both the normal and speech disordered children. An 
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exception was Caroline's zh/v on imitation of TREAS~~. It is 
important to differentiate fronting in a pure form (CAR/tar), and 
fronting as a result of consonant harmony (CAT/tat) where the 
presence of word final /t/ triggers a /t/ at the beginning of the 
word. The latter shows an inabilty to change the place of 
articulation if the child can produce the target sound in a more 
conducive context. Michael and Caroline's fronting errors are 
better explained by this consonant harmony suggesting an 
articulatory basis to their difficuJty. 
b) Glottaling - Although the higher rate of glottaling in 
Michael and Caroline may be attributed to regional accent, it was 
still an area of concern, possibly masking a genuine confusion 
between plosi ve sounds. When one sound /:2 / replaces others 
(normally /t/ and /kl) a child may only learn the target through 
orthographic ex-perience. Given that l'1ichael and Caroline are both 
limited in such experience a phonological confusion could be 
exacerbated. Although their glottaling occurred mainly in 
syllable final position as ex-pected, there were exceptions such 
as l'1ichael' s GUITAR to C:a2'toJ and Caroline's SPIDER to ~Spal:.1 ~ 
which is at)~ical even within the East End accent. 
c) wrly - The /wrly/ group of sounds are amongst the last 
to develop in normal children and Hichael and Caroline persisted 
in the normal labialisation of sounds, particularly /r/, which is 
expected up to the age of seven or eight years of age. Gliding of 
laterals is also evident in normal developnent as in Hichael's 
TELEVISION to rl-f:j:t~:Is.f1J, but /j/ for /r/ is less common, as in 
Caroline's /a::2rIrd:/ to r:Eaj :L3:1. Their use of glides plus /h/ or 
/?/ (Hichael's /basLL/ to Cba~i.J and Caroline's SPIDER to 
CSpo 2 hj e>J ), did not occur in the normal controls and is 
indicative of weak articulatory placements. Caroline's use of III 
for Irl, as in CARAVAN to C"~layes{'"'J and ORANGE to E'cLx'3J is 
most unusual and she was the only child to use a flap 1£1 for 
Ir/. Intrusive laterals (Michael's CRAB to rKL~3lbJ and 
Caroline's fb ~5 Ke!ltJ to CP f-St 2QlJ) were not found in the normal 
controls. Their use of ~I for III is best explained by their 
London accent. 
C. Articulatory Incoordination 
a) Voicing - Although Michael and Caroline did present with 
the normal simplifying process of prevocalic voicing, there were 
some exceptions. They devoiced sounds initially, for example 
Carol ine' s GUITAR to B:::r. \ dD) may have been the result of a 
sequencing or timing difficulty. Michael was not always able to 
time voice onset either, for example SCARECROW to esk€..a~0a'\5J. 
Caroline also had poor control over aspiration, for example 
13m' t.::> / to [\:. i..' 1:.=::>] • 
fricative of TELEVISION. 
Both children devoiced the second 
b) Nasalisation Similarly, Michael and Caroline were 
less able than the normal children to control nasalisation of 
sounds because of incoordination of the vocal tract 
specifically the palatopharyngeal sphincter. Michael nasalised 
words which did not contain any nasal consonants (ROLLER SKATES 
to 5,)5: 'Ske::t.2J and 
was also abnormal nasalisation of CARAVAN and ~TISION. 
Denasalisation is equally important since the oral/nasal 
contrast is one of the first distinctions to be made (Caroline's 
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PENCIL to r-pe..Sl.:u·] and ORANGE to \:bL:r.3J ). Nasal emission of the 
airstream also occurred. When this happened in normal children it 
was on high fortis utterances where the vocal tract is tense as 
in lsi clusters. However, this was also apparent on nasal 
segments in Michael and Caroline. 
c) Friction - The most obvious difference between Michael and 
Caroline's fricative sounds and those of the normal controls was 
an intrusive non-English velar fricative on release of the velar 
stop (!'1ichael' s CRtill to ~w211b'J and Caroline's CARAVAN to 
[~~.ca.v~). This sound also intruded in word final position 
(Caroline's BURGLAR to fP39Lax) ). Affricate reduction (f~ Id/! 
occurred in both groups but Michael and Caroline were distinct in 
their deletion of the stop consonant in favour of the fricative 
Vd:;13/) as in Hi chae 1 , s FIRE ENGINE to [.if a:1. 'E. 3:l·.r"i) and 
Carol ine' s ORANGE to to~:r.31. Substitution of affricates for 
single consonants was peculiar to the clinical children and may 
be considered abnormal (t>.1ichael 's GUITAR to 
and Caroline' s CARAVAN to @3&l:t..bap~ . 
d) Double Articulations - Although normal children did mru\e 
double articulations in certain contexts 
~1~QJ ), these errors were most noticeable in Michael's speech 
KlTEltka:t~J) but not necessarily in 
Caroline's. 
The prevalence of these errors in Michael and Caroline's 
speech indicate a mistiming of the vocal tract. 
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D. Articulatory Incoordination Affecting Syllable Structure 
a) Articulatory Groping - Groping for sounds and words 
comprised one of the biggest difference between the normal 
controls and speech disordered children. Al though groping for 
sounds was not exclusive to Michael and Caroline, their attempts 
were far more complex than those of the normal controls. For 
example on the spontaneous naming condition, normal children's 
attempts might best be described as "hesitancies" and occurred in 
relation to the initial sound or cluster (BISCUITSAba'b'1Sk:1\::S], 
CHIPS!U3 '\:.S'1.ps:J). Only on one occasion when imitating a nonword 
did a normal child repeatedly grope over the whole word (TREASURE 
/O:3e3Cll'bvE.3'dJ ). Hi chae I and Caroline's increased groping for 
sow1ds and words renders their utterances more variable. The most 
extreme variability in the normal group was Subject 7's imitation 
of the nonword !.'t.ol~vl\&f\ / as (}~C>v"v') .\:.t>I~:sxs.n;\:o\ovl\·3:rr.l., 
tDLDvl\3J.IJ Compared with Caroline's attempts at GUITAR;tt.l.'t-a) 
\::ib \:::I'clo,l:';ili'3the normal child's repeated attempts results in a 
closer match to the target, but this is not guaranteed for 
t>1ichael or Caroline. Complexity of groping and extreme 
variability are therefore supported as characteristic of speech 
disorder ru1d were particularly evident in Caroline's speech. 
b) Hetathesis - This was surprisingly less frequent in the 
speech disordered children than suggested by the literature. 
However, it was noted that there was only one example of 
metathesis in the whole data corpus from the normal controls 
(Subject 9 /1<'1r'lvIn/ to ~:tv::LrJ:n1) indicating that occurrence 
of this error is not t}~ical of normal development. 
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In sum, examination of the nature of articulation errors has 
made ex~licit specific differences between the speech disordered 
children and normal controls of similar articulation age (see 
Appendix 5- 9 for surmnary of similarities and differences between 
the speech disordered children and the normal controls). However, 
this piecemeal approach to data analysis does not tap the 
cooccurence of errors within a word. The cumulative effect of 
multiple and simultaneous "normal" errors may be an "abnormal" 
and quite unintelligible production of the word. 
commented on a multiple error pattern in a 
disordered children but he did not pursue 
Parsons (1984) 
group of speech 
this analysis. 
Therefore the data in the present study was examined for the 
number of errors occurring within each word response. 
Number of Errors per Word 
The number of different errors 
individual subjects was calculated. 
made in each word by 
For example, TREASURE 
pronounced as [d3~d~J contains three errors: (1) affrication of 
the cluster, (2) voicing of initial segment and (3) stopping of 
the fricative. The results of this analysis are s\..RIllll8.rised in 
Table 5.5 and the word by word analysis is presented in Appendix 
5-10. 
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Table 5. 5 - Number of errors per word made by the normal 
controls and speech disordered children on each 
condition at T1, (*=<1sd, **=>2sd above the mean). 
Real Words Nonwords Continuous 
Naming Imitation Imitation Speech 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Controls 
Mean 1.21 1.24 1.28 1.28 
Range 1-1.83 0-1.85 0-2 0-1. 75 
S.d. 0.3 0.36 0.45 0.38 
Michael 
Mean 2.08 1.67 1.61 1.88 
S.d. 1.52 1.09 0.96 1.14 
z 2.9** 1.19* 0.73 1.58* 
p <0.02 NS NS NS 
Caroline 
Mean 3.0 2.0 1. 79 2.37 
S.d. 2.42 1.37 1.2 1.36 
z 5.97** 2.11** 1.13* 2.87** 
p <0.001 <0.02 NS <0.002 
Michael and Caroline made more errors per word than the 
normal controls overall and were more variable in their 
performance. Table 5.6 shows the number of words containing 
between 0 and 8 errors for each condition. 
This analysis revealed that it was not simply the case that 
speech disordered children produced multiple rather than single 
errors. Although multiple errors were clearly characteristic of 
the speech disordered children, Michael and Caroline were able to 
articulate perfectly well more words than the normal controls. 
This suggests that they had developed word specific knowledge in 
their speech output. Unlike the control children, Michael and 
Caroline either do or do not have an articulatory programme for a 
word. When they do, they are able to produce the word as well as 
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normal controls. When they do not, it is difficult for them to 
assemble one. In contrast, the control children have the skills 
to assemble a new motor programme but not necessarily the 
articulatory maturity to carry it out. Errors are therefore more 
gently graded and are almost always closer to the targets. 
Table 5.6 - The number of words containing 0-8 errors in 
the normal controls and speech disordered children 
on each condition at T1 (Max number of words = 30). 
*Lexical responses were omitted from this 
articulatory analysis. 
Number of Errors per Word 
NAMING 
Controls 
Michael 
Caroline 
o 
6 
5 
1 
24 
12 
8 
REAL WORD IMITATION 
2 
6 
4 
6 
Controls 1 25 4 
Michael 
Caroline 
9 
5 
NONWORD IMITATION 
12 
13 
5 
4 
Controls 2 23 5 
Michael 
Caroline 
9 
10 
CONTINUOUS SPEECH 
7 
8 
7 
5 
Controls 1 21 8 
Michael 
Caroline 
6 
3 
10 
8 
9 
8 
3 
5 
3 
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
5 
4 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
2 
5 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
7 8 
2 
Discussion of Results at Tl 
Examination of speech data collected at Tl when Michael and 
Caroline were aged 10 years 7 months and 11 years 9 months 
respectively revealed similarities and differences between their 
speech errors and those of normally developing controls. 
Performance within each condition (imitation, naming and 
continuous speech) correlated with articulation age in the normal 
controls, but this was not the case in the speech disordered 
children where performance was more variable. Overall, the speech 
disordered children performed more poorly than the normal 
controls. 
The majority of errors found in the normal controls were in 
the substitution error category and could be attributed to 
immature but normally developing articulatory skills. This makes 
sense given that preschool children are still developing their 
physical structure and motor skills for speech (Baken 1983). Very 
fe~ of their errors were due to articulatory incoordination. In 
contrast, many of Michael and Caroline's errors were due to 
articulatory incoordination and they also ex-perienced greater 
difficulties with syllable structure and vowel sounds. There was 
no difference, however, between the normal controls and speech 
disordered children on substitution errors. 
These findings are compatible with those of Crary, Landess 
and Towne (1984) who found a predominanc~of errors on syllable 
structure processes (syntagmatic) over substitution processes 
(paradigmatic) in children with developnental verbal dyspraxia. 
It was argued in Chapter 2 that Parson's (1984) failure to 
replicate these results was due to a difference between the ages 
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of subjects tested in the two studies. Parson's selection of 
younger children for study meant it was difficult to separate 
immature articulation from specific difficulties. Substitution 
processes in particular diminish as a result of increased 
phonological awareness and of articulatory maturity which allows 
sounds to be contrasted (Hewlett 1985). The present study was 
able to examine these different levels of articulatory skill 
during development by including a younger normal control group 
matched on articulation age. 
In addition to the paradigmatic/syntagmatic distinction made 
in earlier studies, difficulties at the level of articulatory 
coordination were identified in the speech disordered children. 
This constitutes a serious barrier to their speech development. 
Children have normally achieved near adult level of articulatory 
timing by the age of three years (MacNeilage 1980). 
A most important finding was that although the speech 
disordered children made multiple errors within words, the~T could 
articulate perfectly well more words than the normal controls. 
This suggests that their speech errors were not the result of 
articulatory immaturity. Rather, a higher level of difficulty was 
indicated. Evidently, the speech disordered children have 
developed word specific knowledge but they cannot easily assemble 
motor programmes for new or difficult words. This does not 
preclude them from having additional lower level articulatory 
difficulties as the qualitative analysis revealed. 
In conclusion, Michael and Caroline's speech development is 
atJ~ical rather than delayed in that their speech errors were 
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different from those of younger normally developing children. A 
specific difficulty assembling motor programmes for new words was 
apparent. This may result from input phonology or sound 
segmentation difficulties. 
performance on tests of 
segmentation skills. 
The following chapter examines their 
lexical, auditory processing and 
1£0 
CHAPI'ER 6 
PHONOlOOICAL P.R(X;ESSING DEFICITS 
It is widely held that reading disability is associated ""i th 
a variety of phonological deficits (Frith 1981). These include 
problems with speech perception (Brady, Shankweiler and Nann 
1983), the use of phonological memory codes (Rack 1985), sound 
categorisation (Bradley and Bryant (1978) , verbal repetition 
( SnOh 1 i ng I CJOulandr is I Bov; Ib~~ and HOh'e L1 1986) and ver hal naming 
(Katz 1986). Snowling (1987) has suggested that the precise 
nature of a child's reading and spelling difficulties is 
dependent on the extent of underlying phonological processing 
defici ts . Thus, a child with a mild phonological deficit should 
be less impaired in his reading and spelling development than one 
hith pervasive phonological problems. The indications from 
Chapter 5 are that 1'Iichael and Caroline's problems are more 
rlj ffi ('ult it's. Ie 
jnvestigatp just hm;' pervasive their phonological deficit ',"3.S, 
tests of auditory discrimination, lexical decision and sound 
segmentation were administered at T1. At this stage ~lichael had a 
Chronological Age of 11 years 9 months and a Reading Age of 7 
years 7 months. Caroline was aged 12 years 11 months and had a 
Reading Age of 7 years 5 months. 
INVESTIGATION 4: <Xl1PLEX N<JMoK)RD AUDI'roRY DISCRIMINATION IN 
NORMAL AND SPEECH DISORDERED CHILDREN 
Language disordered children generally perform poorly on 
tests of auditory perception (Lasky and Katz 1983), Studies 
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investigating their performance have adopted a range of 
techniques and comprise both nonlexical and lexical materials. 
For example, the extensive work by Tallal and her colleagues 
examined children's detection and processing of rapidly changing 
nonverbal stimuli (Tallal and Piercy 1980, Tallal, Stark and 
Mellits 1985), while Newton and Thomson (1975) presented single 
syllable minimal pairs forchildrento detect same versus 
different pairs (fun/fun, dog/hog). 
There are problems with both of these approaches. First, the 
psychoacoustic techniques used by Tallal et al do not reveal how 
a child copes with linguistic information which may be perceived 
differently from nonspeech signals (Lieberman 1972). Second, 
older language disordered children with auditory processing 
difficulties may perform perfectly well on routine auditory 
discrimination tests at the single syllable level (Locke 1980). 
Indeed, Michael and Caroline were at ceiling on both the Wepman 
(1958) test of single syllable real word auditory discrimination 
and an experimental test devised by McCarthy and Warrington 
(1983) for discrimination of nonwords (pom/gom, keet/keet). It 
can be argued that discrimination of simple minimal pairs such as 
these can take place at an automatic level within the auditory 
modality. In contrast, the processing of more complex material 
may be dependent on other skills. It therefore remained a 
possibility that Michael and Caroline would show deficits in 
auditory discrimination tasks which require the use of 
segmentation and articulation skill. Thus, the performance of 
normal] y developing children in a task tapping the auditory 
discrimination of complex nonword material was assessed for 
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comparison with the performance of Michael and Caroline. 
Design and Materials 
A simple auditory discrimination paradigm in which children 
were asked to judge if two spoken nonwords were the same or 
different was chosen. Stimuli were nonwords to ensure that the 
children could not draw on semantic or orthographic experience. 
Their only 
articulatory. 
support in the task would be audi tory and 
The nonwords were articulatorily complex in order 
to investigate the role of articulation in auditory 
discrimination tasks. Young children may not perform so well on 
complex auditory discrimination tests because their articulatory 
iJJllJlaturi ty may not allow them to "rehearse" the 
sufficiently clearly to make a same/different decision. 
stimuli 
The nonword material was taken from Investigation 3 (a 
developmental study of speech errors) to allow a comparison of 
children's auditory input and articulatory output. The stimuli 
comprised forty nonword pairs (see Appendix 6-1). The pairs 
differed ln place of articulation (spobe/spode) , 
(bate/pate) , manner of articulation (cusel/cusen), 
voicing 
cluster 
sequence (wesp/weps), vowel change (tant/tint) and as a result of 
metathesis (bikut/bituk). Fourteen pairs of words were the same 
(daks/daks) and twenty-six were different. 
The list was pseudo-randomised into four parts (A-D) so that 
there was a balance of same/different pairs in each quarter. This 
enabled the list to be presented in sections, as appropriate for 
the attention span of the child. The test was administered in 
four parts over two to three sessions to the youngest children. 
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The older children were administered the test in two parts and 
sometimes within the same session. Presentation was 
counterbalanced so that half the subjects received parts A and B 
first and half received parts C and D first. Michael and Caroline 
completed the test in two sessions. 
Subjects 
Forty-two children (20 girls and 22 boys) from a Birmingham 
primary school were tested. Their chronological ages ranged from 
3 years 3 months to 8 years 11 months (see Table 6.1). All of the 
children had normal speech developnent, spoke English as a first 
language and had no learning difficulties. 
Table 6.1 - Investigation 4: Details of subjects in control group. 
Chronological 
Age Group 
3:0-4:0 (N=12) 
Mean 
Range 
S.d. 
5:0-6:0 (N=15) 
Mean 
Range 
S.d. 
7:0-8:0 (N=15) 
Mean 
Rang 
S.d. 
Chronological 
Age 
4:03 
3:03-4:10 
0.5 
6:02 
5: 01-6: 11 
0.57 
7:11 
7 :01-8: 11 
0.65 
1:64 
Reading 
Age 
6: 10 
6:02-8:06 
0.61 
8:05 
7 :03-11 :03 
1.12 
Vocabulary 
Age 
4:05 
2:06-7:02 
1.52 
5:05 
3:02-7:02 
1.42 
6:08 
4:00-8:11 
1.52 
Procedure 
The children were seen individually. They were told that 
they would hear some funny words made up by the experimenter. 
They were to listen to two words each time and decide if the 
experimenter had said them the same or not. The ten youngest 
children indicated this by a Yes/No response. The older children 
enjoyed "marking" the experimenter's performance by scoring a 
tick if she said the t'l-.'O words "right" or a cross if she got one 
of them "wrong". The children were allowed one repetition of the 
stimuli and the number of repetitions requested was noted. 
Michael and Caroline indicated their judgement by a Yes/No 
response. The number of correct same and different responses were 
recorded on the test sheet. 
Results 
The total number correct and the same/different scores are 
sho'l-.TI in Table 6.2. A one way Analysis of Variance for unequal 
numbers was carried out on the children's total number of correct 
responses (see Appendix 6-2). The main effect of Chronological 
Age (F(2,39)=8.974, p<O.OOl) was significant indicating a 
significant developmental progression on this auditory 
discrimination task. 
A series of Spearman's Rank correlation coefficient tests 
were carried out on the data from the normal controls (see Figure 
6.1) to enable comparison wi th Michael and Caroline. The 
percentage of total correct responses correlated significantly 
with chronological age in the normal group (r(41)=O.71, p<O.OOl). 
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Table 6.2 - Performance of normal children on the complex 
auditory discrimination test (%). 
Chronological 
Age Group 
3:0-4:0 
Mean 
S.d. 
5:0-6:0 
Mean 
S.d. 
7:0-8:0 
Mean 
S.d. 
Total % 
Correct 
61.25 
18.18 
82.5 
13.32 
90.66 
7.5 
Same % 
Correct 
77.77 
18.71 
93.33 
9.26 
96.92 
4.7 
Different % 
Correct 
54.32 
24.16 
72.28 
18.83 
87.65 
10.96 
The different responses were examined separately. These data also 
correlated significantly with the children's chronological ages 
(r(41)=0.61, p<0.005) . Given that children may call up 
orthographic cues to help them with this task, the normal 
children's reading age ~as correlated with their percentage of 
total correct scores. There was a low but significant correlation 
on these data (r(41)=0.41, p<0.02). 
Finally, as the ten youngest children had also been tested 
on the Edinburgh Articulation Test (see Chapter 5) it ~as 
possible to look at the relationship between auditory 
discrimination and articulatory performance. There was a 
significant (r(9)=0.66, p<0.02) correlation between the normal 
children's percentage of total correct responses on the auditory 
discrimination test and their Articulation Ages (See Figure 6.1). 
Figure 6. 1 - Speannan' s rho correlations between percentage of 
correct responses on the auditory discrimination 
test and a)chronological age and b)articulation age. 
a) Chronological Age b) Articulation Age 
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Michael and Caroline's performance was nearest to the 5:0-
6:0 year old group (see Table 6.3). 
Table 6.3 - Michael and Caroline's performance on the complex 
auditory discrimination test at T1 compared to normal 
controls. 
Chronological 
Age 
Total % 
Correct 
Same % 
Correct 
Different % 
Correct 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Controls 5:0-6:0 82.5 93.33 72.28 
Range 45-97.5 69.23-100 22.22-96.29 
Michael 11 :02 80 100 69.23 
Caroline 12:03 80 100 69.23 
'67 
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Although Michael and Caroline attained similar scores to 
each other, they did not make exactly the same errors. They both 
made errors on the items: gil/dil, trizhar/trithar, 
loathise/loathife, kirivin/kirivim comprising place change, and 
on the sequencing item: bikut/bi tuk. Michael also made errors on 
other sequencing items (ibikus/ikibus, rallyskotes/larryskotes, 
mitiboke/mikibote) and Caroline made errors on sequencing 
(besket/bekset, reket/retek) and manner items (kusel/kusen). 
Michael and Caroline were less good than normal controls at 
detecting different 
stimuli perfectly 
stimuli even though they could detect same 
well. This may have been due to a response 
bias. However, they performed less well than ex-pected for their 
reading ages of 7 years 7 months and 7 years 5 months 
respectively. Although the correlation coefficient was not 
strictly high enough to support linear regression, it was noted 
that Michael and Caroline's total percentage correct was 
approximately equivalent to a Reading Age of 5 years 7 months. 
Finally, Michael and Caroline's performance on the total 
number of correct responses was at an equivalent articulation age 
level of 5 years 11 months ",nich was better than their actual 
articulation ages of 4 years 3 months and 3 years respectively. 
Therefore, although there was a close relationship between 
articulation age and auditory discrimination in the young normal 
controls, this was not the case for Michael and Caroline. 
Discussion 
The finding of a developmental progression on the auditory 
discrimination task suggests that children may rely on other 
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processes such as articulation in order to make auditory 
judgements of a complex nature. Support for this notion comes 
from the significant correlation found between the youngest 
children's articulation ages and total number of correct 
responses. The low correlation between these responses and 
reading age indicates, not surprisingly that orthographic 
experience plays a minimal role in the auditory discrimination of 
nonwords. 
Michael and Caroline were poor at discriminating complex 
nonwords presented in the auditory modality. They accepted more 
different responses as the same compared to the normal controls 
but recognised as many same responses. Gi ven that they had 
discriminated simple real and nonwords perfectly well on earlier 
occasions, peripheral perceptual deficits cannot explain their 
results. The h~~thesis that Michael and Caroline may be 
disadvantaged because of their distorted and inconsistent speech 
output is not fully supported since they performed better than 
their articulation age predicted. However, both children had 
difficulties in discriminating the temporal ordering of sounds, 
placing their deficit at a later stage of processing where item 
order must be encoded. If this is the case, then problems in 
establishing lexical representations in an auditory lexicon can 
be anticipated. This possibility was explored using a lexical 
decision task. 
INVESTIGATIOO 5: LEXICAL DECISIOO SKILLS IN ~ AND SPEECH 
DISORDERED CHILDREN 
The ability to distinguish real and nonwords is assumed to 
develop early in young children. According to Waterson's (1981) 
model discussed in Chapter 1, Underlying Representation 1 
develops very early and enables young children to recognise 
possible phonetic patterns of the language to which they are 
exposed. However, Michael and Caroline's sequencing difficulties 
and persisting speech problem are likely to interfere with their 
lexical development. Preliminary evidence for this hypothesis 
appeared when administering the nonword repetition task reported 
in Chapter 5. It was noticed that Michael and Caroline sometimes 
produced the matched real word for the nonword. This rarely 
occurred in the case of normal control children who on average 
produced 1.6 real words for nonwords (range 1 to 3 words). 
Caroline was at the top of the normal range range at T1 producing 
three real words for nonwords but Michael produced seven. 
Second, in a pilot study of nonword spelling (after Campbell 
1982), Nichael and Caroline had une:ll:pected difficulty with the 
lexical decisions entailed. The children were asked to listen to 
a list of randomised single syllable real words (bird, chair) and 
nonwords ( sork , treed). Whenever they heard a nonword, they were 
to write it down (see Appendix 7-6). Although both children found 
this difficult, Michael performed less well than Caroline. He 
falsely accepted 81.25% of the nonwords and falsely rejected 
3.17% of the real words. He accepted nonwords confidently and 
would give "made-up" definitions (SCRANE/you rub out with a cloth 
- clean; SNOOD/smoothe out) or produce a similar sounding real 
word (YITE/light; HANE/hair; TEED/tea). Caroline falsely accepted 
58.06% of the nonwords and rejected no real words. Although her 
overall performance was better than Michael's she was very unsure 
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of herself and requested repetition of the stimuli on 38.46% of 
her correct responses. 
To evaluate the extent of these difficulties it was decided 
to test a small sample of normally developing children using a 
lexical decision paradigm. The task involved a decision as to 
whether auditorily and visually presented letter strings were 
real or nonwords. 
Design and Materials 
The material was selected from Col theart' s (1980) Easy 
Lexical Decision task. Twenty-four short and very common English 
nouns were used. These words had accompanying legal nonwords 
generated by altering one letter so that the resulting nonword 
conformed to English spelling rules (floor/floon). For the 
present study, a third list of illegal nonwords was devised by 
substituting one letter in the real word to produce a word that 
did not conform to English spelling rules (floor/fnoor). Anagrams 
of the real word (school/shcool) were avoided since young 
children attend to letter presence rather than letter order 
(stuart 1986) and therefore could be expected to cause confusion 
particularly in the visual modality. 
The 24 real words together with their 24 matched legal and 
24 matched illegal nonwords (giving a total of 72 words in all) 
were equally divided into two sets of thirty-six real and 
nonwords (see Appendix 6-3). The i terns were randomised wi thin 
each set. The order of presentation was alternated so that half 
the subjects received a visual task first and the other half 
recei ved an auditory task first. For visual presentation the 
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items were printed on white card. 
Subjects 
Thirty-three children (17 girls and 16 boys) from a 
Birmingham primary school were tested. Their chronological ages 
ranged from 4 years 8 months to 8 years 9 months and their 
reading ages from <6 years to 9 years 9 months (Schonell Graded 
Word Reading Test). All of the children spoke Engl ish as a first 
language and were making satisfactory progress in school. None 
were receiving remedial help or speech therapy. They were 
assigned to four Reading Age groups: (1) <6:0, (2) 6:02-6:11, 
(3)7:0-7:10, and (4) 8:0-9:09 (see Table 6.4). 
Table 6.4 - Investigation 5: Details of subjects in control 
group. 
Reading Age 
Group 
<6:0 (N=6) 
Nean 
Range 
S.d. 
6:0 (N=9) 
Nean 
Range 
S.d. 
7:0 (N=9) 
Nean 
Range 
S.d. 
8:0 (N=9) 
Nean 
Range 
S.d. 
Chronological 
Age 
4:10 
4:08-5:01 
0.14 
6:05 
5:08-6: 11 
0.43 
7:03 
5:07-8:10 
1.13 
7:09 
6:01-8:09 
0.80 
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Reading 
Age 
<6:0 
6:06 
6 :02-6: 11 
0.29 
7:04 
7 :00-7: 10 
0.28 
8:08 
8:00-9:09 
0.61 
I>r<xJedure 
Each child was seen individually. The task was presented as 
a "word game". Real and nonsense words were discussed and 
examples given. For visual presentation, the pack of word cards 
was placed face down in front of the child. Also on the table 
were two response cards bearing the symbols ".../" and "X". The 
child was asked to turn over the pack of cards one by one and put 
all the real words by the " ,j" card, and all the nonwords or 
words they were not sure about by the "X" card. Four practice 
items were given on which the child could receive help. 
No help was given with the test i terns. The same 
response cards were used for auditory presentation of the task 
when the child was asked to point to the appropriate card after 
the tester had said each word. 
Results 
A. The Normal Controls 
The percentage of correct real and nonword detection scores 
was calculated for each subject. These percentages were converted 
to P(A) scores (McNicol 1972) to correct for guessing. The means 
and standard deviations for each Reading Age group are shown in 
Table 6.5. 
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Table 6.5 - Performance of normal controls on the lexical decision 
task presented in auditory and visual modalities 
(P(A) scores). 
Reading Age 
Group 
<6:0 
Mean 
S.d. 
6:0 
Mean 
S.d. 
7:0 
Mean 
S.d. 
8:0 
Mean 
S.d. 
Visual 
72.56 
10.77 
83.89 
18.07 
97.0 
3.81 
Auditory 
92.17 
11.43 
97.56 
1. 74 
97.11 
3.26 
98.44 
1.94 
A mixed design analysis of variance was carried out on these 
data from reading age groups 6: 0, 7: 0 and 8: 0 years (see Appendix 
6-4) . 
There was a significant effect of both the between subject 
variable, Reading Age (F(2,26)=7.43, p<0.003), and the within 
subject variable, Modality (F(1,27)=39.12, p=<O.OOO) . The 
interaction between the two variables was also significant 
(F(2,24)=10.35, p<O.OOl) and may have arisen because the 8 year 
olds were at ceiling in both modalities. The normal controls 
could therefore decide at a very early age which were real and 
nonwords when the stimuli were auditorily presented. In fact they 
were at ceiling on this task. In the visual modality, performance 
increased with reading age and beginner readers rejected more 
real words as nonwords than accepted nonwords as real words. 
B. The Speech Disordered Children 
Michael and Caroline's raw scores were converted to P(A) 
scores for comparison with the normal controls (see Table 6.6). 
In the visual modality they performed similarly to reading age 
matched controls. This is in contrast to their performance in the 
auditory modality where Michael in particular showed a 
significant difficulty. 
Table 6.6 - Michael and Caroline's performance (P(A) scores) at 
Discussion 
T1 on the lexical decision task in visual and auditory 
modali ties at T1 compared to Reading Age (7: 0) control 
group (*z=>1 sd below mean). 
Visual Auditory 
Controls 
Mean 83.89 97.11 
Range 38-100 89-100 
Michael 91 91 
z 0.39 -1.87* 
p NS <0.03 
Caroline 93 93 
z 0.5 -1.26* 
p NS NS 
The results of this study provide unequivocal evidence that 
young children can easily detect the difference between real and 
nonwords, particular ly in the auditory modality. In accordance 
with Waterson's (1981) model, "Underlying Representation 1" is 
not dependent on literacy in normally developing children but 
reading experience enhances performance in the visual modality. 
In contrast to the normal controls, Michael and Caroline accepted 
more nonwords as real words particularly in the auditory 
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modality. Thus, they have specific difficulties with auditory 
lexical processing. Since they are more likely to accept 
unfamiliar words as fami 1 iarJ this suggests that their lexical 
representations are not as clearly defined as their reading skill 
and vocabulary knowledge suggests. The poor performance of 
Michael and Caroline on both auditory discrimination and lexical 
tasks indicates a difficulty with phoneme analysis. More formal 
tests of segmentation skills were therefore administered. 
INVESTIGATIOO 6: RHYMING SKILLS IN NOOMAL AND SPEOOH 
DISORDERED CHILDREN 
Michael and Caroline have had considerable assistance with 
syllable and phoneme segmentation. At T1 they could segment at 
the syllable level when presented with words of up to three 
syllables but made errors on multisyllabic words such as 
CATERPILLAR or HIPrororAMUS. Their inability to produce these 
words consistently interfered with their ability to count the 
number of syllables. 
On the Bradley Test of Auditory Organisation (1984), both 
children performed at less than the five year level when 
detecting the final consonant odd-one-out (sun gun rub fun), 
equivalent to the five year level on rhyme detection (mop hop tap 
lop) and less than the six year level on initial consonant 
detection (mop dog doll dot). Their performance is therefore 
considerably below that expected for their chronological and 
reading ages (Bradley 1981). 
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To investigate whether this poor performance could be 
attributed to an inability to hold the presented items in memory 
whilst carrying out the decision, Michael and Caroline were 
presented with a simpler task. When asked to match two out of 
three words by initial consonant (car cat peg) presented in both 
auditory and visual (pictorial) modalities, Michael scored at 
chance level only. Caroline scored 80% correct when the stimuli 
were pictures, but only 40% correct when the stimuli were 
presented auditorily. These results suggested that Michael and 
Caroline have specific difficulties with sound segmentation. To 
establish the extent of their problems the rhyme detection and 
production tasks from Investigations lA and IB were administered. 
INVESTIGATION 6A: RHYME DETEcrION 
Michael and Caroline were tested on the rhyme detection test 
described in Chapter Four. It will be recalled that this test 
comprised only three stimuli per item and was therefore felt 
suitable for administration to children of limited memory span. 
The procedure was the same as for the normal younger children in 
Investigation lA. The target stimulus was presented, for example 
CAT, and the children were asked to select the one that rhymed 
wi th the target (mat) from two further stimuli. The nonrhyming 
stimulus in the pair was either semantically related (fish) or an 
alliteration (cap) to the target. The stimuli were pictures when 
presented in the visual modality and spoken words when presented 
in the auditory modality. 
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Resul ts and Discussion 
When rhyme detection was tested through the use of pictures, 
Michael's performance was above chance (70%) and Caroline's was 
perfect. Thus, both children understood the concept of rhyme. 
However, they did less well in the auditory modality. Michael's 
performance was not significantly better than chance (60%) and 
Caroline ~~s correct on only 85% of occasions. 
The children's error responses were examined and compared to 
those from the normal reading age controls (see Table 6.7). The 
controls had few alliterative responses and minimal semantic 
errors. In contrast, Michael's errors were variable and involved 
semantic associations. Al though Caroline did not make semantic 
errors, she selected more alliterations than did the controls. 
Table 6.7 - l-1ichael and Caroline's performance at T1 on the 
rhyme detection task in visual and auditory modalities 
(Number of errors - max = 10). 
Visual 
Semantic Alliterative 
Controls: 
Mean 0 0.67 
Range 0 0-2 
S.d. 0 0.82 
Michael . 2 4 . 
Caroline: 0 0 
Auditory 
Semantic Alliterative 
0.17 0.33 
0-1 0-2 
0.41 0.82 
3 5 
0 3 
Thus, it can be concluded that Michael and Caroline are 
delayed in their ability to detect rhyme even when compared with 
younger Reading Age-matched controls. This is particularly so in 
the auditory modality. In contrast, the normal controls had no 
modality preference and there was a significant correlation 
beth'een their rhyme detection scores and their reading age. 
Compared to each other, Michael may be at an earlier stage 
of rhyme detection development than Caroline since his persisting 
semantic errors placed him below the four year level of rhyme 
development. These results are interpreted cautiously, however, 
because of Michael's chance level of performance. Caroline's 
predominance of alliterative errors suggests that she may be at a 
later stage of making sound associations even though she lacked 
confidence in her responses. 
INVESTIGATION 6B - RHYME ~ION 
Michael and Caroline were asked to produce rhyming strings 
to the twenty words used in Investigation lB. Their performance 
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was compared to the younger children without speech problems 
ranging in age from 4 years 8 months to 6 years 9 months from 
this investigation. Their errors were also analysed 
qualitatively. (See Appendix 6-5 for data corpus). 
Results and Discussion 
Michael and Caroline's response accuracy was nearest to that 
of the four year olds in the group. Twenty-five percent of 
Hichael 's first responses were a correct rhyme ( z=-O . 59 , p=NS) , 
and 18.66% of his total responses were correct rhymes (z=-0.8, 
p=NS). Twenty percent of Caroline's first responses were correct 
(z=-0.72, p=NS), and 13.79% of her total responses were correct 
(z=-0.94, p=NS). Quantitatively therefore, Hichael and Caroline's 
performance fell within the normal range of the control group. 
Any difficulties encountered were not due to difficulties with 
verbal fluency. On average the younger non-speech disordered 
children produced 2.0 responses per item. Hichael in particular 
produced more than this (3.75, z=1.52, 
near the top of the normal range (2.9, 
p=NS) while Caroline was 
z=0.78, p=NS). On no 
occasion did Michael and Caroline fail to respond. In contrast, 
four year olds gave no response on 17.5% of the items and five 
year aIds on 4.26% of the items. 
The data was analysed qualitatively as for the normal 
children in Investigation 1B. AI though the performance of Michael 
and Caroline was quantitatively nearer to the four year old 
controls, it was qualitatively different from them. Their 
predominance of alliterative over semantic errors was more like 
that seen in the five year olds (see Figure 6.2). 
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Figure 6.2 - Michael and Caroline's percentage of rhyme, semantic, 
alliterative and other errors at T1 compared to 
normal children of chronological age 5:0 years. 
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However, this increased sound a~areness was not reflected in 
their rhyme response accuracy. Furthermore, Michael and Caroline 
had a high percentage of "other" errors not seen in the older age 
groups. These other errors were analysed into the five categories 
developed from the normal data in Investigation 1B:-
1. Mixed rh)~ and alliteration (LOG/gog, dog, leg). 
2. Rhyme and derivation (IRON/ironman, Brian). 
3. Rhyme and feature change (cam/home, tome, wone). 
4. Syntagrnatic (CAN/jump, can play ball). 
5. Miscellaneous/random (KEY/boot). 
The most striking result from this analysis was that Michael and 
Caroline had a greater mmiber of unusual responses than the 
normal children who on average only made one miscellaneous 
response. In contrast, Michael made seven and Caroline thirteen 
responses that did not fit into the classification developed from 
the normal data. These were examined further. 
Michael's miscellaneous errors were a more complex mixture 
than seen in the younger normal children. For example, his 
response to CAN included syntagrnatic, definitionS, alliterations, 
rhyme, feature change and final consonant match, (CAN/open the 
can, like can of stars, cape, cake, cran, queen, cake, make, 
like). There were only two similar examples from the normal 
children, (Sll's FOUR/foot, your, core, fourteen, and S12's 
DRAWER/what you write with, door, Dawn). Michael was distracted 
by his own responses, for example the semantic association in 
KEY!bee, ee, wasp, tea, ee, bee; RING/watch, earings, king and 
queen. He found it difficult to maintain the rhyming strategy and 
mixed alliterative responses with more primitive semantic or 
derivation responses (MAP/train map, trap, hatch, mat, mop). On 
one occasion his alliteration differed in voicing to the target 
(BED/bacon, bread, time to bed, blackboard, purse) and on another 
he misheard or misunderstood the target (SHELL/shed, shoulder, 
books shed, books, something you put on the wall, book shelf). No 
such errors occurred in the normal children. 
Caroline's miscellaneous errors indicated that she was using 
speech unsuccessfully to help her to rhyme. She often repeated 
the target or responses as though reflecting on the word 
(SHELL/shell, sea shelly, shore, shell, shell; RING/ring, king, 
ring, king, king) and would sound out parts of the words 
(SUN/sun, san, s or n, s; HEART/hat, har, ha, ham). She appeared 
to be "groping" for rhyme as she had "groped" for articulations 
in Investigation 3 (see Chapter 5). Articulatory intrusions 
occurred (SEW/sue, sing, wina, sh, boy, sew, low, solo, hello, 
no, doe). 
Thus, Michael and Caroline had great difficulties with rhyme 
production. Qualitatively, their errors were more complex than 
those from the younger normal children. Although their minimal 
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rhyming response indicated an early phase of developnent, their 
preponderance of alliterative over semantic errors placed them at 
a later one. Unlike the normal children they were not applying 
their increased sound awareness to the rhyming situation and were 
less stable in their rhyming strategies. The larger number of 
"other" error types in f>1ichael and Caroline's data suggested that 
other levels of phonological developnent such as auditory 
discrimination and articulatory output may have been interfering 
with their successful rhyme production responses. To circumvent 
these difficulties, the children were presented with a written 
rhyme test. 
INVESTIGATION 6C - WRI'ITEN RHYME DETECTION IN NCH1AL AND SPEECH 
DISOODERED CHILDREN 
Design and Materials 
To investigate the relationship between rhyme detection 
skill and reading age whilst also avoiding the use of auditory 
input and spoken reponses, a written word rhyme test was devised. 
This consisted of twenty items each comprising three words, two 
of which rhymed. Hal f of the i terns were orthographically regular 
words (mop map pop) and half were irregular (sew new no). In the 
regular word condition, the two rhyming words look similar (mop 
pop) and the third word of the i tern was chosen to also be 
visually similar to the rhyming pair (map). In the irregular word 
condition the two rhyming words looked different from each other 
(sew no) and the distractor was chosen to be visually similar to 
the irregular word in the rhyme pair (sew new). This was to 
identify children who were unable to abstract sound from print. 
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If this were the case a child would merely circle all the pairs 
that looked visually similar regardless of sOillld. 
Regular and irregular word i terns were placed in random order 
on the test sheet (see Appendix 6-6). Position of the odd-word-
out in each item was also randomised across items. Performance on 
this test was correlated with reading age in a group of normal 
children for comparison purposes. 
Subjects 
The test was administered to fifty-six children (22 boys 
and 34 girls) ranging in age from 7 years 1 month to 9 years 6 
months. Their Schonell Reading Ages ranged from 5 years 9 months 
to 11 years 10 months. They all attended the same Birmingham 
primary school and were making satisfactory progress in their 
school work. None of the children were receiving remedial help or 
speech therapy and none had a history of speech or language 
problems. 
Procedure 
The test was administered in the classroom to one quarter of 
the group at a time. The children were already familiar with the 
experimenter and were prepared to playa rhyming game. Examples 
were given of rhyming pairs and these were written on the board 
along with a word that did not rhyme. The children were asked to 
identify if the two words rhymed or not. 
Each child received a test sheet. The practice items were 
pointed out. The children were asked to look at the first one and 
to put a circle aroillld the two rhyming words. The experimenter 
then said each one out loud and indicated ",tlich two rhymed and 
which was the odd-one-out. The children completed practice i tern 
two in the same way with the experimenter giving the correct 
response. After any queries had been dealt with the children were 
asked to complete all of the i terns on the sheet. They were told 
not to rush through but to think about each one carefully. If 
they became stuck on an item they should move on to the next one. 
No further help was given with the test items. The sheets were 
collected in only when everyone had finished. 
Performance was scored in three ways: (a) total number 
correct, (b) number of regular items correct and (c) number of 
irregular items correct. 
Results and Discussion 
Performance on the ~Titten rhyme detection test not 
surprisingly correlated with reading age (r(55)=O.68, p<O.OOl-
see Figure 6.3). 
Figure 6.3 - Spearman's rho correlation between performance by 
the normal controls on the written word rhyme 
detection task and their reading ages . 
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This information was used to predict Michael and Caroline's 
reading age from their performance on this task using a 
regression equation. Michael's total correct score of 40% was 
equivalent to a reading age score of only 5 years 4 months at 
actual reading age of 7 years 7 months. Caroline's score of 45% 
gave her an equivalent reading age of 5 years 10 months which was 
also less than ex~ted for her actual reading age of 7 years 5 
months. ~oweve\'"", Lt-QOY'\ be. 6J2£Y") 4orY\ F'3Llre '0·3 ~~ t"\orrf\~l 
reo.cierS 0-' ~,''8 ~<G are 0.\ ""0 vcv ,able. 
Next, the regular and irregular word conditions were 
examined separately. Michael performed less well on the irregular 
word condition (10%) than the regular word condition (70%) giving 
him reading age equivalents of 5 years 1 month and 5 years 11 
months respectively. In contrast, Caroline performed less well on 
the regular word condition (60%) giving an equivalent reading age 
of 4 years 5 months and better on the irregular word condition 
(30%) ~vith an equivalent reading age of 6 years 8 months. 
Thus, f-lichael 's scores on the regular and irregular 
conditions suggested reliance on a visual strategy. He circled 
items more randomly than did Caroline and was distracted by the 
visual similarity of the stimuli. Michael was therefore not 
abstracting sound from the visual stimuli. In contrast, Caroline 
shm ... 'ed evidence of more phonological processing. Her greater 
accuracy score on the irregular items indicated that she could 
draw upon her sight vocabulary to recognise familiar rhyming 
words. The poorer performance on the regular word condition may 
be accounted for by the unsuccessful application of a 
phonological strategy. The stimuli were auditorily and 
phonetically similar and therefore difficult for her to decode. 
Although the task did not require a verbal response, the children 
often used verbal rehearsal while making the rhyme detection 
judgement. Caroline's output difficulties therefore affected her 
performance even on this "silent" test. 
DlsaJSSION OF RESULTS at Tl 
The findings at Tl suggested that Michael and Caroline were 
not merely delayed in their developnent of auditory, lexical and 
segmentation skills. Rather, their performance overall was 
different to what might be ex~ted for their reading age. 
Although problems were evidenced in both modalities, difficulties 
were more pronounced in the auditory modality and in particular 
when nonword material was used. 
Although both Michael and Caroline had the same articulatory 
diagnosis and had similar literacy experience, they did not 
perform identically on tasks. Compensatory strategies were 
evident. Nichael showed the greater deficit ~'ith input and 
detection tasks and was particularly poor on lexical decision. In 
cont,rast, although Caroline's performance was better than 
!-1ichael's overall there was a greater discrepancy between her 
input and output skills. She had more difficulties than Michael 
when the task required an articulatory response as in rh~~e 
production but ~~ better than he on rhyme detection. 
Furthermore, Caroline had difficulties when the task involved 
decoding skills as in the written rhyme detection even though a 
spoken response was not required. 
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The results challenge the assumption that children with 
developmental verbal dyspraxia only have deficits at the level of 
output phonology. Michael and Caroline clearly also had input 
phonological, lexical and sound segmentation difficulties. 
Michael and Caroline's poor performance on input tasks could be 
the result of a cumulative effect of deficits rather than a lower 
level auditory discrimination problem per se. Their ability to 
discriminate simple ConsonantlVowel/Consonant structures but not 
words comprising consonant clusters suggests that they have not 
satisfactorily developed a clear representation of syllable 
structures. This inability to segment the syllable into its 
components is compounded by the articulatory difficulties which 
interfere with consistent rehearsal of the target. Michael and 
Caroline's poor performance on this task is therefore due to a 
higher level sequencing and segmentation difficulty rather than a 
lower level input difficulty. 
The inability to process and maintain the sequence of 
consonants will have lexical repercussions. For example, the 
failure to detect metathesis errors (kit/tick, steak/skate) or 
sequencing changes (clasp/claps, task/taks) may result in words 
becoming wrongly accomodated in the lexicon, thereby increasing 
the inherent disorder within the system. Both children, but 
particularly Michael who had specific problems on the detection 
tests, performed poorly on the lexical decision tests. Seymour 
and MacGregor (1984) have suggested that children with specific 
phonological difficulties may expand their lexicon visually 
rather than truly orthographically. In the case of Michael and 
Caroline, their visually based lexicon is not linked to 
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phonological representation. They are more ready than normal 
controls to accept nonwords as real words, indicating that they 
may lay down less specific representations of words. 
In view of these phonological input, lexical and segmentation 
difficulties, it can be predicted that Michael and Caroline will 
have problems in developing alphabetic skills. Their reading and 
spelling performance should therefore be of a logographic nature 
and will be reported in the following chapter. 
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CHAPrER 7 
READING AND SPELLING DEFICITS 
This chapter will examlne Michael and Caroline's reading and 
spelling performance. It was predicted that both children would 
exhibit serious problems when reading and spelling since their 
pervasive phonological disability would present a barrier to the 
alphabetic phase of literacy development. It follo~~ that their 
reading and spelling performance should be "logographic" in 
nature and characterised in the following way according to Frith 
(1985) :-
I.Inaccurate reading with a preponderance of 
visual errors. 
2.Absence of regularity effect. 
3.Inability to read new or nonsense words. 
4.Nonphonetic or bizarre spelling as a result of 
an inability to utilise phoneme-grapheme 
correspondence rules. 
Nevertheless) it does not follow that Michael and Caroline will 
perform identically. Indeed, because of the differences between 
them on the tasks presented in Chapters 5 and 6 it is e)l.-pected 
that the precise nature of their errors will also differ 
(Snmding, Stackhouse and Rack 1986). A variety of reading and 
spelling tasks were administered at Tl when Michael had a Reading 
Age of 7 years 7 months and a Spelling Age of 6 years 8 months. 
Caroline's Reading and Spelling ages were 7 years 5 months. 
INVESTIGATION 7 - READING SKIlLS 
Nichae1 and Caroline's ability to process words by a direct 
visual strategy as compared to their ability to use a 
phonological strategy was tested systematically with reference to 
Figure 1.1. The first task examined an early stage in information 
processing according to this mcxlel (Pring and Snowling 1986). The 
children were asked to copy and match nonwords (wup, klab, prant, 
sploch) in order to test the functioning of the peripheral 
mechanism used for visual analysis. Both children scored at 
ceiling on this test ruling out the possibility that deficits at 
an early stage of visual processing could account for their 
reading difficulties. 
Next, to examine whether they could identify single letters 
Michael and Caroline were presented with tests of letter-sound 
and letter-name knowledge. 
This ~'8S tested by a grapheme-phoneme conversion task. A 
randomised set of lower case letters (t, e, s) was presented for 
letter sound production and a set of upper case letters (T, E, S) 
was presented for letter name production. In addition, the 
children were asked to pronounce consonant blends (bl, sp, scr, 
thr) from their ~Titten form. 
Results and Discussion 
There was a clear discrepancy between Michael and Caroline's 
ability to name letters and to sound out letters (see Table 7.1). 
Thus, although they had learned to label letters efficiently, 
they had difficulty with letter sounds and especially with 
consonant blends (see Appendix 7-1). 
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Table 7.1 - Michael and Caroline's performance when naming 
and sounding out letters and blends (C=consonant) 
at T1 (% correct). 
Names 
Michael: 92.3 
Caroline: 100 
Single 
61.5 
65.4 
Sounds 
ee blend cee blend 
36.84 
36.84 
o 
20 
Thus, contrary to the pattern usually seen in normal 
development (Ehri 1983) , Michael and Caroline's learning of 
letter names was no guarantee for successful abstraction of the 
letter sOlll1d. Furthermore, their articulatory difficulties 
interfered with their pronunciation and learning of consonant 
blends. 
READING STRATEGIES 
To investigate the use of visual and phonological reading 
strategies, the children were asked to read 31 regular (lime, 
market), 31 irregular (flood, double), and 31 nonwords (garket, 
louble) presented in random order from Snowling, Stackhouse and 
Rack (1986). In each case 19 were of one syllable and 12 of two 
syllables (see Appendix 7-2). Both rule based and analogical 
pronunciations of the nonwords were counted as correct. 
If Michael and Caroline are reading within the logographic 
phase of literacy development there will be little to no 
difference between their reading of regular and irregular words 
since alphabetic skills cannot be applied to unfamiliar regular 
words. Furthermore, without such alphabetic skills Michael and 
Caroline would not be able to read nonwords. Their performance 
was compared to that of twelve normal 7 year olds whose reading 
age ranged from 7 years to 7years 3 months taken from Snowling et 
al (1986). 
Results and Discussion 
Table 7.2 shows the effect of regularity on performance. 
Table 7.2 - Michael and Caroline's performance on tests of 
regular and irregular word reading correctly at 
RA Control 
(7:0-7:3) 
Mean: 
T1 compared with Reading Age controls (* = >lsd, ** 
= >2sd, *** = >3sd below the mean). 
Regular Irregular 
55.65 31.45 
Regularity 
Effect 
24.2 
Range: 29.03-90.32 9.68-70.97 
Michael: 22.2 16.1 6.1 
z= -5.97*** -2.95** 
P <0.0001 <0.002 
Caroline: 25.9 22.6 3.3 
z= -5.31*** -1. 70* 
p <0.0001 <0.05 
These data show a clear regularity effect for the normal 
readers. This is usually taken to mean that alphabetic skills 
have been acquired. In contrast, neither Michael nor Caroline 
showed this effect and their significantly poor performance on 
regular words in particular indicates a specific problem with 
alphabetic skills. In this respect they were similar to other 
phonological dyslexics reported by Snowling et al (1986). 
A second indication that children have made the transition 
to the alphabetic phase is that they can read nonwords. Both 
Michael and Caroline failed to score on the nonword reading test. 
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They did significantly less well than reading age matched 
controls and again resembled other phonological dyslexics. Thus, 
they were unable to use a phonological strategy when tackling 
unfamiliar words. To examine the nature of this phonological 
problem further, a qualitative analysis of Michael and Caroline's 
reading errors was carried out. 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF READING ERRORS 
A developmental error classification based on Snowling et al 
(1986) but extended was used as follows:-
1. Logographic Errors (L) - Visual errors arlslng from a 
logographic approach to the printed word. The error 
shared at least 50% of the target's letters 
(ORGAN/orange; WARD/word) and the response was usually 
immediate and confident. 
2. Lexical Sounding Errors (LS) - The result of partial 
phonological knowledge and an attempt at an analogy with 
a real word. The response was therefore always a real 
word and usually visually similar to the target but 
shared less than 50% of its letters (TONGliE/tangerine; 
SUEDE/superman) . The child appeared to analyse part of 
the word - usually the beginning - and then guessed the 
remainder. 
3. Unsuccessful Sound Attempts (USA) - Related to lexical 
sounding errors in that they reflected partial use of 
alphabetic skill. The word was segmented into its 
components either correctly or with intrusions but these 
components were not synthesised into the target 
(SLOT/sof, slof; GLOBE/kelub, kelob). Errors classified 
in this way were therefore always nonwords. 
4. Regularisations (R) - Acceptable phonic renderings of 
irregular words (WAND/wanned; VASE/vaize). They 
demonstrate that the child is able to use a phonological 
approach to the printed word and has entered the 
alphabetic phase of reading development. These errors 
are characteristic of surface dyslexia but would not be 
expected in cases of phonological dyslexia. 
5. Semantic (S) Related in meaning to the target 
(AUl\1'f/uncle; LIME/lemon). They are characteristic of 
deep dyslexia in patients with acquired brain damage 
following a stroke or head injury, but few have been 
found in developmental disorders. Coltheart (1980) 
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reconunends that 
observed before 
made. 
over 50% of semantic errors should be 
a diagnosis of deep dyslexia can be 
6. Derivation (D) - A real word anslng from the target 
(LOSER/lost; PRINCE/Princess Anne). 
7. Unsuccessful Analogy Attempt (UM) - The explicit 
rejection of the first analogy response as a result of 
noting other information, followed by an inability to 
s~nthesise the new information (ORr~/not orange, 
orgrer; SWORD/(with finger covering the s) word, (with 
finger off the s) swerse). 
As Michael and Caroline's difficulties were so great, there 
was little benefit in comparing their performance qualitatively 
to normal children of the same reading age. Instead, their 
reading errors were compared with those of a group of low reading 
age dyslexics reported by Snowling et al (1986) and described in 
Chapter 1. These children were reading within the logographic 
phase but they did not have serious speech difficulties. They had 
all been referred to psychological services for assessment of 
reading and spelling difficulties. J.M. had received speech 
therapy during preschool years and still exhibited articulatory 
difficulties such as voice/voiceless contrast (pin/bin). He was 
however perfectly intelligible and communicated well. Neither 
T.W. nor A.S. had any noticeable speech difficulty (see Table 
7.3). 
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Table 7.3 - Details of low reading age dyslexic control children 
taken from Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack (1986). 
S 
J.M. 
T.W. 
A.S. 
IQ 
(Wise-H) 
123 
85 
* 
Chronological 
Age 
8:05 
8:10 
13:10 
Reading Age 
(Schonell) 
7:05 
6:11 
7:05 
Spelling Age 
(Schonell) 
6:07 
6:01 
6:02 
*IQ score not available. Subject judged to be of average ability. 
Resul ts and Discussion 
The results of the error analysis are illustrated in Figure 
7.1 
Figure 7.1 - Michael and Caroline's percentage of error types in 
real and nonsense words at T1. 
Michael 
Logo LexSd Reg USA DeJ'i u SeM UAA 
Caroline 
[ill 
USA DeJ'iu SfM UAA 
fill 
Words 
m 
Non~l'ds 
o 
NoNs 
33 
NonwoJ'ds 
The performance of the two children is discussed separately. 
In Michael's case, over fifty percent (57.5%) of errors in real 
word reading had a strong visual similarity to their targets. 
These logographic errors included PINT/paint, FL(X)D/foot, 
LEVER/liver, DRUG/drum, SNAIL/nail, and lexical sounding errors 
included VASE/varnish, COWI\TEL/cocacola, GRILL/glue. The next 
highest proportion of errors were unsuccessful sound attempts for 
Michael made one semantic 
error but strictly speaking this error could be classified as 
visual because it shares 50% of letters with the target 
(LIME/lemon). One further error was derivational (LOSER/lost) and 
only two regularisations were 
Although this might indicate some sound 
processing, normal children of the same reading age as Nichael 
make on average 19% regularisations on one syllable and 6% on two 
syllable words (Snowling et al 1986). 
A similar pattern of errors emerged when reading nonwords. 
Most errors fell into the visual similarity category, that is 
these nonwords were read as though real words (lexicalisation) 
for example GARKET/garden, ISLANK/island, TATCH/tissue, 
HIGN/hide. Nonetheless, a large proportion were unsuccessful 
sound attempts (KOLICE.t1)(t>9k], PIlM.Ilf ~atnabr"\ pLl;S] ). 
In contrast, fewer than forty percent (37.1%) of Caroline's 
errors were visually similar to their targets (logographic 
PLUG/plt.nn, SHIN/shine, PINT/paint, WARD/word; lexical sounding -
MIXTURE/minute, SHOVE/shadow, BISCUIT/beautiful). The highest 
proportion of her errors were unsuccessful sound attempts for 
example BLEAT,{b~ boo ~ '11:\.I:::Ln \bn ~Le:L' b'Le:t':ti:;:ri31; GRILLt-E~IB~~ ~ ~1'&3f~ 
CASK;tSKads S\('sl<a '~Kt ~l.d'sI\LJ; BREATHtf>ra:tz..Q 'be..:x,kl\R-'= 'be:x.I::"l"b:rt-c.QJ 
LETI'UCE/[b~Lo\: \:"d'L~pl OOUBLE/ [d-aw&..'t: c.\-a Wd1lli'c l 
This pattern was more pronounced in the nonword condition when 
all but one of her errors were unsuccessful sound attempts 
The remaining error was lexicalisation (WOLT/wolf) • Other 
attempts at an analogy strategy were noted. For example, when 
reading LIME she achieved the correct response by saying "if it 
said te it be time - Ie - lime". However, this strategy was not 
always successful as in BITI'ER/"better, batter, butter or 
butterfly - not butter cause its a u". Also see ORGAN and SWORD 
f'xamp 1 PS gi \"en i Tl thp error (' lassi ficati on ab()v(~. In addi t i on, 
there "''8.S one derivation (PRINCE/Princess Anne) and one semantic 
error (AlJt..1'f /uncle ) , There were also a number of occasions when 
she made a semantic association to her own response (GLOBE/gull, 
swan; SWAN/worms, snake; FlOOD/food, felunfetan - name of who 
that lives in the water; CHOIR/ghost, holy ghost, no - something 
like a star). 
Comparison with Low Reading Age Dyslexics 
Although the low reading age dyslexic children were of 
similar reading age to Michael and Caroline they did not perform 
in an identical way to them. First, the dyslexics made a greater 
number of visually based errors than did Michael and Caroline 
(between 69% and 75% compared to Michael's 57.5% and Caroline's 
37.1%). Second, they made fewer unsuccessful sound attempts 
(between 25% and 29% compared to Michael's 34.1% and Caroline's 
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45.7%). See Figure 7.2. 
Figure 7.2 - Distribution (%) of visual errors and unsuccessful 
sound attempts in the reading performance of Michael 
and Caroline and the low reading age dyslexics taken 
from Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack (1986). 
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Thus it can be argued that, like reading age matched 
dyslexic children, t-hchael and Caroline were reading wi thin the 
logographic phase since there was a high percentage of visual 
errors and they could not use phonological reading strategies. 
However, their pattern of errors was different to the dyslexic 
children without severe speech difficulties. When Michael and 
Caroline attempted to use grapheme-phoneme conversions, intrusive 
articulations hindered the segmentation and blending process 
making them unable to synthesise the target. This was 
particularly noticeable in the case of Caroline. 
Michael and Caroline may therefore be expected to progress 
less well with their literacy development since their speech 
difficulties interfere with their alphabetic skills. To 
differentiate difficulties at the articulatory level from those 
at a higher phonological processing level, Michael and Caroline 
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were administered two silent phonology reading tests. 
F. SILENT READING 
First, Michael and Caroline were asked to sort into two 
piles pairs of homophones written on cards (see Appendix 7-3a). 
One pile comprised words that sounded the same (fid/phid) and the 
other words which sounded different (fid/prid). Both real and 
nonsense words were used (After Coltheart 1980). 
Second, their knowledge of orthographic rules was examined 
using a task devised by Baron and Strawson (1976). In this task 
the children were asked to tick a nonsense word if it sounded 
like a real word (caik knoe) or cross it if it did not (hapy 
penk). See Appendix 7-3b. 
For comparison with phonological skills, a third silent 
readil~ semant lC odd one out test was presented as a control (see 
Appendix 7-3c). Each item on the test comprised three words two 
of ",tlich were closely related and the third not (beer coffee 
tea). The childrr~en were asked to circle the two that went 
together the best, that is the two that were closest in meaning. 
Results and Discussion 
Michael and Caroline scored at chance level only on both the 
silent tests of phonology. In contrast, they were at ceiling on 
the semantic odd one out test. Thus, they were using primarily 
visual strategies for reading at T1. Inspite of intensive phonic 
teaching they found it difficult to apply grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences. Their output difficulties alone cannot account 
for their reading difficulties and they do not have a specific 
semantic deficit. A problem in using alphabetic skills is 
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indicated. It follows from Frith's (1985) theory that children 
who are reading within the logographic phase will have spelling 
difficulties. It should not be possible for such children to 
produce phonetic renderings of spoken words. 
INVESTlGATIOO 8 - SPElLING SKILLS 
Michael and Caroline's performance on the reading task 
showed them to be at the logographic phase. It follows that they 
should be unable to tackle the spelling of nonwords and more 
generally they should be dysphonetic spellers. A systematic 
investigation of Michael and Caroline's spelling performance 
therefore focussed on their attempts to use phonological and 
alternative strategies. 
SYLLABLE LENGTH 
Michael and Caroline were asked to spell 10 one syllable 
(pet, lip, bump), 10 two syllable (apple, kitten, tulip), and 10 
three syllable (membership, catalogue, refreshment) words. Their 
performance was again compared with that of the 1m" reading age 
dyslexics reported in Snowling et al (1986) who also spelled 
these items. It is relevant that the dyslexics were themselves 
poorer than reading age controls in these tasks. Errors were 
scrutinised for normal immaturities, phonetically acceptable 
spellings and nonphonetic spellings. 
Resul ts and Discussion 
The entire corpus of Michael and Caroline's spelling errors 
is presented in Table 7.4. 
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Table 7.4 - Michael and Caroline's spellings of one, two and 
three syllable words at Tl (+ = correct). 
Syllables Michael Caroline 
One:-
pet + bet 
lip lepp + 
cap + + 
fish + + 
sack satk suak 
tent tean + 
trap thew unekiry 
bump borr + 
nest nexts net 
bank back + 
Two:-
apple + + 
puppy pats puppet 
packet pater balk 
trumpet trpbbie duidry 
kitten keten kittle 
traffic stop tarres fi ttip tiffip 
collar koler kiltoy 
tulip tottper tolip 
pnlish pot.er bybrdhTI 
finger figger finder 
Three:-
membership mabsttb spht spIt sthp bnbship 
cigarette satesatarhaelerari silonwet 
catalogue catcolg catdOg catanlog 
September sabarber smber + 
adventure arterer andbackself 
understand rarato-sand rarde undercellow 
contented kitr contartit 
refreshment lpohet wi thfirstmint 
instructed nisokder indivrd 
umbrella rberherrelrarlsrllles umber umturd 
The number of correctly spelled words, phonetically 
acceptable and nonphonetic errors are shown in Table 7.5 where 
they can be compared to those of children designated as 
phonological dyslexics. 
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Table 7.5 - Michael and Caroline's number of words (rnax=10) 
spelled correctly (C), phonetically (P), and 
nonphonetically (NP) in one, two and three syllable 
words at Tl compared to the low reading age dyslexic 
controls (Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack 1986). 
----------------------------------------------------------------
One Syllable Two Syllable Three Syllable 
C P l\TP C P NP C P NP 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Michael: 3 0 7 2 0 8 0 0 10 
Caroline: 6 0 4 1 0 9 1 0 9 
Dyslexics: 3 0 7 0.33 0 9.67 0.33 0.33 9.33 
Range: 2-4 0 6-8 0-1 0 9-10 0-1 0-1 8-10 
Michael spelled 3 out of the 10 one syllable words 
correctly. This was poorer than to be expected considering his 
reading age but similar to low reading age dyslexics. Caroline 
spelled 6 out of the 10 one syllable words correctly and was 
within the range of the reading age matched control group in this 
respect. Like dyslexics of low reading age, Michael and Caroline 
made nonphonetic spelling errors. Moreover, only a minority of 
these spelling errors resembled the mistakes made by young 
normally developing children. These were Michael's spellings of 
LIP/lepp, BA~(back, COLLAR/Koler, KITTEN/keten, FINGER/figger, 
and Caroline's spellings of SACK/suak, NEST/net, TULIP/tolip. 
A comparison of the spelling errors made by Michael and Caroline 
not only revealed broad similarities between the children but 
also striking differences. First, Michael transcribed the initial 
consonant correctly 90% of the time while Caroline was only 76.7% 
accurate on this. Second, whereas Michael only maintained the 
syllable structure on 45% of the words, Caroline did so on 75% of 
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them. These results suggest that Michael and Caroline were 
utilising different strategies when spelling. Michael was 
attempting a sound by sound strategy (with great difficulty) 
while Caroline had opted for a syllable by syllable strategy. 
These strategies are described more fully below. 
In Michael's case, his spelling by phoneme strategy was 
compromised by his segmentation difficulties. Three syllable 
words were often reduced (CONTENTED/ki tr, REFRESHNENT /lpohet) • 
Phoneme segmentation was further complicated by his output 
difficulties. For example, intrusions in spelling were common as 
they were in his speech (SACK/satk, PUPPY/pats). In two syllable 
words he would often only attempt the first and last sound 
(TlJLIP/tottper, PACKET/pater, roLISH/poter - this last example 
was understood by knowing that at that time Michael stopped the 
fricative "sh" to /t/ in his speech). Although these responses at 
first appeared bizarre a consistent pattern emerged. Michael Has 
able to identify the initial sound but not sounds embedded within 
words. He exaggerated his articulation of the final consonant -
hence the sound plus "er" was transcribed. 
The same pattern was true of the more bizarre errors. 
Clusters in words (sp, spl tr, str) were an added complication 
because of his poor segmentation skills. Michael's spelling of 
TRAP as "thewenmt" may be the result of attempting to segment the 
initial cluster /tr/. The T/the marks the added aspiration when 
forcing a /t/, the R/we is the result of Michael labialising /r/ 
sounds in his speech to /w/ J and the last three letters "runt" 
comprise the manner and place of P but are mistimed. The vowel 
(A) is not attempted. Such intrusive sounds and manner changes 
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may reflect vocal tract incoordination, typical of dyspraxic 
speech, during the segmentation process and take Michael further 
away from the target. 
Finally, the three syllable words provided a real challenge 
to the view that Michael's bizarre spelling may in fact have an 
underlying strategy. Errors such as "satersatarhaelerar" for 
CIGARETTE would at first appear to defy analysis. However, these 
errors can be partly explained by his repeated attempts to 
segment and spell parts of the word. He records each of these 
attempts and backtracks several times in order to either 
transcribe a particular segment to his satisfaction or as a way 
into the following segment. This searching behaviour when 
spelling has a parallel in dyspraxic speech - articulatory 
searching or "groping" for sound positions (see Chapter 6). 
Di viding the targets into their syllable components as follows 
allows clearer identification of Nichael's repeated attempts to 
transcribe parts of the word:-
1) understand/rarato-sand, rarde 
un der stand I ra ra to sand, ra r de 
123 222 3 222 
2) Septemberlsabarber, smber 
Sep tern ber I Sab ar ber, Sa bar ber, Sm ber 
1 2 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 1 2 3 
3) urnbrella/rberherrelrarlsrllles 
urn bre lla I rbe rhe rre 1 ra r 1 sr 1 1 les 
1 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 233 3 
4) cigarette/satesatarhaelerari 
ci gar ette I sa te s at ar hael er ari 
1 2 3 1 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 
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In summary, although Michael's errors appeared bizarre and 
unsystematic, closer examination of his responses suggested that 
they reflected a phonerne-by-phonerne spelling strategy which 1S 
compromised by severe segmentation and speech difficulties. 
Caroline's spelling attempts, like Michael's, were 
compromised because of segmentation and speech difficulties. For 
example, her spelling of PACKET as "balk" omits the unstressed 
syllable which is a normal iuunaturity but includes an intrusive 
sound /1/ so that the stressed syllable was not correctly 
transcribed. It was noted that throughout Caroline's spelling she 
wrote /p/ as "b". This was not a writing error but reflected a 
difficulty with voice/voiceless consonants. 
Searching behaviour was present in Caroline's spelling to a 
lesser extent than in Michael's. For example, when spelling 
TR1JT'lPET as "duidry" she only attempted the first syllable (TRL~I) 
but did so twice - "duj dry". As in her speech, she collapsed 
syllables so that when spelling IDLISH her response "bybrdwn" 
shows a repeated attempt to transcribe the cluster PL/by, br, dH, 
n. The addition of the nasal /n/ is a common substitution for the 
lateral /1/ and it was noted that Caroline's speech had a 
hypernasal quality. In addition to the above, Caroline attempted 
to spell words twice on three occasions (TRAFFIC/fittip, tiffip; 
FINGER/finger, finder; UMBRELLA/umber, umturd). The last two 
examples show that the second attempt was not necessarily closer 
to the target. 
A major feature of Caroline's spelling which was quite 
different from Michael's was that she adopted a "word-component" 
2.06 
strategy rather than persisting with the attempt to spell 
phoneme-by-phoneme. This involved using familiar spellings 
similar ln sound to syllables within the target for example, 
PUPPY/puppet, CIGAREITE/silonwet, CATALCXruE/catanlog, 
ADVENTURE/andbackself ,UNDERSTAND/undercellow, CX>NTENTED/contarti t, 
REFRESHMENT/withfirstmint). This is potentially a more effective 
strategy than the sound-by-sound one adopted by Michael. It 
preserved the syllable structure of the word and therefore 
spelling resE>mbled the correct version more closely. 
Thi s pattern of spelling by word-components was observed in 
two of the normal children reported in Investigation 2 (see 
Chapter 4), both of whom were having difficulties with their 
spelling development. Similarly, one of the low reading age 
dyslexic children studied by Snowling et al ( 1986), T. W., also 
spe 1 t by word components (MEMBERSHIP /boa tseary , REFRESHr-tENT / 
threesleling) and was thought to be having difficulties with 
j nput phonology. It may bE> that thi s strategy is adopteci 
following identification of "peaks" in a word when finer 
segmental discrimination is not possible. It is a potentially 
more effective strategy than Michael's endless groping for 
letters and could therefore be seen as a strength rather than a 
weakness. 
Caroline may have developed a greater appreciation of 
syllable structure than Michael and be using this to compensate 
for her poor segmental spelling. Certainly, her rhyme detection 
skills were better than Michael's (see Chapter 6). This would 
suggest that Caroline had a greater metalinguistic awareness. 
Responses to a questionnaire (Francis 1982) goes some way in 
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supporting this view (see Appendix 7-4). 
Thus, Michael and Caroline were clearly unable to use 
alphabetic skills when spelling real words at Tl but have adopted 
different spelling strategies in an attempt to compensate for 
their difficulties. To investigate Michael and Caroline's 
orthographic representation of spellings the above spelling 
errors were presented to them in a systematic way. 
ORTHOORArnIC REPRESENTATION 
To see whether Michael and Caroline could identify correct 
versus incorrect spellings, they were presented with their own 
spelling errors, an acceptable phonetic/immature spelling or an 
anagram of the target, and the correct form of the above one, two 
and three sy llable real words, for example CIGARETTE SIGURET 
SILONHET; BUHP BUP BORRT; TRAP PART THEWENMT. The position of 
each word type was randomised across items. The presentation of 
ont, tl.J(' and trl"ec s~-] 1(11.1\~ Forris v..'8.S also randomisPd on the test 
sheet (see Appendix 7-5). The children were asked to look 
carefully at the three words per item on the test sheet and to 
circle the word spoken by the e:>''"perimenter. 
Results and Discussion 
f-lichael and Caroline were better at recognising than 
producing one and two syllable words. However, their performance 
on recognition of three syllable spellings was at chance level 
only (see Table 7.6). 
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Table 7.6 - Michael and Caroline's recognition of correct 
spellings of one, two and three syllable words 
at T1 (ma.x=10). 
Michael: 
Caroline: 
Michael accepted 
One 
9 
10 
Syllables 
Two 
7 
8 
Three 
4 
5 
two phonetic spellings as correct 
(CATAlJXJUE/catalog, PACh"ET/pakit) and an equal ntmlber of inunature 
(REFRESffi'1ENT/rifeshmet) and his own errors (TRUMPET/trpbbie). 
Caroline accepted as correct one phonetic (TULIP/choolip), one 
immature (INSTRUCTED/instuktid), and five of her OhTI errors. Four 
of these were spellings by word components 
(REFRESffi'1Et-il /wi thfirstmint) and one was a speech error 
(FINGER/finder). Neither child selected anagrams of the target in 
their responses. 
Thus, al though ~1ichael and Caroline were generally better at 
recognition than production, they were still willing to accept 
bizarre spellings as correct particularly on longer words. Their 
nonacceptance of anagrams shows that a visual sequencing 
difficulty cannot account for their performance on this test. 
Rather, a phonological checking deficit is indicated. The 
findings suggest that orthographic representations are not being 
developed satisfactorily. 
The persisting dissociation between reading and spelling 
performance is not characteristic of normal reading and spelling 
deve1 opnent (Frith and Frith 1980, Bryant and Bradley 1980) but 
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may be typical of the ear ly logographic phase. Certainly, 
Michael and Caroline's spellings of words of increasing syllable 
length indicate that they have particular difficulties with sound 
segmentation skills. It follows from this that nonword spelling 
will prove problematic for them. 
LEXICALITY 
Michael and Caroline were asked to spell 31 nonwords from 
the lexical decision task (Campbell 1982) reported in Chapter 6 
(see Appendix 7-6). Their performance was extremely poor. Michael 
spelled only two of these correctly (MORKE and SHEED), Caroline 
did not spell any. The discrepancy between their initial and 
final consonant transcription indicated that they had severe 
difficulties with segmenting the word and applying phoneme 
grapheme rules. Michael transcribed 82.75% of the initial 
consonants correct but only 17.24% of the final consonants. 
Similarly, Caroline spelled 77.4% of initial consonants correctly 
but only 38.7% of final consonants. Indeed, given their reading 
age this "''as a very poor performance and confinned that they were 
both spelling within the logographic phase. 
In order to compare performance on nonword spelling with 
Spelling Aged-matched controls, Michael and Caroline were asked 
to spell thirteen words and nonwords from Investigation 2 (Cross-
sectional Study of Spelling Development) reported in Chapter 4. 
The words comprised consonant clusters and the nonwords were 
matched to them by substituting a different vowel. Examples of 
one syllable items were WASP/WEPS, CHIPS/CHUPS and examples of 
two syllable items were SPIDER/SPODER, and SNOWMAN/SNIMON. 
2W 
The twenty-two spelling age controls from Investigation 2 
ranged in age from 6 years 1 month to 8 years 11 months and had a 
spelling age range from 5 years 11 months to 13 years 6 months. 
Results and Discussion 
Michael and Caroline's spelling attempts are presented in 
Table 7.7. Michael spelled 3 out of 13 words correctly which by 
linear equation gave him a projected spelling age of 6 years 10 
months and Caroline spelled 5 out of 13 correctly giving her a 
projected spelling age of 8 years 4 months. Their performance was 
therefore within the range of normal spelling age controls on 
this condition. However, neither child could spell any of the 
nonwords and in this respect they were worse than controls who 
could spell over half of the nonwords by spelling age of 7 years 
and 2 months. 
Table 7.7 - l'1ichael and Caroline's spellings at Tl of real and 
nonwords (+ = correct, - = no response). 
Target Michael Caroline 
Real Nonwords Real Nonwords Real Nonwords 
----------------------------------------------------------------
nest nust nes nus net bust 
spider spoder sd spd sqied sankorg 
wasp wesp wot west yeeb wet 
snowman snimon sawin in son + sisdn 
a swmo 
sowinrnan 
swon 
bucket bickut butg bk bant bittrat 
spade spode sddin sandig sbon 
crab creb cnrp snIt crust tunsang 
star stee + sdl + stent 
kite koit citk cwot + 
guitar gator gtur gte tiptart dartnsg 
basket beskat brs beat beaktelel bests 
bsetcat 
pencil pinsel pdeplepi psoun + pinsand 
chips chups + cttene + chad 
----------------------------------------------------------------
0/0 
100 
99 
89 
79 
60 
59 
4e 
39 
29 
HI 
Qualitative Analysis of Spelling Errors 
Since Michael and Caroline's spelling of words was within 
the normal range, a qualitative comparison of their errors with 
those of normal spellers was legitimate. The errors shown in 
Table 7.7 were classified according to their phonetic resemblance 
to targets. Phonetic, Semiphonetic and Nonphonetic were used in 
the accepted way and as defined in Chapter 4. Their spelling 
errors on nonwords were also examined qualitatively although the 
comparison with normals ~~ made cautiously given the different 
levels of performance. Plainly a phonetic rendering of a nonword 
~~s correct, therefore only two error categories applied in this 
case (see Figure 7.3). 
Figure 7.3 - Michael and Caroline's percentage of phonetic, 
Michael 
semi phonetic and nonphonetic spelling errors in words 
and nonwords at T1 compared with spelling age controls 
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The majority of Michael and Caroline's spelling errors fell 
into the nonphonetic category. This was true for the spelling of 
both real and nonwords. In contrast, normal children of a similar 
spelling age made primarily phonetic or semi phonetic spelling 
errors. When spelling nonwords, the beginner spellers had an 
equal number of semi and nonphonetic spellings but this changed 
to a semiphonetic bias by spelling age of seven years. 
As Michael and Caroline made very few semiphonetic 
responses, the simple/complex division discussed in Chapter 4 was 
not pursued. Instead, the nonphonetic errors were scrutinised 
further to look for similarities and differences between those of 
the normal and speech disordered children as well as between 
Michael and Caroline themselves. 
Thirty-five percent of Michael's nonphonetic errors were 
unclassifiable at T1 (PENCIL/pdeplepi, CRAB/cnrp, CHUPS/cttene, 
CREE/snIt). A further 41% werp due to speech and segmentation 
difficulties (WASP/wot, STEE/sdl). Two of his errors suggest 
sequencing and speech difficulties (BUCKET/butg; BESKAT/beat, 
bsetcat) and one error in particular highlighted his segmentation 
problems m his repeated attempts to tackle the nasal cluster at 
the beginning of SNOh'r-lAN (sawin, in, a, S~'ITlo, sowinman, swon). 
When the nasal cluster SN ~~s ~Titten for him, Michael 
immediately accessed the correct spelling of the word. There was 
a similar balance of errors in the nonwords. 
Caroline also had unclassifiable errors at Tl in real 
(33.33%) and nonwords (38.46%). In her real word spelling there 
were examples of two error types which had not been present in 
Michael's data: semantic association (SPADE/sandig, WASP/yeeb-
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that is, bee backwards) and word components (GUITAR/tiptart). In 
nonwords, spelling by word components also occurred 
(KREB/tunsang, GATOR/ciartnsg, BlKUT/bitrat, PINSEL/pinsand) and 
there were examples of articulatory interference (NUST/bust, 
SPODE/sbon, SNEMON/sison, ~~SP/wet). 
Thus, Michael and Caroline spelled real words at the level 
to be expected given their spelling age but they had specific 
difficulty when spelling nom-iords. Their spelling errors were 
qualitatively different from those of normal controls because of 
the preponderance of nonphonetic errors and there was a 
suggestion that some of these may have been attributable to 
segmentation and articulatory deficiencies. 
INVESTIGATION 9 - SPEECH AND SPEI.J...ING 
To establish if there was any direct relationship between 
Michael and Caroline's verbal production and "-Titten spelling of 
words, imitation and spelling performance in the above 
investigation was examined. In this task, Michael and Caroline 
had been asked to repeat the target word prior to spelling it 
(See Appendix 7-7a). A second task followed the procedure 
reported m Snowling and Stackhouse (1983) and compared the 
imitation and spelling of simple Consonant-Vowel-Consonant words, 
for example pop, cat, pet cab, peg (see Appendix 7-7b). 
Results and Discussion 
As e:x.-pected, Michael and Caroline's ability to imitate words 
was poorer than the normal controls who were at or near ceiling 
(see Figure 7 . 4 ) . More importantly there was no direct 
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correspondence between speech and spelling performance. Michael 
found imitation easier than spelling for both real and nonwords. 
Caroline imitated and spelled real words equally well but 
pronounced nonwords better than she could spell them. Neither 
child spelled nonwords any better if they had or had not 
pronounced them correctly. 
Figure 7.4 - Imitation and spelling of real and nonwords by 
Michael and Caroline at T1 compared with spelling 
age controls (% correct). 
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On the second test Michael's imitation and spelling 
responses were more similar than Caroline's but again there was 
no direct correspondence between the speech and spelling errors. 
A qualitative analysis of the speech and spelling errors revealed 
different errors occurring on imitation compared to spelling (See 
Figure 7.5). For example, Michael made mostly articulatory place 
errors when speaking but when spelling, errors corresponded to an 
equal number of articulatory place and manner changes. Caroline's 
errors were also predominantly of articulatoTJr place change when 
speaking but these were in a minority when spelling where voicing 
errors were the most common. 
Figure 7.5 - Distribution (%) of v01C1ng, articulatory place and 
manner errors in Michael and Caroline's imitation and 
spelling of evc words at T1. 
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Thus, these results support earlier findings that there is 
no direct relationship between speech and spelling errors in 
children with serious speech difficulties (Robinson, Beresford 
and Dodd 1981, Snowling and Stackhouse 1983, Bishop 1985). 
Graphemic spelling errors do not necessarily reflect phonemic 
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speech errors. 
DlsaJSSlOO OF RESULTS at Tl 
As predicted Michael and Caroline, who both have severe 
speech difficulties and pervasive phonological processing 
problems, were found to be arrested at the logographic phase of 
li teracy develorment (Frith 1985). AI though they had received 
specific and intensive remedial help with phonological skills, 
they were unable to read nonwords and unless they knew the 
spelling of a word their spelling errors were primarily 
nonphonetic. 
When compared to low reading age dyslexic children, Michael 
and Caroline made fewer logographic (visual) errors and more 
lillsuccessful sound attempts when reading. What might ex-plain 
these data? It could be that the dyslexics have stronger visual 
skills than Michael and Caroline and therefore they rely upon 
these more during reading. There seems no particular reason -why 
this should be so. 
An alternative ex-planation could be that the dyslexic 
children had been able to take advantage of specialist phonics 
training and as a result had developed some alphabetic skills, 
albeit at a later age than normally expected. Frith (1985) 
certainly does not rule this out in her theory. The result might 
be that the dyslexics are better than Michael and Caroline at 
using a combination of visual and phonological skills in order to 
decipher new words. They could also use their consistent 
articulation to aid their segmentation and blending skills. In 
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contrast, whenever Michael and Caroline attempted to make use of 
their taught grapheme-phoneme skills, their own phonology sent 
them awry. Even though individual letters or letter groups may 
have been sounded correctly, they were unable to synthesise the 
segments to assemble the appropriate output phonological code. 
Furthermore, because of their dyspraxic speech difficulties 
(characterised by variability and groping for sounds) the greater 
the number of attempts made, the further away from the target the 
response became. 
This faulty "sounding-out" procedure had serious lexical 
consequences. For example Michael read TASK as "arch", and 
Caroline read cot-1r-'lAND as "cabinet", and TEMPER as "chemist". As 
the children were confident that their responses were correct 
these \,jords become inappropriately accommodated in the lexicon. 
"''hen spell ing, Michael and Caroline adopted different 
strategies to compensate for their difficulties. Michael 
continued to attempt the taught phoneme-grapheme conversion rules 
even though this was unsuccessful. Caroline's syllable 
segmentation strategy preserved the structure of the word even 
though its segments were inaccurate. Al though their recognition 
of correct spellings was better than their ability to produce 
these, they were still willing to accept with confidence bizarre 
errors comprising illegal sound combinations. Thus, their lexical 
representation must have been affected. 
In short, although Michael and Caroline's reading and 
spelling errors seemed on first consideration to be similar to 
those of other low Reading Age phonological dyslexics, they were 
more deficient in their use of phonological strategies. It can be 
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argued that if alphabetic skills are to be used effectively in 
reading and spelling there are at least three prerequisites. The 
child must have knowledge of letter-sound correspondences, be 
able to synthesise (assemble) an output phonological code from 
individual components, and finally must recognise when the 
resultant output phonology constitutes a word. Michael and 
Caroline's difficulties 
letter-sound knowledge 
could not be explained by a lack 
but they did have difficulties 
of 
in 
assembling output phonology and demonstrated an inability to 
discriminate between real and nonwords. Thus, it is argued that 
their output phonological difficulties militate against the 
successful operation of phonological reading strategies and they 
become arrested within the logographic phase of literacy 
development. 
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CHAPTER 8 
FOI...I.aV UP OF CASES AT T2 
Frith (1985) suggested that dyslexic children cru1 compensate 
for their difficulties and breakthrough to the alphabetic phase 
of literacy development albeit later than in normal development. 
Indeed, the high reading age dyslexic children of around ten 
years reported b;v Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack (1986) had done 
this to varying degrees. Nichael and Caroline were therefore 
retested four years later durirlg October to December 1986 (T2) to 
establish if they had developed alphabetic skills. The tasks 
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 were repeated to investigate if any 
improvement in speech, auditory processing, segmentation and 
lexical develoIlIDent had been made. Their reading and spelling 
performance was then examined for signs of phonological 
processing by using the procedures presented in Chapter 7. 
At this lX)int ~1ichael h'as 14 years 6 months and Caroline was 
1;:) years 8 months. t>lichael had a Reading Age of 7 years 8 months 
and a Spelling Age of 7 years 9 months. Caroline's Reading Age 
was 8 years 3 months and her Spelling Age ~'as 8 years 4 months. 
SPEECH 
The follow up study of Michael and Caroline's articulatory 
development allowed a within child comparison over time as well 
as a comparison between them and the normal controls from T1. 
Both Michael and Caroline had improved their articulation as 
measured by the Edinburgh Articulation Test (Anthony et al 1971). 
Nichael now attained an Articulation Age of 5 years 6 months and 
Caroline an Articulation Age of 4 years 9 months. As this meant 
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that Michael was now at the top of the articulatory age range of 
the normal controls (3:00 - 5:06) and Caroline was above the mean 
of 4 years and 3 months, the results of the following comparisons 
are interpreted cautiously. 
Michael and Caroline were administered the set of thirty 
real and nonwords as at Tl (see Chapter 5). 
Performance on Imitation, Naming and Continuous Speech Tasks 
The number of words correctly articulated were compared ,d th 
the scores achieved by the normal controls whose data was 
described earlier (see Appendix 8-1 for Michael and Caroline's 
responses at T2). Table 8.1 summarises the results. 
Table 8.1 - Nichael and Caroline's performance at T2 on imitation 
of real and nonwords, naming of real "ords and 
continuous speech conditions (% correct). 
lI.1ichael 90 46.7 
z= 1.6 -0.33 
p <0.05 NS 
Caroline 60 56.7 
z= 0.15 0.27 
p NS NS 
'\a.l1l1ng 
73.33 
1.04 
NS 
46.67 
-0.38 
NS 
i ;"" 
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Continuous 
Speech 
46.7 
-0.57 
NS 
43.33 
-0.76 
NS 
; Ii 
Hichael's ·persisting difficulty wi th the imitation of 
nonwords cannot be explained by lack of articulatory precision 
per se since he could imitate and name real words as well as the 
controls. Rather, breakdown prior to articulation at the level of 
auditory processing and sound segmentation was indicated. In 
addition, he made more lexicalisations at T2 than he had at Tl 
(scarecro .... -, television, castle, fire engine, crab, star and 
chj ps) . 
Caroline's persisting difficulty was on naming real words. 
As her imitation of real words was in line with the normal 
controls it seemed that hearing the target prior to producing it 
aided her articulatory performance. This suggested that her 
difficulties were 1n the generation of consistent motor 
programmes. Complex errors arose from her repeated attempts to 
get the word right. This implies that she was aware of the target 
words but unable to sequence and coordinate her articulatory 
output. Compared to Michael, there was greater evidence of vocal 
tract incoordination in her errors which may explain her more 
variable performance. 
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Both children still performed most poorly on the continuous 
speech condition. This may have resul ted from a lack of 
integration or "asynergy" of linguistic and articulatory levels 
(Crary and Towne 1984) . The story-telling task required the 
children not only to generate articulatory programmes but also to 
link these with phonology, syntax and semantics. Moreover, 
producing sentences is more taxing on the articulatory mechanism. 
Qualitative Analysis of Speech Errors 
The error classification which emerged from the data 
collected at T2 is presented in Appendix 8-2. A number of errors 
present at T1 were no longer observed at T2 (see Table 8.2). 
Table 8.2 - Michael and Caroline's speech errors (listed in error 
categories) present at T1 but not at T2. 
Syllable 
~t 1'\1'-'t UI'E" 
Weal\ cluster reduction 
Cluster replaced by /2/ 
Cluster assimilation 
Cluster omission 
Cluster reversal 
Syllable addition 
Substitution 
Stopping 
+ Dental 
Gliding 
r/l 
nasal/l 
Articulatory 
Coordination 
Vowels 
Denasal Intrusi ve 
+ Nasal Neutralised 
Nasal emission 
At T2 the children were better at producing clusters and 
coordinating the oral pharyngeal sphincter to control 
nasalisation in speech. There was therefore evidence of more 
articulatory maturity at T2. However, error types occurring under 
the category of Articulatory Coordination at T1 were still 
present at T2. 
To confirm that there had been progress 1n some levels of 
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speech developnent but not others, z scores were calculated to 
describe Michael and Caroline's performance (see Table 8.3). 
Table 8.3 - Nean error rate per category in Nichael and Caroline's 
speech at T2. 
Error Category Michael Caroline 
A. Syllable Structure 
Nean 4.67 5.0 
z 2.57 2.8 
p <0.005 <0.003 
B. Substitutions 
Mean 1.33 3.33 
z -0.21 0.44 
p NS NS 
C. Articulatory Incoordination 
Nean 2.29 4.29 
z -0.13 0.43 
p NS NS 
D. Articulatory Incoordination Affecting Syllable Structure 
Nean 2.33 8.0 
z 0.83 5.09 
p t\s <O,CiOOI 
In spite of improved Articulation Age both children still 
had difficulties at the syllable structure level. Their 
performance on this level was worse than at T1 (cf Table 5.4) 
",-'hen compared wi th the normal controls. This was particular ly 
true of Nichael. However, the number of errors attributable to 
substitution processes were not significantly different from 
those of the normal controls. Overall Michael had made more 
progress on articulatory coordination than had Caroline between 
T1 and T2. Therefore, although both Michael and Caroline were 
more articulatorily mature at T2, they still had a problem at a 
higher programming level which in the case of Caroline was 
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compounded by a 10Her level di fficul ty Hi th articulatory 
coordination. This affected syllable structure in particular. 
Their improved intelligibility at T2 HaS related more to general 
articulatory maturity than to improvement in specific syllable 
structure planning skills. 
Nunber of Errors per Word 
To examine Hhpther !'1ichael and Caroline still made more 
errors per Hord than the younger normally developing children 
matched on articulation age, the same error count procedure as at 
T1 HaS carried out (see Appendix 8.3). Table 8.4 summarises these 
results. 
Table 8.4 - ~lean number of errors per HOrd made by Michael 
and Caroline at T2 compared to normal controls. 
Real ~ords 
Jmi tl1tion 
Controls 
~lean 1. 21 1.24 
Range 1-1.83 0-1.85 
S.d. c>.~ O·'3G 
Hichael 
Hean 1.38 1.67 
Sd 0.81 0.59 
z- 0'S7 \. ,q p NOS r;s Caroline 
Mean 2.06 1. 75 
Sd 1.35 1.02 
z. 2-<;53 \. 42 
P c:.. 0 .ooz. NS 
Nom,lords 
Imitat iun 
1.28 
0-2 
Cl. h..:5 
1.5 
1.01 
o.~9 
t ;s 
2.1 
1.29 
\ . '2>3 
"'0·03, 
Continuous 
Speech 
1.28 
0-1. 75 
u·~\S 
1.19 
0.67 
-o-Z.s 
NS 
1. 76 
1.17 
\ - '2L> 
l-JS 
----------------------------------------------------------------
In contrast to T1 (cf Table 5.5), Michael's performance fell 
Hithin the normal range across all conditions but he did least 
Hell on nonword imitation. Caroline again did less Hell than the 
controls across all conditions, falling outside of the normal 
range on all but real HOrd imitation. Therefore, both children 
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had difficulty with the programming of nonwords but in additon 
Michael showed input phonology/lexical confusions when imitating 
nonwords. Eight of his responses were lexicalisations (scarecrow, 
scarf, television, castle, fire engine, crab, star, chips). In 
contrast, only three of Caroline's responses were lexicalisations 
(scarf, slipper, fire engine) but her added difficulty with 
output phollology at the level of articulatory coordination 
affected her general articulatory performance. 
Finally, Michael and Caroline's word specific knowledge was 
examined by calculating the number of words containing between 0 
and 8 errors (see Table 8.5). This showed that there was an even 
greater difference at T2 compared to Tl between the speech 
disordered chi1cil'en and Ilormal controls on the number of words 
1hClt they could prcx-Jurf"' p:'rfp ,:tl,- M'll (cf Table 5.6). As at TI, 
Michael and Caroline produced more words with a multiple error 
pattern than did the controls. 
Although more articulatorily mature by T2, Michael and 
Caroline's specific speech difficulties had not changed. Syllable 
structure planning was a persisting problem particularly ,{hen new 
words were being tackled. They still relied on word-specific 
knowledge to produce words correctly. These findings suggested 
that Michael and Caroline's persisting speech difficulties were 
not just the result of an articulatory problem per se but rather 
they arise at the levels of input phonology, programming and 
coordination. It follows that there would still be difficulties 
on auditory and segmentation tasks at T2. Further, any 
longstanding affect of these deficits on lexical development 
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should be apparent. 
Table 8.5 - The number of words containing between 0 and 8 
errors produced by Michael and Caroline and the normal 
controls on each condition at T2 (max = 30). 
*Lexicalisation responses were omitted from this 
articulatory analysis 
NAi"n~G 
Controls 
o 
Michael 22 
Caroline 14 
WORD INITATION 
Controls 2 
Michael 27 
Caroline 18 
*NON\oJORD IMITATION 
Controls 2 
Michael 15 
Carol im~ 17 
CO~1'fIl\ruous SPEECH 
Number of Errors per Word 
12345 
24 
7 
6 
23 
2 
6 
23 
5 
5 
6 
6 
5 
3 
5 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Controls 1 21 8 
I'1ichael 14 
Caroline 13 
13 
10 
3 
2 4 1 
Pl:l(IDux}ICAL ~ING 
6 7 8 
In addition to repeating the procedures carried out at TI, 
two further investigations were added. The first examined Michael 
and Caroline's written rhyme production and compared their 
perfonnance to Reading Age-matched control children. The second 
tested Michael and Caroline's sound blending skills. 
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AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION 
The complex nonword (ibikus/ikibus) auditory discrimination 
test administered to Michael and Caroline at Tl was repeated at 
T2. Both children were at ceiling when detecting same nonword 
pairs but performed less well when detecting different nonword 
pairs. On this condition Michael scored 88.9% and Caroline 96.3%. 
In c(")J1trast to Tl, both children were better than expected for 
thei r reading ages: f-1ichael performed at the level characteristic 
of Reading Age 8 years and Caroline at an estimated 10 year 
level. Furthermore, Michael and Caroline performed better than 
e);:pected for their articulation age on this test. 
The children had therefore improved on this test and were 
near eei ling at T2. Michael made four errors overall. He accepted 
loathisp/loathife, spobe/spade and reket/retek as the same and 
judged smihe/smike as different. He requested repetition of four 
items which he subsequently got right. Caroline only made one 
error kirivin/kirivim and only requested repetition of one item. 
These findings suggest that Michael but not Caroline has some 
persisting difficulty with input phonology. 
LEXICAL DECISION 
Given Nichael and Caroline's tendency to produce words on 
the nonword imitation test reported in Chapter 5, the 30 words 
and their matched nonwords (wasp/wesp, ducks/clacks) from 
Investigation 3 were randomised and presented auditorily as a 
lexical decision task. Michael and Caroline were asked to say if 
they heard a real word or a nonsense word. Michael falsely 
accepted sixteen of the nonwords, and Caroline falsely accepted 
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six (see Appendix 8-4). To investigate whether !-1ichael and 
Caroline still had a specific lexical difficulty in the auditory 
modali ty compared to reading age matched controls, the word 
versus nonword lexical decision task presented at T1 was 
repeated. 
Michael and Caroline's scores at T2 were converted to P(A) 
scores and compared with the normal controls from Tl (see Table 
8.6 and cf Table 6.G). Michael and Caroline detected real versus 
nonwords as well as the normal controls in the visual modal i ty. 
In contrast, both children performed less well in the auditory 
modality; CaroHne's score being significantly poorer than that 
of the normal controls. 
Table 8.6 - f'vlichael and Caroline's performance on word vs nonword 
detection in visual and auditory modalities at T2 
('ornpareo to Reading A.ge-matcheo controls 
(P(A.) scores!,Y.. correct). 
Reading 
Age 
Visual Auditory 
-------------------------------------------------------
Controls 7 :00-7: 10 
Mean 83.89 97.11 
Range 38-100 89-100 
Michael 7:08 
Score 99 96 
z 0.84 -0.34 
p NS NS 
Controls 8:00-9:09 
Mean 97 98.44 
Range 88-100 95-100 
Caroline 8:03 
Score 98 94 
z 0.26 -2.29 
p NS <0.01 
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Thus, although Nichctel 's perfOrrIJ[UlCe on the 
lexicnl decision task had improved between Tl and T2, both 
children presented ~'ith a persisting auditory lexical difficulty. 
RHYME 
RHYME DETECTION 
The rhyme detection test comprising semantic and 
alliterati"Ve distractors from Investigation 6 was repeated at T2 
in both auditoey and "V:isual modalities. Nichael made three 
alliterative errors on the pjcture presentation of the test and 
no errors ~'hen items were presented auditorily. Although his 
performance on the picture presentation test was only at Reading 
Age equi"Valent of 5 years 10 months, his pattern of errors at T2 
was more like the normal controls than at T1 when he had made 
semantic errors (see Table 6.7). Caroline made no errors in 
either modality at T2. Thus, both children had made progress with 
their rhyme detection skills and were at ceiling on this test at 
T2. 
RHYME PRODUCTION 
Hichael and Caroline were asked to produce rhyming strings 
to the words presented at T1 (see Appendix 8-5). At T2 the 
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accuracy of their rhyming responses had dramatically increased 
(see Table 8.7) 
Table 8.7 - Percentage of correct first response and of correct 
total responses made by Michael and Caroline at T2 
compared to younger normal children. 
First Response Total Response 
Nichael 
% Correct 80 86.67 
z 0.9 1.16 
p NS NS 
Caroline 
% Correct 80 69.84 
z 0.9 0.68 
p NS NS 
Michael had reduced his overall number of responses and ,,"'as 
more 1 il\(: the normal controls in this respect than at T1. He 
produced an average of 2.25 words per item (z=0.22). In contrast, 
Caroline had increased her number of responses to an average of 
3.15 per item (z=1.0) and she had more difficulty in maintaining 
a rhJwir~ string than in producing a rhJwing word on the first 
response. Even though both children were better than normal six 
year olds in their overall number of correct rhyming responses at 
T2, a qualitative error analysis revealed that their pattern of 
errors was similar to that at T1 (see Figure 8.1 and cf Figure 
6.2) . 
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Figure 8.1 - Histograms to show distribution of rhyme, semantic, 
alliterative, other and no responses made by Michael 
and Caroline at T2 compared to normal six year olds. 
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Unlike the normal children, Michael and Caroline made no 
alliterative error responses and their predominant error type was 
"other". This was particularly true of Caroline. Michael only 
made one semantic error (WOOL/sheep). The remainder of his errors 
were the result of feature changes (MAP/cat, COMB/moan). He would 
not always retain the target long enough to produce rhyming 
strings and was easily distracted by similar sounding lexical 
items. He had however made progress since T1 and had moved into a 
"fine tuning stage" of rhyme production. 
Caroline's persisting articulatory difficulties, 
particularly with vowels and semi vowel s, militated against her 
producing rhyming responses successfully. For example, groping 
for articulatory postures was evident in the following: WOOL/wiu, 
wiulloou, will, dill, bill; IRON/ilen, farlin [filing], narlin 
[nylon]. The majority of her errors was due to feature change 
(BED/net, led, reck, ret). 
Thus, Michael and Caroline were still experiencing 
difficulties with rhyme production at T2. 
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WRI'ITEN RHYME DE'l'ECl'ION 
As at Tl, Michael and Caroline were presented with a test 
sheet of twenty items. Each i tern comprised three words, two of 
which rhymed and the third was a distractor. Half of the i terns 
were regular (mop map pop) and half were irregular (sew new no). 
On this occasion, both children scored better than expected 
given their reading ages. Michael's score of 85% "''as equivalent 
to that ex-pected at Reading Age of 9 years 10 months and 
Caroline's score of 90% was equivalent to a 10 year 4 month 
level. Nichael and Caroline made no errors on the regular word 
condition. On the irregular items, Michael scored 70% and 
Caroline scored 80%. This improvement on the irregular h'ord 
condition suggested that both children had improved their sight 
vocabulary - a change which was not reflected in their reading 
attainment ages at T2, "'Then Michael in particular demonstrated 
\,pry 1 j t t Ie change in hi s read ing age as measured b:.c the Schone 11 
reCidi ng test. 
WRI'ITEN RHYME PRODUCTION IN NORMAL AND SPEECH DISORDERED CHILDREN 
INVESTIGATION 6D 
To investigate rhyme production further at T2, the children 
were ash-ed to produce "'Ti tten rhyming strings to the twent:.' words 
used in the spoken rhyme production task reported in Chapter 4. 
The words comprised ten regular (hat, map) and ten irregular 
(comb, heart) words that were randomly presented in a written 
list format. 
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Subjects 
Fifty-seven normally developing children (25 ooys and 32 
gir Is) comprised the normal sample. The children ranged in age 
from 7 years to 9 years 10 months. Their Schonell Reading Ages 
were in the range of 5 years 9 months to 11 years 10 months. All 
attended the same Birmingham primary school and none were 
recei ving remedial help or speech therapy. 
Procedure 
The test was administered in the classroom to one quarter of 
the group at a time. The children were prepared to playa rhyming 
game. Examples of rhyming pairs and strings to common words were 
gi ven verbally and then written on the ooard. The test sheet "''as 
handed out to each child and the two practice items were 
completed one by one with help from the experimenter. 
The children were then instructed to complete the test sheet 
without help. They were told to write as many rhyming words as 
they could by the side of each word on the sheet. They were not 
to rush through the items but if they got stuck they should move 
on to the next word. The sheets were collected in only when 
everyone had finished (see Appendix 8-6a for data sample). 
Four scores were calculated: a) percentage of first response 
correct, b) percentage of total rhyme responses correct, c) 
percentage of correct responses on the regular word condition and 
d) percentage of correct responses on the irregular word 
condition. In addition, the mean number of responses per item was 
recorded. 
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Results and Discussion 
The performance of the normal children (as measured by the 
above four scores) correlated with reading age (see Table 8.8) 
Table 8.8 - Spearman's rho correlations between reading age and 
percentage of correct rhyme responses (normal 
children) • 
% Correct r p 
First response 0.5 <0.01 
Total response 0.51 <0.01 
Regular Words 0.4 <0.05 
Irregular Words 0.54 <0.01 
Michael and Caroline's responses are presented in Appendix 
8-6b. According to these data, Michael's scores on the first 
response (60%) and total number of rhyming responses (58.82%) 
were 1n line ~'i th his actual Reading Age of 7 years 8 months. 
Se}:larate examination of the regular and irregular word 
conditions, however, showed that he was far better at prcxiucing 
rhy~e strings to regular words (100% correct) than to irregular 
words (13.04% correct). Michael clearly understocxi the principles 
of rhyme and applied them without question. All of his written 
errors were due to orthographic rather than sound matching 
(WooL/dool, 1001, bool; FOUR/dour, lour, mour; HEAR'I'/deart; 
IRON/l iron ) . 
In contrast, Caroline's performance was above that expected 
for her Reading Age of 8 years 3 months on all four measures: 
percentage of first response correct was 75%, percentage of total 
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rhymes correct ~~s 76.36%, percentage of rhyme responses correct 
on the regular word condition ~~s 94.12% and percentage of rh)me 
responses on the irregular word condition was 47.62%. Unlike 
Michael, few of her errors were orthographic matches. She was 
distracted by the final consonant of the target on two occasions 
(SHELL/fall, tail; WOOL/loo, do) and prcx:luced an intrusive final 
consonant on another occasion (SEW/bowl). There was a stress 
confusion (TRO\"liion, nylon) and a mixed response of feature 
change, matching of final and initial consonant on articulatory 
place, followed by an alliteration (CXl'ffi/phone, door, dawn). 
Thus, the predominance of orthographic errors in Michael's 
data suggested that he was relying on visual cues to produce 
rh)ming words rather than attempting sound processing. In 
contrast, Caroline's errors showed that she was attempting 
phonological processing although not always successfully. Even on 
this "silent" test of rhyme production, her problematic speech 
output affected her performance. 
SOUND BLENDING 
Another facet of phoneme manipulation is the ability to 
blend sounds once they have been segmented. Michael and Caroline 
had long standing difficulties with sound blending and had 
received extra help with this from both their remedial teachers 
and speech therapist. Sound blending skills were therefore 
examined systematically at T2. 
Given Michael and Caroline's articulatory difficulties, it 
was felt important to separate out their ability to blend sounds 
"silently" and verbally. First, the children were asked to detect 
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the written form of words presented in a segmented form verbally 
by the ex~rimenter and then later to verbally produce the words 
from the same segmented stimuli. Second, their verbal sound 
blending skills on real and nonword stimuli was compared since 
segmentation of nonwords had proved more problematic for them on 
earlier investigations. 
1. "Silent" vs Verbal Sound Blending 
Design and Materials 
1\-'elve single syllable word~s whose anagrams 
another real word (pram/ramp, slot/lots) were selected for the 
silent sound blending task. The children Here presented 
audi torily h'i th the segments of a Hord (p-r-a-m) and asked to 
identify the target (pram) from a choice of three Hritten ,,'ords. 
One of the distractors h'as the anagram of the target (ramp) while 
the other ,.;as simi lar in sound to the target. Six of these 
~,imilar sounding distractors h'ere the result of changing the 
\-owel in the target to produce another real word (pram/prim, 
loaflleaf) and six were the result of changing the final 
consonant (slot/slop, boHl/bone). The position of the target, 
anagram distractor and sound distractor was varied across the 
items. For the production task only the target words were 
presented for sound blending. 
Procedure 
Michael and Caroline were presented with the sound blending 
detection test sheet (see Appendix 8-7). Their attention h~ 
drawn to practice item one. They were told that the ex~rimenter 
Hould say the sounds of one of the words written in front of 
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them. They were to look carefully at all three words and then to 
circle the one that the experimenter was saying. Help was given 
if necessary on the practice items to ensure that the children 
understood the task. On the test items only one repetition of the 
stimulus was allowed by request. 
The production task ~~s presented on a separate occasion. 
The children were told to listen carefully to the sounds of a 
word spol;;en by the ex-perimenter and then to say the ,",'0 I'd in full. 
Again help was given with the practice items and the children 
wert' allowed one repetition of the test items by request. The 
responses were transcribed phonetically at the time and checked 
with an audio recording later (see Appendix 8-8). 
Results and Discussion 
On the silent sound blending test Michael made no errors and 
Caroline only one anagram error involving a nasal cluster 
(sang/snag). In contrast, both children found the prcx:luction task 
difficult. Michael made two errors. One on PRAN where he searched 
for the lexical item. His first response was that it did not make 
a word. He then attempted "prom" and "promp". Finally, he 
informed the experimenter that "we call it a pushchair"! His 
other error was on SANG when he produced the letter names "S-A-I-
M" and pronounced it as "spring". 
Caroline scored poor lyon the production test. Only one 
error showed a simple blending difficulty (SENT/s-e-n-t, snet). 
The remainder were compounded by intrusive articulations and an 
inability to repeat the target consistently prior to sound 
blending (LUNP/l-u-l-p, lup; roTS/poter, potsel; SANG/s-a-zn-g, 
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sigger, slag) . Furthennore, her inaccurate articulations 
militated aginst successful lexical access (BUST/b-u-s-t, busst, 
basket). Table 8.9 summarises Michael and Caroline's performance 
on the "silent" and verbal sound blending subtests. 
Table 8.9 - Michael and Caroline's performance on silent 
detection and verbal sound blending of one syllable 
HOrdS at T2 (% correct) . 
Detection Production 
:1ichael 100 83.33 
Caroline 91.67 41.67 
Thus, both 1'1ichael and Caroline understood the principle of 
sound blending but were unable to blend sounds verbally into 
word..s because of articulatory difficulties. As might be predicted 
given her performancf' on earlier articulatory tasl;;s, verbal smmd 
blending was particularly difficult for Caroline. Furthennore, as 
her faulty articulation often caused her to access a different 
word from the target, a lexical difficulty was occurring. 
\of ord and Nonword Sotmd Blending 
Design and Materials 
In the first of these tasks, the children were asked to 
produce two and three syllable real words and nonwords in 
response to the ex~rimenter's production of their segmented 
syllable fonn (tea-cher, po-ta-to). The real words were familiar 
to the children and the nonwords were devised by changing the 
consonants but keeping the stress pattern of the real word (pea-
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sher, bo-ka-ko). there were six words per condition (real words 
and nonwords of 1 and 2 syllables) giving a total of 24 test 
items (see Appendix 8-9a). 
Second, the children were asked to produce single syllable 
words to the ex~rimenter's production of their segmented sound 
form (g-o, p-e-n). The words contained between two and five 
sounds and the four and five sound condition involved consonant 
clusters (plate, stamp) . The nonwords were devised by the same 
procedure as above (ko, sen, klate, spamp). There were six words 
for each condition (real words and nonwords of 2, 3, 4 and 5 
sounds) giving a total of 48 test items (see Appendix 8.9b). 
Procedure 
Michael and Caroline were prepared to hear the ex~rimenter 
say "bits of a word" and then they were to produce the word in 
full. They were told that some of the words would be real words 
and thai somp wouJd [>e nonsense hords. At the beginning of each 
condition they were told if the following six words would be real 
or nonsense. Real and nonword conditions were alternated. The 
responses were transcribed in phonetic script at the time and 
checked with an audiorecording later (see Appendix 8-9b). 
Results and Discussion 
In the syllable blending tasks, Michael and Caroline 
synthesized real words easily but they had specific difficulty 
when required to blend nonwords (see Table 8.10). 
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Table 8.10 - Michael and Caroline's performance on syllable 
blending of real and nonwords at T2 (% correct). 
Two Syllables Three Syllables 
Real Words Nonwords Real Words Nonwords 
Michael 100 33.33 100 16.67 
Caroline 100 33.33 100 33.33 
A spedfic difficulty Fith nonwords l-.'aS also evident in the 
sound blending condition (see Figure 8.2). Michael achieved some 
success blending 2-4 sounds into real words but performed less 
well on nom..'ord..s. Caroline was particularly poor on this task and 
l-.'as therefore not given the 5-sound condition. Blending simple 
was tortuous for her and she was hampered by 
articulatory inconsistencies (FUP/fekup, fe-up, ferp-up, ferp an 
up, ferp). Her \-ariable art iculation resulted in accessing a 
1!1lmh"r of ] '-":1 (':11 p():-;~i hi 1 i ties i II the rO<1"1 ,yord condi ti rm 
(S\,'EEP/s'.Jcet, Sh'ert, squawl;;, sheep; LAt'lP/lock, lam, lap, lamb, 
lamp) . 
In summary, both f'1ichael and Caroline e:,.,.-peri enced 
difficulties at the level of sound rather than syllable blending. 
Moreover, their difficulty was most pronounced when nonword 
blending was required. Furthermore, their errors had lexical 
repercussions in that words other than the target were accessed 
as a result of their articulatory difficulties. This was 
particularly so in the case of Caroline. 
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Figure 8.2 - Michael and Caroline's performance on sound blending 
of words and nonwords of increasing length 
(2-5 sounds) at T2 (% correct). 
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In summary, the investigations of Michael and Caroline's 
phonological processing at T2 confirmed that they were still 
unable to tackle unfamiliar material such as nonwords in the 
auditory modality particularly when a verbal response was 
required. Overall, they performed up to or above their reading 
ages on real word tasks presented within the visual modality. 
They had specific difficulty with sound segmentation and blending 
tasks which affected the successful analysis and assembly of 
novel material for which they had no well practised motor 
pattern. Furthermore, they were unable to take advantage of 
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lexical facilitation on this task because they lacked specificity 
of phonological representations. This specific difficulty was 
further hampered by an attentional deficit in Michael's case. 
Caroline was more at risk for a lexical difficulty because her 
inconsistent articulatory output led her away from the target. 
Given these findings it is predicted that Michael and Caroline 
will have developed minimal alphabetic skills for reading and 
spelling. 
READING SKILLS 
Letter Knowledge 
At T1 it was noted that Michael and Caroline had difficulty 
with letter sOlll1ds on a grapheme-phoneme conyersion task. As this 
di fficul ty may have been compolll1ded by their articulatory 
problems particularly in consonant blends, it 'I<.'8.S decided to 
compare thpir "silent" and verbal performance on this task. For 
the "silent ,. task, that is phoneme-grapheme conversion, letter 
names and SOW-Ids were given verbally to the children for them to 
transcribe (see Appendix 8-10). 
Both children were perfect at transcribing letters when 
given their letter names verbally by the ex-perimenter. When asked 
to name letters from a sheet of graphemes, Michael only made one 
error and Caroline was perfect. However, they still had 
difficulties with letter sounds. Michael produced 20/26 letter 
sounds correctly from the grapheme presentation but could write 
25/26 to dictation. The opposite pattern occurred with consonant 
blends - he verbally produced more (18/24) than he could write 
dmm (9/24) . In fact, he did not transcribe any three element 
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blends, for example "spl". Caroline produced 19/26 letter sounds 
correctly and wrote 22/26 to dictation. In contrast to Michael, 
she ~~s able to ~Tite do~n more consonant blends to dictation 
(18/24) than she could produce verbally from grapheme 
presentation (12/24). Table 8.11 summarises the results. 
Table 8. 11 - Michael and Caroline's performance on verbal 
produrtion of letter namRS and sounds from the 
letter st imulu<=: (grapheme-phoneme conversion) and 
on ',-ri tten production following a verbal stimulus 
(phoneme-grapheme comrers ion) at T2 (% correct) . 
Letter Name Letter Sound 
Single CC blend CCC blend 
Hichael 
Grapheme->Phoneme 96.2 76.9 84.2 40 
Phoneme->Grapheme 100 96.15 47.37 0 
Caroline 
Grapheme->Phoneme 100 73.1 52.6 40 
Phoneme->Grapheme 100 84.62 84.21 40 
The results are in keeping ~'i th previous findings. Nei ther 
child is proficient at abstracting sounds from letters. Nichael's 
input phonology and sound segmentation difficulties prevent him 
from analysing consonant blends when verbally presented for 
dictation even though he is able to ~Tite do~n single sounds 
successfully. Caroline's persisting difficulties with output 
phonology militate against her producing accurate verbal 
responses on the grapheme-phoneme conversion task. 
Reading Strategies 
r-lichael and Caroline were again asked to read the 31 
regular, 31 irregular and 31 nonwords presented at T1 (see 
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Appendix 8.11 for data corpus). At T2 the regularity effect was 
apparent (see Table 8.12). Michael and Caroline's performance was 
not significantly different from that of the controls (range 7:0 
to 7: 3) . 
Table 8.12 - Michael and Caroline's performance on tests of 
regular and irregular word reading at T2 
compared with Reading Age controls (% correct). 
Regular 
RA Control 
(7:0-7:3) 55.65 
Range: 29.03-90.32 
Hichael 48.14 
z -0.4 
p NS 
Caroline 70.37 
z 0.81 
p NS 
Irregular 
31.45 
9.68-70.97 
25.8 
-0.34 
NS 
48.38 
1.01 
NS 
Regulari t;v 
Effect 
24.2 
22.34 
21.99 
By T2, t'lichael and Caroline were able to read some nonwords. 
HOhTever, 1'1ichael did less well than Reading Age controls although 
Caroline's performance fell ~vi thin the normal range (see Table 
8.13). 
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Table 8.13 - Michael and Caroline's nonword reading at T2 
compared to Reading Age controls (% correct). 
One syllable Two syllable 
RA/Control: 49.9 29.75 
Range: 16-84 0-75 
Michael: 26.32 16.67 
z -1.24 -0.54 
p NS NS 
Caroline: 57.89 .n .67 
z 0.42 0.5 
p NS NS 
Thus, in the four years that had elapsed between T1 and T2, 
Michael had developed some alphabetic skill. However, his ability 
to read nom,-ords was still much worse than that of reading age 
matched controls. Caroline had done somewhat better and her 
nonh'ord reading ,,-as in line with her reading age level. 
Qualitative Analysis of Reading Errors 
Nichael and Caroline's reading errors were classified as at 
T1. Resul ts are shmm in Figure 8.3 for comparison wi th Figure 
7.1. Taking Michael's word data first, it can be seen that the 
majority of his errors, some 62.1%, were still visually based. 
However, fewer were logographic than at T1 (ORGAN/orange, 
BO\\'L/blow) and a greater number fell into the lexical sounding 
category suggesting use of lexical analogies (SPADE/spaghetti or 
spam, TONGUE/tonight) . Importantly, the proportion of 
unsuccessful sound attempt errors had slightly decreased 
(CASK/Lkos ·ko.l:::j 'K-Db] ; BREATH;1PrE-F'brUJ brEcSJ ). Finally, two 
of Michael's errors were regularisations (GLOVE/ [:lL~'\.rv) 
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SHOVEl [5 81.5 + a1 
BISCUIT/biscuits). 
and two were derivational (FILM/films, 
Figure 8.3 - Distribution of Michael and Caroline's reading 
errors at T2 (Logo - Logographic, LexSd - Lexical 
Sounding, Reg - Regularisation, USA - Unsuccessful 
Sound Attempt, Deriv - Derivation, Sem - Semantic, 
UAA - Unsuccessful Analogy Attempt). 
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Caroline made a similar number of visually based errors at 
T2 as at Tl. (44.5% vs 39.2%). However, at T2 all of her visual 
errors were on irregular words. She no longer made a greater 
number of unsuccessful sound attempts (GLOBE/ O<Q' Ll\b kd'lob] , 
COLONEL/ [kLDk 'kLAk klanu] ) than visual errors (logographic -
OOVE/drove, THIMBLE/tumble; lexical sounding - TONGUE/tangerine, 
STEADY/staring) suggesting an improvement in her use of grapheme-
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phoneme correspondences. She also produced two regularisations 
(LOSER/loss, losser; WAND/rand) and one derivational error 
(MIXTURE/mix, mixt) . There were no semantic errors and her 
unsuccessful attempts at analogy were also reduced (ORGANI(D~i:3J, 
not orange butL~2>~nJ; LE'ITUCE/letter, not letter,futt'·~'lSl). 
Turning now to the attempts made to pronounce nonwords, the 
majority of Michael's errors (55.76%) were lexicalisations. For 
example, he read RASK as risk, SWAD as swan, DRINCE as darts, and 
KISCUIT as kissed. In contrast, Caroline only made two 
lexicalisations; DRINCE/dice, SPAKE/spike). The majority of her 
errors (over 90%) were unsuccessful sound attempts 
(l~GAN;[v.n·~ 'h"&f\Sf'al.f\]' PEJvK)N,{f'am pab"J, SOSERAS~~ '"3a'\rhs'sa-u£;], 
WOLT ,fwu+ 'wuf '1s\:~ '\.u~d]) . 
These data were compared with the errors made by the 10\, 
Reading Age dyslexic children studied by Snow ling. Stackhouse and 
Rack (1986). Michael's performance was more like that of the 
dyslexic children than was Caroline's. His 62.1% of visual errors 
were similar in number to those made by the dyslexics (69%-75%) 
and he made a similar number of unsuccessful sound attempts (25%-
29%) too. In contrast, Caroline still made fewer visual errors 
than the dyslexics (44.5%) but a greater number of unsuccessful 
sound attempts than their 37.5% even though her Reading Age was 
actually above that of the children who comprised this comparison 
group. 
Thus, Michael had reduced the number of unsuccessful sound 
attempts he made between T1 and T2. This may be associated with 
his improved articulatory performance. 
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However, because of a lack of alphabetic competence he needed to 
rely on visual skills to support his reading and spelling. The 
predominance of visually based errors may be the result of an 
overloading of his visual system. Caroline's fewer visual errors 
suggested that she was not as reliant as Michael on visual skills 
for reading but her persisting articulatory groping for targets 
prevented successful synthesis of unfamiliar words. 
Silent Reading Tests 
Col theart' s ( 1980) homophone matching test was 
readministered at T2. Again Michael performed at chance level on 
this test but Caroline had improved to a 70% accuracy level on 
both real ru1d nonwords. These results suggest that Michael was 
still w1able to use phoneme-grapheme rules but Caroline, in 
contrast, had improved her phonological processing skills even 
though her articulatory difficulties were more severe than 
Michael's at T2. 
In summary, follow up after some four years revealed only a 
slight improvement in Michael and Caroline's alphabetic skill 
when reading. The improvement was greater in Caroline's case; she 
could read nom.;rords to some extent and applied phonic knowledge 
in a silent reading test. Michael's use of alphabetic skills had 
improved less; he continued to use visual strategies when 
reading, his nonword reading remained poor and he made 
predominantly visual reading errors. On the basis of these 
results it was predicted that Caroline's ability to spell 
phonetically would have progressed more than that of Michael. 
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SPELLING SKILLS 
Syllable Length 
The one, two and three syllable real words from T1 were 
readrninistered (see Table 8.14 for error corpus). Both children 
were now perfect at transcribing the initial consonant of the 
words but still had di fficult ies representing the correct number 
of syllables. Caroline made the most improvement on the former 
(only 76.7% correct at T1) and !-lichael on the latter. He 
represented the correct syllable structure 57.9% of the time 
(compared to 45% at Tl). 
At T1 it had been more fitting to compare Michael and 
Caroline's performance with the lo~' Reading Age dyslexics (see 
Table 7.5) reported by Snowling, Stackhouse and Rack (1986), but 
on this occasion their perform.mce was more in keeping with that 
of Reading Age-matched controls in terms of accuracy. However, 
qualitative differences still emerged. Table 8.15 shows the 
number of words spelled correctly, phonetically and 
nonphonetically. In contrast to the normal controls, Nichael and 
Caroline's spelling errors were predominantly nonphonetic with 
the exception of one of Michael's attempts which was phonetic 
(CDLLAR/lwler). As at Tl very few of their errors fell into the 
immature category. Michael made three of these (BUMP/bup, 
FtJPPY/pupe, POLISH/plish) and Caroline made two (POLISH/plash, 
CDLLAR/ cl ) • 
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Table 8.14 - Michael and Caroline's spellings of one, two and 
three syllable words at T2 (+ = correct). 
Syllables Michael Caroline 
One:-
pet + + 
lip + + 
rap + + 
fish + + 
sack + + 
tent + tenret 
trap + + 
bump bup + 
nest + nets 
bank bark + 
Two:-
apple + + 
puppy pupe puppus 
packet pack + 
trumpet tuper trump 
kitten cipt + 
traffic traffer + 
collar coler ('1 
tulip + trumlup 
polish plish plash 
finger fling + 
Three:-
membership miship + 
cigarette sicerk somke cigettare 
catalogue catlong + 
September septmber + 
adventure Addever atforch 
understand under stand unstander 
contented con tenter ktened 
refreshment read fash me refreshed 
instructed intaimp instaranded 
umbrella unnpt umburan 
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Table 8.15 - Nlmiber of words (rnax=10) spelled correctly (C), 
phonetically (P) and nonphonetically (NP) in 1, 2, 
and 3 syllable words by Michael and Caroline 
compared to Reading Age controls. 
One Syllable Two Syllable 
C P NP C P NP 
Three Syllable 
C P NP 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
t>Uchael : 8 0 2 3 1 6 1 0 9 
Controls: 7.75 2.45 1.58 1.83 4.42 3.75 1.42 1.33 7.25 
(6: 11/7: 5) 
Caroline 8 0 2 5 0 5 3 0 7 
Controls: 8.62 6.5 3.57 
(8:3) 
Michael's nonphonetic errors were not as perseverative as at 
T1. This time he reduced syllables (ClGARETTE/sicerk, 
NEI'IDERSHIP/miship, UMBRELLA/urmpt) , had sound intrusions and 
substitutions (FINGER/fling, BA1\'Klbark) and again transcribed 
exaggerated articulation of sounds during the segmentation 
process by "er" (CONTENTED/contenter, TRAFFIC/traffer, 
TRUNPET /tuper) . He also adopted the strategy used by Caroline at 
Tl of spelling by word components. He did this on three occasions 
(CATAlDCrtJE/catlong , ADv~/addever, REFRESHr-~/read fash 
met) . 
Caroline, however had abandoned this word-component strategy 
completely by T2. She reduced syllables ( TRUMPET/trump, 
U!'IDRELLA/umburan) , and had sound intrusions (PUPpy /puppus , 
TULIP /trumlip) , substitutions (ADVENTURE/atforch, 
REFRESHr-~/refreshed) and omissions (OONTENTED/ktend) . Unlike 
Michael, she added syllables on two occasions (TENT /tenret, 
INSTRUCTED/instarended), and had sequencing difficulties 
(1\~ST/nets, CIGARETTE/cigettare, UNDERSTA~TI/unstander). 
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Thus, Michael and Caroline had improved their spelling to 
some extent but they remained deficient ln the use of 
phonological strategies. 
Orthographic Representation 
!'1ichae 1 and Caroline ","ere again presented with a test of 
recognising correct spelling versus their own spelling errors 
(see Appendix 8-12). Michael had perfect recognition of one and 
two syllable words but was still at chance on three syllable 
words (50%). He accepted his own error as correct on three 
occasions (REFRESHMEN1/readfashmet, CATALOGL~/catlong, 
COt-..'TENTED/contenter) and a phonetic spelling on two occasions 
(CIGARFITE/siguret, Ul'ffiRELLA/umbeller). Caroline was perfect on 
one and three syllahle HOrdS but accepted two of her 0"''I1 errors 
on b..-o syllable words (TRtJMPET/trump, TlJLIP/trumlip). 
Although both childen had improved, they were still 
accepting errors as correct indicating that they were not able to 
monitor their spelling performance particularly on longer words. 
They shm,'ed a persisting dissociation bet",'een recognition and 
production skills which is not typical of normal development 
(Bradley and Bryant 1979, Frith and Frith 1980). 
Regularity 
Nichael and Caroline were asked to spell the regular and 
irregular words that they had read correctly at T2 (see Appendix 
8-13). Nichael spelled 23% of the regular words and 50% of the 
irregular words correctly. In contrast, Caroline spelt more 
regular words (63.2%) than irregular words (40%) correctly. This 
regulari ty effect in Caroline's performance suggested that unlike 
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!-1ichael, she was able to use and take advantage of phoneme-
grapheme conversions. 
Thus, these findings support the notion that even at T2 
r-1ichael was able to use very little alphabetic skill. He was more 
relim1t on word-specific information than h~S Caroline who showed 
a normal regularity effect. 
Lexicality 
The spelling of words and nonwords was repeated at T2. This 
time Michael and Caroline were able to attempt all of the items. 
The data are presented in Table 8.16. Michael's spelling of real 
words had not improved between Tl and T2 (cf Table 7.7). He 
scored 13.3% at T2 compared to 16.7% at T1. This made his 
performance roughl~- eqldvalent to 1:1 Spelljng Age of 6 years 7 
months. In contrast, Caroline had improved her spelling of real 
h'ords from 38.5% to 63.3% giving her a Spelling Age equivalent of 
10 years 1 month. It was still the case that neither child could 
spell nonwords. Michael's one correct spelling (l-.'esp) may ha\-e 
occurred by chance and Caroline again scored zero in spite of her 
improved real word spelling ability. 
Qualitative Analysis 
To examine qualitative changes in their spelling strategies, 
the data l-.~S examined further for initial and final error 
transcription and syllable structure (see Table 8.17). Michael 
had difficulties on real and nonwords while Caroline's main 
problem was with nonwords indicating that she h~S accessing her 
representation of real words for spelling more efficiently than 
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Hichael. 
Table 8.16 - Michael and Caroline's spellings of words and 
nonwords from Investigation 2 at T2 (+ = correct). 
Real Words Nonwords 
Michael Caroline !-1ichae1 Caroline 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
nest + + nust nat nesit 
spider + + spoder spade sprJde 
wasp ,"-"ars weep wesp + swipt 
ducks drus + dacks deas duciks 
biscuits bisecet biscuIts baskoits bast baskat 
snowman + + snimon sned sumiy 
scarecrow scerwar scracroh' scercray scercower scrowcrak 
scarf seerfary + scarth scerful scraps 
slipper spely + slepper sitp slopper 
caravan cavan carvan cirivin carvain kavon 
television televistian + tolovusion televintion tolevision 
dragon drager + drigon drugeds grodon 
treasure trase treseasure trisure teued troeaser 
castle castter caslter custle catter kaslte 
fireengine firenegel firengian farangine firenigtg forengian 
bucket bug + bickut biup bitup 
spade spad + spode spoud scop 
crab cr3h crub creh carde craup 
star stair + stee steel skir 
kite kit + koit cout clat 
burglar bulg brubge barglee bulle brelev 
rocket Rock + recket relt recokn 
guitar grilter guilte gator gart gadin 
rollerskate Rolls rolly skate rallyscote relleral wrast 
motorbike morthbicye + mitiboke imbout bibota 
basket bastit + beskat bastcat bscuk 
pencil peni 1 pecni 1 + pinsel pieint pencil 
chips chirp + chups chush chislp 
chocolate choctlik + chicilote shillops ckulop 
orange orangI' + erange ellamsh eran 
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Table 8.17 - Michael and Caroline's transcription of initial 
consonants, final consonants and syllable number in 
words and nom.ords at T2 compared to a Spelling Age 
control of mean 8:4 (range 7:8 to 9:0) (% errors). 
Michael Caroline Controls 
Initial Consonant 
Real word 0 0 0.83 
Nonword 6.9 16.67 0 
Final Consonant 
Real word 57.69 18.18 0.83 
Nonword 68.97 63.33 3.33 
Syllable Number 
Real word 19.23 9.09 1.11 
Nonword 48.28 16.67 2.94 
To establish if Michael and Caroline had moved into a 
different phase of spelling development at T2, their errors were 
classified into phonetic, semiphonetic and nonphonetic (see 
Figurr- 8.-1). The· trt'nd in the pnt.tern of their errors was 
identical to that seen at Tl (cf Figure 7.3): no phonetic errors, 
fe\,; semiphonetic and a majority of nonphonetic spellings. Even in 
normal beginner spellers, nonphonetic errors were not the most 
dominant and phonetic spelling was emerging. Michael and Caroline 
have therefore increased their spelling age on standardised 
tests, albeit Ii ttle, without improving alphabetic spelling 
skills. 
Qualitatively, only one of Michael's nonphonetic renderings 
for a real word was unclassifiable (SCARF/seerfary) but on 
nonwords the largest error subgroup (33.33%) defied analysis 
(MITlBOKE/imbout, CHIClLOTE/shillops). Sequencing errors 
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Figure 8.4 - Percentage of Nichael and Caroline's Phonetic, 
Semi phonetic and NonPhonetic spellings in real and 
nonwords at T2 compared to spelling age controls. 
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dominated (28.57%) his word spelling (SLIPPER/spely, 
BlRGLAR/bulg) but these were few (7.41) in his nonword spelling. 
Sotmd deletion was common in both word (19.04%) and nonword 
(22.22%) spelling (NUST/nat) but syllable deletion was more 
common in word ( 19 . 05%) than nonword (7.41%) spelling 
(CARAVAN/cavan, ROCKET/rock). Sound substitutions were also 
common in both word (19.05%) and nonwords (14.82%), for example 
TREASURE/trase, REKET /rel t. 
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At T2, Caroline only made one "word-component" spelling 
error (SKERCRAY / scrowcrack). Only one word (BURGLAR/brubge) and 
three nonwords were illlclassifiable (SNlt-VN/sumiy, BARGLY/brelev, 
MITIBOKE/bibota). The majority of her errors on words had 
intrusive sOilllds (TREASURE/treseasure, BISCUIT/biscuIts, 
SCARECROW/scracrow). Nonword spelling errors comprised sequencing 
difficulties (DRIGON/grodon), intrusive sOilllds (KOIT/klat), or a 
combination of these (WESF/swipt, CHUPS/chislp). Syllable and 
sOlmd deletion (KIRIVIN/kavon, BASKOITS/baskat) as well as sound 
substitution was noted (BIKlIT/bitup, GATOR/gadin). 
Thus, the total absence of phonetic spelling in the errors 
collected from Hichael and Caroline and the persisting tendency 
to make nonphonetic errors indicated a serious phonological 
disability. However, their level of spelling performance (the 
number of words they could spell) had increased in absolute 
terms. Thj s suggests t.hat ~lichael and Caroline were folloldng an 
atypical course of development and not progressing through the 
normal phases of spelling development based on the development of 
alphabetic skills. They could either access word-specific 
spellings or not. When they could not, they were illlable to use 
phonological strategies for spelling and therefore their attempts 
were different from younger normally developing children. 
Speech and Spelling 
The imitation and spelling responses produced to the targets 
mentioned above were analysed as at T1 (see Appendix 8-14). 
Michael imitated the real words better than at T1 but showed no 
improvement when spelling these. There was minimal improvement in 
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his imitation of nom"ords and he was only able to spell one 
nonword. Caroline improved both her imitation and spelling of 
real words. However, her improved nom ... 'ord imitation did nothing 
to improve her spelling of nonwords (see Figure 8.5). 
Figure 8.5 - Histograms showing Michael and Caroline's imitation 
and spelling of words and nonwords at T2 compared to 
Spelling Age controls (% correct). 
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Thus, improvement in articulatory perfonnance particularly 
in the case of Michael was not reflected in improved spelling 
performance. There is no evidence to support a one-to-one 
relationship between speech and spelling errors in speech 
disordered children. 
DISCUSSlOO OF RESULTS AT T2 
Between T1 and T2 there had been an improvement in the 
speech of both Michael and Caroline. Michael was now quite 
intelligible although Caroline continued to display variability 
in her speech output. This may have accounted" for her greater 
difficulty with auditory processing tasks, in particular, 
auditory lexical decision, rh)~e production and blending. Michael 
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did better on these tasks although neither his rhyme production 
nor blending was normal. Importantly, Michael and Caroline still 
depended on word-specific knowledge in order to produce words 
correctl~'. Their persisting multiple error pattern on words that 
they could not pronounce suggested a specific difficulty in 
assembling the motor programme for articulation. 
Both children showed improvements in reading and spelling by 
standardized tests. However, they still had specific reading and 
spelling problems. Qualitatively, Michael used primarily direct 
visual reading strategies and his nonword reading remained 
impaired. Interestingly, Caroline had made more progress than 
Nichae 1 in both word and nommrd reading. I t could be argued from 
these data that both childTen had made some progress to the 
alphabetic phase of development. However, both continued to make 
unsuccessful sound attempts and this was particularly true of 
Caroline's nom.;ord reading. An alternative explanation therefore 
is that the children accomplished what they did, not by the 
successful application of grapheme-phoneme rules, but by the use 
of lexical analogies (Glushko 1979). According to this argument, 
Caro lint=' was more accurate than Michael because she could drah' 
upon a larger number of representations within the visual-input 
lexicon. Reading by analogy however, is still partially dependent 
on sound processing skills (Ehri 1985) and in particular sound 
segmentation. Given Michael and Caroline's deficts in this area, 
this strategy cannot be fully successful for them. 
Turning to spelling, improvements in word-spelling were not 
matched by an increase in the ability to spell nonwords. 
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Moreover, a preponderance of nonphonetic spelling errors 
confirmed that the children had serious difficulty with phoneme 
segmentation and phoneme-grapheme transcription. In all 
likelihood , when they produced correct spellings this was b;y 
the accessing word-specific spelling information within 
graphemic-output lexicon. This mirrors their articulatory 
performance discussed above. When Michael and Caroline cannot say 
or sp"'ll a word, they do not have the phonological skill to 
assemhle it for sr,eech or spe 11 ing. 
Thus, Nichael and Caroline remained unable to use alphabetic 
reading and spelling strategies at T2. In this regard, they 
resembled phonological dyslexics although when compared to such 
children, their phonological impairments were more serious. 
Nichael and Caroline had proved to be resistant to a phonic 
teaching regime; even though they had learned isolated grapheme-
phoneme C(,!(I:ersion rules, the~- were unable to apply these in 
reading and 
segmentation 
spplling because of the persisting speech, 
and blending difficulties. It can be argued that 
Nichael and Carolinp's pervasive phonological difficulties, 
compolmded by articulatory inconsistency, were preventing the 
normal development of reading and spelling skills. As a result of 
these difficulties they have become "trapped" within the 
logographic phase of literacy development. 
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SECTIO~ 3 - CDNCLUSIONS ANTI IMPLICATIO~S 
CHAPI'ER 9 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SFQKEN AND WRI'ITEN LANGUAGE DEVElDFMENT AND 
DISORDER 
Two cases of children with Developmental Verbal Dyspraxia 
and Phonological Dyslexia have been presented within a 
developmental frameh'ork. These children were sho",'I1 to have 
pervasjv'e pllflllologLcn\ difficulties affecting their speech, 
segmentation, reading and spelling processes. wnen first tested, 
their speech ,,'as lmintelligible and they "ere subject to a range 
of deficits on auditory processing tasks: the:;- had difficulties 
discriminating sequences of phonemes, categorising sOlli1ds and 
rhyming. The:;- also had signi ficant di fficul ty discriminating 
bpt",'cen words and nonwords in lexical decision. In the light of 
these defi ci t s, it "as not surpri sing that Nichae 1 and Caroline 
PXIYr'i"'nc-pd reading and spelling problems. Despite intensiye help 
h'] th phonemps, they remained uncertain about letter-solliX) 
('orrespondences and they were unable to use these to read or 
spe 11 unfamiliar words. According to Frith ( 1985) , they were 
arrested ""i thin the logographic phase of literacy development. 
It can be argued that the children's failure to make the 
transition to the alphabetic phase for spelling Has, at least in 
part, a result. of their speech problems. Certainly, there were 
some words which the children could spell automatically at both 
T1 and T2. HOHever, their attempts to spell words which they did 
not knOH ",'ere nonphonetic. They were unable to make the necessary 
step of segmenting these prior to phoneme-grapheme translation 
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(Frith 1980). Horeover, their spelling attempts contained 
intrusive sounds, perseverations and substitutions as did their 
speech. Although there was not a one-to-one correspondence 
between speech and spelling errors, the same underl~ving deficits 
affected speech and spell ing. 
In the face of their difficulties, the children were 
adopting different strategies as a result of the interplay 
beb-1Pen their strengths anr'l weakrlPsses (Snowling 1987, Se~ymour 
1987). t>1ichael persevered in using the strategy of "spelling-by-
sound" even though this was ineffective for him. In contrast, 
Carol inp was attempting to spell words using a strategy ",tlich 
avoided phoneme segmentation. This strategy has been described as 
"spelling-by-, ... ord-comptJnents". It Has particularly noticeable 
when she attempted three syllable HordE.. Essentially, Caroline 
appeared to be segmenting words into syllables and then 
translating these into sppllings by reference to ",'hole ~,ords, the 
spellings of which she Imeh', for example CIGARETTE/silonh'et, 
REFRESH'iE\T/ki thfirstmint. A similar strategy was used by T. v;. , 
one of the dyslexics described by SnoHling, Stackhouse and Rack 
(1986). However, In general, Hichael and Caroline's spelling 
difficulties were much more serious than those of the 
phonological dyslexics who did not have speech problems. 
f>1ichael and Caroline's reading was also more impaired than 
that of the dyslexics with which they were compared. "''hen 
presented with words and nonwords, they made a higher percentage 
of unsuccessful sound attempts and fewer visual errors. In fact, 
f>1ichael and Caroline had several difficulties which militated 
agajnst their successful use of alphabetic skills. Like other 
dyslexics, they were uncertain of grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences but, in addition, they had significant problems 
when they did succeed in Hi th blending skills. Moreover, 
synthesizing a "pronunciation" from the individual letter sounds 
of a printed word, it was unlikely that they could decidF Hhether 
or not it was a plausible rendering of the Hord because of 
problems in auditory lexical decision. In short, when they 
S(lW1,1.>fl out a nov(,l h"()pl, it ~.;as not clear to them ...-hether or not 
it could be correct. Although dyslexics without speech problems 
have difficulties with auditory lexical decision tash.s too, their 
Rbility to discriminate ~·mrds from nommrds is in line ,."jth 
n~ad:i.ng skill (Snmding, Goulandris, Bmdby and Howell 1986). 
Tll':'refore, this aspect of the decoding process does not pose such 
a problem for the non-speech disordered dyslexic children. 
At follow-up some four years later, Michael and Caroline had 
changed rather little. Although, Nichael's speech ... 'as more 
intelligible, Caroline had persisting articulatory incoordination 
which interfered ... ·ith her intelligibility. There had been slight 
gai ns in their readi.ng and s:pelling sldll although their profile 
of difficulty remained the same. Neither ~1ichael nor Caroline 
could he said to have made the transition into the alphabetic 
phase of literacy development. Caroline had, however, made more 
progress than Michael. By T2, she could read some nonHords 
although her spelling remained nonphonetic. Michael 
unequivocally still functioning within the logographic phase; his 
spelling was nonphonetic and he was unable to read nonwords. 
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So, given that neither Michael nor Caroline can be said to 
have developed alphabetic competence, what accounts for their 
minimal gains between T1 and T2? It would seem that the knowledge 
the children have accumulated has been on a word by ""ord basis. 
In speech, they have automatic production of well practiced and 
articulatorily simple words but are unable to assemble the motor 
programmes for novel material or more complex articulations. In 
reading, they have added words, one by one, to a visual input 
logogen sy"',teni and in spo'll j Lg they have accumulated HOrd-
specific orthographiC' information within a graphemic output 
logogen system. The rate at which they have been able to do this 
has been s 10 ... ' , probably much slower than that of other 
phonological dyslexics who receive remedial help. Although it is 
difficult to be certain about this point given the lad\: of 
e:\.-perimental controls, some possible reasons are suggested. 
First, it may be the case that some phonological dyslexics 
mow~ into the alphabetic phasp through gradual maturation of 
phonological skills (Sno\ding 1987). Such progress is ruled out 
for Nichael and Caroline ... 'hose phonological development shows a 
pattern of "disorder" rather than delay. 
Serond, it could be that phonological dyslexics learn to 
read and spell by using compensatory strategies. Snowling (1987) 
discusses two possible areas of support which they may draw upon. 
The first relates to the use of context and semantic resources 
during reading. However, the success of this strategy will depend 
on the child's language abilities. Unfortunately, this avenue is 
restricted 
on other 
for Hichael and Caroline because they perform poorly 
language-related tasks: they have persisting 
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grannnatical, conceptual and memory deficits. 
The second compensatory strategy invol ves reading and 
spelling by analogy with familiar words. This makes sense for 
children with phonological dJrslexia since it does not demand well 
developed sound segmentation skills. However, it does require 
segmentation of initial sounds and subsequent synthesis of new 
pronunciations. \\bereas dyslexic children without serious speech 
problems ma.y be tlble to utilise this strategy, Michael anrl 
Caroline's success "'"'8.S limited by their inconsistent speech 
output. Moreover, their difficulties with lexical decision would 
not alloh' them to discriminate between plausible and implausi ble 
candidates. 
wnat about the children's own compensatory strategies? Their 
performance throughout suggested that although both children had 
difficulties at the input, segmentation and output levels, their 
defiri ts were weighted di fferentl:--. f-lichael was particularly poor 
at detection and lexical tasks suggesting problems with input 
phonology. In contrast, Caroline had particular difficulties when 
a tasl~ required verbal production suggesting problems with output 
phonology which in turn had lexical consequences. Both children 
had serious sound segmentation difficulties. TI1e differences 
between the children became more clear at T2. The implications 
are that Michael's input problems are a more serious barrier to 
literacy developnent than Caroline's output difficulties at the 
level of articulatory coordination. By T2, although Michael was 
more able than Caroline to use an articulatory code to support 
his literacy development, he had made less progress with reading 
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and spelling skills. The number of illlsuccessful sOillld attempts he 
made when reading and the number of perseverative errors he made 
when spelling had reduced. Hm-lever, he still had a pervasive 
phonological defid t which ma:,' be related to a specific 
attentional deficit. It could be the case that Caroline had 
progressed more than Michael in spelling because of her 
of "spelling-by-word-components". However, there 
strategy 
was no 
experimental control for this and it may be that Caroline was 
merely more moti"\(ited than he to succeed. 
Al though Caroline had progressed more than I-lichael overall, 
it. still remains the case that neither child could utilise the 
compensatory 
phonological 
difficulties 
which are normally available to strategies 
dyslexics. Specifically, their speech output 
set up a persisting cycle of deficit with 
segmentation, blending and lexical consequences. Filllctionally and 
qualitatively, f'lichael and Caroline could be said to be "trapped" 
within the logographic phase of reading and spelling development. 
"'nat implications do these cases have for our illlderstanding of 
normal and abnormal development of speech, reading and spelling 
skills? Taking speech first. The findings of this study prov-ide a 
challenge for traditional views of Developmental Verbal Dyspraxia 
as being purely an output difficulty at the motor speech level. 
By adopting a developmental perspective it was possible not only 
to differentiate between delayed versus different articulatory 
development but also to examine the consequences of a long term 
speech disorder on other areas of development. 
A most important finding from the present study was that 
Nichael and Caroline had developed "I-.'ord-specific articulations. 
This suggests that articulatory skill per se crumot account for 
their difficulties. Rather, a problem at a higher level of 
assembling the motor programme for articulation was indicated. 
However, Caroline in particular had another difficulty 
coordinating the vocal tract in order to produce words. This was 
not a difficulty with specific sounds but a more general 
articulatory problem. Furthermore, both children, particularly at 
TI, lo.'erc 5ubjt:ct to the same immature speech errors as the normal 
controls. Their speech problem was therefore in part a delay in 
articulatory maturity. This is in keeping with a recent report by 
rtilloy (1986) who describes a condition of "Immature Articulatory 
Pra.;;:is·· as distinct from a dyspraxia of speech. By T2 hm,ever, 
it was possible to identify the persisting speech errors hhich 
lo.'ould lead to the diagnosis of Developmental Verbal Dyspraxia. 
These Here errors related to syllable structure planning rather 
than individual sounds. Table 9.1 swnmarises these findings. 
Table 9.1 - A comparison of normal controls and speech 
disordered children on articulatory skills at T2 
(+ present, - absent, = no difference beb.;'een 
the groups). 
Articulatory 
Level 
Anatomical Structure: 
Physiological Maturity: 
Phoneme Substitutions: 
Syllable Structure: 
Timing Movements: 
Normal 
Children 
+ 
= 
+ 
+ 
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Speech Disordered 
Children 
+ 
+ 
= 
From Table 9.1 it can be seen that in order to develop 
normal speech, children first need an intact anatomical 
structure. Second, the articulatory maturity experienced around 
the age of 7 years is necessary for achieving articulatory 
precision of such sounds as Irl and clusters (/spr, skl/). 
Wi thout this, many of the simplifying processes such as fronting 
and stopping will persist. At the higher level of planning the 
utterance, the child needs to be able to assemble the appropriate 
syllable structure motor programmes and then coordinate the vocal 
tract to produce the target. A child with a speech difficulty can 
breakdowTl at any of these levels. For example, in the case of a 
child "'ith a cleft palate, slhe lacl'i:s the intact structure and 
physiology but will be able to programme utterances - the result 
being an unintelligible but appropriately planned syllable 
structure and prosodic pattern. The child with developmental 
d.'-sarthria breaks dOhTl at the levels of physiological maturi ty 
and timing, while the child with developmental verbal dyspra'\:ia 
has difficulties programming and timing articulations. 
In addjtion to clarifying the nature of the speech errors, the 
study has revealed that the condition of developmental verbal 
dyspraxia also comprises deficits in input phonology and sound 
processing skills. Difficulties when discriminating and 
segmenting sound sequences were identified. These first manifest 
in speech when the child is unable to assemble ne,,' motor speech 
programmes easily and later in reading and spelling when the 
child has problems with alphabetic skill. The persisting output 
difficulties exacerbate the problem. Articulatory rehearsal 
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cannot be used to support weak segmentation skill particular ly 
when dealing with longer words, and the inconsistent and 
incoordinated output prevents the sound blending necessary for 
executing the motor progrrurnne when speaking, reading and 
spelling. This is particularly apparent ",nen tackling novel 
material and therefore restricts the learning of new words. 
Finally, the incoordinated and inconsistent articulation results 
in Ct 1 py icc; 1 cti ~\ ,rcler since thp child often arcessps .. nrds 
'-'Tongly ",nen attempting to read or blend sounds into h'ords. 
Developmental Verbal Dyspraxia is therefore more than an 
isolated speech disorrler. Rather, it is the result of a motor 
programming difficulty which interferes with speech, reading and 
spelling 
difficulty 
development. The speech characteristics of 
are kno'-'TI as "verbal or articulatory dyspraxia" 
this 
and 
the literacy characteristics are kno'-'TI as "phonologica 1 
dyslexia". Childrpn may have a subtle disorder of speech in their 
dyslexic profile or a more serious disorder which persists as is 
the case with l'1ichael and Caroline. HOHever, perhaps one of the 
most important findings in the study is the lexical aspect of the 
speech disorder. 
The speech and spelling data suggested that Michael and 
Caroline were relying on word-specific knm;rledge. This suggests 
that some lexical entries are clearly specified and can be 
accessed "automatically". Other lexical entries are more "fuzzy" 
and the child is unsure of the sound sequence because of poor 
input phonology and sound segmentation skills. When tackling new 
words such as the nonword material presented in this study, 
Michael and Caroline's segmentation skills were not sufficient to 
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support the structuring of a new articulatory or phonetic 
spelling progrannne. This is further complicated by problems with 
the execution of this progrannne. This was particularly evident in 
Caroline's case where vocal tract incoordination resulted in more 
"groping" for targets. This resulted in a secondary lexical 
disorder being set up as the wrong words were accessed as seen in 
the sound blending tasl~. Therefore, segmentation and blending 
skills are critical for the structuring of motor programmes. 
Without proficient sound segmentation skill a child cannot detect 
differences between words, order lexical entries or assemble the 
correct components of an utterance for speech and spelling. 
Dyspraxia might therefore be viewed as a sound processing 
difficulty which is exacerbated in varying degrees by a mistiming 
of the vocal tract. 
In summary, it is argued that the condition "Developmental 
Verbal Dyspraxia" arises when a child has simultaneous auditory 
processing and articulatory difficulties which are not due to 
structural abnormality or obvious neurological damage. Children 
who predominantly have the former are more likely to be labelled 
as having "Developmental Dysphasia" while those whose main 
problem is at the output stage are described as having a 
"Phonological Disability". In this way, speech disorders arise 
from a breakdown at one or more levels of the information 
processing system. The precise nature of the disorder will depend 
on the ",,'eightings" of deficits at these levels of breakdown. 
Diagnoses based on the medical model implying that discrete 
clinical entities exist need to be reviewed in the light of this 
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work. Further investigations of the levels of breakdown within 
the speech disorderd population need to be carried out within a 
developmental information processing framework. 
Second, the role of segmentation in literacy development can 
now be reexamined. The prerequisite controversy surrotmding 
segmentation and reading development was discussed in Chapter 1. 
It IS argued that indeed some segmentation even at the phoneme 
leyel can take' place prior to the onset of reading. This is 
because, up to a point, the child can segment syllables and 
souncl", on the basis of auditory and articulatory feedback. 
Hm.Jever, it is orthographic experience which allm'ls for the 
development of more e)...-plici t segmentation skill. This vie", is 
summarised in Figure 9.1. 
Figure 9. 1 - The Development of Segmentation Skills. 
Child 
Deyelops: 
Sound Analysis 
Achieved: 
Level of 
ACOUSTIC ~ 
ANALYSIS 
syllable 
segmentation 
rhyme 
Awareness: zero - > taci t 
ARTICUL.,\TORY ---4 ORTHOGRAPHIC 
FEEDBACK EXPERIR\lCE 
simple 
phoneme 
segmentation 
-> 
27'2 
cluster 
segmentation 
phoneme 
manipulation 
explicit 
Skilled segmentation is the cumulative result of each of the 
stages shown in Fig 9.1. The child can detect acoustic bursts of 
energy, that is syllables, without any reference to text. Indeed, 
this is how he first organises and develops prosodic phonology 
and lexical skills (LiEberman 1972, Waterson 1981). Innate skills 
of acoustic analysis are then coupled with phonological and 
articulatory skills developed primarily for speech. These in turn 
enhanrc auditor:," d:iscriminftti~m abi1ities. Thruugh sOlmd play, 
language games, and finally literacy e).--perience, the child's 
segmentation skills become explicit enabling more complex sound 
segmentation tasks to be carried out. Articulatory cueing 
develops the tacit level of av..'areness while orthographic 
e).-perience accelerates the development of e).-plici t a~,-areness. 
This orthographic e).-perience provides the child v..'i th segmentation 
tools - he is able to see the sound boundary markers which are 
not acoustically clear, for example the nasal in nasal clusters. 
This e~-plici t le;,-el of awareness is necessary for the child to 
complete the more complex sound segmentation tasks such as 
spoonerisms. There is therefore a progressive reciprocal 
relationship) rather than one of cause and effect) beth'een 
segment.ation and learning to read. 
Given this relationship between auditory, articulation and 
segmentation skills one immediately sees the problem for children 
like Nichael and Caroline. A child wi th input phonology 
difficulties may use his articulatory skills for support. 
However, this is not possible when articulatory output is either 
limited or inconsistent. Although it may be possible to learn 
segmentation of familiar words through orthographic experience, 
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segmentation of novel or long material will still be problematic. 
Such was the case for Michael and Caroline. 
Finally, the data from this study add to the accumulating 
evidence that phonological skill is impJrtant for reading 
development (Mann 1986, Snowling 1987). However, they go further 
in alerting us to the range of different phonological abilitis 
"'nich contribute to reading and spelling. Models of reading 
deficit which postulate difficulties ,.;i thin either direct or 
phonological route to the lexicon are clearly inadequate for 
ex-plaining developmental reading problems. Use of the 
phonological route alone requires a number of subskills which are 
elucidated b:v consideration of the problems eXT>erienced by 
Nichael and Caroline. Both children have had difficulties in 
lparni ng letter-smmd correspondences. NotFi thstandi ng these, 
they have inordinate difficulty with sound blending, presumably 
because of speech articulation difficulties. Noremer, their 
ability to use phonological decoding processes was compromised 
because of lexical deficits which prevented them from deciding 
beb,een plausible and implausible encodings of printed words. The 
alternative strategy of reading by lexical analogy must have been 
similarly compromised because of difficulties with sound 
synthesis and lexical access. 
Turning to spelling, Michael and Caroline's difficulties 
shed light upon the development of both direct and phonological 
strategies. Neither child could segment effectively at the level 
of the phoneme and therefore any attempt to spell using phoneme-
grapheme rules was doomed to failure. However, the acquisition of 
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specific word spellings, presumably without recourse to 
phonology, offered an alternative means of spelling, at least to 
Caroline. Furthermore, by segmenting words by syllable, and 
matching these to syllable-spellings within the graphemic output 
logogen system, she could approximate words which otheTh'ise shto. 
would have been unable to spell in any recognisable form. 
In the light of these findings it IS nOH possible to 
plflhcllTl~[> Frith's (lq85) m,del nf literC1"Y dpyp]pprnent "'ith 
reference to other language based skills (see Figure 9.2). 
THE ROLE OF SPEECH AND LANGUAGE SKILLS IN LITERACY DEVELOIMENT 
\\'i th reference to the model in Figure 9.2, the points at 
which a child with a speech and language disorder may encow1ter 
literac~- problems ,,'ill be examined. 
The starting point in this model is the child's symbolic 
deyeloprnent and his ability to become aware of print representing 
mf·LtrJil~. Thi"'. metalinguistic skill feros into the preliterate 
phasp. Here is thp first point at which a child ",ith a speech and 
language problem may encounter difficulties. For example, the 
child with a speech and language delay may reach this stage later 
than normally eXl-Jected and so begin school at a disadvantage 
(Francis 1982). If the speech and language delay is associated 
with mental handicap then progress will be slow up until 
cognitive potential is reached. In the case of environmental 
speech and language delay however, there is no reason why a child 
should not catch up with his peers after appropriate intervention 
and moye through the phases of reading and spelling developnent 
even if ini tially slower than normally expected. 
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Figure 9.2 - Normal Development of Reading and Spelling Strategies. 
STAGE READING METALINGUISTIC 
Symbolic 
+ 
Speech/Language 
SPELLING 
PRELITERATE : 
/ Development ~ 
Aw~reness of print 
"Pretend" reading 
~ 
L<XKX1RAPHIC: I I 1) Familiar words 
eg advertisements 
.1-
2) Visual Errors 
eg organ/orange 
+ 
Letter Knowledge 
/ 
! 
ALPHABETIC: 
+ 
Articulation 
+ 
Segmentation 
+ 
Blending 
1) Tackles nel" words 
! 
2) Develops PGC 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
OR'1'lI<XlRAPHIC: 
Morphographs 
eg addiTION 
DIRECT ANALOOY 
< ) 
+ 
~lorphophonology 
---) 
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Awareness of ~Titjng 
"Pretend" spelling 
~ 
1) Familiar words 
eg own name 
.L 
2) NonPhonetic Errors 
eg star/senene 
1 ) Semiphonetic 
eg arm/R"l 
~ 
2) Phonetic 
eg boat/BOT 
1) Nonphonetic 
eg kitchen/kittion 
.t. 
2)Morphemic convention 
eg have/having 
~ 
3)Orthomorphophonology 
eg elastic/elasticity 
As long as there are no visual perceptual deficits 
accompanying the speech and language handicap, even the most 
severe speech problem should not prevent a child from entering 
the logographic phase of reading and spelling development since 
this does not require sound skills. 
the child with a specific 
The problem only arises when 
speech disorder of a 
phonologkal/dyspraxiC' nature tries to breakthrough to the 
alphabetic phase. Frith (1985) has suggested that the pacemaker 
for this breakthrough is spelling. An alternative view presented 
here is that breakthrough to the alphabetic phase occurs when the 
child can bring together his developing articulation and 
segmentation skills to develop letter-sound knowledge. Spelling 
alloh's these skills to be put into practice and provides feedback 
for the child. As he strives to write more "messages" he gains 
li teracy e;,.-perience. Spelling is a manifestation of and catalyst 
in the alphabetic process rather than t,he instigator of it. 
A further departure from Frith's original model is on the 
relationship between reading and spelling at the beginning of the 
alphabetic phase. Rather than alphabetic skills being fedback 
into reading from spelling (see Figure 1.2), it is suggested that 
the combined articulatory, segmentation and letter knm"ledge is 
used to enhance reading and spelling ex~rience independently but 
simultaneously. The dissociation between reading and spelling in 
normal children occurs because reading and spelling provides 
different kinds of feedback to the child. Visual print allows the 
child to develop his recognition skills and to see how words are 
segmented and represented - this is particularly important for 
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segments which are not acoustically or articulatorily clear such 
as clusters or vowels. In contrast, writing pushes the child to 
eXl)eriment with representing sounds ip words that he has not yet 
"learned" through orthographic ex~rience. Thus, invented 
spellings which are normally of a semiphonetic nature arise (Read 
1971, Bissex 1980) as a result of the independence of reading and 
spelling at the onset of the alphabetic phase. In normal 
d("\'clopm':-lyt ho\,'en:~r, I'pachng and spelling are soon reconciled. As 
the child's reading ex~rience increases he is able to use this 
orthographic knowledge to supplement his spelling attempts which 
then ~~ome more phonetic in nature. In Michael and Caroline's 
case, hOHever, there was a persisting dissociation between 
reading and spelling performance and there was no evidence of 
phonetic spelling attempts. 
Just as the alphabetic phase drew' on the child's 
articulatory and phonological knowledge developed for spoken 
language, the orthographic phase relies on the child's 
morphological language developnent. Root words plus affixes are 
identified and associated Hi th the printed form. E:'q)lici t 
teaching of orthographic conventions is particularl;: important at 
this stage and increased orthographic ex:perience is needed before 
the child will be able to use conventional morphological spelling 
rules. Thus, in this phase, experience is transferred from the 
reading to the spelling situation. Unfortunately, the child with 
a speech and language disorder will again be disadvantaged in 
this phase of literacy developnent. First, because of weak 
alphabetic skills on which to build the orthographic phase and 
second, because of the language disorder itself which may be at a 
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mOllPhophonological level and interfere with the child's 
identification of word chunks. 
However, all children can develop some "automatic" 
spellings. This has been portrayed by the Direct Route on the 
mcxiel presented in Figure 9.2. Both Nichael and Caroline had 
developed word-specific reading and spelling sldlls. This, 
hm,ever, does nut a110\,- novel material to be processed. :-\n 
alternative to this is an analogy strategy. Although part of 
norm31 developnent, it is particularly useful as a compensatory 
strategy for children with difficulties at the alphahetic phase 
as it has less recourse to phonology. As can be seen on the model 
the analogy strategy gradually builds up in strength. Although it 
ran nOI1Ik'3.lly begin at the logographic phase (Goswami 1986), the 
child does not han' a well developed enough orthographic lexicon 
"ithin \.;'hich ,,-'ords can be compared. Furthermore, the use of this 
strategy is not completely devoid of sound skill (Ehri 1985). The 
child needs to be able to segment and blend in order to assemble 
the neh' target from the comparison word. This strategy is 
therefore functioning at its best once the child can use 
alphabetic skill and has reached the orthographic phase by which 
time he has a broader ex~rience of word and sound chwlks. 
Children with specific speech and language disorders who are 
unable to breakthrough to the alphabetic phase can therefore use 
this strategy while in the logographic phase but its efficiency 
will be limited. This seemed to be the experience of Michael and 
Caroline. 
Although the model presented here is far from complete, it 
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has allowed a clearer identification of children's difficulties 
when reading and spelling. It has also attempted to make explicit 
why the degree of reading and spelling difficulties observed in 
any given child may be associated with the severity and 
pervasiveness of underlying phonological deficits. 
CLINICAL AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
~'hat implications does this study have for the assessment 
and management of children such as ~lichael and Caroline? First, 
the experimental procedures used in this study may be adopted 
into routine assessments of older children with persisting speech 
disorders. Articulatory assessments alone will not be sufficient 
to understand the nature of a child's difficulties. It is 
particularly important t,o include tests of input phonology, sound 
processing and segmentation skill. The use of nonword material is 
essentia] to identify lexical, sequencing and motor progrannning 
difficulties. 
Second, when designing remediation programmes, clearly 
children like Michael and Caroline need more than the 
articulatory drill work advocated by supporters of the motor 
theory of dyspraxia (Connery 1982). The articulatory work needs 
to be linked with auditory processing and together these need to 
be e:x-plici tly related to the development of letter knowledge and 
orthography (Bradley and Bryant 1983, Stackhouse 1985). 
Third, the findings have implications for the teaching of 
literacy skills. Early work on a range of segmentation and 
alphabetic skills is indicated. This work however needs to be 
presented via a multisensory approach whereby weak auditory-
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verbal skills can be supported by stronger visual-kinaesthetic 
skills. Such an approach has been advocated by Hulme (1981) and 
Bradley (1981). Through a series of ex-periments on normal and 
retarded readers, Hulme has shown that tracing letter shapes 
improves memory for letters. Bradley's highly structured teaching 
programme based on Gillingham and Stillman's "Simultaneous Oral 
Spelling" shows the need for rigour and repetition when teaching 
dyslexic children. Another approach to couple visual cueing and 
articulatory/alphabetic training has been designed by Edith 
Norrie (1973) who advocated the use of colour coding to 
categorise sounds/letters when spelling. The use of colour coded 
graphemes to denote marmer of articulation and diacritics to 
denote pJace of articulation has proved useful "nen working with 
dyslexi r children "i th more serious speech problems (Stackhouse 
1985) . 
Al though such sow1d-based ,,'ork is recommended to promote 
reading and spelling development in both normal and speech 
disordered/dyslexic children, there may come a point ,,,i th tl1P 
secondary school age child where phonics training needs to be 
abandoned in favour of visual memory training of ,,'ords and word 
chunli:s. ""i th reference to Hichael and Caroline, the development 
of word specific knowledge is to be encouraged from an early 
stage in children with serious and persisting speech 
difficulties. 
Finally, recognising that reading and spelling difficulties 
are a manifestation of an underlying language difficulty has 
implications for the professionals involved (Stackhouse 1988). 
Children with dyslexic and speech difficulties would benefit from 
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a progrannne designed and administered jointly by their speech 
therapist and teacher rather than, as has happened in the past, 
intelligibility being treated in isolation from the literacy 
problems. 
In conclusion, by adopting a developnental information 
processing framework the present study has gone some way in 
clari fying the nature of the speech, reading and spelling 
problems encowltered by:1id13e] and Caroline. The tackling of 
different areas of developnent longitudinally through an in-depth 
case study approach proved to be beneficial in understanding the 
nature and effects of the persisting speech disorder kno~m as 
Developmenta] Verbal Dyspra.xia. The comparison with other 
phonological dyslexics supports the view that the degree of 
reading and spelling deficit observed in any given child is 
associated with the severity and pervasiveness of the underlying 
phono] og ica] deficit. Further studies of children with a range of 
articulatory and phonological disabilities are needed to 
elucidate Hhich phonological processes (for example input versus 
output) are most influential on reading and spelling developnent. 
Cri tically, hov.'ever this approach needs to be applied to the 
neglected area of examining content and efficacy of intervention 
progrannnes. 
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SET A 
Target 
peg 
cat 
sock 
goat 
h(.:.i1i 
shell 
heart 
ship 
ball 
cat 
})i!]',,' 
key 
p-n 
~_. ~ l~_:t l f 
SRh 
spoon 
tap 
box 
plate 
nail 
Practice 
tie 
lo.g 
mouse 
d()(,r 
APPENDIX 4-1: RHYME DETECTION TEST 
SET B 
Choice 1 Choice 2 Target Choice 
leg pig leg peg 
coat bc'lt cat dog 
clock shoe sock clock 
gate boat ,goat sheep 
1. tght:;:. k:ite kitp c"at 
bell sand bell shell 
hat clart heart star 
lip yacht ship lip 
wall bell ball wall 
fish mat cat kite 
J !lll"'~~( ha,:" j' ': '-~t:' n:; ',,(' 
co~ tea t'~a drinj;;: 
hrcr' p8r, hen l)0n 
-t-,L" ~: te c:edT' (>E', 11' tiC.y 
seR door sa",- wood 
knife moon moon man 
eRp t(.lP tap cap 
fox books fox box 
dish .gate gate goat 
whale hammer ,,-hale nail 
Items:-
pie pah' tie pie 
tree dog dog dig 
house rabbit house mouse 
rieeT' four f'nur th'r, 
APPENDIX 4-2: ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 
.. , 
,); 
1 Choice 2 
feet 
bat 
sael;;: 
boat 
light 
ball 
dart 
shop 
goal 
mRt 
I ,',J' :: 
};;:ey 
f".1.g 
chaH' 
door 
spoon 
bath 
cub 
plate 
h'all 
shirt 
log 
horse 
rinor 
One beh:een (Reading Age) and two ,.:i thin (~lodali t:{ and Distractor) 
mixed desi.sm 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Source SSqs df ~1Sqs F p 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Bet Ss (RA) 35.606 2 Ii .803 5.22 0.014·H 
Error RA...xS 71.617 21 3.410 
Within Ss (Mod) 1.537 1 1.537 0.815 0.3768 
RA x Mod 3.026 2 1. 513 0.802 0.4616 
~lod x Error RAxS 39.604 21 1.886 
Within Ss (Dist) 11.340 1 11. 340 8.464 0.0084* 
RA, x Dist 2.880 2 1.440 1.075 0.3594 
Dist x Error RAxS 28.137 21 1.340 
Nod x Dist 0.411 1 0.411 0.426 0.5209 
RA x Mod x Dist 0.482 2 0.241 0.25 0.7813 
Nod x Dist x ErrRAxS 20.271 21 0.965 
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APPENDIX 4-3: 8UBJECTS' RHYME PRODUCTION RE8FDN8E8 
(Sl\ = Subject Number, M/F = Male/Female, DK = Don't 1\n0',-, 
CA = Chronological A~e, VA = Vocabulary Age) 
Target 81M (CA 4:8, VA 7:2) 82M (CA 4:8, VA 6:8) 
hat 
ke:--
comb 
bin 
shell 
dra..: 
map 
1 ;)2: 
bear 
s\m 
\,Jool 
eye 
bed 
four 
rinlg 
fish 
can 
heart 
] ron 
bJ':'-
C'omh 
drah-
map 
log 
bpar 
se,,-
Stil1 
"'001 
eye 
bed 
four 
ring 
fish 
can 
heart 
iron 
cap 
goat 
Dh 
boing 
1 knm.J what goes in it 
bell 
bin 
mat 
chair 
DE 
DE 
Imittin,!5 
nose 
bear 
fine 
I)K 
Dh 
beer 
stRr 
DE 
S3F (CA 5:1, VA 5:4) 
pt·" r1E:'t· me tea set·· 
mOrTlt·' 5011(' dome 
'L !I 
, , 
iii' • , i"! 1 <"..:.., 
1'1."- gC 1'e more sa\-.' 
p<"1P fap p:.1.f caf 
po,£: mog sog nO,E; 
pear nare care sare ,,'ear 
moe koe poe 
pum come D1.il1 dum 
pull full wall mall 
my kie high 
med said led ked dead 
bore more core door pal,' 
ping fing ming wi~~ ding 
mish pish dish kish \dsh 
ban fan man pan dan 
bart sart cart 
mart tart part 
pion zion kion 
mlon slon nion 
,02 
you wear a hat 
boot 
brushing your hair 
dustbin 
shell and the seaside 
dra'" a picture 
DK 
s i 1 t ifJ .. ~ un it 
angry 
C'P\,j n,g 
a little boy 
cotton ":001 
J 1il~p 
sleep in it 
number four 
put it on your finger 
s,,-imming 
jump, can p1a:-- ball 
kissing 
IronIng something, some clothes 
84M (CA 4:10, VA 4:5) 
T-/",.' c..:~~~ .1i 
pig hJng ring 
Romp DE 
DE 
i'latheH Q'1.P 
bog 
bed 
soda stream 
Sonya 
pull 
I do 
bear 
or 
ping 
pish 
pan 
bart 
bion 
Al'PENJ)IX 4-3 
(Contd) 
Target 85M(CA 5:4, VA 3:7) 
hat hout 
key cat 
comb camera 
bin dustbin 
shell DK 
dra\-.' ja" 
map dap bat 
log gog dog leg 
bear bingo 
se,,"' soap 
sun sat 
wool walk 
e;-'e die 
bed dead daddy 
four fish frog 
ring rabbit rash 
fish dish DK 
can fat 
heart 11l'it 
iron octopus, 
because its a nO" 
87M (CA 5:7, VA 4:5) 
hat at eat 
kpy ep 
c'·mb [1h 
bin in 
shell Sll,g3r 
rlr,'i\. ("I) i r~ 
mClr' at ap 
log og 
bear DE 
se\-.' se,.;ing 
Slm W1 
,,001 woola 
eye am 
bed big 
four fan 
ring rain 
fish fast 
can DK 
heart hoot 
iron horse's shoe 
86M (CA 5:8, VA 3:2) 
mat cat fat 
pea, ke for keys, kicking 
mome 
kin ben then big 
bell 
more 
cap 
dog hotdog 
care nare 
sewing mowing, sew poe 
gtm more 
bull 
T sPY 
bear bed ked 
more 
ming ping ning 
mish dish 
man 
bart 
ironman Brian 
88F (CA 5:9, VA 6:8) 
mat tat lat 
tf'a me lea pea 
hi'mp tOITlf' \-"nnp 
Lynne tin in 
heJl me]] tell 
lap tap 
tog frog hog 
wear tear hair 
mow toe low 
ptm chtm Hon tun 
tull pull hull 
tie high my 
Ted wed led 
tore war law more 
ting wing 
dish tish wish 
wan Ian flan 
tart waht part 
tion lion wion bion 
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APPENDIX 4-3 
(Contd) 
Target 
hat 
key 
comb 
bin 
shell 
dra',' 
map 
log 
bear 
se' .. : 
sun 
wool 
eye 
bed 
four 
ring 
fish 
can 
heart 
iron 
hat 
key 
comb 
1 .. " 
~ , . ) , 
shell 
cira'" 
sun 
wool 
eye 
bed 
four 
ring 
fish 
can 
heart 
iron 
S9M (CA 5:11, VA 6:8) 
DK 
kick 
cut 
bird 
shore 
running 
DI'~ 
pog 
balloon 
soap 
sum 
pulling 
hiding 
bull 
five 
ro',' 
five 
no 
flying 
silver 
SllM (CA 6:4, VA 7:2) 
dat ;.-'Ot mat 
.~lee dee pea yee 
car :.'ome 
, i 'I \'; ~ 1 I,i n 1 i HI 
tell yell pell 
.~ore :vour door core 
,~ . ' 
dug ~ I(J.~ 
dare yare pear 
10'" yoe koe glo,,' 
dun yun kun Ylmrrn;.-' 
dull yull pull glull 
kie kite pie die 
ped yed cled 
foot your core fourteen 
ging ying king ping 
pish yish vish vicious 
yan nan yud 
yart part 
yie pun, klun yiron 
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S10F (CA 6:1, VA 3:7) 
pat lat cat 
pea lee 
pome lome borne 
Lynne king, big don't rh~me 
pell lell 
pal" call ba]] lorl 
lat cat, don't rhyme, can't think 
pog dog 
lair care 
soap 
lawn DK 
Paul call 
lie 
head led ked 
nor call door 
ping ling king 
pish lish kish 
an pan lan 
lart bart cart 
pion lion kion 
S12F (CA 6:6, VA 4:10) 
ham ate )'Ote 
keif 
code ko co'" 
big liilTJjg ]ig 
she sheet sheeJ:i 
what you "Ti te with, door Da''ll 
lon on yon 
Ben bed beg 
soap sea seaside sunbed 
seaside sunbed 
wall woad ,,",ull 
eyeball eyelashes like 
bear beg Betty 
fall fish fun 
rig roo robin 
fin figure fid 
Kei th Kim 1 ike 
horse house 
eye ironing board l'en 
APPENDIX 4-4: RHYME PRODUCTION - CLASSIFICATION OF "amER" 
ERROR TYPES 
1. Mixed Rhyme and Alliteration 
a)RhJwe correct and alliteration to target 
eg S~:LOG/gOg dog leg 
b)AJJiteration to target and rhyme to alliteration 
eg S4:KEY/king ping 
c) ,;11 iteration tn target amI correct rhyming responses 
eg S11 :Q)"iB/ral' yume 
d)Rh;yme correct and alliteration to rhyme response 
eg 85:BED/dead daddy 
e)Rhyme correct, alliteration to target, rh)we to alliteration 
response and alliteration to target. 
eg S6: BTN/Jd!l ben then bi~ 
~'}:~11ii~?r3! 10!1 t°'-, '~:lT-".~t-::..1 (~,'l·i ~'·~nl; 1"]+ 1 - a.~s-,clRt.i("'T1S to rps:pc)l·~~t· 
eg S12: S~'W/soap sea seaside sunLed 
fJ]'Ip"'i,:itic.:-, l'h"Q;w C'orref't ,1'xl 81]j+t-rettion 10 rhYTTle 
eg .':iL.;; DhAh',d[';lh, wilat y,JU "'TiLe ",it!!, r100r, Dah11 
2. Rh~1TIe and Deri val ion 
a)Derivational eg 82:BIN/dustbin 
b lDeri vab on and rhyme correct eg S6: lRON/ironman Brian 
c) Deri \-ation and rhJ1TIe to the response eg 86: SE1';/seh'ing mo,,"i n~ 
d JHhyme corrert and deri vat ion to response eg S6: LOG/dog; hotdog 
:~. Rhyme and Ff'ature ChaQ!?:p 
R}Rhyme (V-,)"'T'('r't pl1}C', fim~l n3s8.1 ronfusioll 
),,' •• 1.', \.' ,:: 1\~;J ,'111',. :::·:J:f\~~,.'j ~:"1.:'1 l\~Ji~, 
b,'R!1,\111P correcl plus final plos~"ve confusior, 
P~ S9: m~..\F/pa" C'eI 11 hal] 
~ -: y :'. . ('. 
, ,~ ,:~ ~.i: ~L'"I / ,rdt .~'ll ::·~tt 
d)Final C:onsonmlt of target triggers initial consonant of 
response e,g 89; CAN/no 
e}Short/long vm,el confusion plus rhyme to response 
eg S8 :WO)L/Paul call 
.t. SyntagIDRtic 
a) Syntax eg S2: CAN/jump, can play ball, 84: EYE/l do 
b)Definitions eg 82: HAT/you wear a hat, BED/sleep in it 
c)Derivation and Syntax eg 811: EYE/eyeball eyelashes like 
5. Niscellaneous 
a)R::mdom word association eg S1: DRAW/bin, S2: h.'EY/boot 
b)Idiosyncratic reasoning 
eg 85: IRON/octopus, because its a "0" 
c)Repetition of the target with emphasis eg S7: WOOL/woola 
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APPENDIX 4-5: RHYME PRODUCTION - QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION OF 
INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS 
Details of Subjects (in years and months):-
Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
R 
9 
10 
11 
12 
SUBJECT 1 
Chronological 
Age 
4-8 
4-11 
5-1 
5-1 
5-4 
~J-ll 
5-11 
6-1 
G<1 
6-4 
6-7 
6-9 
Vocabulan' 
Age 
7-2 
6-11 
5-7 
4-8 
3-10 
3-5 
4-8 
6-11 
6 "-• - 1. j 
3-10 
7-5 
5-1 
Reading 
Age 
6-5 
6-7 
1::-7 
7-3 
7-3 
G-' ~. 
7-0 
6-10 
6-11 
S}-Jelling 
Aft,p 
5-4 
5-8 
>-;- • , , 
b-l 
6-11 
~:-.+ 
6-2 
5-8 
6-4 
51 attended a playgroup attached to the school. He had not 
been exposed to any forma] reading and spelling training and h'as 
a non reader/speller. His vocabuary was exceptionally .good. He is 
he.e:inninc to devplop rh:vming ski l1s but is unstah]e in his use of 
•. 111 t ~~el'a l } ,(~ 1 PSPOJlSPS ~.;~, I'E. a1 so lTlRdt', ( ... O~;, j, l.nJ.lL·'i t.l r~ some 
sound al'Rrenpss. Ot.her responsps ('nnsisted of one random 
RHYl'lF and refused to give a response rather than gues:= .. 
SUBJECT 2 
82 attended thp infants class and was making very 
satisfactory progress h'i tJh his reading and spelling development. 
In spite of this he "-as a nonrhymer. Not only Kas he unable to 
produce any correct rhyming responses, he did not produce any sow1d 
based errors. By far the largest proportion of his errors were 
semantic, (40%). The largest proportion of his "other" errors, 
( 60%), ,,'ere definitions, (ring/put it on your finger). A further 
20% of these were derivational, (wool/cotton wool), 13.33% ,,'ere 
syntagmatic, (eye/I like), and 6.66% were random, (key/boot). 
This child demonstrates no sound awareness and yet is making 
satisfactory progress in school. 
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(c ontd) 
SUBJECT 3 
In contrast to S2, who is only two months younger, S3 is a 
most proficient rh)~er, (93.02% correct). She had no semantic or 
simple alliterative errors. The majority of her "other" responses 
were due to feature change, (75%), and the remainder were 
short/long vowel confusions. She was the most fluent of the group 
in her number of responses. 
stJBJECT 4 
A nonreadpr/spellE>r who nevertheless produced :10% correct 
rhyming responses. 26.93% of his errors were allitpr:1tions and 
there were no semantic associations. His "other" responses 
comprised mixed alliteration and rhyme, (20%), deri~~tional, 
(40%), syntagrn.'3.tic, (20%), and random (20%). He has developed 
more rhyming skill than his fellow nonreader/speller, Sl. 
SU'BJECT 5 
Also a non reader, with a poor vocabulary age. Some rhyming 
R hi 1 it:'>' is prespnt, (2f). 92%), but thp largest number of responses 
are alliterative, (SU%), with feh semantic errurs, (;L841. One 
third of his "other" responses were mixed rhyme and alliteration, 
and another third were attribuatble to feature change. He appears 
on th,"" brink of more st-ablp rhyme responses and seems to be 
Wf~ighing up vo\,:els VE>rsus consonants. 
SUBJECT 6 
SG has the poorest vocabulary in the group, )·et is Hell 
abO'.:e chronological age in reading and only minimall~· dela:,>-ed in 
spelling. He has a comfortable rh~~ing performance, (64.1%) with 
no semantiC' associations and only a sm<111 number of 
all Herations, (10.25%). All of his "other" responses included 
rhYTTIP. 
SUBJECT 7 
S6 anrl Si are at the ~ame chronological age but Sf has morr" 
lJ E ' j ,. :' ~ ~~1 : >, : . ~-. -. 1 ... : ~l ~~. : -. I ;;"-1. 1" t·; l 1:-- • ! ~ 1 '~ -',' .' ! ~ ~". S: t 
hO\,.--\t:~l, 15 tht, LPUE:l' rk'!II('!. unly 27 .L'/o ,_.j '-\,'s 1'"sTI(,n<.,t"<:> h' j'r 
correct. This makes him comparable ,·:ith SS, a non reader/speller. 
Furthermore, all of his correct responses indicated that he could 
segment onset/rime but not maniopulate phonemes, (hat/atJ, 
bin/in). 31.81% of his responses were alliterations and only 
4.S4% were semantic. His other responses comprised, 
derivations, (20%), syntagrnatic, (20%), repetition, (20%), feature 
change, (20%), and random, (20%). His errors indicate that his 
rhyming sltills are not as advanced as S5' s. 
stJBJECT 8 
S8 scored above average on the tests, with a reading age 
over a year in advance. She was almost 100% correct on rhyme 
production, (98.41), her only errors being due to feature change, 
(mIn confusion). Although not the most fluent in the group she 
does have the highest accuracy score. 
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SUBJECT 9 
89 has the largest discrepancy between chronological and 
spelling ages but has a good vocabulary and reading age. He 
performed poorly on the rhyme test, (5%), producing a large 
number of alliterations, (50%), and some semanti~ associations, 
(10%). Unlike 85 who has the same nunnnber of alliterative 
response, 89 produces more nonsOl.md based "other" errors: 
derivations, (40%), random, (20%). The remaining 40% of these 
"other" errors were words beginning with the final consonant of 
the target, (can/no). He is in the early stages of rhyme 
developnent and lacks fluency. 
SUBJECT 10 
810 has extremely poor vocabulary perfonnance but her 
reading is above age appropriate and her spelling is not 
significantly dela~-ed. 8he has a high rhyming score, (81.25%), 
with no semantir errors or refusals, and only minimal 
alliterations. 66.66% of her "other" errors are due to feature 
change, and the remainder are short/long vov.'el confusions. 8he 
has a similar profile to 83, also female, and is in the "fine 
tlming" stage of rhyme developnent. 
SUBJECT 11 
811 is comparable ",'ith 89 in terms of poor spellinmg abil ity 
",-ith above age appropriate reading and vocabular;Y, but differs 
by obtaining a high rhyme score, (84.05%). He is extremely fluent 
and has no semantle or alliterative errors. "Other" errors 
indicate sound awareness and eyidence of rhyme deyelopnent. They 
includefl mixed rh;\1Tle/all iterat ion , (25%), mixed rh;vme/derivaticn, 
( :i i' . S% ), f ea ture change, (25% ), and one unusual/sounding out 
rp~lo(ln;-,f, (il'O'-I/~-jp-PO!, KCY· ~-iron). 
SUBJECT 12 
Sl:'" !V1''':, ,31n\-p a\"(>r;,£:,~ rpA.rljn~ devpJopment, minim9.11y retA.rd,,:1 
~} ),- 11 i I,~ a;I,1 1<)(';] \( JC",tbulary ,:. HJ 1 o u.s:: h 1 If' 01 des t member of t h· 
group, S12 scored no correct rhyming responses. This puts her on 
par v.'i th 82, one of the youngest members of the group. 
Qualitatively, however their profiles are quite different. 812 
has high alliterative responses, (64.91% vs 0%), and lov.' semantic 
errors, (3.5% vs 40%). 8he was also more fluent in her responses 
and attempted every item. "Other" responses comprised rhyming 
WOl~ to her oV.n errors but not to the target, (66.66%), the 
remainder being s)~tagmatic. Unlike 82, 812 does have some 
rhyming ability but lacks control over it. 8he is READY to learn 
more stable rh)~ing skills. 
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APPENDIX 4-6: IMITATION AND SPELLING STIMULI 
Thirty words and matched nonwords:-
nest 
spider 
wasp 
ducks 
biscuits 
snm.;rrnan 
scarecrow 
scarf 
slipper 
carava.n 
tt':L"\-isior, 
dragon 
irpaSllJ'P 
castle 
fire engine 
bucket 
spade 
crab 
star 
hite 
burgla.r 
rocket 
gu:itar 
rollerskate~, 
lTlut orbikp 
basl\pt 
p'r" I: 
chips 
dl<)C'oiatp 
/nAS\: 
spO>Lrd a 
WE..Sp 
dce..k,s 
b2Q.sk::>:r.l:.s 
Sr"li..f""liDn 
sK,ak..-e::r 
s.koEl 
'Sle.pc> 
'k.:c rI v 'I(j 
,tDlDv/\ 3,'" 
drIgri 
l:r r'~Oc 
oJ 
kl\~~ 
'+a 'al-f"\9f1 
hr.k/\t. 
S'pdl.>d 
kr£.b 
Sci.. 
k::>'I l: 
',\:)c~I'J L L 
('€. 1<.8> 't.. 
9;:2'\:.::> 
,rCQli..'s k ~"l5\::s 
't'<\I'tI'b~u-k 
'be. 51<. CQ\::. 
, I p-:r rt:5~"-
~~l"\p5 
'tjlk i l-a'l5 \::. 
Er2.Q"~/ 
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APPENDIX 4-7: SUBJECTS' WORD SPElLING AND IMITATION RESroNSES 
(SN = Subject Number, M/F = Hale/Female, + = Correct 
N:N = Chronological Age, SpA = Spelling Age) 
SPELLING 
nest 
spider 
wasp 
ducks 
biscuits 
snu'<IIl..':\Il 
scarecrow 
slipper 
caravan 
television 
dragon 
treasure 
castle 
fire engine 
bucket 
spE\de 
crab 
star 
kite 
! .r ,t',· ! '1 I 
!, ,,:, t 
guitar 
nl -.. t; " :-i J\' 
bashet 
pencil 
chips 
chocolate 
orangE" 
IMITATION 
(Errors only) 
scarecrm,,' 
slipper 
caravan 
dragon 
treasure 
basket 
SlM 6:1 
SpA 5: 11 
nes 
sia 
wos 
doay 
bie; 
~li !ld 
s 
'-, \'C'~­
sl p 
cavaey 
Teyeai 
gaie 
cesay 
casl~­
fosce 
ibut 
cup 
sanene 
coien 
1,..·· 
ctolen 
nl 8._ 
nE:'nce 
lJerul.e 
ciple 
canp 
S2F 7:8 
SpA 6:0 
+ 
spid 
wapst 
dunks 
hi c;]d c; 
SQhmJJ1 
sreko 
srip 
krafn 
tefisn 
dragn 
tras 
casul 
fie,gnan 
bucit 
shad 
crap 
sro 
ldt 
[" ~?'l 
r ui ~ 1 
,~itr 
~": 18 <""1 4 
ba c ,-, 
pecul 
cips 
colI\: 
onnennenen orog 
S3F 6:6 
SpA 6:1 
+ 
speth 
wostp 
bukes 
discy 
snreman 
sestey 
senv 
sliga 
cavert 
tel\-es 
dra\' 
tresa 
casu 
fiejin 
buci t 
sqa~7es 
crad 
sto 
ci t 
i-,1::"18 
r' ',' i' 
gito 
84M 6:7 
SpA 6:2 
ntesd 
spodey 
wops 
dues 
hisoits 
~.C i-'errl3n 
sheycow 
shof 
slipy 
cavan 
telvisn 
bagn 
teey 
casul 
fiyegn 
bookit 
spad 
cad 
sor 
katte 
1 '"~ 1 
~' : l 
gtr 
&, th bashit 
qesu polles 
thisyeser cis 
thol colot 
oronneren oring 
~I.pa 
'\<..::Q. \)a:V2P-r\ 
ch.::>2Q9:'"' 
\:.\.?£..3'd tINt-3 d 
'b&5k:Il'l+~ 
31,0 
85F 6:9 
SpA 6:7 
nesd 
sBidar 
wosb 
bocs 
b~skis 
+ 
skercro 
"Lui' 
sleibr 
car fan 
tele~-yisen 
Jragen 
tresa 
casu] 
fieJTengin 
bukit 
sh,d 
+ 
sber 
cit 
hn i 1 
~~gtor 
rovis:qts 
BascH 
bensul 
clbs 
coldt 
orinJ 
A.P?ENDIX 4-7 
(C ontd) 
SPELLING 
nest 
spider 
wasp 
ducks 
biscuits 
snowman 
scarecrow 
srarf 
slipper 
cara'-an 
tele\-ision 
dragon 
treasure 
castle 
fire engine 
bucket 
spade 
crab 
star 
kite 
burglar 
rocket 
gllit'il' 
n-,l,'rsj-:ate,.. 
motorbike 
h,st;et 
I" .;. j I 
chips 
chocolate 
orange 
INITATIOK 
(Errors only) 
biscuits 
scarecrow 
caravan 
dragon 
treasure 
burglar 
basket 
orange 
S6M 6:9 
~ 6:7 
+ 
shidr 
wosq 
ducke 
bisit 
sonw-man 
seck kouo 
s8kf 
slae 
cavan 
Televen 
Gran 
treru 
kasl 
frie en 
buci 
sad 
crad 
+ 
kit 
bela 
Rocit 
hitr 
l'uuac... 
motn.-lic 
bR~': 
1·'· -<.:·u 
cips 
cokt 
orig 
S7F 5:9 
SpA 6:8 
+ 
side 
wosd 
+ 
biscs 
soman 
scecroman 
scrf 
sliq 
cavan 
Tlelvisn 
dRgn 
dresh 
casul 
fireiin 
buck it 
stad 
cab 
sare 
crt 
bglg 
rocit 
gitr 
rr 1 :-':-1S 
mot drc 
hast i t 
Pc, 
chip 
chocl 
oriJr 
S8M 7:7 
SpA 6:8 
nesd 
spida 
wosp 
duks 
bics 
+ 
secro 
scof 
slepa 
crardven 
Telvecn 
gran 
treva 
casl 
fiea n 
bucit 
spad 
+ 
sdol 
ki t 
blag 
roct 
gto 
ru1 !"C1 
mosbc 
basct 
pis! 
chip 
cholt 
oreg 
S9F 8: 10 
SpA 6:8 
next 
sitet 
water 
drar 
bixret 
sontmen 
sate 
stera 
ceatn 
canran 
tenil,.xn 
darretr 
chare"WT 
carer 
fire carn 
buarac 
sarers 
canaer 
satT 
careier 
beareisar 
raiat 
gial's 
riasri 
moral' 
bart "ie 
pipsbe 
chaesr 
chasers 
oearasrie 
'~"f-~3~ '\:jE.'Z._ 
'b&$ \: ox 7..J-
'I)"vxnotj] 
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S10F 8:8 
SpA 7:0 
+ 
sipter 
wap 
+ 
biusets 
+ 
scaed.f6ro\-: 
saref 
sipper 
cavavan 
telehr-,,::mf-:-
danger 
seyantse 
clasat 
fire yang 
butsat 
satag 
cab 
start 
ket 
butgClte 
+ 
goteal 
rOCk~RUE.-ts 
mauelxtl~pl~ 
batgi t 
p'nitps 
chis}:> 
choctaet 
oange 
APP,C;NDIX 4-7 
(Contd) 
SPELLING 
nest 
spider 
wasp 
ducKs 
biscuits 
sno,,"'IllaJl 
scarecrow 
scarf 
slipper 
carayan 
teleyision 
dr::igon 
treasure 
castle 
fire engine 
bucl;;et 
spade 
crab 
star 
kite 
burglar 
Sl1F 7:2 
SpA 7:0 
+ 
spda 
+ 
+ 
bicks 
someman 
skcron 
skof 
slip 
crvan 
tvelvisn 
drogn 
trsher 
casuli 
S12F 7:1 
SpA 7:2 
Neste 
spidre 
wospe 
+ 
biskits 
+ 
scerKrow 
scrfe 
slipre 
+ 
Televishn 
dragan 
tresha 
casal 
fire ngins fire engin 
buk it buc it 
sdad spad 
sdor 
ldt 
blind 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
rocl;;et rokct 
bagala 
rokit 
gitre guitar getr 
S13M 7:8 
SpA 7:8 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
biscits 
+ 
scare row 
+ 
sliper 
cava ran 
televisen 
dragen 
treasher 
easel 
fire Engen 
Buccet 
spab 
+ 
+ 
S14M 7:3 
Sp A 7:11 
+ 
+ 
wospe 
+ 
BiciTse 
+ 
S15F 7:8 
SpA 8:0 
+ 
+ 
\"'osp 
+ 
Bickets 
+ 
scarcrow scecro\.; 
+ + 
sliper sliper 
+ carvan 
Televishon televeson 
+ + 
Trieha 
+ 
+ 
buckit 
+ 
crabe 
+ 
t.reser 
cas Ie 
Fiverengin 
Bucit 
spad 
crad 
+ 
+ + cit 
bargala bug 1 are Burgla 
roket rokite rocit 
citar Gitor kitar 
rol1erskates rolaskas 
motorbike 
ba,-l,·c ~ 
mothick 
rollasats 
mntabike 
rolaskats rollerscats roller sasts 
moterbi h.e moterbihe mot er bi l\:p 
pencil 
rhip'" 
,·1 ' " " ,] ',f, 
oral l,2,~ 
ImTATlOJ'.i 
(errors on 1;\- ) 
pensul 
+ 
cly,-1;·t 
orH~ 
snowman \!3~~1.J""mall'\ 
caravan 
dragon 
pensul 
+ 
('h ',h r, ~ i 
oringe 
treasure 'l:,I\.!)£ 3~ 
crab 
burglar b39-~~ 
rollerskates 
pencil 'p2.."'~:>3 
o ... or.~e. 
+ 
T 
+ 
ch~,c19tp 
+ 
'\:.J£.3~ 
\(~~b 
h'1:-::,j i &iSCPt 
pencill + 
+ + 
('hr~nlite ('hn('lpt 
oringe or 19(~ 
'ba~.L~ 'basal .. 
''W'a''tS La's'<£.x.b 
APP.2:KinX 4-7 
(Contd) 
SPELLING 
nest 
spider 
\--"aSp 
ducks 
biscuits 
sno\--'JIlan 
scarecro\, 
scarf 
slipper 
caravan 
television 
dragon 
treaSUl'e 
castle 
fire engine 
bud'\et 
spF.tde 
crah 
star 
kite 
burgl:'lr 
rocket 
guitar 
rollerskates 
motorbike 
1.-, - Iu·\ 
]11.'".11 
chips 
,-.! ,,,',, l." : (c. 
i.,. 
l'IITATIOl\ 
(errors only) 
scarecrm,: 
S16M 7:8 
SpA 8:0 
+ 
+ 
,,"osp 
duk~' 
bicgits 
+ 
skeacrow 
+ 
sliper 
+ 
televison 
+ 
trec""a 
casle 
fie engin 
bucit 
spa~-d 
+ 
+ 
kiyt 
bur.~ler 
roket 
gi t.ar 
rolerskayts 
mater bike 
+ 
+ 
+ 
dlOCl,t 
S17 7:8 
SpA 8:5 
+ 
+ 
wosp 
+ 
bicusts 
+ 
scarcrow 
+ 
sipper 
+ 
+ 
+ 
tras~ 
casal 
fria engin 
buckut 
spad 
crad 
+ 
+ 
burgler 
S18F 6:1 
SpA 8: 11 
wosb 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
scer-crow 
+ 
+ 
+ 
televison 
+ 
+ 
fire-engin 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
burgler 
S19 8:3 
SpA 8: 11 
+ 
+ 
wosp 
+ 
biscuts 
+ 
scar crow 
scarfe 
+ 
+ 
t 
+ 
tl-e.;;;ure 
+ 
fier en.~ien 
bucet 
spaid 
+ 
+ 
+ 
berculur 
+ + + 
gitar giter gitar 
roller skats roller scats rollar skats 
moter bike moter bike motterbike 
+ 
i-
t 
chl()l~te 
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+ 
+ 
+ 
chorlate 
+ 
hc9s1d t 
+ 
+ 
choclat 
A.PPENDIX 4-7 
( Contd) 
820M 8:9 821M 8:8 822 8: 11 
SpA 9:0 8pA 10:4 SpA 13:6 
8PELLI~G 
nest + + + 
spider + + + 
wasp + + + 
dud\s Duck: + + 
biscuits Biskuits + + 
sno\..'IDan + + + 
scarecrm, scarcrow + + 
scarf + + + 
slipper + sliper + 
caravan + + + 
television + + televisoin 
dragon + + + 
treasure tresure tresure + 
castle casle + + 
fire engine firengine + + 
buchet Buket buket + 
spadp + + + 
crab + + + 
star + + + 
hite + + + 
burglar Bergaler burgler burgalar 
rocl\et ro,'et + + 
guitRr + + gi t,ar 
rollersl\Rtes rolRrskates rollar skates + 
rnotorhih:e rnoterbil\e rnotar bike + 
h:'\sl\...t + + bascket 
j" '( + + + 
chips + + + 
chocolate chorlate choclate choclate 
,- ;'" "1 ~ '"- + 
1l'1I TAT 1O!\ 
(Errors on1:--) 
scarecrow (~k~ak~.~ 
treasure ·~E.3C> 'tj r £.'3 ~ 
crab k\!)a;2.b 
rocket "" '''OK:L~ 
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APPENDIX 4-7 (contd) :SUBJECTS' ~ SPEl..J.JING 
AND IMITATION RESPONSES 
SPELLING 
/nl\.'5\:.. 
'Sp a-u-d <;) 
'-'Je:.sp 
d&.ks 
'b'lSLS \< ::>:r..Ce. 
·SI'\i....rno("'\ 
'Sk3 'kre.:J: 
5\<:09 
·Sl£.pd. 
• K:I: ('" :s: V:u"I 
CDLcSV'1\3n 
or~caf' . 
't("':r~o 
Kl\sC 
+'0 a;1"'\~r" 
b.:1:.k"'~ 
5pOl'1.s"d 
kfC.b 
~I::..L 
k::>"It. 
:b09l'~ 
re..k;> \::. 
9o:l.t..:J 
'r~l:~:SKC)Ut:s 
'mrt:r'b ~'lfk 
'b~SkaJ: 
'fn :n5';)L 
~l\pS 
'~I K:I:.la-u t 
'tr'CQrd31 
1 "1I TAT 10)-,; 
(Errors only) 
/nI\S~ 
~£sp 
'~K.:>':[.I=S 
Sl<a9 
'sLEpa 
'I<rr1v1n 
.b:>L.OVI\)!"I 
'b"J:3C1 
're...K-a1: 
'('2IlUSKa'U'~s 
·m:I:\;:~Qa'1..J1C 
'pJ:nsal 
ljl\pS 
'\:jr.I<'Z.~U" y 
S1F 6:1 
SpA 5:11 
nanen 
ne unyei 
h'ep 
dasy 
snodon 
snol]()u 
:,; -i ',nr '1lenvg 
sianenven 
sil1nc ive 
fe.,' 
dandneneRgheh 
gandnenaae 
ganenlGl 
Cll l]euon 
fond enG 
b,an 
sond 
cred 
SPCl 
eane 
bClIlPny 
1'p<:::;, 1 i '-'e 
rasall~ie 
mi tpor,~ 
('nul] eie 
('uaneol 
eralc 
'\"r\:Lt:tm~vk 
'f'~n~:tl 
ljops 
S2F 7:8 
SpA 6:0 
+ 
spodr 
h'eps 
Dask 
baks 
<:::imon 
~.r<_'k 
sar1' 
srepr-
crin 
ton11 
drign 
trisr 
corsu1 
yadn 
bikit 
sopod 
cret) 
ser 
crut 
bolag 
rej·-t 
ralsass 
mitga t 
! +- -:;;,,::, 
eups 
ki10t 
eras 
S3F 6:6 
SpA 6:1 
nost 
sqoo 
h'od 
das 
base 
+ 
S(ltceTIl 
thof 
<:::led 
ciedvin 
tolvos 
drign 
thisdre 
eus 
fareaju 
beeutyt 
sqod 
cree! 
sde 
eit 
Bogle 
reet 
S4M 6:7 
SpA 6:2 
nntd 
sodey 
wsp 
daus 
baeos 
seyon 
SO~-';1.:-
soth 
sppcy 
cevin 
tovan 
bign 
torr 
eos1 
foregin 
dickt 
spod 
cPel 
sey 
kot 
dogleg 
rero 
S5F 6:9 
SpA 6:7 
nustr-'r 
suEun 
weB 
duks 
Baskit 
Snah'IDan 
sco1th,· 
~ljBcr 
Telvisn 
cragn 
creser 
casul 
fierenGin 
beycd 
sbun 
crab 
sb 
coyt 
ba.g 
recud 
. r : :"; I 
ralesgs realeysos rag 
mi ~ego mi. tdod: bot 
: ~: > ~.\ ::-.".' 1~ tl~{1~,· 
thos cos 
thite10t cinlot 
eras erag 
·IV\Xc~ba'U"t. 
'pen~}. 
'50 P5 
cobs 
cicin 
oring 
WESpS 
ilPENDIX. 4-7 
(C ontd) 
S6M 6:9 
SpA 6:7 
SPELLING 
jr\l\eh. nut 
'Spe-uda sBoba 
""'E.Sp wep 
dcR.k~ Dur 
'bal5kO~ 'c::sdl'1.s i s 
'SnLmot"\ snon 
~K3\<.Y"e:I. srkra 
SI<.Q9 sote 
'~'-Lp~ slepr 
'k1rx'V~n eiavin 
\:.OIOv"J.,1"\ Telvein 
'olr:::t~1" grign 
'vx3° Treer 
"'I\SL + :ro~~r' Fegin 
b~\.(,,~ + 
Spa~cl sob 
KY"e,.b + 
S\:.i.. sey 
K.:>'X t. ki t 
:boal:\.. brgl 
r~\<.at. rt>Ct 
~t:.~ g;Rt 
or G2.li:s \<.~a 1 es t 
'M.:r~b_'l.Tk mi eb 
'b2.s\<&.k: 
'p~I"'\SdL 
~p.s 
·'3x.\t.~.L~'\T1: 
.~ Y"C5J-nciy 
PIITATl0\ 
Ib&S\<:>~b 
'~nLMon 
'Sk3Ioc:re".t 
SkoSl 
'S\..e.pa 
'l<~rx"V"\ 
,~'r,)v"3f'1 
'b-x~ 
'b£sI(cs.\:. 
'p~n&_l 
\:j"PS 
'£r&nOS/ 
he~l1t 
Pi..;;] 
(·'·)l)~' 
('jc;ilt 
Frrr~ 
S7F 5:9 
SpA 6:8 
+ 
sod 
+ 
das 
base 
serna 
stan 
sprf 
slep 
eirv 
tolvisn 
doivr 
tisn 
('.-as 1 
frand dan 
Bict 
sod 
cred 
siy 
cut 
Brgle 
+ 
gatul 
raJisos 
+ 
ReSFwot 
l-'i S\l} 
CUl:·C; 
chicle 
erar 
S\<Q.(: l+) 
S8M 7:7 
SpA 6:8 
nosd 
sold 
wesd 
+ 
dasi 
srnon 
selrw 
sefer 
slew 
ereva 
tolvesn 
grgn 
Tesa 
cusl 
fogin 
bict 
spd 
cred 
sedes 
kintt 
bole 
rect 
gautut 
ralscot 
rnitboat 
be",~ 
p",lu}si p 
,hop 
chleclot 
erog 
'Sni..m0"On 
'Sk3k\.l>e.';t. 
s\(.o..f 
Ul. .. 'V% 1.'" ~OU>V%3.f'\ 
'bt*3t 
'b£S\(&Z 
'pt..., SJ:. 
~ops 
'!r"'%n c:i3 
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S9F 8: 10 
SpA 6:8 
nearsie 
sarsise 
wase 
daseid 
baiern 
stierire 
stairen 
staincans 
sacs 
ehasir 
tbwesirie 
dateit 
turait 
cruy 
fureite 
bixean 
bcngier 
caiebar 
seraxb 
eaeris 
JJ~oiser 
raisxr 
hartei 
ratreicaot 
eariachacd 
beica 
r ihlie 
ch, i sr 
cahairs 
crh:~Jisc 
f~sk.':)~"s bast. 0>]; 2 
S10F 8:8 
SpA 7:0 
mrl 
sayeda 
weet 
daveg 
backean 
samernud 
seadasan 
sacaf 
sapper 
cavan 
talepone 
daveg 
sventer 
kanelesle 
fandean 
biteut 
saot 
catbed 
steve 
cionge 
barcand 
rebetg 
gatetalk 
rages 
rnakegot 
batgat.a 
pi en 2; 1 
ch(,ps 
chiken~ot 
egetang 
'ba:l S \<: 0> %. n l 
·blDS"~%".5 
'S,",L""'~ 
APP~NDIX 4-7 
(Contd..) 
Sl1F 7:2 S12F 7:1 S13M 7:8 S14M 7:3 S15F 7:8 
SpA 7:0 SpA 7:2 SpA 7:8 SpA 7: 11 SpA 8:0 
SPELLING 
/nl\s't:. nast + + + + 
5pd'"l.S"d~ sdda + + + + 
WitS? + + + wespe + 
datk5 dack + bax + Dac 
'bo:Ds\<~:t t.s hakus basuts + BackSeots Basuts 
'sn~"",on snon + + snirnmarn sneman 
'SK.'aKrE.:::t. skarau sercway + seareraye + 
e\<:ae skaf skthe + searte sarth 
'SL£.pCJ slep + + + + 
·Kxr:::t.~xt'\ kri vin + eiverin kirovin eervin 
\:olov"~f' tovesn to 11 ovashn tolvosen Tolorvoohon televoson 
cl('~~f"\ + grigan + + Dregon 
''t:r:t3Q trish grishon trisar Trichor trear 
'KA5L + coso1 eose] cusuule casle 
:rc..~~Y' froagun fra angan + fAre anGan Fierengen 
'bJ:kA\:. + becot Bicart Bicot buH 
'Sp~"U'd sodsed spod + + + 
k.\E.b + + + + greb 
St:.i.. sdese + + + + 
~::>J:.\= + cuet kit kiet + 
'boeLi.. brl{e brgale + Bogle Brgle:; 
·r£~~\:.. rekter + recart recute T 
~t:.. ::> gaurer gatol + Gater cot 
'1'"eg\.i.s\C.S"IJ'Csra 1 e sase ralesots + + ralyeoats 
't'Y\X\:":tb~U'k mtbol\ + + meteeboak migbok 
bESkat. begsers bescot besC'ot bestscate Biout 
'ptr.e.al pi ~l il + pinele pincilaeel + 
~"PS chif>r chops chops chor>es chop:;;. 
, xk~Linr\:. eh i kp chieelot + shikelot + 
·!-re;l.rc~/ PI :1 £- erang + eranGnae prag 
IHITATIO\' 
I'&'\LmOn fsmi.ncn 'Sl~rnon 
S\(QB ~kc.~ 'S~ 
'b:rx\J'Xi'\ 'Kxvxvxr\ 
l:.Ur;)vl'\S", 
,Cclc""3!' 
'l:.r%:3Q '~rx3a l:Sr~3° .t:o' t>'v~Jt\ !fo'~ -to ttf'dS:t.'\ 
'f'£,k8\:.. 'rE.k.::>\:::. 'v..1~k.~t:. 
'",~\:r'b~vk. 'ro%lcibeut 
'b£~~\:.. b£s\c:;at. 
~I\PS/ ~ops ljDpSJ 
31,7 
APPENIlIX 4-7 
(Contd) 
S16M 7:8 S17F 7:8 S18F 6:1 S19F 8:3 
SpA 8:0 SpA 8:5 SpA 8: 11 SpA 8: 11 
SPELLING 
/nl\'5t.. nast + + + 
~~'\Sd~ + + + + 
IN£.~~ + + + + 
Oat"-S + + + + 
'b;!Qs\(.:>::t't:.s basguyts bascus baskuts bask\..-ri tes 
"Sf'li..mcn + semon + + 
's\(~\<.re::t + scarcay scerc cray + 
"Sk:oe scalf + + + 
·sl!.p'd sleapa slaper + + 
, ~r.LV3:.f"\ + cirvin + + 
b:> \ 0' \I 1\3 r"\ taryaion tolerHisoin tolav'Usone tolovison 
'dr:t.'30'" dreg on + + + 
"t:.r:1:3C1 trisar + + + 
""'AS\.. + + + + 
~'~3""' + far agon fare angen + 
"bJ:.l<,,\:. + + + + 
Sp8"U"Ol spout + + + 
K1'"\:.b + cred + + 
s.t.~ + + + + 
K:>:rl:. + cute kute kute 
't>osL~ + bargel + + 
'r£. K~'t. + + + + 
~\:";) gatur + gat-all gatur 
"~\..LS\(av\:.~ + raller skots + + 
't'nl:. \:.:ib ~"lJ'"K + mitir bake + + 
b~s"a\:: bes<=,('out besket + + 
'\)'I:ns;>L. J,in,', . + piclf:" pier1 
.;ps + cup~ + chop:;:, 
\(::rL~"U"c + cicey lote chielote + 
E rea.. rd3/ + + + + 
INlTATION 
/~Sp Er€..hp L+) 's l\.n"\ 01"'\ ~) 
'Sr\~""on 
skae S~~ 
"k:rf"xv:L1"\ 1C"%~xv::r'" 
1:.clDvl\3[' J:ot.o'V1;j.r" 
\(':>~t:. \ca1l:. 
"bi.!>\(eQ.\:.. bESK~"t.T\:. 
\:jl\ps/ ~ops ~CP;J 
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APPENDIX 4-7 
(Contd) 
S20M 8:9 
SpA 9:0 
SPELLING 
ItV\s>\:.. + 
5?~"t.S'""C(a + 
"-res? + 
clauc.s + 
'l:sls><::> ~Cs baskiats 
~n~Mon + 
'~\<OKr-e:x + 
slC.o.e + 
·Sl£.ps + 
'kIr.:r..v:J:l"\ kira\-in 
:~ldv"3l"\ tollervoison 
dr~~f' + 
'b--:t30! trisuar 
'~l + 
'.{hl~f\ faragein 
'b.:z:.kl\ \:. Bicart 
'Spa"lrd + 
~'-E..b + 
S\:::'L + 
k.:>:l:.\::. kiut 
'boreu.. + 
'r£~;>'c recart 
+ ~t':) 
'r-&w:.~\(. ~~ + 
'n\:t b.bav\c; 
'beskat. 
• p:t.c"ts 6) \.. 
~ps 
~:!.If:..z,LdU\: 
'~r~/ 
I~IlTATIO!'-l 
/k~(".x.\1~n 
·cr.:t~ 
K:>:tl:. 
'Oe.S\<:alY 
+ 
t " ~ -" ; to > t 
jllll' ;,ll 
+ 
+ 
+ 
S21M 8:8 S22M 8: 11 
SpA 10:4 SpA 13:6 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
baskites + 
snewmon + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ trishare 
cosel + 
+ + 
+ bickart 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
kit + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ ralea;,-- scote 
+ + 
hr;+ ,< + 
"t- T 
+ + 
J- + 
"t T 
APPENDIX 4-8: ANOVA stH-1ARY TABLES 
APPENDIX 4-8a: IMITATION OF REAL AND NONWORDS BY BEGINNER 
SPELLERS AND GOOD SPELLERS 
One Between Suhjert Factor (Spelling Age) ami One \\1 thin Subject 
Factor (\~ord Type: Real and Nom.;ords) 
Source SSqs df MSqs F p 
Bet Ss 971. flOg 19 
Sp Age 111. 153 1 111.153 2.327 0.14-15-1 
Errur 8:1:1. R5f. 18 47.770 
Within Ss 810.956 20 
hnrd T~1Je -101.069 1 401.0G9 17 .857 0.00051* 
SpA x hd 'frx ' 5.603 1 5.603 0.249 0.62351 
Error 404.28-1 18 22.-160 
Tota} 1781.965 39 
APPENDIX 4-8b: SPELLING OF REAL AND NONWORDS BY BEGINNER SPELLERS 
AND G(X)D SPELLERS 
On'~ Beth'een Subject F8.rtor (SpelHn.s: A~e) and One hithjn Sub,iert 
Source SSqs 
Bet Ss 21076.653 
Sp Age 16667.167 
Error 4409.486 
Within Ss 716.800 
Wd Type 46.981 
Sp A x Wd Tpe 9.068 
Error 660.752 
Total 21793.453 
,", " .. --] 
df NSqs 
19 
1 16667.167 
18 244.9'11 
20 
1 46. 9R.l 
1 9.068 
18 36.708 
39 
F 
G8.037 
1.280 
0.247 
p 
0.0000* 
0.27278 
0.62520 
---------~------------------------------------------------------
32C 
APPENDIX 5-1: CARTOON 
32-1 
APPENDIX 5-2: ro1PLETE LIST OF TEST ITEMS 
REAL WORDS 
SnOh'1l1an 
scarf 
bag 
slipper 
scarecrow 
ducl.;;s 
nest 
poppy 
'..'asp 
'"'P: ),,'1 
web 
ol:,gun 
lighthouse 
castle 
CCiravan 
tent 
chips 
hiscuits 
gj r1 
doD 
des], 
hasket 
'-'h()(y,j 8i F' 
penej J 
stLll' 
llucket 
spade 
treasure 
crab 
boat 
orange 
s"Lamp 
television 
burglar 
guitar 
kite 
rollerskates 
rocket 
motorbike 
smoke 
fire engine 
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NONWORDS 
IsnLmof'\ 
Ska9 
bl\9 
'gl£.p~ 
'sk3\<re:r. 
deQk.s 
nl\St:. 
'PEP\.. 
\-IJ£Sp 
sp-aU'd~ 
N:rb 
Ckl:~,", 
'la"1 ... d;,ha:t S 
'\(I\SL 
'\:::r.;~~:r. n 
't:&("\~ 
\::(l\pS 
b~s \<.::> ':I \: s 
9~l 
d&l 
ola:l.Sk 
'b!.s Kca. t. 
'H.:r kr.la-u-\::. 
·:t'b'J: k~s 
'p'rt\5Q \.. 
S'ci... 
be:r. 
h::t ",,\:. 
sp~-u-d 
cr:r3° 
kr£.b 
be::::t.c 
'o.er.:rn3 
St.e:.ro p 
eolov ~ 3--" 
'bo~Li... 
~t.:> 
\<:>:t:\:::. 
'ra2ll: S \<.:a"'U" \:5 
r£.K~l=. 
'rn:d::,~b~"'\S'\I:. 
Sma:t\<. 
.fb ~"dS."'/ 
APPENDIX 5-3: BREAKOOWN OF TEST ITEMS 
ONE S\LLABLE WORDS 
kite boat bag web boy girl doll 
1'\'>'0 S\ LL.ABLE WORDS 
poppy bucket rocket lighthouse guitar pencil basket 
ONE SYLLABLE WORDS WIlli CLUSTERS 
npst wasp desk chips 
smokp crab spade scarf 
tent ducks 
st,ar stamp 
1'\\0 SYLLABLE WORDS w ITH rLUSTEI-<S 
"Clstl(' 
spider 
i;T'lr,g. 
slipper 
dueL.: bi SC' 111.-, 
dragon sno"man treasure burglar scarecrm, 
THREE ~YLI~BLr hOlm~ 
rhocolatp mntorbi\<:e television abacus rollersJmtes 
firp engine> caravan 
APPENDIX 5-4: REDUCED LISTS OF ITEMS USED IN THE ANALYSIS 
dud;s 
biscuits 
snohman 
scarecro;..' 
scarf 
slipper 
caravan 
television 
dragon 
treasure 
castle 
fire engine 
/nl\sl:: 
Sp8<..sti~ 
W£Sp 
dal.KS 
'bal ':> K::)'x \: s 
~nL..rnoV'\ 
SK3Kr€':t 
S\l:a9 
:Sl£~ 
'kI.r"::t.\I"LV'\ 
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bucket 
str-1.r 
kite 
burglar 
rocket. 
guitar 
rollerskates 
motorbike 
basl\:et 
pencil 
chips 
chocolate 
oran.ge 
1'\: \',' " 
!b';\o::I\\::' 
SPClu-oi 
Kr£.b 
Sci.. 
"=>~\: 
~9L~ 
r£k~\: 
~t-:::> 
rC!D.L~S"-~"l.T t:. S 
't'!'rx \::iba.'U'1<. 
~s~'c:. 
'p~(\S~L 
'J~~ 
APPENDIX 5-5: STORIES 
A. Nest. Spider. \"asp. Biscuits. Duch:s. 
Who do you think lives in this NEST? 
Is it the SPIDER - all black and hairy? No. 
1~ it thp WASP':' No. 
I'll give you a clue. 
It's something that likes to eat your BISCUITS. 
It's the DUCKS! 
B. Snov.'Illan. Scarf. Slipper. Caravan. Scarecrow. 
In the wj ntel tlw ('h)) dl'en made ::-t Lig S'\Oh'lA\. 
Here is a SCARF, and here is a SLIPPER for him. 
Rl]1 11(:\ ;t .~. ~.~}ml;-j~\r \.'t:~' dr'n', h~~"e =-,nf)h1T~pri '~lJym,""";(,,:, d) \·,tt~"" 
\oIno can we give the things to? 
1 knm,-, b;.- the s:icl(~ of the old CAR.::"VAN is a SCARErRO\\-. 
I pt 's give them to him. 
C. Tele\-jsjon. Tlragcln. Treasure. Castle. Fire engine. 
Lc'1st night I ",-atched a pro.~ramme on the TELE\"1S101\. 
I t Has a hout a DRA(,£lN. 
Hp breathed fire to frighten people ah'ay and te, stop them 
looking: for the TRr"A.StJHE hidden in the CASTLE. 
One da,\- he breathed so much fire the FIRE ENGTNt: had to comp 
tn P\lt it out~ 
Jj' you're Ju("-Ly you migl11 fHl'l ;i CRAt\ ()) Ct SPPl'1RJ lJsb 
shapt-d Lih:e a ST,."lJ{. 
1 fit's "'indy you could fly a EITE on the beach. 
E. BurglRr. Rocket. Rollerslmtes. Gui tar. Notorbike. 
One day a BtJRGL.\,R tried to ta\\:t-' a little boy's toys. 
He climbed into the house and took his ROCKET, his 
ROLLERSEATES and his Gt'ITAR. Luckily somebody heard him and 
shouted "Stop". A policeman carne rushing rmmd the corner on 
his l"KYIDRBIEE and caught the burglar. The 1i ttle boy got 
all his toys back. 
F. Pencil. Chocolate. Chips. Orange. Basket. 
i'llmuny is going shopping. She got her PENCIL and hTote a 
shopping list. Daddy wanted CHOCOLATE. The little boy "anted 
CHIPS. The little girl wanted an ORANGE. 
i'lummy put. all the things into her BASKET to bring them home. 
324 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
APPENDIX 5-6: SPEECH DATA SAMPLE 
Subject: 11=". CA 3:03. AA '310 L '3,5. v'\ Q:OIo 
Target 
\-'!ord 
Nest 
Spider 
Wasp 
Duchs 
Biscuits 
Sno\<''ffian 
Naming 
G-
v 
v 
v 
'by ~ \o:.::t~ So 
v 
Imitation 
v 
v" 
weip 
v" 
'b:r. 91C. 'X }: $ 
v 
Scarecrow S'(£9 k k£~1c.3u SlI:g ~ 'k. ~'V 
Scarf v' v 
Slipper Sl:3: PO) 
" 
~l:.p~ 
Caravan VaL van 'kCD:'v~n 
Television \E.L-:'\:>'X ?;1' ,CEj x'b'1 ~'" 
Dragon 
'dl!>CASt' ol~9-" 
Tl'f'aSlIl'C 1)1( ·\::e..G3~ 
Castle 01(. v 
Fire en.gim~ {:'a'l: 0:3::t1"\ :P-a':tY"'·~f"\cI'1.l"\ 
Bu('\;;:et v V' 
Spade v spe.:t.d 
Crab \(\P&b K\l:)o!:Q.b 
Star v v 
Eite V" v 
. 
b3S~ Burglar v 
Rocket We\(.'1\: lNo\(.:t~ 
Guitar 9i~ 9 c:n'tnra ~-i\:Q l::tto 
Rollersh:ate~l: st:.e'1~ WinS \. 9 SICe 1:ts. 
t-1otorbike v' V" 
Basket 'bell 9"-z \::. v 
Pencil v v 
Chips l":tpS v 
Chocolate "t:t:>Kl~2 ~sO\(.\..~ 
Orange t>wx\""CA-z. bW1"OS 
Continuous 
Speech 
0£51< 
\/ 
v' 
\/ 
'" 
v 
(J 
v' 
f,l:.pa 
" 
1& 
rI 
() 
tJ 
~ 
v 
fJ 
41 
f> 
• 
~ 
IS 
Q 
~ 
'I> 
(1 
'p:rnS&u 
t1pS 
'\:'D"-L9 
T;)w~1"\O J 
32-5 
Target 
Nonword 
/'r\I\S't::. 
, 
sp~"U'd~ 
\ivEsp 
dCiP-K.s 
Imitation 
[v' 
v 
,nsp 
d .... IC..S 
'btQ.S\(:;:>~b b'2JlslI:";)'X a 
SO~tv\OI"\ ~~4M1:>V'\ 
'~lI:alC..re'l 4ak3~e"X 
t.KQQ 
''''-0+ '~L£.p~ upa ~ 
'I<.:r.r:r.vs:", 
'k%w'%vxn '\(.l::'vx.n 
,\:.0\0\'1\3-'" t:.DLov:rvJ~ \::o\OVIi\ 
otrxs." d .. Svx9·" 
'b-:t3C1 V' 
·k .... &1... '\< .... s'U" 
~ ';~~ .~ '~&I"\~~ 
'b:r..""~ V" 
Sp~~ ~pe:x:d 
k..Y"'£.b Ke.b 
So't::.i. .t:~ 
\c:::>l:.\: v 
:botjL\. V' 
rE.'=:.i>t. \!)tJe,91:. 
gai~, ~'k.~ 
~Li..~~ ·C"c!QJ'\..S\('a'U\: S 
·rnl:\:1'b~k. "Mx\C.'%'b~u'<, 
'be~~\::. 'b£'SKa'2. 
'p'1:.r.89L 'penS:tl 
ljAps t::r.>P5 
·'O:tICLla"l.Tt:. 'er .l.K:tl~U' 
'tr~ 'th!.ra..ncl~ 
A. 
B. 
r. 
fl, 
APPENDIX 5-6: SPEECH DATA SAMPLE 
Target 
\-Jord 
!\est 
Spider 
v,-asp 
Dud,s 
Biscuits 
Snm,man 
Sca f'ecro,,-
SC:'l.J'f 
SUpper 
Naming 
LV 
V" 
~O&P 
v' 
be 't:)':t~~r5 
V" 
'g<t.~ K\!:I~'" 
V 
V 
Imitation 
ntJ. t . ..,; 
v 
wohp. v 
v 
.., 
V' 
.., 
V' 
~l:.p~ 
rar3\-an ~:t:v '~),/CSln V 
Tdc\-jsion \:E.l.:Iv:t~f"\ ·V1Z. .... ..... 
Dragon '\?('~r' v 
'!'1'(':1~:~ ,t--r) ·~E.:z.;;> 'b"i:Z.e> .b..\:.3~ 
Cast lp • K2QS"l.S' '\c:.a&'U' 
Fin' pnE;} nc V" V' 
BIlcl\(>t v v 
Slk'1de v v 
Crall k\"'&~ kr~~ 
Star v v 
1\ j t p sKr:it::. v 
Continuous 
Speech 
v-
....... 
"P 
v 
v 
....... 
IrQ,,'t.!O» " "'~'U' 
v 
¢ 
'''21:2. V :i>vau"l 
'V':t3W"1 
v 
v 
·1C~S1.S 
v 
v 
v 
v-
....... 
v 
Target Imitation 
Nonword 
I tV\'S>\:: lY 
'spa"tSd~ ../ 
w'l'Op v 
dat~ v 
'\o;)CIl$IC. '='tts . ba:zs,kw x \:s 
'&\\"MO('\ 'S~L1MOr"\ 
~'" '!.lC.re:r 'S~'3t:_k\"'er 
~\CO.e SIc.Q.~ 
'S\..t.,,~ 'Sl£p-t 
'k::t.r:t.v 11"\ '!::w ...,%(371"\ I "~"1V%"" 
.\:D\OVI\l-"" ,t:t.Liv J\3tt"l {\.olov:t3f' 
Gtn:S:" v 
'6-1 3Q ·'t::r-~3& 
"",,,s\.. v 
'~'~~ '+'0 '!.n0:3:to') 
·bx.ILAr v 
Spwnsd S P ~ "LS"1""Id. 
\c.~b \(r&.b 
'S\:::.i... S~:t 
b:[\:. V 
F. Burglar 'b~1~ 'b~rL~ v 'bo~LL.. V 
Rod\et WOIC.':t.\:. \!:1t:>"-:t\; 'VOIUI:: '~\(~\:. v 
Cui tar v v V' ~.t::.":) v' 
Ho 11 erslm tes n;n,,,~ slcctl: t'7l..rt~ 'S I.<e-x..~ \P &'l.S'L;iI. ~"-e.'J..t 'ra.~ v 
~Jot()rbike v v v 'nI1~b .. 'U'\.('~"''I,bi)'\11( ,'n\%~:t.b~ 
F. Basket V- v v-- 'bES~ V 
Pencil "~I"\~~"l.S" p£.C"\s v 'pxnS~L V 
Chips v' V ~::s:p~ ~ps v 
Chocolate \:jo"l~ v 
../ ~~v 
Orange 't.>~J:~ . O\!)~~ 't;)'-'x~J '£r~/ v] 
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Subject: of, CA 4,',0'3 ,~A, lL'O(.~:2s, VA 4,',10 
Target 
\.Jord 
A. t\cst 
Spider 
Wasp 
Ducks 
Biscuits 
B, Snm-man 
Sea f'ecrow 
Scarf 
S1 j pper 
Caravan 
Naming Imitation 
v" v 
'o.P b~-\:. 1:. rs 'b 't. S 'c2, C s 
v v 
'S"!9b"9"U S~~:> 1L1D~'\r 
v v 
V ~~p~ 
'kcsl v & ~ c1!Q..r\ ' \Cau· oii)," ~t"\ 
(" T t' 1 C\'j S ion 't.£,L\.. ''t:f.L'1.'TJ:'l 
Dragon v" 
Tr('as~ we 'b., f.. z.~ 
Cas t 1 ( , '\c:.aLS"U" 
Fi l'P cnginc V 
1), Bllc+:et 
Sp<."l.de 
\'1'a1) 
St.ar 
Ejte 
v 
'\::x> W E. "L ";) 
V 
V' 
v 
v 
V' 
V 
Continuous 
Speech 
v 
'\;'iL"13r 
V 
t.\:)l.'Z;:; 
\<::a2.~;:) 
F, Burlglar v 'o85~L~ V" 
Rocket WOIC.:x ~ ~ OIC.~t _ 
Gui tar ~ 'to 1:0 ~ 
Hollers\i.:atesbwC\rlP~'~\.il.sI(e:tt tJ 
~Iotorbil\:e 'b;nst,a'ba'l:.\(. V" '''''.up;. 'ba%.k 
F. Basl~et 
Pencil 
Chips 
Chocolate 
Orange 
Target Imitation 
Nonword 
/n,,~'c: LV 
'Sp~"U"d iO> v 
IN t..Sp v 
d2C.~ v 
Ib~,,::>~v 
'en\..mo,... 
'~a~",e'% 
~ko.e 
5~ 
k~v~~ 
'43\",0"" 
v 
Sko+ 
V' 
'\(~":r;It'\ ;k%"~",,~ 
'\:clovl\,i."\ 11\j x'x3r' 
O~9r" v 
'~'t.3Q ~Iza b-:t'Zo. 
'k,,,s \.. v 
'~'~~ .... v 
'b.:J:~c. 
Sp~ 
~ 
~\:t 
k.~~1:. 
'boel'" V' 
'rE";''=. v 
~t:'::> V'" 
'rall~1St~ \'pd'Li.sIC.";)uts 
'n\r\::::l.b~'U1( v 
APPENDIX 5-6: SPEECH DATA SAMPLE 
Target 
'-Joro 
A, l\est 
Spider 
Wasp 
DUi.:i(s 
Biscuits 
P" Sno\,wan 
Sea l'ec rOh-
Scarf 
SJ j pper 
Carayan 
r. Tf'leyjsion 
llrngon 
'rrf"rlS\ :r'(:\ 
Cast k 
Naming 
(;n£s\::. 
'epa"1d~ 
v' 
dl\ke 
v 
. 9n'Cns"malM"l 
Imitation 
I"nE.S \:. 
'epa~., 
vi 
dl\\<.~e 
'b'l. e "-:t. \: J. 
'e,,'a 'U" rn~'" 
'e~r'i:.:>'K\D~'U' 'e\(\,)f.~.\c\!)a'U' 
eKC\~ 9\co~ 
'el.:Ip~ eL%p~ 
' \<a2w~,V2Q.t\ 'K&~ayC!!Q.n 
v ~Uv:s:S'"' 
.~~ ~~ ... 
ru£3;1 tx:e~ v 
'Kal ~~ .",C!r4~). 
Fi l'P 0ngl ne V v 
n, Blv'\;:et v v 
Spade ~pe~ol v 
Crnh \c~ l<w~b 
St.ar v ~t:o 
1\1 t e V v 
Continuous 
Speech 
l"Y\~ Q \: ., 
, 
~a'Xo1~ 
\NOS.p 
d,,\<e.~ 
'b~e\C..~ee 
' en~'U''''''~ 
. 91Ct, ~ \c.~'U' 
~\Co.(' 
'Q~l:.p~ 
'''\!)~''''>J a.~ 
. \3e.L'i":I 3 '"' 
'CS"&9"" '~e3~'% 
'\c&e\.. 
.' 
V' 
v 
~pc2l:.ol 
\C\:1~ 
~t:o 
v 
Target Imitation 
Nonword 
/nl\s\:: f'I\St 
'£.p~"U"d~ ~p~"tTd';;) 
w£5p W€"lP 
da:Ll.LS dC!Q.9\( 
• b(5LS\{.':>l:.l;s' b:ns,lc.:> l:'C $ 
1"\ n 
''St\~W\ot\ V 
'S"-3 \C.-e 'X 'S'L~ \c."e"% 
S\<O.S 'v 
'sLe.p~ ./ 
'K:l:r I.V:L", 'k."% 02 y:s: t\ 
,\:::olOv"l ':'\ ,~.;)v/\~r' 
drX9l'" v 
'brx3Q V 
''KAs\. '\(,,~~ 
~I~Y' v 
~\cl\\; V' 
Spa-u-c:i ep~'U'd. 
kr£b ~Y"cab 
Sci. gb.-
,,:>:s:~ v 
F. Burglar V' v v 't::x::-caG.. v 
RocJ;;et "WOk:t\:. WO\c:r't. \!)O\c.'%\: "'£~e 'W£,~l; 
Guitar \<~.\::O ,\C;>' to. ,v. .~'c:> .K2Q.·~O:> 
Roller~l\Cl.te~rcru~~u~~ r~u.'%'t:~ ~'Ul~~\(e~~~ r~'Cnst:s. W2D.L':'9"-~"\J\:-\ 
~lotortnl\P V' ...... v ·hu.\;:tJ:>~'ft\'J:."%,b~'U\(' .I'f\'%~rb .. "",,-
F. BasJ;;et '~~":x.\::. '~~\c.:r\:. • \::).cue \LOX\::. ·W~\:. 'b!.QKOc 
Pencil ... 
... 'pr"~~L ·p£",e~l. ·~t.ne~\. Pfne'XL pQ.r\93L 
Chips ~:s:p~ 'O.xp~ V' '5"p5 " Chocolat~ ....... v '~O\t;L"'~ '~:x.Ia\;U1:. .." 
Orange 't)\!)S~ 'oo~ 'OC:>~J 'er~~/ "SwC!C.nd'€l 
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B. 
r. 
D. 
F. 
APPENDIX 5-6: SPEECH DATA SAMPLE 
Subject: S5F. CA \4.~O""\. fI~ '3,"~c::.4·O· VA S:OG 
Target 
\-Jord 
Nest 
Spider 
Wasp 
Duchs 
Biscuits 
Snoy.'IDan 
Sca recro,,' 
Scarf 
SUpper 
Caravan 
Television 
Dragon 
'rren .. s1 n't-::> 
CasU e 
Naming Imitation 
lb=. t'\ £ et. oe,&: 
'epa'%de 'epo1d~ 
woep wcep 
c1~k:e d~ZI(S 
.~ Q\C.:X.l:9 • b:r.slC..:t.\:E) 
Continuous 
Speech 
r'\f.s~ 
V' 
"'-lose 
d,,"S 
'bYIii*l: \::e s 
'~~~ 'ena"U'w'\~V"1 'Sa,,-""'\.1'f\t\cc.t" 
-elC3'\(,\D.v 'Q~t:.~ \c.\!):i)'U' ''S'Le 9 '\C.f"&"U 
e~ ~+ S'C-E~ !\(o,.c: 
'el:rpi:l '~~p~ SL~p~ 
~Vc32,.;'\ v v 
v v v 
~f' ~ v-
v '~a~ :U£.C5~ :'5r2.3~ 
'kaI2.~ '\<:3:2.9,-, 'k2Q9:x l 
Fil'P engine v v v-
Bud\et v v v 
Sp.."l.de 9pex.d E)pe::Ec1 epe:x:ol 
Crab v v v 
Star et::o ~~ &9ea 
Ei t.e 
-
v- v 
BasJ\et 'Oeg,e\c.:Lt; 'b!Qe~~t b~~9\c.':L~ 
Pencil ' pt.t'\e:tL l't.,r\e~L P€r\ts1 l 
Chips tO~pe l::5~P~ v 
Chocolate v v v 
()range v v vJ 
Target Imitation 
Nonword 
lnA'5\:: ~ ''Sp~1.J"do> v 
w€.e.p w~ep 
ol;3'2.."-«F> v 
. bcn$IQ:d::s. 'bn2 ~~ -:>-:s:.\::; 
·Sni..Ml;)n 
'S"-:'rt\on 
'So \c. '3 \c. re'l: ' 9\C3\c.r€"3: 
Sko.9 elta.c 
'sl£p~ 'EU.p~ 
• \c."U" 'X.v ~ v 
:~\ov"lY\ '\:.tt.~v ::t:.l.W"I 
eil'":{ 9'" v 
'h3,o v 
"-"5 \. v ~'~r v 
'b:r"" \:. v 
S~ ~pa"U"d 
krEl::> \ca~Lb 
S'=-'- et:~1"\ 
t:'Ox~ v 
ruka..\: 02.eta. 
'p-rf'\&;>\. Ptn~\.. 
~ps V" 
'~~'\3'\-- v 
~~I VJ 
A. 
B. 
Target 
\-Jord 
Nest 
Spider 
Wasp 
Du\:h:s 
Biscuits 
Sno~'lI1an 
APPENDIX 5-6: SPEECH DATA SAMPLE 
Naming Imitation 
Lv V 
v' v 
v' wc!.s 
v V' 
b~K~b. v V 
v' V' 
Continuous 
Speech 
v 
'SPO':tj~ 
v 
v 
v 
v 
Target Imitation 
Nonword 
/l'V\~\:.. [-
'spensd~ ..... 
we~ w:r&P 
cl~ v 
'b2Qs\£::)'X\:s V" 
, 
S",,-n-oon V" 
Scarecro~' 
· "~s. ~'o~;,'o\.r'~tM~" C)"U g\(.3~\(.";'~ ·S\C::~~~ '5!<we.;, lC.\!)f!. ~ 
Scarf Y'" V' V" ~\Co.9 SkO.~ , ko.~ 
Slipper V" ~':tpa v' '"s.le..p0) Y'" 
r.aravan v' ~;,vC!Q.n v '~~ \c:~V1V1<'\ 
r. Teleyision b..l:r·V1~\,,\ '\:£.l:Lv:t'to!' 't e.l:ry 'X. '%.1"\ \::o\.CVI\l-'" 't.:o2OV"9~:kDDNI\ ~r 
-. d"'~;,1"\ 'd~~t'\ Dragon , o.r:r~t'\ v Z:W~ 
Trea,s~tre tWi..~~ 's ..... e.z.~. We.'Z..~ b.:l E.z.~ ~:X30 ·t..l(r'X~ 
Ca~ll p v' V' lc.as."U k.-.s\. k'l~ 
Fi l'P enJ?:i ne~a'l;> ·£rd~.l:n'l:fa~ '£t'\dz%.1"\ '-'h'X'~~ :(b.:~ .~~ 
D. Bu\:ket '~\(:I.2 'b1\\(X2. 'bl\l(.'11 b'1\u..~ 'b:XKQ"~ b:tkod 
.... Sp<'lde V V' "'pe~ SpCl'Ud V 
C'rah \I::~ \c~ ,,~ ~ K\J,,)~ 
St<'lr V' v v S\:i.. v 
l\i te V' V' V' ~t. Y'" 
E. Burglar .b~ 'b3Sw 'bl~~\'~ bL'b~~ ~~ 'b')Qe~ 
Rocl{et \NO":%.\:. Wo\(.;x\:. \NO\L':te j-£~i>~ '~'c. 
Gui tar 9~~1c- ~i'r:x0! -.::t'e'::to. ~.\::.:;, v 
Rollerskate~ '~t "a'lS\:::l.n 5\ce:r;\-s "'~'lJ"~ SI.C.C'l:, '~Lisb'\SCS ~\.xS\t..~'\.*s 
l"lotorbike v' v ....... m:t\::io~1t """ 
F. Basket 
Pencil 
Chips 
Chocolate 
Orange 
v' 
4-xPS 
'c:f> 2 '-- \:. 
·O~..:Ir-O"Z 
V" 
'pU'\\:~'" 
S':t.p5 
~t:>\(~'c. 
t:>,,~'Z. 
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v 
V 
sx.PS 
·~01L'a\:. 
'O~"I.~iJ 
APPENDIX 5-6: SPEECH DATA SAMPLE 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Target Naming Imitation Continuous Target Imitation 
\..]ord Speech Nonword 
------------------------------------------------------------------
A. l':est Lv v .". / "AS\=. [v . 
Spider v v v SpCin.n::A~ v 
Wasp v V'" V" w~p v 
Duchs v' v 0/ d.:Q.\Cs v 
Biscuits v v ..;' ~\o:r.\::.s v 
'8l.t.max 
B. Sno\--.man v v v ~f"\Uy\OI"\ ·S"i.rt\:>'1\..;1' St'I ~cn~n 
Scarecrow ·$\c:re.ekr&"U v- v '~\c.3 \c.re:t '5,,"'3 ~re~", 
Scarf v V' v s\cae slto-C 
Slj pper v ~J:P~ v ~\..e.(>;> 'Sl.:tp~ 
Caravan V" v v 'k'Xnv~1"\ v 
, , i:::C>V<VlW ~t>16v~kSf\ 
r. Television v v V \:c\OVl\3'" \x)Lc;II"J\3':'t"Ii.. tel. "3%t\ 
Dragon v v v' t:irxS'" v 
Treas1ln~ v \3"" '\:.rt.'Z'd 'tr~Z~'Z. 1:n:~ v 
Castle v v v 'k"s L \C'~L \C9Sl 
:fa"!. '£,nd:tt\ ~' --
.. , "I 
Fin~ enginev v a:2rdj.V\ v 
n. HIlcl\et b"k:r2 v v 'b:r.\a\\:. v 
Spade v v v Sp~ v-
Crab v v V'" \c::r£.b v 
Star v v v Sti.. v-
Ei t.e V'" v V \c:>:U::. v 
F. Burglar v v v 'b:xau v 
Rocket V" v v 'C"'f...Ia:) t v 
Guitar 2-x.1:o. :r2t:..Q :rZto ~t::> ~'t":>\" 
Rollerskatesv V" v ~is~'rmb'1 'r~\s"~'Ut 
~lotorbike v v v ~\::1b~,,*, ~%t.~b~~ 
F. Basl~et v v- I ba:2.S 1'1 Z ~~~ v 
Pencil v ..... v 'P~~L v 
Chips v v v iPS v Chocolate v v v '~v
Orange v v v] ~/ v-] 
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Target Naming Imitation Continuous Target Imitation 
\-Jord Speech Nom.;ord 
------------------------------------------------------------------
A. t\est Gf.'S v V" /r'\""'S~ ~f.~~ f'€."''= 
Spider V' v v ~ c> ~"tS1::A ~ V' 
Wasp v V v w£sp v 
Dud;s v v v d&'LS V' 
Biscuits v v '~s".';)'X.'c $ v v 
B. Snm,man sn'.:)rn~n V' 5\..N.-u-1"C'\~ &t"\~on V' 
Sca recrO"h" 9Ct,Q KA.p & Ic!,S) '-'A P 
'SIC e:~ \C.J\ p 'SIc.3kr£'% 's \C.\J.J '3 ~.-e. "I SICE..,,,;iV $lc..t.'alc..~up 
Scarf v v v 5Wae S~ , 
SJ) pper v' V' v 's\..e.pa 't!EC~ 
Cara\"aJl '\(~Z.9~2QOl fl<~ "'., b ZQ.O 'kca.~~btliQ.d '''~r:&'' XoI'\ '\c.:t"v:t v:to '" \<bad c:4 
C. Teledsion 'b!.l~'t:t\ '\::£.u V"I. ~ r '\:t-u' ..... !r" 
'=o\OVI\]:" ~e""3r Dragon dec.ca.'" 'dmgf"' ·dCS2.9'" Or':tSt' .OW%§t'l 
·;'r(:~1S~tr'(-" '~Z.d '\::wE:Z.~ :b.Nt.3'O tr~3o. b...>:t30 Cast L' 'ko$l$ '\("&S'lr "~S'tJ" '\cAS \. 'K"S"'tT 
Fil'(> (>n~:i nf~ ~~'% 'E.1'dZ'%r"\ ~Q~ '~,~'" 
-ro.1: ' £~'" ~'~ :(6' &.r\d"" .,)/" 
.... 
D. BuC'\;;pt v sbl\kxZ v b:t.\cA'e V' 
Sp<Cl.dp V V' V Sp;.'U'd V" Cratl ""&b kab ~ kt"£.b k\J.Jeb 
St-<.l.r s\::> V' V ~\:'l.. V 
Ei te v V' V b:rl v 
E. Burglar bagaL~ ·bS.7.L~ ·ba9~\.~ hoe\"-. v 
Rocket 'W0\(.'%2 'wcK x2 "O\C~~ y-£t:a~ 'WE..lI:;> I:.. 
Guitar v v V ~4!Q't::> v 
Rollerslmtesw9u\..4j) ·61e%\:''';l'ts~·S\C.el:'=~ ·\Pau~·~\Ce:::t.b ~~1ftS\'c!:QLi.S\c~"\St:~ 
~Jotorbike v v "t'f\cn.n:s• 'ba:DC ~\:::s:.b~ ~ 
F. Basl;;:et 't)2Q.S\(%\:. v v ·bes\taU:. v ... Pencil v v ..... "p:r~\. v Chips \::.xps V'" \::::t.p S ~II.PS bApS Chocolate '\:.o~2 'mk~~~:p\c L~ e '\:.."'O'LL.;a '= X$Ctl~ '\:x.~l~'U'\c. Orange ·O'Z%~ OlC.l ,=-, ~ '~.~~l. 't>\:)~ ~....w::t ~ Ci'l. t:> w:c ~d "Z. 
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Target 
'-lord 
A. Nest 
Spider 
Wasp 
Ducl\s 
Biscuits 
R. Sno\-.man 
Scarecrow 
Scarf 
Slipper 
Caravan 
r. TpleYision 
Dragon 
Treasure 
Castle 
APPENDIX 5-6: SPEECH DATA SAMPLE 
Naming Imitation 
v 
v 
v 
V' 
Continuous Target Imitation 
Speech Nonword 
t'\:tS\:. 
v 
wop~ 
v 
v 
/N\~\:. tY 
·~pa'U'd ... v 
wa.Sp V' 
~ dalS"-
'~\c::>'ttS v 
v v V' ~~()t\ S\"'\l..f"r'Ionol 
·$\(E.9~UP S~~k.r&"U'p' ·S"u.'k..t"~"U'p.,'S",:BILre.."1 v 
v v " S\CO.9 S~~ 
v V' v S~ v 
v · \CaNav-ralM"\ 'Ka:2.r ;JbC!l2.A'\ '\c%r.t.y ~ \av :I."'~ 0(\ 
.... 
v 
" V' 
V 
Fire engine V 
fl. 
E. 
F. 
Bucket v 
Sp<9.de V' 
Crab V 
Star V' 
E1te v 
Burglar 'bat;3Q\.Cl> 
Rocl\et ~t>\Cr~ 
Guitar 'ja'tr "'%''=0 
Rollersh:ates v 
~lotorbike v 
Basket v 
Pencil '~"SL"lr 
Chips v 
Chocolate v 
Orange 
, 
Q\:>x1jd3 
v 
V' 
v 
-:rlko 
v 
V' 
V 
P%""'f,Q 
V' 
./ 
v 
v 
V 
V 
V 
V' 
·ba9C>\.~ 
'\!10"~\:.. 
.~'\:Q " 
v 
./ 
V' 
v] 
'b'L\LA't: 
'9P~d 
~'l:b 
S~~ 
\o";E.e. 
v 
v 
kreQ,b 
yo 
v 
'b£s~ 'ba:lsUl: 
P'U'\S~\. v 
'~PS v ~\(.~~ v 
, V '&r-![~ ,'£t'&rct.3 
'~r~J 
------------------------------------------------------------------
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A. 
B. 
r. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
APPENDIX 5-6: SPEECH DATA SAMPLE 
Target 
\-Jord 
Nest 
Spider 
Wasp 
Ducl\:s 
Biscuits 
Sno\o.'TTlan 
ScareCrOh" 
Scarf 
Sljpper 
Caravan 
Tplevision 
]lr(1~on 
'I'rfl[iS111 '(:'> 
Cast 1e 
Naming 
LV 
v' 
v 
V 
v 
V 
v' 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
·Wf.3~ 
v 
fil"(> enginf> V" 
Bucket 'bJ\\C:s:2 
Sp.."idp V 
Crab V 
StaT V'" 
Ei te ./ 
Burglar v 
Rocket '''C>~'%2 
Guitar \c;i\:o 
R.ollerslmtesv 
i'lotorbike V' 
Bas J;;:e t ·~S\(~Z 
Pencil v 
Chips v 
Chocolate ~O~~1 
Orange V' 
Imitation 
v 
v 
v 
V 
V' 
v 
v 
v-
v' 
V" 
./ 
v 
'\:jl3a b"f.3~ 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
./ 
'b39~l~ 
v 
\~'to 
v 
v 
v 
v 
V" 
V' 
v 
----------------------------------
Continuous 
Speech 
Target Imitation 
Nonword 
v /r'\AS\:. rv 
v' 'S~., v 
\/ wep v 
V d&"S v 
>/ 'bea.s\c ,:)l:l::..5. v 
, 
SI"\Uv.Ot\ s~~or'\ v 
V- '-e. \C: ~\C re. 'I. v 
v ~\c.o.e S\co.-C 
v 's~ v 
v '\C:x.\"'%~ ,,~,,~V~ 
'tt.j:x.V'1 f~ '\:0 ' . \OVl\Jr' ~O\ t:)v"3f\ 
V" dr.rSf' V' 
'\:.w"t.3~ ~ "!,C4 ''t:rx'tO 
v '\cAS\.. V" 
v 
~,...,. 
V" ~Y' 
'~\(:! 'cK OX\cl\C v 
.... $p~'Ud v V' 
v Kr'E.b \:r~ 
v ~\:.L.. v 
v \c..':)':t.~ v 
:b~l~ '~Li.. V 
rO\c~ 't-t..lC4) \:. v 
9e>'tQ ~2Q.''c:> v 
0 
V '~\c.;I\St:s. V' 
M?IlSl:;) 'oa'!tK M'l:~b~ "X ~\(.:E.b~ 
v 'b!..s~\:. v 
v l>:s:.n ~"'L fi..n&% \.. 
v iPS " v Dul~ut: V' 
v] I ~/ V'] 
--------------------------------
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Subject: fY\icnoel 
A. 
Target 
\.Jord 
!\est 
Spider 
Wasp 
Dud;;s 
Biscuits 
P,. Sno\-'IT1an 
Scarecrow 
Scarf 
Slipper 
Caravan 
Naming 
GES 
V' 
""~sP 
V' 
'ON'\:rs Ic.:I:.Cs 
\J 
r. Tplevision 't!:,v~ll"\ 
Dragon v 
~$<=*3£~ TrE'3S1lrp 
Castle 
../ 
Fil'e engine~a:t .i", 
~as ~3'l:t'\ 
D, 8ud\et V" 
Spa.de v' 
Crab \(x&w~b 
...... Star v 
El te ke-x1 
Imitation 
V 
Sp~a:t.dc. 
V" 
v 
V 
·~j:I:·V:I:s.>"\ 
.., 
'~r'va ~I."~ twf.~ .~£? 
v 
fa'% "" £. 31 >"\ 
v 
v 
kL"'CD-b 
V'" 
\<e1\::" ..,. 
Continuous 
Speech 
n£.s 
V' 
,""os' 
" v 
1:.1. :tV1,t" 
dt'~ ell,! 1'\ 
\:f2va 
.., 
~Qr :t" ~'S \:l~ 
b,,2 "'l: 2 
v-
k,,8&b 
v-
\<.e.'I. 1 
Target Imitation 
Nonword 
/""~\: 
'~(nn::la 
w€.8p 
eA a'.2.lc. s 
bca.sc.?:t.~ 
[\I" 
v 
w~S\:. 
dJ\k.s 
V' 
, S~"t\'\Ot'\ 
Sk3 '''W\:&''~ ~'\.J 
SkQ.,f' 
SL'l:p~ 
'IuV~M '''xv:t.\I%i''\ 
tt,\CVI\J(' 1:.t.l:r'v 'X\'\i-'" 
0If""% Sf' \/ 
'trx. v 
'k" ~ v' 
~ mnca.Y\ .ca~~ %."3:rn 
'b:J:k"\:' bX\(J\2 p 
sp~ v 
\i:r£.b \C"t.b 
S~\.. v-
\c.~\:. v 
F. Burglar ~3SaL~ :b~S~U, ·bata~\.a :b:wa~ :bQ"'j~, 
Rod:et ,,:>)C~ :l "O,,-x.k. wt:>IC.'l7 f"'£1(at re.."~s C"£k.~t6 
F. 
Gui tar ,tal'to .,"£'X'.2a ~1tb ~a:tt' ~&'~a::> 
R.()llerslmtes~:>~ S"'e~ 'l r&v;"S\Cel: Z W&1.st:~ s"e'1 '~li'slQ'Ut-~ ~CD\,'%S\c 3'U"t:.~ 
l')otorbike '~cnr2~ 'ba~ ~ ',,",,~'V:b;~ ·ba:I.k.IV\,:)2.::. b'a~ ·rt\r\:.%b~1c.. '''''%\(S;·b~'UlI.s 
Basl\et ·bl.$~c. . be.&\(84 v V' v 
Pencil v' v Pt.n$~'U' 'P%~li>l tpe.n~.:."lJ' 
Chips v' ag-xps V' V" ;ps v Chocolate v' v • ~o'S.l."%. t~ u\"''\rl:. ~%k OX'" L~'\T Z , 0 \CL:J:. K Orange CW~ v ~"'J~~J ~/ '~\!)':t.n3J 
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.A. 
Target 
\';ord 
Nest 
Spider 
Wasp 
Du:.'l~s 
Biscuits 
p" Snm ... 11k'1.n 
L, 
Scarecrow 
Scarf 
Sljpper 
r:aravan 
Hurl\et 
SpElde 
('1'31 ) 
St.ar 
l\jt.e 
F. Basl\et 
Pencil 
rhips 
Chocolate 
Orange 
APPENDIX 5-6: SPEECH DATA SAMPLE (i1.) 
Naming Imitation 
G£s f'\(S 
9pe%c::t~ &ga%ZQ 
"'~ \NO$ "" P.S ",",os ""oz.. bt 
v V' 
'bl:s:c:l 
'01 't:.~ z. '1:>151t: 
'bs"':I' • 
V' v 
v Spe'1 ~pe:t:" 
Ka~b V' 
v' v 
v V' 
~ bC!Q.sx1 'bms b;c}C.:r\: 
'b~S"'1 Z bCl2k1~S 
V' pe.s\..'U" 
·~o\(. ~ l'1l iOKaL"I:l 
'c"xg 'bl.:tg 
Continuous 
Speech 
Target Imitation 
Nonword 
nts InI\St. [;1\5 
$~~9 
wO~ ""'O~ 
wOi 
v' 
b'Xs~ ! 
v 
Spe~d spex 
\OC~ 
V 
v 
'-s,pa'Ud Oi> SpOd'C> 
\,).)t.sp Sw 3,ce 
Gcu.ks d"KS 
'b2Il.s\C:>%.~~ 'bm,s 'k:rx.t:..s 
t;.m sn LfonO r"\ 
'Sk.3 '\cre~ 
Sica'" 
S· SO>U:cc;) 
v 
b\clvI\i,"''\ v 
i:ir~" v 
:erx 30 r~1"Q tb-T.3m.. 
k~L ~ '\(.CQ.sl. 
'..ro,~" ~&. \~c!~ 
'bul\ I:. 
'bxb. " bxka:U-
"3~'\Sd Sp;I)V \:.rti> v' 
S~ v 
K':>%.c, v 
'bA-oL~ 'baal;.. 'bo1'.38 L~ 
t~'%2 'rEJC.&e y" 
);,-;r't:o ~~:> .':\:~::> 'da .di~"> 
',,~'VlO) ~Ic.' taQI.:ls\Q'bt's.· r ~b:t.s r~"Lr 
PC'a~ ba"E 'h\:r:a.ba'\S1( v 
~M:''U' ba% 
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APPENDIX 5-7: The type and mnnber of speech errors that emerged 
from the word by word analysis of the data at T1. 
(* = only occurred in Michael and Caroline's 
data, - = only occurred in the control data). 
Type of Speech Error 
Clusters: Reduction, 
Weak Reduction, 
* ? Replacement, 
CXnission, 
Reversal, 
Assimilation. 
Syllables: Deletion, 
.L\~~d:l t, j on . 
Consonan t : Ctli i::,s 1 on, 
Weak. 
Voice: + Vc;: - 'e, 
- Voice. 
Place: Fronting, 
- Backing, 
- Interdental, 
+ Dental. 
f'lanner: Stopping , 
Denasal, 
+ Nasal 
- Friction, 
+ Friction, 
Weak Friction, 
* NonEnglish. 
G 1 "t tR 1 : _ Rprlscement, 
+ :.: 
wrly: Labialised, 
G] i ned, 
11:1 Plle-", 
Lateralised, 
+ Lateral, 
Vowel. 
Assimilations:Regressive, 
Progressive. 
Intrusions: Anticipated, 
Groping: 
Metathesis: 
Perseverated, 
Unrelated. 
Double Articulations: 
Nasal Emission: 
Distortions: 
Vowels: Substitution, 
Neutralised, 
+ Vowel, 
* Intrusive. 
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Controls Michael Caroline 
4.9 
1.9 
o 
0.2 
0.1 
1.1 
0.9 
0.5 
2.1 
0.5 
0.4 
1.2 
5.5 
0.4 
12.5 
0.3 
0.9 
0.4 
0.3 
1.9 
1.5 
0.5 
o 
2.1 
0.5 
10.7 
(J.5 
() 
0.3 
0.3 
1.7 
2 
1 
1.4 
0.2 
1.1 
0.9 
0.1 
1 
0.3 
0.5 
1.7 
1.2 
1.5 
o 
3 
2 
2 
1 
o 
4 
7 
o 
3 
6 
3 
6 
5 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
4 
3 
3 
o 
1 
15 
1 
16 
2 
I; 
1 
1 
7 
4 
3 
4 
1 
1 
6 
o 
9 
o 
2 
7 
2 
5 
1 
15 
2 
1 
o 
1 
4 
1 
2 
6 
.) 
6 
8 
o 
o 
1 
3 
7 
o 
6 
1 
1 
2 
12 
o 
13 
:::' 
1 
3 
7 
8 
1 
2 
1 
2 
22 
5 
3 
2 
4 
10 
1 
5 
o 
APPThTDIX 5-8: The type and number of errors occurring in each 
category at T1. 
Error Category 
I SYLLABLE STRUCTURE. 
Clusters: 
Syllables: 
Consonants: 
11 SLiBSTl Tl-n 0~lS. 
------ - -
Stopping: 
Fronting: 
Backing: 
Other: 
Number of Occurrence 
Controls Michael Caroline 
8.2 
1.4 
2.6 
Sum=12.2 
sd= 3.63 
0.9 
5.5 
0.4 
24.6 
Sum=31.4 
sd=11.4 
12 
7 
9 
28 
2.52 
0 
5 
0 
20 
25 
9.46 
23 
3 
13 
39 
10 
3 
8 
0 
25 
36 
11.17 
IlIARTI~A.TQ~Y INCOORDINATION. 
Nasalisation: 
Frication: 
Assimilation: 
nm Ih 1 f' -\rt iClllat ion: 
Di s tc,rciun: 
Voicing: 
1.0 
3.9 
3 
1 
0.5 
1.6 
sd= 1. 33 
8 9 
7 10 
7 9 
9 3 
L ,1 
9 11 
.J2 ~ l; 
:::'.hl 3.33 
IVARTICULATORY INCXX>RDINATION AFFECTING SYLLABLE STRUCTLRE. 
Groping: 0.9 6 22 
Metathesis: 0.1 0 5 
Intrusions: 2.7 6 5 
Sum= 3.7 12 32 
sd= 1.33 3.46 9.81 
V VOWEUi 
Substitution: 1.7 7 10 
Neutralised: 1.2 2 1 
Intrusive: 1.5 6 5 
Sum=4.4 15 16 
sd=0.25 2.65 4.51 
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APPENDIX 5-9: Summary of differences in error types between the 
controls and speech disordered children at Tl. 
A. r-lINIMAL/NO DIFFERENCE BEI'WEEN GROUPS. 
Weak cluster reduction. Cluster reversal. cluster omission. 
Syllable addition. Fronting. +Glottal. Stopping. +Dental. 
+Friction. Wr·ak frict j on. R.egre"si v(' assj mi lati on. 
Perse'\'erat ion. Intrusive COIV(J[lBnts. Nasal emission. Vowel 
neutralisation. Gliding. +Lateral. Weak nasal. +Nasal. 
B. SLIGlIT DIFFERENCE. 
Cluster assimilation. Syllable deletion. Labialisation. 
+Vojcing. -Frication. Netathesis. -Nasal. Double 
articulations. Distortions. Intrusive vowel in clusters. 
C. r-~DF~4TE DIFFERENCE. 
Cluster reduction. Consonant deletion. Weak consonants. Vowel 
lateralisation. -Voice. Progressive assimilation. 
D. L4RGE DIFFERPJC'E. 
+Glnttal. Groping. VOh'el substitutions. 
E. 0\1.\ 1\ ('U\lr::-\L CHILl)RF\. 
Glottal replacement of clusters. Flapping. 1'/1. 'ion-English 
snlt'lds. Intn.si"\f' ,.'nh'01s. 
F. O!'-:l,Y IN NORNAL CHILDRE\. 
Backing. Interdental articulation. 
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APPENDIX 5-10: NUMBER OF ERRORS PER WORD AT T1 
(N = Normal Controls, 1'1 = !'1ichael, C = Caroline) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Target NamiQ~ Imitation Continuous 
Words Nonwords Speech 
N !'1 r N i'1 C '\ i'! N \1 ( 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
nest 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 i 1 -, .0 1 
spider 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 3 
h'I'lSP 1 2 3 1 0 5 1 2 -l 1.5 1 4 
ducks 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
biscuits 1. 25 1 ;1 1.25 0 4 1.5 0 0 1.:33 0 3 
SnOhlTlan 1 0 1 1 1 1 1.14 1 1 1 1 2 
scarecro"- 1. 7i () ;) 1.85 " 1 1.5 3 0 1. 57 ~ -l ~, 
scarf 1 1 2 1 1 3 1. 33 1 1 1 3 4 
slipper 1. :33 ,> .) 1. 42 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 2 t... .... 
cara\-an 1.83 1 4 ] .33 ~1 3 1. 75 r, 1 1. 75 2 3 t... 
teleyision 1.~ 2 1.66 2 1 1. 22 1 0 1. 16 r, r, '- t... 
rl.:"';l~:.-j! f 1 i ] I, 1 1 c) n . ,- " l 1 • L. ;"1 '-
trer',sure l.bb ;) 10 .) ~ '> 1.<:: U 1. 75 : ~ 4 L '- L 
castle 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1'i rr ,'li.~lne " r; OJ .~::; l • I,J 1 1 -1 , -+ 
bucket 1 ] 1 1.5 1 1.5 2 2 1 2 1 
spade 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 
crab 1.2 3 2 1 3 0 1.2 1 0 1 2 2 
star 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
kite 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
burglar 1 ') . "- 1 1 1.16 1 1 1 :3 1 1.5 1 1 
rocket 1.25 3 2 1.16 2 1 1 1 0 1.16 2 2 
guitar 1.57 4 8 1.42 2 4 1.66 2 4 1. 75 2 r) '-
ro11erskates 2 3 4 1.57 2 4 1.5 2 3 1.6 2 3 
motorbike 1 3 1 1 2 1 1. 16 2 1 1 3 5 
basket 1 1 4 1. 33 ] 3 1.5 1 2 1.75 1 2 
pencil 1 2 1 1.4 1 2 0 0 0 1 r) 1 £, 
chips 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1.2 0 1 
chocolate 1.6 2 3 1.25 1 1 2 2 2 1. 75 1 ') L 
orange 1.28 1 3 1. 33 0 3 2 1 3 1.6 1 3 
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APPENDIX 6-1: CCt1PLEX NONWORD AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TEST 
Practice Items:-
Inl\s I::. t'V\sl::. 
<3\'L ol~l 
Test Items:-
Set A 
/wt.Sp w£pS 
~n%mol"\ ·~n:t.N\On 
Wl:b jx.b 
"\;Is~ h~'I: S 'l ~'\J" \:.ha~ ~ 
d2IQ..1c..s oI.a.KS 
1SK3\(~T ~t3\:re."l: 
Cj~ 't::> c. '9~ 
p11"\saL p%n$aL 
~bx."as ':E:k'%.b~s 
'be.s\(.~\:.. 'be.k:.S~~/ 
Set R 
IS\; ~fY'\p 
bex~ 
'f"£J< a \:. 
Sma1K Sma:t.\l.. 
'r&\,~vt-s 1..islri.s\("ut:s 
blr~~1'\ tiro .xe--I"\ 
b:s: """I::. b %"t:A k 
'~(,~"11"\ 'l<.::I:r:l,vrCY\ 
~ndg '2.2r:r3 
'Sp~Ud~ 'sp~"Ud .. /
S\<09 
K:>:t\::.. 
Set C 
staB 
K-:>1't:. / 
~b1\9 b~ 
sl.ep&> Sl~ 
f->I.f>\. C£.pi.. 
'\<,0. s \... 1<.4\$ "" ~e tx;;c 
~!> ~ps 
~%.\:S p&s\c.-:>:t. ~ 
a&L olal 
d~k. d&ks 
~l:k:r~"U",=- ·'c:S:t.\(.:1 L~'\St:. / 
Set ]I 
/S\::l.. S'-:\.. 
be:l: be:L 
Sp~vb Sp'a>'Ud 
'b-:r.3Q 'b-%.a 01 
Kr£.b KI"x'b 
'baSLi.. 'bod~ 
~"'sp ~I\P$ 
m' c)yl\ ~Y'\ '\:::D\OvI\ J.." 
'Sp~ ~~~ 
m%l-:t'o'aV\( \"v\1\<.1t)~V'c / 
APPENDIX 6-2: ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 
Auditor~- di scrimination of complex nom,'ords b~- normal children 
from the three chronolog;jcal age groups (4, S/t) and 1/8 years). 
Source SSqs df Nsqs F p 
Bet Gps (CA) 2677.435 2 1338.717 8.974 0.00062 
\~ithin Gps 5817.617 39 149.170 
Total 8495.052 41 
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house 
schC18] 
fire 
floor 
food 
Hater 
face 
j, f"lc1 
eye 
Oook 
C'':i I' 
"om:,,'-
girl 
1'\X1<1 
hoy 
strpE't 
mnnE':'--
hand 
('hul'<'11 
door 
man 
tar,] ... , 
chi ld 
t ~( .,' IF 
APPENDIX 6-3: LEXICAL DECISION TEST STIMULI 
(after Coltheart 1980) 
Legal 
Nonh'orns 
gause 
Sd'locim 
fime 
floon 
foop 
nater 
fape 
near; 
ede 
hoa l ;; 
L...1~ 
mc-:mrUI 
,g;ar 1 
PClRd 
doy 
streE'd 
d,)ne'\-
pand 
chRrch 
hoar 
mlm 
table 
chold 
f,., "i' 
Illegal 
Non"ords 
housl 
seton} 
firw 
fnoor 
fodb 
watlr 
-...:ace 
h',I'_) 
eyh 
b<t<ih: 
'"br 
h'omgn 
ginl 
1',\'i'l,j 
ocy 
shteet 
mpney 
hap.-'l 
c'furch 
doqr 
lTl,\'11 
tabh-e 
cbild 
I ( v' ~ ,'1! 
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SET A SET B 
fire foam 
fnnor dOlf':'--
fodb church 
cag m;,'11 
heao cbild 
womgn girl 
food hapd 
floor o-q1l ~--. \... 1. ! 
car bey 
wom~n ginl 
.':',--,-t.' \ 1.: .. ~,-
foop street 
moman road 
h)dk mnl1E'Y 
q~r ryad 
heam room 
-...:acE' rodm 
fapR chold 
ey"- table 
schoom door 
nater cfurch 
e,ve pO;id 
book pano 
~-j\ IU~.t-' ch-:!' t'( 
face nrpney 
fimE' rx)," 
f-! C' \ 1",-~ 
" 
I!t'(y' ~i 1 \, 
fir"\-,' tatle 
floon lTlU:i 
school doqr 
water strE'ec1 
"'atlI' hand 
housl charch 
sctool tabhe 
boak child 
APPENDIX 6-4: ANOVA Sl.M1ARY TABLE 
Lex LcaJ decision b;' children fl'om reading a.~c .~TOUpS 6:0 ,7:0 
and 8:0 years (P(A) scores). 
Bd Ss :3800.037 
RcadiniS .\ge 1 4 ~ :), . -i ~n 
St,f~rps 2346.556 
\\'i t hi n Ss 5056.;;00 
~lndali ty 231iO. H,/ 
RA. ~~ I\iod 1248.444-
~Jc,d x :::lhi.;pS 1·l47.R89 
Tnt aJ 8856.537 
Jr" 
26 
" .:.. 
24 
27 
1 
.-, 
t.. 
24 
5~i 
343 
726.741 
97.773 
2360.167 
624.222 
60.329 
!' 
7.433 
39.122 
10.347 
O.ooouo 
0.00U5"1 
APPENDIX 6-5: MICHAEL AND CAROLINE'S RHYME PRODUCTION RESFONSES 
Stimulus Michael 
hat 
key 
comb 
bin 
shell 
<it'd-
rrnp 
bear 
sun 
,{OO 1 
fOll]' 
fish 
can 
heart 
iron 
CCli, cut, hut. n'lt. 
bee, ee, wasp, tea, ee, 
bee. 
coat, coach. 
bit, pin, pam, an. 
shed, sh,-nllder, books shed, 
books, something you put 
on the wall, book shelf. 
drl JfTl, d.;.) 11. 
t ra in m:'1p, trarJ, hRtch, 
rnFt t" nlUl)' 
II\C\~, hog (\:hi sperei ) , 
hng, mag (voiced). 
bear, beachooll, beachback, 
beeboat. 
soap. 
sun, 1 tm, mtU1, clouds, sl-\,\-. 
"'hnt is wool? jumper, sl~irt. 
(poinLed to eye) g]asses, 
1 I am, 1 1 i1-~e . 
I"" '! i, t ,l"t",rl" t iIi', t (, 1 ,ed. 
1J1a"!\:"Oct: J, p~-,rc:,I.:'. 
fn1'1\, four, 12~-l4, four 
hi :'(1~', fr'\," tr'l:"Lpr;;:. 
I,: ing a: ,3 qU(~en. 
fish, dish, ish, dash, 
dash'\', mash, hash, 
lots of words. 
open the can, like can 
of stars, cape, cal~e, cran, 
queen, cake, maher like. 
Miss Heart, Heart to Heart, 
your heart (pointed to 
stomach) . 
iron, you put on meat when 
you make gravy, something 
you put on your eye and it 
stings, iron, cannonballs. 
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Caroline 
bat, bit, bjtc. 
king, car. 
brush, kelim, came, pen, 
men. 
bin, pan, sit, pin. 
shell, sea, shelly, say, 
shell. 
,-lr3h'l (,~f..;t iJJt=- cf <'11".'1.:iJ i.~' , 
map, oot, pop, mop. tfp. 
roL, cog, leg. 
bed, oog. 
Sue, sin.!?: , winner, s11, bo,\', 
loh', solo, hello, no, doe. 
sun, san, s, ll, s. 
\-1001. 
eye, n. 
r(~rl • l}t-~f~ red. 
four, fmm. 
1 111E, j., I!.'::!. 1 
fish, dish, dish. 
can. 
hat, har, ha, ham. 
iron, I. 
APPENDIX 6-6: WRI'ITEN RHYME DETECTION TEST 
Practice Items 
win pin JX-n 
drawer mo\'e more 
Test Items:-
pan fan far 
mop map pop 
seh ne"'"' no 
cat mat car 
hear heart cart 
leg pig peg 
weel," beah t)E'ar 
boot note boRt 
hit h8. t f,'l.t 
toff laugh cough 
h ;.~ \'1 :.: t ~~1 
fear pear fair 
rope soap ripe 
tart dart dirt 
yacht coat cot 
bad bed red 
fill fall ball 
gun fun fin 
pat,' four hour 
hail hair sale 
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APPENDIX 7 -1: lEITER IDENTIFICATION ERRORS 
Letter Names 
Letter Sounds 
Correct: 
Blends 
Correct: 
I'll Cl-LLl..EL 
Q - Don't Know 
\\' - y 
g -~ 
1 -~ 
1 -~ a:I 
q -ju 
I ~ 
X - e..~ 
y -~ wa-r. j~J 
bcrlh,]kmn 
o pst u Y \,' Z 
bl -~ala 
gl -9~~ 
cr - 1<0.. 
tr - to. 
fr -
.faLo 
ci - 514 ". 
st - ke\::. ~:I:. 
£(r - gl 
- d~ .. ~ 
dl,' - ~w 
th' - tawa 
pr - pL 
sp - slap 
hl - bala 
ser - 5.,:zo. 
spr - eX9p:> 5%.9 
shr - ~\..e 
thr - ,c:u. 
squ - Sk &\.a J 
S\.; pI sn s1 sm 
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100% Correct 
e - D. 
1 - l 
n - ~n 
o - 'a1t" 
<l - \(Wu. 
r - 0.-
U - ju. 
Vi.. 
y - w~l 
a b r d f g h ,j k 
1mpst~'~~z 
bl -b9l'a 
gl -9&'U~ 
t r - l:.a \.!7a 
fr - ~aw3 
pI - pala 
(' i - '<_La 
g;r - 9a\!)a 
dr - ~~a 
d~~ 
Ll, - ~W& 
sn - 'l.a,",~ 
pr - ~~~ 
spr - SpCil'-' e 
shr - Sa>'-',,;> 
thr - l::.:>h-a 
squ - sow,,'" ~J 
sw cr st sl 
sp bl sm SCI' 
~ &,,) APPENDIX 7 - 2 : WORD AND NONl«)Rl) READING - IY\, Co,"" A E '-
WORDS NON\-.'ORDS 
REGUhA.R IRREGULAR REGillAR IRf-lliGUL.A.R 
siege [~C2.1.KJ choir ~a'\.r"'jJ diege choiy 
Die 
grill l<3~U" flood ~i)\..uJ 
tCOI..u..A.) 
~"d crill plood 
'" l:J ) (~o~ 
drug clr'U,r"t"'\ aW'lt nu~ brug aund 
slot ~o+J l-.'olf v flot l-.'olt, ~u.cr..J (SeH:.) 
Ijmp \ef'Y\on pint LP:I:ncl] kime jint. 
1X'in't 
film v sign (Ja"1tU pilm [~ hjgn hide. 
'" 
\;SaN'l-aL~t'\ 
p':'l:D 
111sk [0. 2 ~ Q.':5J dove [dav~ rash: }Xl\'e 
tCU'"cJ...) CoL 
shill Suso-r ,,'and C'-JCA.nd] shim ,,;amp 
Shire. CIC 
hn 1 ch [he%.'3 bread V' natch cTPad 'c.ecre~ 
h"au '=-~ O'C 
~ \ -, b s]nke ~: 1 ()\ "(", sFI,l,' S S S~'t:..~,"~ .• dO\e Cg'3rl..l 
S ~ P £. w: 't iJ caa i.." Q) t)\( 
~hel:ti.) _. 
prj ncetbstl p\.e:t."J tonglIP~::\( ~~:r drince fongue 
t>1e ',=aU'~e.%.cJ (Por~o 9.ChocL '!) 
p] \I," LPa\..~ t>'t(. bah' 1 lli>~Lbl 'bavw~J flug n()h'l 
Ow:. 
blade tP~l:l.')~ S\,'arl ($WE.t)J clade SI-.,ad 
o\C'; t>\oC 
bleai b\eac..lo1 shove ~'U"wJ'a cleat chovp 
~1r'W~i 
snail @FS] v suede $~e .. spail [Sp:a-u:.J duede Supe\"'~ 
glo\1f-' @~U'\.TbJ sh'ord wooL flobe \Setup] Sl-.'ort' 
OK 
casl\ (il~ K~~ vase \'yo"',:- ~J pask ,jasp 
~ CDs\( (VQ.r"'Sn) 
t)\(. 
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WORDS 
REGULAR 
match v 
organ 
1 '-.'InOII v" 
madwt v 
mi xture r'r\\t'\c.e. 
APPENDIX 7-2 (contd) - ""'CHAE.\... c..'T1.) 
IRREGULAR IRREGUL\R 
breath [bav] 
tbir~) 
tatch bsc;ue. freath 
flug 
nutor 
hob~,ter 
steady [$~ Sed hi \-j lie 
Slavt.. 0; UtVI<.] 
(A~\oQ.'"" ~r Q.boo..~ 
,,, 6o.rt>o.c&cS) 
i en,'I' \'ve..- urgall 
J it 1',-· [[:d:. '] 
C>\IC. 
island ~Sl _ ::\£:ar!,ei 
:rs I..C1ol.nc!..CjJ 
v 
colone 1 [\a;)v~ ~'~r j x tun: 
(c.oco.eo\o. ') 
marine Cmo.~ fY\£~\1-i t tel' CV.fLvmJ 
~~) 
biscuitU):I'KoS] shim];]p 
t>1<. 
\-."'arg 
louble 
hausage 
soser 
pettuce 
hi t rt, 
is1all1\ ca~\( 
is'ord 
Cl'1'<.j 
palone] 
narine 
kiscuit 
Referpnce: Parkin, A.J. (1982) Phonolo.e;ical recodine: in lexIcal 
decision: Effects cof spelJin~ to sm.mc:l reg\l]Rrity 
dependin\?; on hm-: regulari ty is defined. ~Iemory aWl 
Cogni tir,n, 10, 4:i-53. 
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1. 
APPENDIX 7-2: WORD AND NONWORD READING - C.A~o,-u'JG CT~) 
WORDS NON\\'ORDS 
REGUlJ\R IRREGULAR REffiJLAR 
hatch t5'~I::r~Ok. bread 
blade Lme'1 be. de:z:sh'an 
~"de% 
bad2A.] 
bleat ~ .. b~ t.'%.l:shove 
'U:..:r.Y"\ . .:.~ 
b:aLe.'X. 
, ·b\..~' :t.~.3.l"\l 01( 
snail ~uedF~ 
../ 
s,,,ord 
kime GCel("'~ 
,,:C;;"~J 
~~W '-, fhu?: 
..., ~ L 'aV ~"aN" --
b~'V~ ba.0 V" 
~o'" 1J clade 
S~ke -,",0 
wor~S 
tS~l~""J cleat t.~o,d..ow) 
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IRREGULP.R 
choiy 
plood 
almd 
\omIt wo\+' 
hjgn 
pcwe 
Cl'PRd CS:t 'L~ 
kr~ 
\,:~ "'I..J 
!-~ J 0\-/' [!. ~l f;) \(.J 
l'on,C:uc 
n Clh' 1 [h a'V' \. ',",ai. b '\T 
t'\av C'\;i~~ 
chow'> 
duede 
s,",'orl 
jnse 
APPENDIX 7-2 (contd) - CAt<OUNE LT~) 
\~ORDS NO~'MORDS 
REG1JLAlt IRREGULAR REGl:1....Ah IRREGULAR 
match v breath fbT-ttiz~ tatch l\:-"'~ b~ freath 
"be:x ."'''''' P.t c ~ L'2Q..~ be ~\:;I\2. 
b:t.~J Ow: 
plug LPJ\""'()I\r}]h'ard WoC"d flug v..'arg 
(pl.f..A,.w\ ) 
] obsterU;o'\O\: ~ettuC'e If ~lo\:: hob~,tpr 
\09U Die. '"\::~ It..pJ 
marh:et .,. 
,=>" 
pol ice po\iceJ"l'1O,n g;arket 
V 
dh'i np ~ 2Q.L~J steady CSk \'" ca\:"] hi \'ine 
chiv'r"I9 ~~\::) 
~~~Le\'er [i;J:~+ ~;:J L:>~"~J • Llitter) ur,~::::Ul 
marlwt V" 
mixture~ m 
r'Y\ -x. \: 
"'" :t. ~ ':t. \g 
Ow: 
bi tt er ~~ czRJ 
island V" gar!,pj ~C)"U'\(. 
91:>~·NO 
csoL~~ 
colonel(k~'nc"" rixture 
\c~L_ 
fu~{)n~) 
marine fY"O.r'r'\) -no \'i t tf'l' 
~~.J 
pettuce 
kol ice [ka:L~ 
\c.~·\oP 
~pJ 
skeady 
dever 
bi t re 
islanl\C~ n;;p .... ~~ 
'eu ,,~."-=a.-J 
]XJloneJ 
narinf' 
kiscuit 
Refprence: Pari\in, A. J. (1982) Phonolo.e;ical recodim~ in lexical 
rlpcision: Effects of speUin,S; to smmo regularit;,>' 
dppending; on how regulari ty is defined. ~Iemory and 
Cognition, 10, 4~1-53. 
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APPENDIX 7-3: SILENT READING TESTS 
APPENDIX 7-3a: H<M)PHONE MATCHING TEST (COLTHEART 1980) 
APPENDIX 7-3B: KNOWLEDGE OF ORTHOJRAPHIC RULES 
(Baron and Strawson 1976). 
APPENDIX 7 -3C: SEMANTIC ODD-ONE-QUf TEST 
Set A 
Praetice: dog table cat 
car man lady 
pen pencil mat 
plate dish book 
coat hat box 
Test: beer coffee tea 
ship boat plane 
orange banana potato 
rose oak dais;v 
gloves shoes boots 
light match torch 
robin sparrow duck 
elephant pig lion 
cat puppy lamb 
apple cake blm 
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Set B 
COh' stool chair 
van bed lorry 
\,,'alk TIm mop 
carrot peas road 
fork handbag basl\et 
moon sun star 
snoy; rain ~"ind 
ant bee spider 
school house flat 
bus coach bike 
glass mug cup 
paint paper crayon 
red blue square 
in small under 
leg ear eye 
Image removed due to third party copyright
Image removed due to third party copyright
APPENDIX 7-4: READING QUESTIONNAIRE (FRANCIS 1982) 
t-l = fvJjchael (eA 11:09), C = Caroline (CA 12:11). 
1. Do you lil\:e reading? 
t-1: A bit - yes. 
C: Yes. 
2. \-"hat do you like about it? 
M: HOF Sir reads - it funny. 
C: The story. Children in the story - interesting. 
3. wnat don't you like about it? 
'I: Its got not.hing to l:ike 3(Y)llt. 
C: I don' L like to write about it - too hard - 1 can't do it. 
Don't knm, spp]ling. Have to gn tr; Si.r. Tnn frL~htened. 
H(~ rn 1 gil 1,- BL,-)lj ~ (:: Ii· -. 
4. hh ich book do yelu like best (a) at home, (b) at sr.hool. 
~l : 
C'. 
'. 
;) . Do 
~1: 
c: 
Anyone. (a) 1 nnn' t read at home. (b) Start. In SlX-lce bool\. 
(a) \\l7:Rrd ;)f 07 (looks Rt pirtures h-ith hel' sister). 
(b) t\one of them - ton hard. 
you find it easy to remember words? 
Yes. 
\c,. T f you gnt a Lot of '"ork to do Rnd clon' t remember the 
,,'orris. 
f3. h'ha t dn ;,-ou d,-, to n'ad a word '-'hen you can't remember it': 
\ I: l),)lJ' t h': -1\, • 
C' Likf' in ;'-C I1.W mind. it .~CIIl:'. hhen 100\-; at pE'lge, thinj, of 
\,-ord, then 1. t disappears in :vour mind. 
, ' 1: I ~ , , ~!- ; 1 ~.: 
I'1: Lt'[-l.I'n it. (HeM?) Spe 11 it. SpelJ the ,,·ords. 
r' T don't kJ10F \"hat j tis. 
(Hcn.; ,muld you read this - bup': C put her finger on the "b" 
and read "up", thjen uncovered the "b" and said ·'bub"). 
8. Dc I pictures he 1 p you to reaci? 
N: No. (\\1W not?). Don't. 
C: Yes. (Hm.i'?). wnen you look at a picture it 100l;;s I ike you 
kno"- it, like tea (gestured drink). 
9. Does "sounding" words help you to read? 
~l: Yes. (Does it always worl,?). Yep. 
c: Yes, sometimes. Not a very lot. "nen the word is different, 
1 ike '\.:e, se and pe, se pe and ou" all mixed together because 
it helps you to find out the first one but the middle one 
you can't get. 
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APPi:NDIX 7-4 
(Contd) 
10. Does it help if ~TOU thinl, of another word that loohs like the 
one you are trying to read. 
H: Yes. ( Hm,'? ). Like any word. Looking at the word. (Khen 
doesn't it help?). Doesn't help when you don't 1001, at the 
word. You 1001, at another word and it don't help. 
c: Sometimes. (How?). Don't }mOh'. (When doesn't it help?). 
wnen the word is different in the middle. (C pointed to 
a word card "heer" ",hich happened to be on the table). If 
cover "he", (did so with her finger), it sounds different, 
you don't }mo'" ~That it is. 
11. Do you thinl\: rPRdj ng is useful to children of your age? 
N: Yes. (\,'hy?). I t do. ("ny:). Don' t kno~' (pause) Read ~t1en 
you ~,'811t to tall\: 10 people and you don' t kno~" nothing. 
R,',10 iT, ~'dJ"'·nT)arLet n;' gn t(, \'TC,n~ pla r ·( • 
c: Yes, because its good for you. Because if you cannot read, 
you don't kno" \,hat the ~'ord is. "'hen you do your work and. 
I'f'ad something, you don't kno',; what it is. Don't like it 
,,'hen everybcx:Iy sit t.ing dOhT} and you ha\'e to read (i. e. in 
srhool) . 
12. Hm-: dc. you t.hink reading could be useful to grown-ups? 
~l: Don't knOh". It is. Like ,,;hen you want to read, they read 
and ta U; t c> people. 
(': Don't hnow about that. For you to kno',; sompthing. 
J::I. Does Fil1;\"One tel] ;'-TOll the;,-" ~'ant you to be able to read? "no: 
~l: 'li.;;s. H. (q,it iep,·h<r). 'ly mum. \inbody. 
(: Yc:, - SJ 1. ('rb: ~ J f ,) l,nt (, a d l S('USSiOl~ not l"P('orded here. 
In summary, Clacks confidpnce in the classroom situation 
ann i~ frightenffi of as1dng her tpaC'her for help. 
14. De,PS rtn;'<)TIf'-' help you to lean} to read:' h1w? 
~l: Teachers. Mr. F. (the maths teacher). (Hoh'?). Looking into 
books. Look at the picture and then read it. (Ho'" else?). 
Learning maths and all that. 
c: No. (C felt that she had had no help from her teachers ..... ith 
reading but that her mother and sister had helped her by 
telling her the words ~t1ich she ",ould then repeat). 
15. Would you like to do more reading in school if you could? 
t-1: Yes. 
C: Yes - not in front of children. 
16. "'hat would you like to do in reading time? 
N: Don't know. T.V. kid. 
C: Si t and read anything. 
17. What would you like to do instead of reading? 
M: Don't Know. (wnen asked if he prefers sl"imming he responded 
that he did. He felt that learning to swim was far more 
important than learning to read because "wnen the floms 
come you drOl-.'J1 and you die". The school is in the Thames 
flood area and the children have had evacuation pract:i ces) . 
C: Like doing arts. 
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APPENDIX 7-5: SPELLING RECOGNITION TEST <* child's response) 
MICHAEL CAR()LI~t 
lip* lepp pil lip* lup pil 
ape I lape apple* apel apple* lape 
fis shif fish* fhis fish* shif 
mabship membership* shembip membership* shembip bnbship 
pte tep pet* pte bet peH 
trumpet trpbbie* petrum trumpeU petrum duidry 
sath. sack* sal\: sak suak sack* 
smber temsf'pber september* setemer temsepber september* 
pupj p..'lt s PUppy* puppy* pupi puppet 
satesatar* cigarette siguret siguret cigarette silonwet* 
finger* fig;ger ginfer finder* figger finger 
umbeler umbrel]a* rberhertel umbeler umturd umbrella* 
racatostand udersandt understand udersand undercellm: understand* 
trafik traffic* tarres tiffip tafih. traffict 
bump* bup borrt bup bump* pubm 
tulip* tottper choolip choolip* tolip tulip 
ki tten* J;;eten netik kitn kittle kitten* 
tean* tet tent tent* tet tnet 
arterer ayencher* adventure andbackself avencher adventure* 
trap* part thewenmt unekiry trap* part 
catclog catalog* catalogue catanlog* catalogue catlog 
paki U packet pater packett balk pakit 
nest* nexts sten nest* net sten 
koler collar* locker koler kiltoy collar* 
instuktid* nisokder instructed instructed indiyrd instuktid* 
poter* polish loship loship bybrd~"'l1 polisM 
contented* ketetid kitr ketetid cantartiH contented 
back bak bank* bak bank* nabk 
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APPENDIX 7-6: MICHAEL AND CAOOLINE' S RESPONSES ON CAMPBELL'S 
( 1982) EMBEDDED NONWORD SPELLING TEST 
The children were instructed to listen to the following list of 
words. TIwy were to stop the tester every time they heard a 
non""ord and then \-.,..,i te it do"'11. Nichael never stopped the tester, 
believing every item to be a word. Thus, his definitions are gi\"en. 
Stimulj 
dish 
night 
coal 
Ibf'e-uLI 
lady 
hoi 1 
/\N~J:.LI 
leg 
Idtp 
Ija'I:c.1 
moon 
lead 
18U:t/ 
doll 
pen 
Isl3s1 
brick 
pear 
he~ 
t,alk 
Il':)'1( I 
1'Snud1 
cake 
should· 
Ijvcil 
tra:," 
plane 
he.::r" 
book 
bun 
'9VdI 
fox 
plum 
I~.:a( 
fish 
care 
tf\!.al 
peach 
/SpavL.! 
earth 
/2~el 
pipe 
plum 
ltid! 
Dpfini ti on 
Nichael only 
In Barbados 
animal 
light 
hair 
God 
smoothe out 
jam in India 
eat it 
tea 
like a cloth 
earth with s on it 
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Spelling 
Nichael Caroline 
Baril" bludend 
letr judnerat 
sheed shunad 
safl sclosf 
hard hirad 
Loch lidemn'd 
sBas sun rand 
jam duteatd 
hallings danerE 
gotinog grvad 
tedinge trvad 
nenet brAon 
sorrting srAct 
Eastsing zrAsocd 
Tenes traven 
APPENDIX 7-6 (cont) 
______________________________________________________ ----______ 1 
Stimuli 
bird 
to:,--
chair 
/br£9/ 
fruit 
birth 
Id3e1 
JXlrk 
IS~k./ 
,.s£~1 
glass 
train 
/SkrexC"\! 
plant 
tree 
I n"\:;)\o( I 
light 
ISkf'e:t~ I 
n,,·,--L 
gnoo 
/tn.sdl 
~i '.( 
tpro.:t \:. I 
boy 
royal 
1j'~xLI 
ball 
cup 
Ic:hrdl 
sock 
desk 
/ c::l '::) '1.L I 
girl 
hole 
/r'I'a'\SLI 
coin 
feed 
l~rLdI 
leaf 
food 
IttI'd I 
Definition 
Nichael only 
meat 
you rub out ~-.'i th 
a cloth - clean 
that is a word 
you mean like 
"scrate" the paper? 
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Spelling 
Nichael Caroline 
badr bubber 
drne brend 
soad sacrl'i. 
sarne sernd 
saren senacrod 
morke minaceli: 
sorl<;e sarf'eeli: 
boor buac<i 
bolte Brdanceoy 
telgt yethorad 
dup deransd 
dlole neryanud 
nelote noters 
tera harnecd 
tock terdanttle 
APPENDIX 7-7a: IMITATION AND SPELLING OF ~ AND NONWORDS 
(+ = correct) 
MICHAEL C .6.ROLI\"E 
WORD IMITATION SPELLING Il'lITATIOl'i SPELLING 
nest + nes ne.s net 
spider ~R.ma'Xda sd Spa-x2a sqied 
\o,'aSp + wot WOp-~ WOS yeeb 
WOo2-. bi. 
Sm~'\s' 
.. 
sno\o,'IllEin ~t\-a'\.S'm~ sawin in a S\o,'IDO ...... ~ + 
sowinman swon 
bucket + butg + bant 
spa.de +- sddin Spe%'$f1d sandig 
f 1':lh \0<' a y.J 2Q..b ('nl'p T r:T11~t 
star + + + + 
kite k~%2 citk + + 
guitar ~~2'2a gtur 't1: '\c.z dz.~t:Q tiptart 
basket + brs ~1c..1b.. beaktelel b2R~:U:.~ 
penci] + rdeplepi pC.&\.."\r + 
chips ds:,ps + + + 
-t 
\~ ~>.\'1, ;hi j~ 
/nl\~t. + nus ~I\~ bust 
SPCI'U"O;> ... ~,)( ; Sp:x::i~ :- ; : ~. i ; . " ~.~ 
\tJ£.Sp \ooI£.S~ ,.,rest Sw3+9 ',e-t 
9o\.rnr.>n tt;~ ~oC'\ Sm sisdn son Sn~on 
bx~t bXKI\2p bk b:ulC bittrat b:tK"~ 
Spavd Spav sbon 
k~b \c\)l.b snIt + tunsang 
Sl:~ + sdl + stent 
k.::>.1C + cwot + 
\::L~·:I 
~~~ ~a\:~!> gte da C::l1 ~:> dartnsg 
·bf.~\t2rU: 'bl~~ beat bsetcat b~4&~"\. bests 
pl:t\S~ L 'p!.r\stv psoun ~%.t\$'a"\r ] pinsand 
l1"PS/ + cttene + chcxl 
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APPENDIX 7 -7b: IMITATION AND SPELLING OF eve WORDS 
MICHAEL (+ = correct) CAROLIl\"E 
WORD IMITATION SPELLING I~ITATION SPELLING 
sit + + + + 
dog + + + + 
tom + + + + 
bat + + + + 
bob + born + bop 
tot + tolm + + 
cup + + + + 
nob + Aod + dop 
bop + bivp ~p ~Oba + p 0'= 
dip \Ai&d; divino t-J.1:P d:sp tip gag gings + gog 
nick ~~+ SW1U1{ I'\%~", n%") nol\ ., 
peck + Bikp + peal<; 
call + + + + 
dot + + + + 
hiif' + Bum C""'" + 
bag + + + + 
ten + + + + 
ticl\ + tel<; + + 
mob + + + + 
nan n5f'\O Nad + non 
nod + nod + dod 
tub d~~i\3 + ~\: ~b tup 
pam + pnt \:Ap + ba + 
gut + TuT + + 
gob + gon P&d ~~ des + pad + pat Pmg. ~ ~ p2Dda bud 
men + + + + 
mi'lt + + + + 
fl1lmb n""",b nob + + 
kim + + + + 
tfl~ + + + + 
(';PI + + + r;\bl; 
m,'p 1- + + + 
pub + porn + puppm 
peg + + + + bacl\ + + + + 
micl\ + mica + mak 
keg + + \(t:!Cit 9€l9 c.31r~ gat kick \(1" kig \(~t:. b;1:. k:%l:~ It.x\C.. ki t 
pen + + + + 
duck + dumh: + + 
bed + + + + 
mud + + + mit 
mum + + + + pet + + + + 
nit + + + nat 
cat + + + + gun + gum + + 
pop + + + + gap + + + gam 
din + + + + 
dad + + + + gum c:tC3"WY\ dun + + 
mug + + + pug 
nap + niak + + 
ted + tad + + 
nag + + + nac 
dab + dan + dom 
bomb + bon + bam 
dumb + dumn 358 + dam 
APPENDIX 8-1 SPEECH DATA SAMPLE (Tal) 
Subject: michae.l 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Target Naming Imitation Continuous Target Imitation 
\~ord Speech Nonword 
------------------------------------------------------------------
A, Nest cnES v' '''is Y'\I\S~ v 
Spider v v V Sp~vd'3 v 
Wasp V v wc>s wt.sp v 
Dud;s V v dAK d&IC.s • v 
Biscuits v 'b \regs t.av v V ~\(.:>X\: '~SIC..''\S~ 
B. 
' ·S ..... \. ""'on '50-\ i.. 0 t\ 
Sno\-.man v vi v Sn'-tv\OI"\ :Sni.rna'U 
Scarecro"- \SKe.~ \c.~v ' SIC.ta\(.9"\$ ·SK~t.ti) \(.~"U' '5k3Jc.re'1 S\«." .... v 'S'i"re% '~lC')""e~ 
Scarf V' v- v SlCa9 S\ca.~ 
Slipper v v 'Supas 's~9 V' 
Caravan '~CQ.va.vC!Q..n v- ·k212v~~zg.", '\c.T~~:t.'" v 
Co Television v v v ao\ov~~"'bLL~v%~~ 
Dragon V v- I a-& 'd("~t" dr%~W'\ v , ' 
"frea .. S1 t)'(::' ~ve.. V~ ~~tv~ ~ '~\'"£3~ ~30 v-I E3~ 
Castle v V' \C:L'~'U" '\c:A ~ L '\Co s "U" lor, .... '.ra •. .t.1 Fire engj 11(> V v ~13~" ~,,,, • a'%' '~x", 
D. Bud;et V' v v 'bxkAt.. v 
Spade v- V V Sp;r,ud V 
Cra1-> ~\%Ab "",C!Cb ka",&b \cr&b l:::ral.b 
Star V' V'" v Sb'.. 'Se~v 
Eite V v v- ":~:L \:. k\O~x.\:.c 
F. Burglar v V'" 'bS~"LO> :b:xaL~ v 
Rocl~et \?ol(X1 V' "o\(.,%2 rE,lC.;)\: r!.~~" v 
Guitar V' v «3:r'~ ~'~':> V'" 
R.()llerskates~l4·Ske%.b ........ 0 "O::!'>IC.e-:1:c' ·1'CQ.~~v 
Notorbike v v v 'Y\'a~b~'U'K~:r e1b~~" 
F. Bas}i;:et v ........ v 'b£S\(~ b£.~ 
Pencil v V' v 'PXt\a~l v 
Chips v- v V' l:jAPS ~"f>S 
Chocolate v V'" V'" ~\L%\~'. %"'!I.l~'\.1c~. 
Orange '~~Lr0:3 V" 'o~ ~ v] 
------------------------------------------------------------------
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A. 
B. 
r. 
fl. 
F. 
F. 
APPENDIX 8-1. SPEECH DATA SAMPLE (. To\) 
Naming Imi tation 
r\est G~ S I'\E.~\: M . .s\( n£~.c v 
Spider ~po:r:d'a v 
viasp v V' 
Dud\s v V 
Biscuits bx b'%$t.x \: bYSKX \:.' 
'0 %. Sow.:1 '=. 
Sl1m,man S",'a"U" Ml.t\ S"""tSf"f'It.n 
Scarecro,,- 'Skt,a 'kf"OI'U' tt 9 ,,-
Scarf let-a ~rav v v 
SI j pper ~'%pal '~%pa'l. 
raravan '~ll:.,\1~ '\(~.c:~~a:u"\ 
T I .. ',= l: ' '~U'c('X '\ t\ f' ('\,1 S 1 on t..::t VI &-1' 
Ilrag;on v ~f"~ 
.\ir ~ n .n. ~ ';r('~1s1Irp &&v:>'Z. tb-£'Z.~ (';lsi le 1c-o~ . ~t. 'U" v 
F j 1'(> cnginePa'1: 'e.r.cts%.~ v 
Bll(,j.;pt V' v 
SIk"idf' V v 
Crall v V' 
St.ar V v 
Eite v" V 
Burglar b~basl:rS bae~ ba L,> 
HocJ;;et ·"O\c..% t- v 
Basl\et v v 
Pencil v v 
Chips ......... v 
Chocolate V" v 
Orange ''=>''1(\3 ~:rt"\3 
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Continuous 
Speech 
n~s 
I 
-
'Spala 
",",0'0" 
dJ\2" 
b'Xs\(.~ \:. 
'$r\~\TC"Y\t.r'\ 
s'< ~I¢II 
os w;) ~ ~." 'a '\7 
v 
~'%.pa"Z. 
. \cal.s: '1,V an 
v 
......... 
v 
v 
~~""3 
Target Imitation 
Nonword 
nl\s\;, 1') A S\( 
'~"U"Cl ';) 'Sp~'\1' V' 
Wtsp v 
cl~1£S v 
I 'b~So' b2A.S J'bms pAns 
bal,st:. ':>::Lt;s'\:>a2Spa%w: . t:als~:t)C. 
lSnL.mCV\ 'sn,:~' r'nOlV\ 
'&3 ~ r-e '% 'Sk:.3\ce. X 'S"""S\(.e:t 
S-=a.e "SICQ~ 
43~~ t~L'1p'" 
• \c:'D"'2:.vV'\ v 
'bl:\V.t. v 
S~'Ud v 
\c:rt.b V 
~i_ V 
b:>::L~ V 
APPENDIX 8-2: CLASSIFICATION OF SPEECH ERRORS AT T2 (Total) 
SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 
Cluster Reduction 
Syllable Reduction/Weak 
Groping 
Netathesis 
Intrusions 
Onissions 
SUBST ITIrr IONS 
Fl'onting 
B,"lcking 
Other 
ARTIC'l'l-"lI,TORY CCORDINATIO\ 
Assimilation 
Labialisation 
Voicing 
Frication 
heah: Articulation 
Distortion 
DnubJ e .\rt iculation 
,-;uh~, t l t \It ion 
NICHAEL 
8 
4 
3 
o 
4 
2 
3 
o 
1 
2 
8 
1 
5 
o 
o 
o 
u 
CAROLI~E 
9 
1 
13 
3 
8 
5 
8 
1 
1 
J 
8 
5 
2 
6 
1 
APPENDIX 8-3 NUMBER OF ERRORS PER WORD AT T2 
(rvl = Michael, C = Caroline) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Target Naming Irnititation Continuous 
\-iord Nonh'ord Speech 
N C H C N C N C 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
nest 1 ::1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
spider 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
:.:."',p 0 0 0 0 0 () 1 
auchs 0 0 0 0 1 J .::. 
biscuits 0 .) 0 2 4 5 0 1 L 
sno\,man 0 1 0 1 .-, 1 0 1 L 
8<_'0. ("PCrOh- 1 1 1 3 <) .-, .-, 4 L L "-
scarf 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
slipper 0 :3 0 :3 ,0 1 1 3 
cara\-an ] ') 0 1 1 0 1 '-
tele\-jsjon i) 0 3 2 1 0 .) L 
drag:ol1 0 0 0 1 0 r, 1 0 L 
treasure 4 5 J 1 () 0 ., 3 L 
,'as t If () 2 0 0 0 1 0 
l'irt~ t: --"'l,:S i 1'; ~ > \' \.,; \ ~ ., L 
b'Y·l\~·t 0 0 li 0 1 (l (' n 
';. ~ c' ' \ 
l. Li.l I d L () U t l 1 
star 0 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 
jd te 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 (1 
burglar 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 1 
roch.et 1 1 0 0 0 (1 1 1 
guitar 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
rollerskates 1 2 0 2 0 .-, d 1 1 
rnotorbih.e 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 3 
basket 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pencil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
chips 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
chocolate 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 
orange 1 2 0 2 0 0 1 3 
APPENDIX 8-4: MICHAEL AND CAROLINE'S LEXICAL DECISION RESPONSES 
ON THE SPEECH TASK STIMULI AT T2 (X = ERRORS) 
WORl)~ r-nCHAEL CAROLIN'E: NOl'-lwORDS 1'1ICHAEL CAROLll\E 
nest 
spider 
wasp 
ducks 
biscuits 
snOl-.'ffian 
scarecrow 
scarf 
slipper 
caravan 
tplevi~ion 
dragun 
treasure 
fire engine 
bud;:et 
spac)."O> 
crab 
star 
kite 
burglar 
rocket 
guitar 
rol1erslm tes 
m()torbil~e 
basket 
l){-~n(' i J 
d: ijl~ 
chocolate 
\. 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
\. 
APPE.l-,jDIX 8-5: MICHAEL AND CAROLINE'S RHyME PRODUC"T lUN RESroNSES 
AT T2 
hat 
key 
('omb 
bin 
shell 
drm,,' 
map 
log 
bear 
sew 
sun 
wool 
eye 
bed 
four 
ring 
fish 
can 
heart 
lion 
l'1ICHAEL 
mat cat at 
me dee leaf 
moan 
lin din min fin 
bell ell dell 
Hiss V not tell me about draw, 
draw door ka~, 
cat cap 
mog dog clog 
care lare mare 
mo bo 10 
sun won done 
sheep 
eye kie 
bed dead ked led med 
four door 
ring king 
fish dish kish fish 
can dan ban 
heart bark dark 
iron lion dion 
CAROLIN'E 
hat cat bat rat nat 1at 
key bee lee fee knee 
bone roan known lone 
bin tin fing ling clean 
shell bell nell 
dral-.' floor mo 
lap nap flap 
log wog frog dog 
bear dare fair lair 
so mo low 
lun man dan 
wiu wul lu, will dill bill 
spy lie eye nye 
dead net lead ret "Tech ret 
four door law four 
ling ring ding ring bing 
dish fish lish fish rish 
can ban can Ian can fan 
dart heart lart heart bart 
iron farlin (filing) fe-Ie 
farin (firing) nylin(nylon) 
APPENDIX 8-6a; WRITI'EN RHYME RFSroN8ES (NORMAL CX>N'I'ROLS SAMPLE) 
(Two items - pig and plate - were given for practice first). 
Stimulus 81F CA7:2, RA 7:5 S2F CA6:9 RA6:10 S3F CA7:1 RA7:5 
hat 
key 
comb 
bin 
shell 
dra,,"'er 
mFIl' 
1 ( <;; 
bear 
sew 
sun 
wool 
eye 
bed 
four 
ring 
fish 
can 
heart 
iron 
mat cat fat rat 
home man 
in din win 
del ,,"'ell 
dool 
naT' 
dn~J, 
heir 
ray 
run bun 
deid 
mur 
""'ish shif 
han ven 
Stimulus S4M CA7:3 RA8;2 
h:-·t- S!", t r:' ~ " l-\C] ~ 
~\. t ~.- fl' ':- I ~ II-- ., ~t. " ["'(1 
comb bone done gon 
bin Dine gin Din 
shell Bell dell 
drawer pa,,"T gooer 
map pape gape nap 
log bog dog gog 
bear Dea Be nert 
sew pok nok "-Tete 
sun bun gun dl.D111e 
wool pull gull dull 
dat cat tobcat 
keys keyt 
combs combse 
bin binse 
shells 
drawering 
mat cat rat bat 
hat 
hey pey 
85M CA7;11 RA7:6 86M CA7;11 RA8:2 
1 c • , '. j':r1 t f"l" p"'t ('8. i ".;'1+ mr..,t t· r • ~ '(' . 
j t~·.\ !:o(." 'li " !(-", 1!!" ~.-
pE'Y ,. ney re:, fey 
bomb somb gomb 
domb momb lomb 
tin pin fin tin din min 
lin sin gin cin 
lell sell bell fell tell sell gell 
lawer m81"er cawer S8h'er 
pap gap flap clap bap cap tap 
goy mag fog gog sag tog 
lear rear fear cear rear 
sear tear gear 
ce"" fIe,.;' clue 
blue glue you 
tun bun fun run cun 
wun blun flun 
cool goal yool 
rool fool 8001 
364 
eye 
bed 
four 
fish 
can 
heart 
iron 
hat 
key 
comb 
bin 
shPll 
n:' . 
l()g 
bear 
sp'" 
sun 
"'001 
eye 
bed 
four 
ring 
fish 
can 
heart 
iron 
APPENDIX 8-Ga (contd) 
S7M CAG:9 RAG:11 S8F CA8:8 RA7:10 S9F CA8:4 RA7:O 
bye die giue 
dead ged ned 
bare Door store 
pisch Disch gish 
ban nan 001 La 1 
barth darth nart 
nion gion dieon 
cat pat rat mat 
he be thee 
home borne 
rir. hin 
t.,·a 11 hall ball 
h11r hur tur 
'I J ~ , 1 i r;tj' 
rog hog 
her mer 
ho'" to'" 
run hun 
hul tul 
bos tis 
hed ded 
hur burr 
ping hing 
hish t.,'ish 
wan zan pan 
tot rot 
bron tron 
lye 
ted led 
tour kour 
fl uy buy fuy muy tuy dw·-
fed ded red head ced 
mour bour rour 
dour snl1r Y()11r 
t.,-ish tish 
Ian pan 
fat mat sat cat 
pat bat 
he mp see 
horne lome 
Tim Til. tll]]' in 
WP 11 tell frcc 11 
bell 
sal,' t.,·a 1 J dn,,!' 
J la] i.ii· 
fog dog 
fair hair mair 
fun run gUn 
buy 
fed 
fing thing 
wish 
fan ban 
cart 
365 
f·]rJ..~ SllJg hing dill;: 
bing ming 
dish sish bish ish 
van man ban han ran fan 
beart geart ceart 
seart feart 
siron biron niron 
ciron giron 
ham Ham fram am Sam 
mis'" fi!" in 
hi!], t:1p 5;'1 
tog hog mop pog 
mear sear bearse 
met eat feet 
man ban bun 
hen men ten fen 
mish his pig fea 
pan san fan 

APP.2;NDIX 8-6a (8ontd) 
816M CA 8:4 RA 7:9 817M CA8:7 RA8:0 
hat 
key 
comb 
bin 
~hp] 1 
map 
log 
bear 
sel,' 
sun 
",'()ol 
(~ye 
hpo 
four 
ring 
fish 
r .. ··' 
ljt-art 
ira]) 
rat cat sat 
see ley me 
home fnme 5nmb 
sin lin zin 
se]1 mp 11 sniP 11 
clap tap sap 
Jog mog kog 
fair hair lair 
rna co do 
.I?:llll won son 
sool fool mool 
sPYP Iiy fjy 
med led fed 
or cour tour 
sing Idng ming 
dish kish mish 
stad smari bart 
sian loin hion 
mat Rat cat 
ney ley sey 
dom born lorn 
din lin cin 
,,-he 11 ~-h(' 11 clh·',} 1 
gra"'er 
bap tap lap 
dog Rog mog 
dear lear eear 
me.- 1 e'" eel,' 
nun gun tun 
dool gool mool 
eye lye nye 
med ded ced. 
wour dOl lr gour 
ting ling bing 
1 i sh mi sh ,,'ish 
na! i 1:,', raJ: 
leart gpart teart 
dran Iran cran 
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818F CA 8:6 RA 8:3 
fat nat mat flat 
he my kneen Fly 
home nome Fame 
in tin fin pin 
fpl' n,.l~ 
hap shop 
hog Forg dog 
here Fair 
10" no 
hum thmim 
Ful 
sizh fly 
head said Fed 
tur na"-
thing ing 
di sh "ish 
eal: man 
matin 
firenen 
APPENDIX 8-6b:MICHAEL AND CAOOLINE'S WRITI'EN RHYME RESR>NSES 
PRACTICE 
pig 
plate 
STIMULUS 
hat 
key 
coml, 
bin 
shell 
] ng 
~,' P' 
"'001 
eye 
bed 
four 
ring 
fish 
can 
heart 
iron 
MICHAEL 
big 
mlate gate 
CAROLIN"E 
dig \-:ig 
\-:eight gate 
mat cat dat cat fat rat mat lat \-:at bat 
me 1 ey wey bee fl ey 
nI( !lIlt) bomb phone door den':ll 
pin din pin fin tin lin 
bell cell mel] fall tail 
door coor more 1m," 
rap sap lap rap cap 
dog wog bog nag sag frog wag dog 
cear lear mear fair near lear 
CPL" Ie\,· brn,·l 
("un dlU! 1 un 
doo] 1001 bool 
dye wey sey 
red ded fed 
dour lour mour 
ring ding king 
fish cish 
dan ban 
deart 
liron 
368 
f1H, ]lln blm 
loa do 
fly lie 
red Ted led dead 
la\-: poor door 
wing bring ding 
dish lish 
fan ban Ian 
deart 
lion nlyon 
APPENDIX 8-7: SOOND BLENDING DETECTION TEST SHEET (T2 ) 
TARGET TEST SHEET 
PH..i\:\l ramp pram prim 
SLOT slop lots slot 
BUST stub busk bust 
LOAF loaf foal leaf 
SANG sank sang snag 
LUNP pltnn ltnnp limp 
SNAP snap span snip 
FDJl peel loop pool 
k""C:: I, •. p.-.~~ puts SI)(lt 
BOi\1~ ben,'l bone blo',' 
GRJ\; ring grip grin 
C'Ht;!\i chum much chub 
APPENDIX 8-8: MICHAEL AND CAOOLINE' S SOOND BLENDING PROI)U(JfION 
RESPONSES AT T2 (+ = <X>RRECT) 
STHIl 'U"S 
}-.·;.-f 
s-e-nt 
1)1 -3 -Iii 
sl-o-t 
b-u-st 
l-oa-f 
s-a-ng 
l-u-mp 
sn-a-p 
p-oo-l 
p-o-ts 
gr-i-n 
ch-u-m 
mrH..\EL ri\RO!.T\T 
+ + 
S-F-\-T + snpt 
i'" J,),·S];' ~ lTl.."1l\,· up a T 
\,'ord - prom promp -
we call it a push chair 
slopt + + 
+ busst basket 
+ + 
spring S-A-I-N s-a-nz-g sigger slag 
+ l-u-l-p lup 
+ + 
+ pe-l pel 
pot pop + poter potsel 
+ baa 1 
+ + 
chtnnp + chub 
APPENDIX 8-9a: MICHAEL AND CAOOLINE'S SYLLABLE BLENDING 
PRODUCTION RESR:>NSES (+ = CORRECT) 
------------------------------------------------------------
\o,DRD mCHAEL CAROLINt NO\TWORD NICHAEL CAROLI~E 
------------------------------------------------------------
BA-BY + + DA-DY + + 
CA-RRY + + TA-KY tatty + 
Rl '-J.ER + + Yl-REh: ~~, 'l'_lr-'~' Y,--,1F,-pt 
Dl-\TNB? + + Gl-~IER gibmer giver 
TEA-CHER i- + PE>\-SHER peach peash + 
LJ-TILE + + Fl-PPLE feipple faithful, 
feipru 
ro-TA-TO + + BO-EA-hO + pokako 
R"\-DI-O + + LA-GJ-O ladio + 
rado 
r~)-ln - L! ;:.. + + LO-LJ-K-'I duJig\.:a dn] i j1,(} 
dolider 
\ . '.-' -l..--, .. 
-t- : ,~_h1. _/~-\ .. t;:r,'! ':-.(.ll: . tat ;~"\:aL 
TO-H.\-TC) + + GO-NA-GO gonano dor + 
eX)' 1-Pl' - TI.'R + + SON-TU-h.'"ER sekuter ge setuger 
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APPENDIX 8-9b:MICHAEL AND CAROLINE'S SOOND BLENDING RFSroNSES AT 
T2 (+ = correct, - = not attempted) 
MICHAEL CAROLINE HICHAEL CAROLn"'-E 
'ID + + FCD + feeoo 
GO + + ROE cool coo + 
ME + + YEE yoe youkee ee 
LIE + + YIE + ye-kie 
SAY + sa~·d TAY ta~·s te-ay 
IXX>R + detor ZCDR tore zuz ze-oz 
dotoy 
T'F' ('·,.'t'.i'· \:1 th p •. 11' SF..!, f~i 19 ~.P C-£ 
pan dat 
'l,;T + hat DAT + tat 
ClT + + Fl.:}> + fe-Imp fe-pup 
furp 
LOS + + HOG ug mbe map 
~ro~ noon moryu oom noom HOO?\ foon + hoom 
1'1onda~' 
SAO~ + skat + VACl\ + + 
PLWF + + KL~TE at,> kyate 
ShEEP + s~eet sh'ert SREEP + seep 
sep lat:!; sheep 
TE\T te-me-JX~ te-aLle HE\l hate hat(~ 
tF!} I 
f'h L.','·lP 18.m lRn lam FA'iP f'c ,(JTTr-' f~,l ) 
'l 
~ "t . , .. ~. ..., ! ~ A :-i.' -, - : I J-
seen 
GR.'l.B grape grab grabd PRi\B bat prat pe-re pub 
grabbed 
PL~\K plan + GLA.:\1l\ glag 
STA"1P sint simp SPAMP swump 
SWEETS sweet SKEETS skeed 
TRUNK ke-o-ump PRlJl\1\ prumngk 
tank 
CRISP kt ip tank TRISP trip 
trunk 
NATCHES music mitch FATCHES fatch 
fashel 
APPENDIX 8-10: MICHAEL AND CAROLINE'S LE'ITER KNC:MLEDGE AT T2 
I. GRAPHEME-PHONEME KNC:MLEDGE (errors) 
LEITERS 
(upper case) 
LEYrER SOUNDS 
(lm.;'er case) 
!-iLl '\ll::i 
(lower case) 
MICHAEL 
Y - don't knm,; 
a - e 
c - s 
e - e or i 
r - R 
Y - Y 
x - e 
gl' - g(-; 
d\: - dr 
hi - tn..' 
spr - spl 
thr - tr 
sq\l - 8];;r 
I I. PHONEME-GRAPlIDlE KNC:MLEDGE 
LETTER SO\. :l'.TIS 
BLENDS 
l\lIfH'\EL 
C'on"C'2l but lTli xed 
upper and lower case:-
A 1 g z u b H i 0 s 
n d k t r v m Q F X 
Pyjec\.;' 
x - s 
sw - sl 
cr - cl 
tr - tl 
fr - fl 
st - stl 
gr - gl 
dr - dl 
dw - wI 
tl--' - twl 
pr - pn 
scr - str 
spr - stp 
shr - sch 
thr - Ful 
squ - srq 
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CAROLI!\"E 
100% correct 
c -
e - i 
i-I 
r - R 
u - y 
tr - t.h 
sp - she 
(a11 other 2 consonant 
blends h'ere ident i fied 
correctly but segempnted 
inapproprjately 
eg bl/bp-1e, fr/fe-re) 
spr - seprek sepre 
shr - sh she she-be 
thr - h,e 
CAR0LI\T: 
1 i IU '7~ correct 
All upper case 
e - u 
x - k 
r - no resrxmse 
y - no response 
dw - Dn 
tw - Tr 
br - Bl 
spr - CBl 
thr - frl 
squ - srw 
APPENDIX8-11 : WORD AND NONWORD READING -m\c..HC\E\.. c..T2.) 
WORDS 
REGUL.u,R 
siege s, z.e. 
grill V 
drUg Clrun\< 
druW'V'\ 
olr",~ 
0\""\,4.0'\ Oil: 
slot Lsc:::>+' ~\r.:>~J 
Ump v 
film ..co \""'~ 
t.ash. (Ee:x:s~ 
(-t-oSCC2.) 
shin v 
hatch [i3(.~JCIlC 
princepr'nc:.e. 
p\"'~t'\cess 
V 
blade (b'Co)La'U l:. 
bLi..cJJ 
bleat U;9L~ t 
b~L,:,pJ 
(P\eo.t:) 
snail./ 
IRREGULAR 
choir ChoSe 
Chop 
flood +ocd 
aWlt ../ 
wolf v 
pint pi..\:ch 
sign v' 
dove elrove [cll\v] t>1IC. 
wand woc::x::j~ 
\.\,) o~ e.v-
bre3d v 
s,,'an V 
suede suSQI"'\ 
globe ~~~trb sl..;ord @WQ""'ci] 
~d\..AbJ 
cask {kos vase va~elLne. Ko:S k.ots] 
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NONwORDS 
REGULAf-l IRREGULAR 
die,ge d'OSrO...N"\ choiy [\jJ:)~L ~J 
crill c.r'n-.'no.\s 
CriN\eS 
~ri~ 
r". %.L~ 
brug Lug,r 
b r "'9 b""~ "-9 b r ",'3 v 
flat ./ 
kime fic~L1ps 
\<: \ ':Lp~ 
pilm ptUN\ 
rask r;~~ 
shim [S \:'\)X('I\ ~ 
St."':tn...~ 
natch n~ 'rc..h 
drince di", 
dClc-\::..s 
flug 1fV\~ 
-Clood 
(£''''9)''' 
clade {iLe~~ 
CC\&e 
pask [pc·. eo" 
PO$\<.J 
(pOSe) 
plood ~~) 
almd o.ro~ 
[W2>"tr: 
walt \NI\L~~nt ~ 
\N 1\'" "'" c. "" t...J 
jint ~l\d3~1"'\~ 
0 udC3Gl 
hign ~a:rJ 
}X1ve pub 
I~amp ~~:""b 
lJ.1Ort\p] 
~""'OY'\l"\p 
cread [kwa.~ 
~ra.'%J 
fon.~ueaLD9 ~ 
~l~"U~J 
I1cl,,'l 0a't.r:J 
jase t23roa,-] 
APPENDIX 8-11 (contd) - \'Y\\C\-\~ E '- ('T2.) 
WORDS 
REGll .. Aft 
match v' 
plug v 
bitter v 
IRREGllLAR 
breath ~~~ b;~~l 
ward wof'dS 
double v 
thimbl{b-"'N\?~ sausage~ ~J 
Sueo-r 
lohs~erfLoSb~ lettuce L.cce. .... 
'0/ 
1lI3rkf"~t V 
dj \'j ne dr\ve 
Ol'.f!/Ili ot"Oonge 
police 
steady 
le\'f~r 
J i trp 
v 
'S\::.eol 
Leo.ve 
[l:~'c~ 
U.\;J .. \"~J 
\ i~Q.v-
REGULAr? 
tatch ./ 
flug v 
vitter V' 
sh imble\$}xM'%n 
~ " ""V'\ ..... ] 
nutor (;,..l::r.,,,,..J 
IRREGULAR 
f rea th \Ten c:.k-o. 
I..:arg [v..>!>SK 
W~~ 
w:>~t:.J 
louble (Lob.iJ 
hausagelha'U"spJ 
~Ou.~e w;"""o..u-
~~S~~c\E 
soser Soc..k.e.\:. 
hohstel[hoc.:,b ":tS) pettuce[p\,!)L~ 
hospi\-O\ 
gari,"pt ~:> c;3"Cllt lw 1 ke fk:. a 1 ·"':a:r. 
9 ,,0. ~J ·ka:r.~~ 
0 
hiyine bc.\ieve.. sk eady [s \!) c..d , ~ 
'os\:) E.d ~ ~ 
ur%an \.l~neo.t dp\'er ~€'tJ 
island V' .garl;;pt fSo.dOil')K. islanh ~~skJ 
'Ki,. aJ (cacS~~) 
colonel eo\ouV" rixtur£r'I'C'\'"I~\::S polonel cpa",.', 0"" 
\::.j~ :l P\~'U',-) 
r 1'm:r. rJ~...J 
m:3.rine fh\&r:ile.:t~}-i Her ~r£.n2.s narinF:' nu ...... 'es 
~,~'" ) .p~"sJ 
mixture v 
bi tt ('I' V 
thimhlp 'trA""bi=] biscui t biscul\:.s ~ ... , shimbl~:tr1a:t.t"\ i\is('ui t kiS$ed ~:I:1'\'\3a :t.tiJ 
Reference: Pari\in, A.J. (1982) Phonological recoding in lexical 
decision: Efferts of spelling to smmo regularit.y 
dppendin~ on hOhl regulari ty is defined. r-]emory and 
Co.gni ti on, 10, 4:3-53. 
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APPENDIXB-11: WORD AND ~ READING -C:A~O\-\NE (TOl) 
WORDS NONWORDS 
REQ..JLL\R IRREGULAR REGULAR I RrlliGlILAli 
diege ~a-ugl choiy ~\,..\ \3i.vJ 
grill V flood .(?Ioo.c. crill &reo.m-I"\O plood blood 
W-a"l.rC1 \::. \?"12 t.)\e.e.d 
~~'\..\"'\dl \( r :1 "" LJ @> ~'Li. to] 
drug v 
c\c:. 0 
brug 1bC"Q:9 aund ~""~~J amlt V' b"'o.~aJ 
slot ~ \<.'olf V' flat ~a'lo~ \<.'olt ~u.c: W\A~.~t.~ 
wuf~Qdl 
..... _.J 
ljmp v pint [?--\. '" kime ~~ jint ~~:td:a pr~\::J O'3%. ~ 
film V sign V' pilm &\Ur'V'l h:ign \ha:x.;1v pL.L"~ hi5nw'~'n' 
C>\ u.-
tasl~ ../ dove drove. rask v' pave (paul p-av 
P~.s P~s~J 
shin v l.:and [!-~dJ shim &hoVY\~ "'amp ~o~PJ 
a'%."""'J 
hatrh V' bread v natch ~&2J1" cresd ~\':)l:(,\ ~ 
'co '" :L('\d"\ 
slX1d, . v ,r 1 on" G:.lJ..bJ ~<;rX3.ke spi\(e. ~] 0\(' ~ Cl \.t;:> 7. ~ ... V (pn'd~-
'Spok:..e. S~LOP.J 
prj nre v tongup to.neer\ . .ne.. drince d Ic.e. t'on.£;ue ~'V" L dvD 
plUje v bah'l v' flug \f~\. ~S1 v' 11 ()h-l V(!\'On.TL J 
bladf: (bh!~dJ s\-'an V' clade I:kLext sl-'ad Snored 
\"\O~ b\ocol \C\.e.-.x.v] I§>\~a1J 
bleat ~~\::J shove Sho('\e. cleat ~~ Lt.\(. chow> ~'f!I "U'"d] 
k:~l~'S ~:.:~u.\: v 
snail V' suede CSlcu ~ spail ~\"lJ duede Id~\,!)u ~~o\(, ol':)\'!)vJ 
globe Uc:>L"b sl.:ord ~ flobe ~lob.aj s\<.'ort (Sou -s ~~u.t 
"~'\t>bJ '3au.a~~ 
casl~ v vase v pask 0/ ,jase @'3es] 
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WORDS 
REGULAR 
match V 
plug '" 
bi tter ,./ 
th j mb Ip{RJ\1V\ 
~"r"\cI~ ~.MV\J 
tutor V 
organ 
lemon V 
market v' 
bi Uer V 
thimble 1::ut'Y\~~ 
\::uN..b\e.. 
APPENDIX 8-11 (contd) - C.-=lRo\...' ....... e (,~) 
IRREGlTLAR 
breath vi 
ward l)JC)rd 
double v 
litn- [xh] 
is land v 
\'O\'hORDS 
REGl;1.A}? 
tatch v 
vi tter .." 
hohsterthobg\-a In 0 .. b';) 
'ho.~ 
IRREGUL.~R 
freathbr" ~\!):l3 
.{!\)~2jJ 
h'arg ~o.:~l 
louble ['llI.b~ 
h:1.usagt{bOS'e...:tcl3 
·no" .... \!> ~J 
soser ~"'l3'z. 
~-a~e.o 
S~'tr~&J 
• 
pet tuce (2e.to»~ 
pE..t;1U 
garl~pt ~""Ic ~~ kolice 
~d3 
c*3 () : ~ 01< 
bi\-j!1f' ~t"a'1~ sheady 
urgan \bl\ t'\ '~C"aW\ dever 
n~gr~ 
bi tn' 
slco.te 
@IC.U:.] 
v 
j s1:1.111<.: ffs"-~ 
tI.:ICol.sK] 
rixtun-M'1\c S 
~:u::.!l 
polonel t:p;)lav 
• Pr.:> \..a 'U' J 
marim- rr-o.rio. vi tter \y::z:..2I:.%.\:. 
("'~a.:'\'" ~4"\l \rJ:.t:o] 
<"t.a~\...~~) 
bi seu i t V' sh imhl e~"l.l~J 
Reference: Parl\:in, _~ .. r. (1982) Phonologi('[-il rel'ooing in Ipxical 
- decision: EffpC'ts of spelling; to smmd regulari ty 
depending; on hOh' regulari ty is dpfined. ~!emory and 
Cognitirm, 10,4:1-53. 
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APPENDIX 8-12: SPELLING R.E(XXjNITION TESTS AT T2 <* = child's response) 
mCHAEL CAROL HiE 
lip* lep pil lip* lup pil 
apel appel apple* apel apple* appel 
fis shif fish* fhis fish* shif 
mf'bship membership* miship membership* mebship shembip 
pet*- pte tep pte bet peH 
tuper t.rumtep trumpeU trumpet trump * tumpt 
satk sack* sak 8ak suak sack * 
Se;-,1 d,or L)/ ~ t ,~), • J ~'.'I_! F'mhp!'t Sf' t (>rr:'~ I' ::l' ,::; ~>. '''J- Sei,t p;nbf'] * 
pupe puppy * puppi puppus puppy*- puppet 
siguret t sicerk cigarette cigettare cigarette*- siguret 
finger t figger fling finder figger finger*-
urmpt umbeller* umbrella umbeler umburan umbrella*-
udeS3110 underst.and* raratost.and unstander understand * udersand 
traffic* traffer tarric tiffip tafic traffic* 
hur' pumb bump* bup bump* pumb 
kelp CelP* par capt kap pak 
tulip*- tilup choolip choalip trumlup*- tulip 
readfashmet* rifeshmet refreshment withfirstmint refreshment * refresherl. 
kitten* nittek cipt kitn kittel kitten* 
tet tentt tnet tent * tenret tnet 
avencher addever adventure * andbackself atforch adventure * 
trap* tap tarp tarp trap* part 
catlong* catalogue catclog catanlog catalogue * catlOg 
packeU packt pack packeU pattek pal\:i t 
nets sten nest* nest* nete nets 
coler loccer collar* koler clla collar* 
instructed* insttllitid intaimp instructed* instaranded instructed 
poter plish polish* poshil plash polish* 
cetetid contented contenter* contartit ktened contented* 
back bark bank * bak bank * bakn 
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APPENDIX 8-13: MICHAEL AND CAROLINE'S SPELLING OF ~ READ 
CORRECrLY AT T2 (+ = OORRECT) 
M1CHAEL 
REGULAR WORDS IRREGUlAR ,",DRDS 
hatch hach bread + 
grUl glir aunt Atnn 
lime limen wolf + 
shin + sign sine 
P) r 'f .. F' :;;,'··a:, + 
pluE;, pug double dugober 
snail + police poilce 
mRt~ch mach island + 
bjtter bit 
lobster lobs 
market marker 
lemon + 
mixture mixed 
CAROLIt .... E 
REGULAR ,",'ORDS IRREGULAR \\ORDS 
grill + aunt Auntrie 
drug + wn]f + 
;.,:!: ,! ... 
" 
~ . .- ~! ... 
llITIl~ T brew + 
film flim glove + 
task + bawl bah' 
shin shim swan sy.,'arn 
hatch + S\"'ord + 
spade splad vase vash: 
prince + breath brealth 
plug + double dolud 
snail + sausage susanger 
cask creek police + 
match + biscuit buiscult 
bitter pittly island Iceland Ireland 
tutor + 
divine defindflasd 
lemon leman 
market + 
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APPENDIX 8-14:MICHAEL AND CAROLINE'S IMITATION AND SPELLING 
OF WORDS AND NONWORDS AT T2 (+ = cx:lRRECT) 
WORD 
npst 
spider 
WC1"3p 
biscuits 
sno~'ITlan 
scarprrOl, 
scarf 
slipper 
caravan 
t e le\-ision 
dTagon 
treasure 
castlp 
fire engine 
buc]\Pt 
~! ai' 
h t( 
!. ; ~ I ~., -~ l ' i' 
rocket 
guitar 
MICHAEL 
ll'UTATION 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-to 
+ 
+ 
l§K&sk"cnt'd 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
... 
+ 
+ 
SPELLING 
+ 
+ 
h'ars 
bisecet 
+ 
scen;ar 
seerfar;--
spely 
ca\-an 
televistion 
drager 
trasp 
castter 
fire negel 
bug 
<e;p.td 
+ 
stair 
~ ~ i 1 
rollerskates + 
Hocl,_ 
grilter 
Rolls 
morthbicye 
bastit 
motorbike 
hasket 
ppllcil 
chips 
chocolate 
orange 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
peni 1 pecnil 
chirp 
choctlik 
orangI' 
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CAROLUiE 
IMITATION 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
T 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
'3v£z~ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
b~~~ 
.... 
+ 
+ 
r~va sex 
r-a"U'L~ &1Ce':Lk. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
1:>1'":--3J 
SPELLING 
+ 
+ 
h'eep 
+ 
b:iscults 
+ 
+ 
+ 
carvan 
+ 
+ 
treseasurp 
caslter 
firengian 
+ 
+ 
+ 
; Ii' ~ j .......... 
+ 
guilte 
roIly slmte 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.!<-
NONWORDS 
/rv.5\:. 
Sparu-d;) 
W£Sp 
d62k~ 
b CQ ~ k:>:x:.\:s 
Sni..tYlor") 
~x 8-14~(OONTlNUED) 
l'1lCHAEL 
IMITATION 
+ 
+ 
+ 
~~S 
~1"\i..1"\a.fY'a 
'SnL.wc1j 
's\C e;> \t. \!)~1.TS 
S\C:£. ~ 'It. \> E. "X. 
S\co+ 
s \.x.p~ S \..£pc. 
+ 
SPELLING 
nat 
spod 
+ 
dpas 
t J,.Sl 
sned 
scerrotJPY' 
scerful 
sitp 
caryaln 
te]edntia 
drugeds 
teued 
catter 
fin nigtg, 
Li U 1 , 
spouds 
coui.. 
bulle 
relt 
gart 
relleral 
imbout 
bastcat 
pieint 
chush 
shillops 
ellamsh 
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CAROLIl\TE 
IMITATION 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
J_. _ 
-n~N'\Or"\ 
'S\<.! oe. ox ·SIc..3~e. ox 
SkO.-P 
+ 
+ 
.\:ol"vtlr' 
+ 
b-.%.'Z.o 
'\cas"U" 
fr,r'1" ,;~ 
«, TO .... _.:>~ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
S~~ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
"'~l':LS"-~'\.r\: 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
~:r2%lav2 
f-r'&3J 
SPELLI~G 
nesit 
s}X)de 
s\:ipt 
duciks 
scraps 
slopper 
farlame 
\mvon 
tole\-ision 
grodon 
troeaser 
Ims1 te 
for pngian 
b i 1Up 
scop 
('I'm rl) 
-;h ' , 
ctat 
breley 
recokn 
gruEn 
hTast 
bibot~a 
bscul~ 
penc:i 1 
chi sIp 
ckulop 
eran 
